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Memory stores level, time and date of
minimum and maximum barometric
pressure readings — shows exactly
when front went through

Chart recorder is housed
in transparent smoked
plastic dust cover

Barograph makes
permanent record of
barometric pressure

Displays current pressure
in inches of Mercury
Millibars or kiloPascals

Alternately display
time and date, or show
either continuously

Get apermanent record of barometric pressure changes — and current reading on three scales
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• Most important parameter which influences the weather
is barometric pressure change. Digital barograph charts
changes so you can see rate and date of fluctuation

When linked to the ID-4001 Weather Computer, the Digital Barograph produces a
tremendous amount of useful information. Together, they enhance each other
perfectly and keep you updated continuously.

• Microprocessor-based instrument displays current
pressure and time: remembers dates, times and levels of
maximum and minimum atmospheric pressure

Kit ID-2090, Shpg. 25. 11 lbs.
WAS $295.95. NOW ONLY 199.95
10W-2090, Assembled and tested, 10 lbs
WAS $395.95, NOW 249.95
ID IDW -2090 Digital Barograph includes one-year supply of chart paper.
Additional chart paper and replacement pen available separately. See manual.

•SAVE $96 on the kit: $146 on assembled version
Here's aunique, super-accurate instrument for reading barometric pressure. The
ID-2090 Digital Barograph permanently records pressure changes — in inches
of Mercury (Hg), mill ibars or kiloPascals —on its drum chart. You can adjust the
chart to record at 7-day or 31-day speeds (with appropriate chart paper). You
can even make written notations on the chart, during or after recording.
In addition, afour-digit LED display shows the current pressure at the same
time it's recorded on the chart. An LED indicates the unit of measurement
currently in use (inches of Hg, millibars or kiloPascals). Cabinet switches allow
you to recall maximum and minimum barometric pressure readings (since last
cleared), with the time and date they occurred, from the 10-2090's memory.
The 10-2090 features atemperature-controlled oven, which minimizes the
effects of changing temperatures to maintain ahigh (-i-0.03 in. Hg) level of
accuracy — comparable to amercury column barometer.

Learn about weather science and how to predict
changes with the Heathkit/Zenith Weather Course
S7995
•

1982 Heath Company. "Heath" aria -Heathkit" are registered trademarks
of Heath Company "Zenith" is aregistered trademark of Zenith Radio Corporation

-page text explains
weather phenomena

•Teaches you how to predict upcoming
weather conditions
•Gives you necessary knowledge to start
ahome or business weather station

Why do clouds have different forms? Why are they called
the sign posts of
skies? What atmospheric conditions
breed tornadoes or hurricanes? Take the mystery out of
weather with our complete award-winning Weather
Course. It explains how nature's invisible forces change
your weather and determine global climate.

You'll understand weather — and learn how to predict it. Atrue barometer, rain
gauge and 4 thermometers help you learn how to read and use weather instruments. A workbook with map reading and forecasting exercises, alog book
for documenting day-to-day conditions, and astep-by-step textbook that takes
you from basic definitions to predicting storms are also included.
When you complete our Weather Course, you'll be able to:
1. Explain how the sun and earth's atmosphere affects our weather.
2. Understand how clouds form and why they precipitate.
3. Identify different types of clouds by their shapes.
4. Know what type of weather is coming by reading the clouds.
5. Learn how weather instruments operate and how to read them.
6. Identify air masses, using temperature/pressure characteristics.
2/WEATHER

ID-2090 SPECIFICATIONS: Digital Clock/4-Year Calendar: 6-digit time readout in 24- or 12-h,
format, with AM PM indicators. Accuracy: Determined by lint frequency accuracy. No cumula,
tore error Barometer: Display: 4-digit readout with inches of Mercury (in. Hg). Miliibars (MB) or
kiloPascals (CPA) indicators. Pressure Range: 28-32 in. 1-1g (948-1083 MB. 94.8-108.3 (PA).
Accuracy of Reading: 1-0.03 in. 1-ig (between 29-31 in. Hg. 59-95 deg. F(15-35-deg. C). Memory:
Date time. magnitude of max. and min pressure readings. Chart Recorder: Chart Width: 4 inches.
Range: 29-31 in. Hg. Balance Time: 6sec. for 2 in. of travel. Overshoot: 0.5% of full scale. Overall
Error: 0.04 in. Hg. Chart Speed: 1revolution per 7or 31 days (user-selectable) Chart Speed Error:
0.5% max. Controls: Min or max. pressure select clear. MB CPA or in. Hg. gain coarse adjust.
fine adjust. Power Requirements: 120 240 VAC. 50 60 Hz. 14 Watts. One 9 VOC battery (not
included) prevents memory loss during momentary power failures. Dimensions: 74-l x15.25" W x
5.50" D

,• tir thermometers and
remeter supplement forecasting exercises
7. Understand how fronts develop, and the types of weather they bring.
8. Forecast weather by reading instruments and surface weather maps.
Earn 2CEUs — score 70% on the optional final exam. (Also see our Electron,cs
(pgs. 30 -43), Automotive (pg. 24) and Computer Courses (pgs. 78-80).
EW-4100, Shpg. wt. 10 I
bs.

79.95
Credit Card Orders Call TOLL-FREE: 800-253-0570
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Dear Friend:
Because you're aperson who obviously enjoys your Ham Radio hobby, Iwant you
to have apersonal copy of the new Heathkit Catalog. If you're new to Heath,
please look through this latest catalog and become acquainted with our exciting
line of over 450 different products. Pay particular attention to our Amateur
Radio section. It contains something very NEW.
The SS-9000 Deluxe HP Synthesized Transceiver.
If you look ahead, it's easy to see that microcomputer-enhanced hamshacks
are the wave of Amateur Radio's future. Anticipating the need for aTransceiver
that could be computer-controlled, the Hams at Heath designed this advanced
model based on the microprocessor. To match it, they produced the PS-9000 Power
Supply with in-cabinet speaker and dual digital clocks. Together, we expect them
to bridge the interface gap and put new technology, new benefits and new
applications in sight of the seriously innovative Amateur.

TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF EXCEPTIONAL
SAVINGS IN OUR
SPECIAL
INTRODUCTORY
OFFER

To insure that this exciting new future arrives alittle sooner for you, I've
authorized a special Introductory Price Discount on SSG-9000. It's the
system pair you see below. And you can find it fully described on pages 8 and
9 of this catalog.
This is alimited time offer! For just 90 days, you can purchase the SS-9000 and
PS-9000 together for only $2495.00 (regularly $3,090 when purchased separately)
and be one to lead the challenge in apromising new era of opportunity for hams.

AND SAVE UP TO
$595
ON THE SS-9000!

Sincerely,
PS. Remember, the System 9000 offer
expires in early 1983 — so don't delay.
Order now and get ahead start on the future!

William E. Johnson,
President

The Transceîver of the Decade has:
Thermal, over-current
and VSWR protection

Microprocessor-based
operation, which can
be controlled by an
RS-232 terminal •

Quartz-reference.
P11-synthesized
UFO. BFO 81/F0

Terminal Interface
for RS-2:12 control
Adjustable
RF speech
processor

Extended memory for
storage of any three
frequencies per band

Memory preservation
with battery backup

Six modes including
CW wide, medium and
narrow built-in

Nine-band operation
(WARC and WWV)
Unique dual digital
display for greater
TrR/Tr versatility

Pushbutton up/down
16-rate band scan
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BECAUSE WHEN YOU
STUDY OUR PHILOSOPHY,
THE BENEFIT IS CLEAR...

Do you know someone who's eager to become a lewlylicensed operator? More than 45,000 individuals have
earned their Novice. Technician or General Class licenses
using the proven instructior. techniques in our Amateur
Radio License Courses. We've just introduced an Advanced Class Licensing Course for sell-study. too. They're
written lo motivate, and each one carries our exclusive
money-back-if-you-fail guarantee of s4ccess! Looking to
upgrade? See page 15. Or add an exciting new dirrension
to atriend's knowledge and experience — see our Novice
License Course on page 14.
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The Heathkit Automatic Rain Gauge precisely
measures rainfall in inches or centimeters
• Obtain rainfall readings to within

3%, without getting soaked

• Easier to read than conventional dial and needle wind speed indicators
•Displays the instantaneous or average wind velocity; recalls speed, day and
time of peak wind gust; has accurate 12/24-hour clock with calendar

•Tracks both short- and long-term rainfall with separate LED digital
displays, housed in an attractive walnut-trimmed cabinet
The Heathkit ID-1790 Automatic Rain
Gauge lets you measure short and long
term rainfall quickly and accurately. It
features an indoor display unit and an
outdoor collector that automatically
brings you up-to-date. precise rainfall
measurements in inches or centimeters.

Here's awind speed/direction indicator with computer-age capabilities for those
who demand accurate wind readings. The ID-1890 Digital Wind Computer is a
precision, microprocessor-based meteorological instrument that displays
instantaneous or average wind statistics, plus time and date. Lighted indicator
bars show wind direction on a 16-point compass dial, also marked in radial
degrees. Inside the compass face, two 1
/"LEDs tell you wind speed in mph. kph
2
or knots. Built-in, 6-digit logging chronometer alternately displays time, then
date or can be set to hold on one function. The included windvane and
anemometer are similar to those described for the ID -4001 (next page).
Requires 120 240 VAC. Includes memory retention/recall feature.
Kit ID-1890, Shpg. wt. 10 lbs.
149.95

You don't have to go outdoors to read the
rainfall! The collector catches and measures it for you. A100-ft. watertight cable
is included for sending all readings to the
indoor display. You stay warm and dry,
and get instantly-updated accumulations during thunderstorm or drizzle.

IDA -1290-1, 50' 8-wire cable for ID -1890, Shpg. M. 2 lbs

The ID-1790 gives the accurate measurements you need. The weather resistant
outdoor collector is housed in a14 1
2 "H x10" W x10" D assembly that can be
/
installed on afence post, patio, or any open area for accurate readings. Ascreen
over the plastic measuring bucket keeps out dirt, leaves and other natural
debris that can cause reading errors, or clog the tip-bucket mechanism. The
bucket tips automatically when full, so you don't have to go outside during or
after heavy downpours to empty the collector.
The ID-1790's indoor digital display takes the guesswork out of rainfall readings.
Two sets of red 1
/ "high LED digits on a glareless flat black background
2
constantly tell you the short- and long-term rainfall amounts. The first set of
digits reads out the long-term rainfall in either centimeters or inches,
whichever you choose. The second set shows shor:-term moisture.
The indoor unit is designed to match the other Heathkit weather instruments. It
measures 5343" H x12 1/
2"W x43
4 "D and comes housed in ahandsome case
/
with awalnut-grain front panel and runs on 120/240 VAC house current. A 9volt backup battery (not included) keeps the und's memory and measuring
circuits operating during power failures. Take the "guess-or-get -wet" out of
measuring rainfall — order your Heathkit Automatic Rain Gauge today.
Kit ID-1790, Shpg. wt. 14 I
bs.
IDW-1790, Assembled and tested, Shpg. wt. 12 lbs.

149.95
199.95

ID-1790 SPECIFICATIONS: Displays: Short Tenn Display: 3digits up to 9.99. Loos Tenn Display: 3digits.
up to 9.99 or 99.9 -depending on wiring. Units of Measurement: Inches or centimeters of rainfall.
depending on wiring. Repeatability: -z 2.0 percent for 42 inch per hour rate of rainfall. Operating
Temperatures: Rain Collection unit. 32 degrees Fto 120 degrees F(0 degrees Cto 50 degrees Cl;
Digital Readout unit. 32 degrees Fto 120 degrees F(0 degrees cto 50 degrees Cl
ID-1890 SPECIFICATIONS: Digital Clock(4-Year Calendar: 6-digit time readout Rear Panel Controls:
Clock Start Stop. Hours Month Advance. Minutes Days Advance, 10 Minutes Advance. Time Date
Hold. 12'24.Hour Time Format. Wind Speed Display: 2 significant digits. Separate indicators show
whether display in miles per hours, knots or kilometers per flour .
Memory: Date, time and magnitude of
maximum gust. Accuracy:
5% or better. Directional Display Accuracy: =11.25 deg. Operating
Temperatures: -40' to -158'
-40' to 70 -C,

11.

Alaska, Hawaii and Michigan Residents: Call 616-982-3411

The Heathkit Digital Wind Instrument gives you
wind speed, direction and gust information

9.95

IDA -1290-2,100' 8-wire cable for ID -1890, Shpg. M. 4 lbs
IDA -1290-3,150' 8-wire cable for ID-1890, Shpg. wt. 6 lbs.

16.95
23.95

Computerized Barometer alerts you to storms
• Monitors pressure,
rate and direction of
change, 12/24-hour
time & date
• SAVE $75 on the kit;
$65 on assembled
• Bright red 1,'2" high
LED readout
•Three unit scales:
inches and millibars
or kiloPascals
The vital barometric pressure information you need to predict severe or pleasant
weather is at hand with the ID-1990 Computerized Barometer. Its internal
microprocessor reveals past data and precisely monitors the present.
You get current pressure, rate of change, direction of change, maximum and
minimum pressures from memory, and the exact time and date when they
occurred. In addition to being an accurate barometer, it's aclock, calendar with
switchable 12 '24 hour format for local and official reporting. Registers hours,
minutes, seconds, month and day. All pressure data is sent by a unique,
accurate electronic transducer —not an aneroid diaphragm! 120/240 VAC.
Kit ID-1900, Shpg. M. 10 lbs.
WAS $174.95, NOW ONLY 99.95
10W-1990. Assembled and tested. 8 lbs.

WAS $194.95, NOW 129.95

ID-1990 SPECIFICATIONS: Barometer: Displays: 4-digit readout
pressure is rising or falling, and whether the display is in inches or
Pressure Ranges: 28.00 to 32.00 inches Hg (inches of mercury), 98
vi.oPascals. Accuracy of Reading: 29 00. to 2'1 or , - ses
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The only computerized weather station for instant, up-to-the minute meteorological reports
• Displays time date, indoor and outdoor (F or C)
temperatures, wind speed & direction and
barometric pressure (rising or falling)
• Microprocessor accuracy and memory stores
past weather data so you can see trends
• Instantly recalls past weather statistics at the
push of abutton: Clear feature erases memory
• Professional-looking solid walnut cabinet with
brushed-aluminum trim panels
•Remote windcup-and-weathervane transmitter
assembly mounts on a1 to 1 2 mast for years
of dependable, trouble-free service
•Styled to match any decor. it offers instant
access to more comprehensive atmospheric
data than was ever available before to the
layman with aserious interest in weather
phenomena and forecasting

Remote transmitter
assembly (shown here)
attaches firmly and easily
to TV antenna mast. Cable
for Kit ID-4001 must be
ordered separately in
length you require.
There's nothing else like it available today! A personal weather computer that not
only monitors the current weather data, but also computes significant changes
and stores data in its memory for your personal and business planning!
The Heathkit Digital Weather Computer gives you instantly accurate past and
present weather data to aid in forecasting future activity. For professional
imate watchers, farmers, boaters, pilots, campers, science teachers —for
anyone going outdoors —the weather station can tell you what to expect. A
microprocessor puts ALL the information at your fingertips!
Weather information at the touch of abutton: Compare the ID-4001 desktop
weather station to higher priced units (if you can find one that does all this):
Ours gives you the time in AM/PM or 24-hour format, plus the date for exact log
entries; both the indoor and outdoor temperature. whether it's above zero or
below, in Fahrenheit or Celsius scales; outdoor wind chill factor, plus the
indoor/outdoor minimum and maximum temperatures since last memory
clearance; instantaneous wind velocity with digital accuracy and 16-point
compass resolution, in mph, kph or knots; the average wind speed and
direction, and peak gust since last cleared; barometric pressure with four-digit
accuracy, in inches or millibars, and if it is rising or falling. Last but not least,
you can use the minimum and maximum barometric pressure readings to
determine the passage of weather fronts.
Beautiful styling and aunique digital data display: Not only do you get more
weather data, but also functionally elegant design. The readout panel is
trimmed in brushed aluminum and features large bright-red 1
2 "LED segment
/
displays on a black background for easy reading. The handsome, solid
oiled-walnut computer cabinet has clearly marked front panel buttons.
Our electronic almanac has more memories to store data: The Digital Weather
Computer records the high and low temperatures. the minimum and maximum
barometric pressures, peak wind speed, and most importantly, the time and
date each occurred. It calculates the rate at which the barometric pressure
changes so you can be alerted to storm fronts. Apush of the button can tell you
if the big one is about to break —arate of 0.02" or 0.03" may mean conditions
are developing, but arate change reading of 0.06" or more tells you areal storm
is upon you. The data is stored in memory until you choose to clear it. and you
may connect an external battery to hold the memory contents during brownouts or power interruptions.
4/WEATHER

Technical sophistication unequaled at this low price: The ID-4001 uses aremote
transmitter with anemometer and weathervane that have been designed in an
aerospace wind tunnel. A compact boom assembly relays data to the
computerized console indoors. Rather than relying on friction-causing
mechanical devices, they use solid-state infra-red sensors and transmissive
optical encoding technology for higher accuracy than conventional indicators.
The wind speed sensor is sensitive to within one-tenth of amile per hour!
In addition, the barometer readings are derived from a newly-developed
piezo-resistive silicon bridge transducer that senses the most minute changes
in pressure. It's the first and only, truly digital barometer! And, there's even an
output so it can be interfaced to the Heath H-8 computer for more sophisticated weather charting. research and pattern forecasting.
If you want the fun and savings of building it yourself, you'll find the Heathkit
Digital Weather Computer surprisingly easy to build, thanks to the fully illustrated step-by-step assembly manual. It's an easy and enjoyable kitbuilding
experience, with uncrowded circuit boards for easy parts placement and wiring
harnesses that minimize point-to-point wiring. Or, you can order the IDW-4001
factory assembled and tested version, ready to install and use the very first day.
The I
DW-4001 comes with 100 feet of 8-wire cable.
For business or personal reasons, you'll find it an investment that can pay for itself
many times over! It's perfect for radio stations, cable TV companies, yacht or
air-sport clubs, pilots, farmers and many more. Order your Weather Computer
TODAY, with the length cable you desire, and have reliable, up-to-the-second
weather information at your fingertips — ALWAYS!
Kit ID-4001, Shpg. wt. 15 lbs.
399.95
Assembled and Tested 10-4001, including 100' cable.
IDW-4001. Shpg. wt. 22 lbs.
589.95
8-Wire Cable for the ID-4001, ID-1290 and ID-1590 Instruments:
IDA -1290-1, 50' cable, Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.
IDA -1290-2, 100' cable, Shpg. wt. 4 lbs.

9.95
16.95

IDA -1290-3,150' cable, Shpg. wt. 6lbs.23.95

ID-4001 SPECIFICATIONS: DIGITAL CLOCK 4-YEAR CALENDAR. Time Accuracy: Determined by accuracy or
AC line No accumulative error. WIND VECTOR: Accuracy: :5% or better. Direction Display: Accuracy:
-.^..11.26% degrees THERMOMETER: Temperature Range: -40' to 70"C -40' to 158:F. Accuracy: .z1.'
on Celsius readings. :2' on Fahrenheit reading; BAROMETER: Pressure Range: 28.00 to 32.00 in. Hg
(inches of mercury). 981 9 to 1050 millibars Accuracy: =0.075 in. Hg plus :0.01 in. Hg'C.
Operating Temperatures: Outdoor asserroues
•- D-C •40'F to 158F). Unit. 10' to 35'C
(59' to 95'Fi. Power Requirement:
external battery connection tor memory
backup dieing Dcwer f
Dimensions. •. •r."

lellle

Credit Card Orders Call TOLL-FREE: 800-253-0570

The lowest cost, five-function weather station for accurate atmospheric and temperature information
• Stylish instrument plaque and long-life sensors
are electronically accurate

The only thing it can't tell you is how
to change the weather"

• Monitors barometric pressure, indoor outdoor
temperatures, wind speed and direction
• Walnut grained cabinet may be displayed
horizontally on table or hung on awall at
comfortable eye level
• Windtunnel-tested anemometerweathervane
transmitter assembly (below) mounts on 1 to
mast for years of reliably remote service
• Black instrument dials have easy-to-read gold
graphics with precision scales
•All-solid-state circuitry designed to operate
from the AC line with aminimum amount of
power consumption
•Temperature-compensated barometer may be
used at altitudes to 10,000 feet

Aneroid barometer accurate
to within 0.05 in. mercury
Wind direction with 16point compass reference

Wind Speed reads 0-90 and
0-30 mph from two scales

Mounts horizontally or vertically on your wall.
Get instant, accurate weather readings anywhere!

Temperature in Fahrenheit
& Celsius; 40 to +120 F
outdoor, 0to +120 Findoor

The remote transmitter assembly with temperature sensor features aruggedly designed anemometer and weathervane made from purely non -corrosive
materials .Long-life Teflon'« bearings requiring no lubrication have been used
to provide accurate readings year after year.

For the price, you can't beat the features or the accuracy of the ID-1290. It
contains professional-grade instruments plus aquality, non -corroding remote
transmitter assembly — all for less than $140.
Instantly accurate weather information is provided by the Heathkit ID-1290
Weather Station's five functions. You can depend on the Weather Station to
give you the true indoor and outdoor temperatures, in both Fahrenheit and
Celsius. The thermometer is calibrated from —40°F to +120°F (-40°C to
+49`C), with a switch to select indoor or outdoor readings. A sensitive
barometer helps you keep abreast of the most significant meteorological
parameter —changing pressure conditions —by indicating movements as small
as 0.05 inches of mercury. Wind speed can be read from 0to 90 miles per hour
in two ranges, with eight wind direction lights providing 16-point compass
resolution for precision readings.

Accurate Digital Wind Speed/Direction Indicator
This ID-1590 Digital Wind Indicator
may skimp on price, but certainly not
on accuracy or reliability. The outdoor
transmitting iinit is one of the best
around. It's designed to give you precise wind speed and direction year
after year. The anemometer and
weather vane are constructed from
non-corroding, weatherproof materials for errorless readings under any conditions. Even the reed switches are
hermetically sealed to prevent weathering that could cause inaccurate
readings. The indoor unit features an easy-to-read seven-segment digital
display and can be wired to report in two of three scales: mph. kph or knots.
Switches select mode and front-panel lights show which are in use. The readout
displays speeds on these scales from 0to 99. Incandescent bulbs mark the 8
principal compass points, providing 16-point resolution by temporarily lighting
two adjacent bulbs simultaneously. 120 VAC. Housed in black CycolacTM case
with teak-grain vinyl inserts. Requires 8-wire cable (order above).
Kit ID-1590, Shpg. wt. 7lbs.
99.95

etok

Alaska, Hawaii and Michigan Residents: Call 616-982-3411

The 10-1290's walnut grained, sturdy indoor unit can be placed on a wall, or
used as a handsome and distinctive desk set with the triangular stands
included. The transmitter unit is connected to the weather station with an 8wire cable, which can be selected below. The cables are well insulated for
excellent weather resistance. Easy and enjoyable kit assembly makes the
ID-1290 agreat project for first-time builders, too. Includes acomprehensive
book on weather. 120 VAC. Size 7" H x20 1
/"W x2" D.
2
Kit ID-1290, Shpg. wt. 8 I
bs.
139.95
8-wire transmission cables for ID-1290 and ID-1590 Weather Instruments:
IDA -1290-1, 50 ft. cable, Shpg. wt. 2lbs.
IDA -1290-2,100 ft. cable, Shpg. M. 4 lbs
IDA -1290-3,150 ft. cable, Shpg. wt. 6 lbs.

9.95
16.95
23.95

10-1290 SPECIFICATIONS: Wind Speed: 0-30 mph. 1-2 mph: 0-90 mph. 5 mph. Direction:8-point
readout over 360. Temperature: 0 to -120 F. 2'F" (typ. INDOOR): —40 to —120F. 2'F (tiP•
OUTDOOR). Barometric Pressure: 29-31 inches of mercury within .05 inches. accurate up to altitudes
of 10.000 ft. Operating Temperature: Receiver. —32' to 100'F; Transmitter. —40' to —120F. Wind
Direction: 16 -pont resolution by lighting herc adjacent lights.

Practical Digital Indoor/Outdoor Thermometer
When you compare the advantages
this Digital Indoor/Outdoor Thermometer has over a conventional.
mercury bulb sun -or-snow thermometer, you'll wonder how you did
without one for so long. The big, red
/"display digits can be seen easily
2
1
in broad daylight, or at night. No
guesswork! The ID -13908 accurately
monitors two temperatures with two sensors for indoor/outdoor readings,
displayed within two degrees. Select Fahrenheit or Celsius temperatures, with
continuous readings of one, or alternate readings of both. The 10' indoor and
75' outdoor cables (included) let you place the sensors anywhere (freezer,
sauna, basement, pool, solar panel, etc.) Ranges from —30°F to 120°F
outdoors and 20°F to 120°F in. Step-by-step instructions make it easy to
assemble, and apractical kit that gives year-round value. Same size (2.5"H x7"
W x5" D) and styling, with black CycolacTM cabinet and teakwood trim, as
ID-1590. Displayed together, agreat set!
Kit ID-13908, Shpg. M. 4 lbs.
74.95
WEATHERS

Here's atimely project for office or den —the attractive, accurate Heathkit Digital Wall Clock

'49"

• Quartz accuracy to within
minute per year
• Runs for up to two years on a
single 1.5 VDC AA alkaline cell

FAST, EASY
1-EVENING KIT

•Big (one-inch-high) LCD digits
for easy reading - even across
abrightly-lit room
•Wire this clock to display the
exact time in 12-hour or
24-hour formats

ONLY

It's fun to build the attractive, accurate Heathkit
GC-1720 Digital Wall Clock. This popular wall
clock, which features easy kitbuilding, uses a
single integrated circuit and aquartz crystal -just
like adigital quartz watch -to give you on-the-dot
accuracy. In fact, our GC-1720 Digital Wall Clock
is so accurate - it tells time to within one minute a
year. And once you set it, the GC-1720 will give
you the correct time for up to two years on asingle
1.5 VDC, AA size alkaline cell (not included).
Battery operation lets you put this clock in your
sailboat, cabin, mobile home or any other place
where wall outlets or power sources are limited.
You can put it on any wall, at any height, regardless
of outlet location. And it's immune to power
outages caused by storms or generator failures.
Big one-inch-high digits make the Digital Wall
Clock easy to see from 30 feet away. It's the ideal
timepiece for kitchen, recreation room, or any other large area where you need
to know the exact time, and don't want to see apower cord dangling in view.
And you can wire your Digital Wall Clock for either 12- or 24-hour time formats.
That's avaluable feature for amateur radio operators, sailors, pilots or anyone
who wants a24-hour format for logging sign-on times, navigation, or filing
flight plans. Features reliable. "set it and forget it" convenience.
An attractive, lightweight polyurethane case gives the Digital Wall Clock the look
and feel of real wood .
The simulated oak grain matches the decor of almost any
room. And since the case measures just 5.25" H x7.13"W x1.50" D, it fits in
places where some wall clocks can't - between kitchen cupboards or in a
sailboat's tight quarters.
The Digital Wall Clock is an easy, enjoyable one-evening kit, with all parts
mounted on asingle circuit board. Since this is an ideal start kit, be sure to see
our line of selected kitbuilding tools on page 50.
Kit GC-1720, Shpg. wt. 2lbs.

49.95

-.
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Perfect in den, living room

Or use in kitchen

GC-1720 SPECIFICATIONS: Display: Four-digit Liquid Crystal Display I
LCD) with colon. Display
Height: 11 Time Format Options: 12-hour format or 24-hour format. Accuracy: = 1minute per year at
normal room temperatures, after adjustment according to instructions. Power Requirement: One 1.5
VDC. AA -size cell (not included). Battery Lite: Approximately 1 year with carbon-zinc cell:
approximately 2years with alkaline cell. Dimensions: 5.25' H x7.13' W u 1.50"
(13.33 x18.11
r381 cm).

Digital Floor Clock is alustrous, modern-looking timepiece
• Digital readout adjusts to room light for a
pleasant, easy-to-read display
• Smoked glass shelves provide ideal display
for flowers, knick-knacks
Add elegance to any room in your home with the
Heathkit Super-Clock. This space-age product is
housed in a handsome simulated walnut veneer
cabinet with anodized aluminum corner pieces.
Four 1
/"-thick smoked glass shelves are great places
4
to put books, plants or knick-knacks. The bright

3.25"-high digits can be easily read - even in
daylight. Brightness is automatically adjusted to
ambient lighting for acharming, subtle effect you
and your friends will admire.
An excellent first-time project, the Super-Clock
displays hours and minutes -with the center colon
pulsing once each second. Indicator alerts you to
power outages. Add Westminster Electronic
Chimes (below) for Old World charm. 120 240
VAC. 50/60 Hz. 60.5"H x14"W x9.5"D.
Kit GC-1195, Shpg. wt. 58 lbs.

219.95

Shelf version of Digital Clock
walnut veneer cabinet. Add chimes below.
120 240 VAC. 6.5"H x12.5"W x6.25"D.
Kit GC-1197, Shpg. wt. 18 lbs.
119.95
In

Add these Westminster Chimes
Sounds 4 notes on 1
4 -hour. 8 notes on 1
/
2 -hour.
/
16-note passage and hour on hour. Volume, pitch
and sound delay controls; built-in tick-tock and
speaker. Builds into GC-1195 or GC-1197.
Kit GCA-1195-1, Shpg. M. 3lbs.
94.95
6/ CLOCKS

ey* Credit Card Orders Call TOLL-FREE: 800-253-0570

Build the Heathkit Digital Alarm Clock in an evening — it's an
ideal starter kit to try yourself or give as atimely gift
-

The

Heathkit
Pledge

FAST. EASY
1-EVENING KIT

Our instruction manuals are written with
you, the builder, in mind. They begin with
asoldering guide for the first-time builder, and step-by-step instructions guide
you through every detail of construction.
In case of difficulty, there's a troubleshooting guide. You can even call or
write the Heath Technical Consultants for
prompt answers to any special questions. All this because our ever-growing
popularity is based on one simple
pledge: "We won't let you fail."

Easy one-evening kits
The kits on this page are practical,
fun introductions to the growing
world of kitbuilding. Average building time is just one evening. Perfect
for birthdays, holidays or family
indoor get-togethers.

• Displays time in either 12- or 24-hour formats
• Flashing display alerts you to power failures
• With handsome simulated wood-grain cabinet

It sounds apleasant electronic tone to start your day
out right. If you aren't quite ready to take on the
world, press the Alarm Delay for 9more minutes of
pleasant dreams, up to 1hour total.

Our budget-priced Digital Alarm Clock has a 24hour alarm with delay button, plus other spaceage conveniences hard to find at this low price.
It's a perfect beginner's kit, and ever-reliable
timepiece. A four-digit blue-green fluorescent
readout displays the correct time. Automatic dimming adjusts the display brightness to light conditions, and alerts you by flashing if the clock has
been shut off during a power interruption.

What makes it tick? You'll know when you finish this
one-evening-to-build, years-to-enjoy alarm clock.
Attractive modern styling, small size and sol idstate dependability make it ideally suited for use in
home, office or cottage — anywhere you need
accurate time or a reliable, pleasing wake-up.
120/240 VAC. Dimensions: 2.25" Hx7" W x4.75"
D. Get started in kitbuilding today!
Kit GC-1107, Shpg. wt. 3lbs.
29.95

You can take your music along too, with this AM Portable Radio
• We've made this popular Heathkit
product even easier to build!
•Improved circuitry for increased
battery life — up to 60 hours

Rechargeable Portable Light travels
with you anywhere to illuminate
• Disperses much
more light than
narrow-beam
flashlights
• Rechargeable — just
plug into AC outlet;
no batteries to buy
Indoors or outdoors,
the GD-1246A gives
you more light where
you need it. Charge it
from 120 VAC outlet
(charger included) or
car cigarette lighter
with optional 12-volt
adapter. Safer to use
than kerosene lamps
or candles. Metal case
with handle is 10.6" H
x3.1" W x5" D. EXTRA
VAWE — Optional 12volt charge now included FREE — was $5.95!
You get extra sayings and full portability.
Kit GD-1246A, Shpg. wt. 6 lbs.

39.95

Stop break-ins with Photo Switch
Reduce the chances of night burglaries
with this light sensitive switch.Turnson
lamps (up to 150 W) at night, off at
dawn. 31
/
2"H x211 /
1
6" W x2"/16" D.
Kit GD-600, 2lbs.
9.95

e
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FAST. EASY
1-EVENING KIT

• Earphone for private listening
• High-gain ferrite rod antenna for
excellent AM band reception

Especially designed for the first-time kit builder, your
Heathkit GR -1009 Portable AM Radio will give you
pleasure in many different ways, from the fun of
kitbuilding to the pride of accomplishment, and
the enjoyment of afine product for years to come.
Excellent AM sensitivity gives you great audio
reproduction of music and voice with clear, even
tone. An 8-transistor, 7-diode superheterodyne
circuit gives the quality performance you expect
from a Heathkit product. Power is supplied by an
inexpensive 9-volt battery (not included), or
PS-2350 120 VAC Battery Eliminator (page 61).
Trim, high-impact cabinet looks sharp, cleans
easily. Measures 3.25" H x6.3" W x1.25' D.

A fun, practical wày to begin kitbuilding, the GR 1009 requires only a soldering iron, screwdriver,
pliers and wire cutters. And remember: "We won't
let you fail!" Troubleshooting instructions are
found in all our manuals tor convenience.
Kit GR -1009, Shpg. wt. 2lbs.

16.95

Adjust lights with Tabletop Dimmer

Freezer Alarm prevents food loss

Control brightness of table
lamps and floor lamps for reading, dining, watching TV or personal moments. It eliminates
unnecessary brightness in
3-way bulbs whose low-watt
filaments are burned out, and
helps bulbs last longer. Insulated plastic case with
non-marring feet is 3.75" HxWx D.
Kit GO-1018, Shpg. wt. 2I
bs.
9.95

Insure your meats and other
frozen foods from spoilage by
installing an alarm that warns
of a failure in your freezer's
cooling system or door left
ajar. Alarm beeps and flashes
a red light if inside freezer
temperature rises above -i-20
F. Requires 2"C" batteries. Includes 20-ft cable.

l& Alaska, Hawaii and Michigan Residents: Call 616-982-3411

Kit GD-1183, Shpg. wt. 2lbs.

18.95
STARTER KIT&7

NEW

Introducing abreakthrough for Amateur Radio —the Heath SS-9000 Deluxe Synthesized

For years, Amateur Radio has
awaited the advent of computer-aided communications. Today, there's anew generation of contact beginning as the era of micro' enhanced
hamshacks arrives... ushered in by the SS-9000.
It is one Transceiver against which all future gear
must be compared.
• This is the Cadillac of transceivers:
Fully microprocessor-based, entirely
solid-state. broadbanded in design —
delivers 100 watts to a50 ohm load

ATransceiver so feature-conscious, it has no options!
RS-232 Terminal Interface offers communication
between the Transceiver and external ASCII
terminal or computer. Motorized Computer
Bandswitch rotates the band selector
to desired setting under remote
control.

Diode-balanced mixers and dual-gate
MOSFETs provide higher sensitivity
and dynamic range. Superior overcurrent, thermal and high
VSWR protection means
you can operate
worry-free.

• Microprocessor circuitry controls the
entire operation of the SS-9000
• Abuilt-in Terminal Interface with an
RS-232 I/0 port allows instant and
direct control of operating parameters
via ASCII terminal, modem or computer
• Nine-band operability, including the
newly-allocated 10,18 and 24 MHz
WARC bands and WWV at 15 MHz
• An idea whose time has come — unlike
anything that has preceeded it, the
SS-9000 challenges every previous
resource of skill and imagination

Extended
memory
allows storage
of three frequencies per band, and
memory preserved up
to one year with battery backup. Unique
dual digital display
offers new versatility in
frequency -handling speed
and agility. Four Tand R
indicator LEDs identify which
display is controlling the
transmitter and receiver, or if
either display is to transceive.

Durable,
die-cast
zinc front
panel gives
precise signal
control, and
includes: selectable
VOX with variable delay or
PTT operation. Receiver
Incremental Tuning. An adjustable
RF speech processor. Plus and minus
passband shift. Impulse-type noise
blanker. RTTY capability. Fast and Slow AGC
with OFF position. Standard filters for CW-wide
and CW-narrow selectivity. Pushbutton up and
down band scanning in 16 selectable rates
with 100 Hz resolution. Afour-function meter
which indicates received signal strength.
ALC, relative power and compression level.

Uaders of the many amateur-oriented magazines
;uch as QST, ham radio, CQ, World Radio and '73
lave been quick to grasp the future potential of
:omputers in application to their worldly hobby.
ikre than any other single station accessory, the
nicrocomputer can add awealth of powerful cambility and fast organization to an operator's air
Front panel and main circuit boards are hinged for
)ractice. With the assistance of aterminal, and a
easy access. Main tuning knob has optically-encoded
fransceiver that can be thoroughly governed by
shaft for smooth, linkage-free control and zero
backlash.
(eyboard commands, an experienced Amateur
:ould have greater control over all phases of con act, reams of important data at his fingertips and
inviable advantage on the air. The speed and
*rformance characteristics of such a combina ion would put new meaning in the overused words 's ate-of-the-art.'
terminal interface, and the internal circuits on the synthesizer, TIR and audio
circuit boards. The controller consists of a CPU, a peripheral interface
do better time than the present: The promise of this vision has evolved into an
adapter (PIA), astatic memory interface, aread only memory (ROM, for the
\
merican design that surpasses all expectation. Anticipating the evolution of
program sequence) and 256 bytes of CMOS random access memory (RAM).
mateur Radio, the hams at Heath engineered the SS-9000 and PS-9000.
The Terminal Interface Package (EIA standard RS-232C) installed within the
1esigned as atool for development and discovery: No one else offers capability
SS-9000 allows you to control and monitor the Transceiver from a video
o compare with the SS-9000 Deluxe Synthesized HF Transceiver. The
terminal (such as the H-19 on pg. 71), hard-copy teletype terminal, or
nagnitude of its manageability gives the pacesetting ham an opportunity to
computer (such as the All-In-One Model H/Z-89 on pg. 68). Remote Transireak new ground. and promote the applications of computer technology.
ceiver control is also possible over telephone lines with amodem. Commands
:ompletely synthesized for absolute accuracy: A 10 MHz crystal-controlled
built-in to the Transceiver controller allow you to select, display and change
raster oscillator produces a reference frequency that is clock-divided to
the band, mode, up to 27 operating and memory frequencies, passband shift,
*lase-lock the IFO, HFO and BFO. This action affords superlative stability
band scan and baud rates. You can also place the Transceiver in transmit or
Ind repeatability during long hours of operation. A single precise VFO is tied
receive mode, toggle the dual readout for T/R/Tr operation plus exchange the
oeach display through the 256 bytes of CMOS Random Access Memory. For
one memory and two displayed frequencies at will. The SS-9000 will respond
he operator who is accustomed to several nets, DX hot spots, favorite call
to unacceptable requests at the terminal, with a numeric error code. When
:hannels or listening points and more than one scheduled band rendezvous,
the available commands are combined in aprogram or sequence, many more
his extra storage capacity accepts three separate inputs per band, for atotal
useful functions may be implemented at high speed.
if 27 frequencies to recall and work at will.
rwo displays are better than one: The most outstanding feature of the SS-9000
ront panel is its unique dual frequency readout. Smart contesters and DX
iurters know that it's more than a cosmetic frill. Dual readouts let you
ransmit on one frequency and receive on another, or maintain one frequency
vhife scanning for abetter one. Transceive on either the left or right display.
'ogee their function from T to R. Copy from either display to memory, or
ixchange either with the frequency stored in memory. Place it under terminal
:ontiol. and enjoy aversatility in DSO capture that shatters all precedent.

You can interface the SS-9000 to apersonal computer using astandard RS-232
cable if it has a port configured as DTE (Data Terminal Equipment). The
software package supplied with every SS-9000 is written for connection to
port 3300 (octal), on an H/Z-89 with 48 kilobytes of RAM operating under
HDOS and the MBASIC language. This 51
/"floppy diskette demonstrates
4
only one of the many ways of providing communication between acomputer
and the Transceiver, using animated graphics and video text to thoroughly
introduce an owner to System 9000 and its amazing control capabilities.

I receiver to be reckoned with: The SS-9000's advanced front end is
lighlighted by twelve poles of distributed SSB filters for optimal selectivity,
).3 µV sensitivity and aphenomenally high third order intercept point. Audio
pin is typically 30 or better, with one result: Typically fantastic results! Three
;witchable filters provide extra selectivity for the critical CW operator.
controller circuit forms the "intelligent" heart of the SS-9000. This device acts
is aserial interface between external requests, via front panel controls and

An SS-9000 can be connected to the Heathkit SA-1480 Remote Coax Switch.
When changing bands (either manually or via remote control, using the builtin Motorized Band Switch) the proper antenna is selected automatically.
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Data flow speed-customized for any terminal: Baud rate is initialized upon
power-up. With an 8-position dip switch on the front panel circuit board, you
can select any of 15 different baud rates between 50 and 9600 bits per
second. Half of this same switch is used to control the rate at which readout
Credit Card Orders Call TOLL-FREE: 800-253-0570

HF Transceiver. It's microprocessor-based, computer-controllable.., and ready to take on tomorrow

frecpencies change when the up, down band-scanning buttons are pushed.
Commands are provided to control and monitor all functions of the Transceiver
that are under microprocessor direction. The same commands that set a
parameter to aparticular value can also be used to examine acurrent value.
Commands are also available to Lock and release one or all switches to their
terminal-controlled or physical states, print the switch settings (with appropriate "L" indication), print the frequencies in memory for all bands, print the
memory frequencies for a particular band with receive and transmit assignments flagged by Tand/or R, toggle the Tand R indicators for the current or
any particular band, plus set the Receive and Transmit mode. These displays
may be limited to aparticular frequency register or switch setting by following
the command with one of several symbols, operators, constants and band
specifiers. The special manual which arrives with System 9000 gives complete details on operation, installation and configuration.
The PS-9000 Power Supply/Speaker is a perfectly matched component for the
SS-9000, providing 13.8 VDC for base operation with high temperature, short
circuit and current surge protection. Each digital clock has independent 12or 24-hour capability and fast/slow set buttons for local/UTC timekeeping.
This is the HF Transceiver the world has been waiting for. There is no other, no
better system than the SS/PS-9000 team. See it at your nearby Heathkit
Electronic Center. Try out the demonstration disk. Listen to what others say
about its performance advantages. Then put it to the ultimate test in your
club or QTH. You'll discover there is no limit to its capability...
Take advantage of our special Introductory Price Discount on SSG-9000, and
save a one-time-only total of $595.00 off the regular system price. For 90
DAYS, you can purchase the SS-9000 Deluxe Synthesized HF Transceiver
and PS-9000 Power Supply/Speaker and Dual Digital Clock together for just
$2495.00! Order now and take Dart in pioneering the future of radio.
SS-9000, Assembled and tested, Shpg. wt. 35 lbs.

2795.00

PS-9000, Assembled and tested, Shpg. wt. 33 lbs.
SSS-9000, Assembled and tested, Shpg. wt. 74 lbs.

295.00

PS-9000 SPECIFICATIONS - GENERAL Output Voltage: 13 8 VDC. regulated (adiustablei Maximum Output
Currant) 25 amperes inteimment t
50%. 10 minutes on -off) and 15 amperes continuous Power Requirements: 110 to 130 VAC at 6 amperes or 220 to 260 VAC at 3amperes. 50 ,60 Hz Regulation: Less than 4%
iron) no load to 25 amperes Ripple: Less than 2% at 25 amperes Circuit Illrealier: 20 amperes for 110 to 130
AC primary, 10 amperes for 220 to 260 VAC primary. Caereid Limiting: Over -current protected (set typically
'or 28 amperes). %emu, Protection: Automatic shutdown avith over -temperature on the heat sink, DUAL
CLOCK: Display: Two independent readouts with four digits and acolon, Clete Fermat: 12. or 24.hour display
Accuracy: Determined by the line frequency no cumulative error) Power Requirements: 120 or 240 VAC. 50
or 60 Hz. 3.5 watts Cabinet Dimensions: Ei(s" H
W o13M" 0115.6 .24 4 a34 9 cm). Weight 33 lbs.
15 kg) Specifications apply when the Power Supply ts used with tne SS.9000
SS-9000 SPECIFICATIONS - GENERAL Tuning: 100 Hz per step. 5 kriz per knob rotation with pushbutton up
and down scan trate ,s Internally adiustable) Operation: Split transmitireceive or transceive from either
maclout Synthesized Loch Indicators: Visual indication when synthesizer is unlocked (transmitter is clis.
titled) Frequency Caaaaa ge (MHz): 1.8.2,0." 3 5.4 0." 7,0 7.3.' 10 1.10 15. 14 0.14.350.*
18.068-113,168? 21.0.21.450" 24.890-24.990. 28,0.29 7.* WWV @ 15.0 1•Extended Frequency Cover.
age). Fresursecy Stability: Less than 3porn from turn-on for first 15 mmutes, Less than 3ppmihour drift after
15 mtnutes warmup. Less than 20 ppm drift from CYC to -40`C (single crystai-controlled 10 MHz frequency
standard). Merles el Operation: LSE), USO. CW-Wide. CW-Medium. CW-Narrow. RTTY Operating Temperature:
0°C to .40•C. Fewer Reduirementr: 11 to 16 VDC with anominal Current maxImum of 25 amps at 100 watts
CW output Receiver current is 2 amps nominal. rail specifications are referenced to 13 8 VDC at 25'C
ambient). Rear Panel Committers I Control: Antenna (S0-2391. Linear ALC In. Linear ALC Adiust. Low Power
Enable. Spares (51 DC Power Input. CW Key Jack. External Transmit Audio in (2). Speaker Out. External
Receiver Audto, 1
, 12 In. T'R Out. Mute. Mute (inverted). External Relay (linear). and RS-232 Interface
TRANSMITTER: RF PO«, Pee: SSB = 100 watts PEP minimum. CW
RTTY a-- 100 watts mtnimurn Load
Impedance: 50 ohms VSWR: stable at any VSWR and load impedance Cutback circuitry guarantees at least
80% of rated power at any VSWR less than 2.1 and aminimum of 1-5watts at any VSWR Carrier Suppression:
50 dB down from a 100 watt. single.tone (1000 Hz) Output Nanitezic Radiation: 50 dB down below 50 MHz
65 dB down above 50 MHz. Spurious Radiation: 50 dB down. except at 17 meters (40 dB down) Teed Order
Distordue: 30 dB down from a 100 watt PEP two.tone output Unwanted Sideband Suppression: 50 dB clown
from 100 watt PEP two.tone output. TIR Operation: SSB
Pit or VOX. CW = semi break•tn. CW sideione:
750 Hy tone, adiustable level larcrembene Input: High Impedance (25k ohm) with -55 dBm rating.
RECEIVER: Sensitivity: 0.3 µV for 10 dB (S•N),N SSB on the 40 through 10 meter bands. 0.5 µV on the 160
and 80 meter bands. Selectivity: 2.1 kHz at 6dB down, 5kHy at 60dB down CW Idlers. CWM = 400 Hz at 6
dB down and 1.5 kHz at 60 dB down CWN = 200 Hz at 5dB down and 'kHz at 60 dB down, Overall Cain:
Less than 1microvolt for a 025 watt audio output. Audio Output: 1 5 watts into 4 ohms at less than 10%
THD ACC: Fast-attack with switch 'selectable Off. Fast and Stow decay IntermodulMion Distortion (20 kHz
spacing): -70 dB Image Rejection: -80 dB (except -65 dB on Me 17 and 12 meter bands) Second IF
Rejection: -90 dB. First If Reyection: -80 dB (except -60 dB on the 40 and 30 meter bands) Internally
Generated Spurious Signals: All below 1µV equivalent. RIT: e250 inlz Available Accessories: PS.9000 AC
Power Supply,Speaker wIth built.in dual 12 ,24 -hour clock and Customer Servtce Manual Cabinet Dimensions: 64" H a14" W 13 5.• D (15 6 a35.6 a34 9 crn) Weight 36 lbS (15 9 kgi

...NOW ONLY 2495.00

Credit Card Orders Call TOLL-FREE: 800-253-0570
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You get both 100 watts power
out and QRP when you choose
the solid-state, no-tune SB-104A

Now's the time to replace your old tube-type transceiver with the
completely solid-state Heathkit SB-104A HF Transceiver.

Get the best of both worlds -100 watts of solid-state
power and digital readout, plus the world's most
sophisticated QRP transceiver at the push of a
button. The Heathkit SB-104A has all the features
you've been looking for in asolid-state transceiver
-aclean 100 watts out on all bands or one watt out
in QRP position. instant QSY. digital readout ...
even adisplay of your own call sign on the front
panel. The moment you power up your SB-104A.
six digits display your operating frequency to within
-±200 Hz. Pushbutton select CW. upper or lower
sideband transmission. opt for high or low power plug in your key. or choose PTT or VOX operation.
and you're ready to experience broadband sol id state excitement.
The receiver front end of the 104A is factory assembled and tested, incorporating individual pre selector filters for each band. That, along with
balanced first and second mixers, gives you sensitivity of less than 0.5 µV for SSB operation.
The "Sugar Baker" 104A's transmitter circuitry
features quad op-amp audio processing. crystal
filter sideband generation. crystal-controlled
heterodyne oscillators for maximum frequency
stability, and a unique ALC system to eliminate
distortion-producing overdrive. Most importantly. the 104A utilizes driver and
PA transistors in abroadband, no-tune push-pull configuration. diode biasing
to prevent PA thermal runaway, and power regulating control circuitry to prevent
damage under high SWR.
For extra performance, add 400 Hz CW selectivity with the optional SBA-104-3
Crystal Filter, or cut ignition noise by installing the SBA-104-1 Noise Blanker.
The SB-104A operates from acharging 12 VDC auto electrical system or the
PS-1144 Power Supply. Accessories like the SB-644A Remote VFO. SB-614
Station Monitor, and SB-634 Station Console will increase your operating
pleasure even more. Move up to the digital age with the easy-to-build.
fun-to-operate Heathkit SB-104A.
Kit SB-104A,Shpg. wt. 32 lbs

694.95

The SB-104A lets you choose QRP (low power) or 100
watts out for barefoot operation, or is the perfect exciter
for either our popular SB-221 or SB-201 linear amplifiers.

Kit SBA-104-1, Noise Blanker, 1lb.

WAS $32.95. NOW ONLY 24.95

Kit SBA-104-3, 400 Hz Crystal Filter. 1lb.

WAS $52.95, NOW ONLY 39.95

Frequency Coverage, 3 5 MHz through 29.7 MHz Amateur bands 180 through. 10 meters): :5 mHz
WWV receive oniy. Frequency Stability: Less than 100 Hz 30 min drift after 30-min. warmup: less
than 100 Hz drift icr
cnange
vimary voltage Readout Accuracy, Within =200 Hz =1 count.
TRANSMITTER: RF Power Output: High Power (50-onm non -reactive load i SSB: 100 watts PEP rI dB.
CM :00 watts r dB Low Power SSB: :watt PEP ,minimurn. CW: earl' mr „Output Impedance: 50
ohms, less than 2:: SWR Carrier Suppression and Unwanted Sideband Suppression:
50 dB down from
100 watt single-tone output at 1000 Hz referen.:e RECEIVER: Sensitivity:
rcr :0 dB S-N N fc,f
SSB. Selectivity: 2.1 kHz minimum at -6 dB. 5 kHZ mar at -60 dB .........shape faztc. CW
Selectivity: with accessory OW filter) Selectable 2 1kHz 400 Hz IN Distortionwitn so se b;anker Image Rejection: - 60 dB min. Dimensions:

65 dB mn
r

Matching SB-104A accessories give you more operating convenience

•
Matching Speaker

31 Remote VFO - SAVE $55!

EL Speaker and Power Supply
SSB response-tailored 5" x7" oval Speaker. 3003000 Hz. Connector plug. cable included. 71,. S"H x
10 1, 8"VV x14 'D. Houses F'S -1144 Power Supply.
Kit SB-604, Shpg. wt. 8lbs.

59.95

120/240 VAC Power Supply (not shown) provides
13.8 VDC required by SB-104A. Full-wave bridge
circuit hàs triple Darlington voltage regulation.
Kit PS-1144, 27 lbs. WAS $129.95, NOW ONLY 69.95

I Remote VFO for added capability
Provides split transmit receive capability for DX. net
10 AMATEUR RADIO

I Station Monitor

operation. Multi -mode capability allows transceiver operation with either VFO or SB-104A. Two
crystal positions for fixed-frequency control. VFO
reference tuning scale; SB-104A displays exact
frequency. Metal cabinet. 71
/"H x10 1
4
/'W x15 1
4
/"D.
4
Kit SB-644A, 10 lbs. WAS $134.95, NOW ONLY 79.95

I Station Monitor shows signals
Monitors SSB, CW & AM signals to 1kW from 80-6
meters. Shows nonlinearity, insufficient or excessive drive, poor carrier or sideband suppression,
regeneration parasitics. key clicks. Manual shows
40 CRT displays. 120 .240 VAC. Metal cabinet
measures 71
/
4"H x10 1
/
4 W x15 1
/ D.
4

31 Station Console - SAVE $95!

Kit SB-614, Shpg. wt. 17 lbs.

194.95

HOZ -63-3, 3-ft. Coax. w,conns.. 1lb

4.95

EE NEW SAVINGS on Station Console
You can save $95.00! Five -function Console features 24-hour, 6-digit clock; 10-minute ID timer
w/auto reset; RF watt -meter *200/2000 watt
ranges: SWR bridge w.sensitivity control;
manual,V0X-controlled phone patch. Phone patch
provides at least 30 dB isolation. Input impedance
is 600 ohm. 1.8 to 30 MHz. 120'240 VAC.
Kit SB-634, 13 lbs.

WAS $194.95, NOW 99.95

HOZ -63-3. 3-ft. Coax w conns.. 1lb.

sl
oe

.....

4.95

Credit Card Orders Call TOLL-FREE 800-253-0570

The Heathkit KW-101 —with over 30,000 throughout the world, it's the best buy in Amateur Radio

'459"

• Full 80 through 10 meter Amateur band coverage
•USB, LSB,CW, PTT and VOX operation on all bands
•0.35 µV receiver sensitivity digs out weak signals
•Gives you afull 180 watts PEP input, 170 watts CW

The Heathkit HW-101 is the SSB Transceiver to start with and stay with. You can
work CW with your Novice License, and go to phone when you upgrade to
General. The performance this Transceiver has to offer makes it hard to believe
you're operating on a budget. Full coverage of 80 through 10 meters lets you
get more enjoyment from your ham radio operation. Operate PTT or VOX on
upper or lower sideband, or select CW transceiver —all the options you'd expect
to find on aTransceiver that's top-notch all the way.
You get outstanding receiver performance because the HW-101's 0.35 µV
sensitivity on SSB brings in weak stations loud and clear. A high quality crystal
IF filter keeps signals widely separated. Image and IF rejection of better than
50 dB help bring you world-wide reception that's clean, clear and crisp. And
when you add the optional 400 Hz narrow CW Crystal Filter to your HW-101, your
code copy will be arm chair all the way. Crystal filtering cuts through the QRM.
Other features include afast acting AGC circuit to prevent fading and blasting.
And front panel metering shows you signal strength, plate current and relative
power out. To make sure you're always right on frequency and inside the band,
the HW-101's built-in 100 kHz calibrator is always ready for reference.
The HW-101's transmitter section is a top performer, too. Triple action level
control prevents distortion-producing overdrive to keep your signal clean. And
power? A rugged pair of reliable 6146 finals punch 180 watts PEP in on phone
and 170 watts in on CW, with an ALC exciter input for linear amplification.
Frequency stability is better than 100 Hz per hour after 45 minutes warmup,
with less than 100 Hz variation for a 10% line voltage variation. An FET VFO

Here's the ideal Power Supply for your HF equipment
Provides the operating voltages for the
HW-101 and other Amateur equipment.
High voltage output is 700 VDC @ 250
mA; 300 VDC @ 150 mA and 250 VDC
@ 100 mA low voltage taps. Provides
fixed bias and 12.6 filament voltage.
Excellent bias supply filtering and very
low ripple. Overload protected.
120/240 VAC, 60/50 Hz, 350 watts
max. 63
/ "H x43
4
/"W x9" D.
4
Kit PS-23, Shpg. wt. 17 lbs.
84.95
ileop
vls
Alaska. Hawaii and Michigan Residents: Call 616-982-3411

provides excellent thermal stability for heavy-duty operating without excessive heat buildup. A cryStal heterodyne oscillator assures stable mixing.
Easy-to-assemble circuit boards and color coded wiring harnesses speed
assembly. And when it comes time for alignment, you'll really appreciate the
wide-open layout of the HW-101's rugged chassis design. It's easy to see the
Heathkit HW-101 is ham radio's best buy. Requires Heathkit Model PS-23
Power Supply and HS-1661 Speaker (below). Also be sure to see our line of
Amateur Radio Accessories on pages 18 and 19 for the Microphone, Wattmeter/
SWR Bridge and coaxial cable to complete your HW-101 station.
Kit HW-101, Shpg. wt. 22 lbs.

459.95

SBA-301-2, 400 Hz CW Crystal Filter, Shpg. wt. 1lb.
Fixed Station AC Power Supply (described below)
Kit PS-23, Shpg. wt. 17 lbs.
Kit HS-1661, Matching Speaker. Shpg. wt. 5lbs.

39.95
84.95
34.95

HW-101 SPECIFICATIONS: RECEIVER: Sensitivity: -(0.35 MV for 10 dB S—N N for SS8 operation. SU
Selectivity: 2.1 xtiz min
6 JB down. 7 kHz TIII @, 60 dB down. CW Selectivity: (optional
SBA-301-2 CW f,iter) 4i Hz min.@ 6dB down: 2 0 kHz max. @.; 60 dB down Spurious Response:
Image and if reiection
50 dB. TRANSMITTER: DC Power input: SSB 180 W PEP (normal voice, cont.
duty cycle). CW 170 W (50°C duty cycle). RF Power Output:100 W on 80 thru 15 lvt; 80 W on 10 M(50(1
non -reactive load). Output hyped.: 50 to 75ft with <2:1 SWR. Harmonic Radiation: 40 dB below rated
output. Mike Input: High impedance. Carrier Suppression: 45 dB down from single•tone output.
Unwanted Sideband Suppression: 45 dB Third Order Distortion: 30 JB from two-tone output. GENERAL:
Frequency Coverage: 80.10 'A amateur bands. Frequency Stability: -(100 Hz per hour drift after 45
minutes warrnup from normal ambient conditions.
100 Hz for
10% line voltage variations. Modes
of Op: USO. LS8. OW. tune. Dial Calibration: 5kHz. Calibration: 100 kHz crystal Power Requirements:
700 to 850 Vat 250 mA with
maximum ripple: 300 Vat 150 mA with 0.05% maximum ripple,
— 115 Vat 10 mA with 0.5% maximum ripple: 12 V AC/DC at 4.76 amps. (See PS-23 Power Supply
below.) Dimensions: 6,/,6" .H x
w n13 34/"D.

For best performance — speaker for HW-101, HR-1680

$34"

•5"x 7" oval speaker is SSB and CW response-tailored
•Rugged, but attractive, lightweight aluminum cabinet
•Easy-to-build kit includes necessary cable and solder

The Heathkit HS-1661 Speaker is designed to match the HW-101 Transceiver
(above) and the HR-1680 Receiver on page 13, as well as many older
Heathkit transceivers and receivers. It features abig 5" x 7" oval speaker
with a 3.16 oz. magnet offering 300 to 3000 Hz frequency response for best
SSB and CW reception. The green spatter-finish cabinet is constructed of
rugged, lightweight aluminum, and measures 63
/"H x9" W x531
4
,3" D.
Kit HS-1661, Shpg. wt. 5lbs.

34.95
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The winning favorite among thrifty hams, SB-201
puts a1200W kick in your SSB signal

Packed with power and features, the SB-221
2kW Linear has aDSO-commanding voice

$639"

•Lowest price-per-watt in 2kW Linear Amplifiers
•Heavy duty power supply for reliable operation
•You can wire it easily for 120 or 240 VAC line

$479"

•Arugged pair of 5728 finals need 100-watt exciter
•The SB-201's forced-air cooling is ideal for contesting
•Switchable multi-function metering puts you in control

More of what you're paying for: The Heathkit SB-221 2kW Linear Amplifier is
the hottest performing, lowest cost amp available. It has the rugged dependability and superior design you need for the professional operating proof you
seek. Like more QS0's across the spectrum. More DX recognition when the
going gets tough. QSL's from every country, continent or contest you try...
More savings from the start: When you build it, you save money for other gear
and reap years of lasting pride from the kit experience. In 2kW Linears, Heath
has absolutely the lowest cost-per-watt against all competition. At only $.33
per watt, SB-221 is the clear price/performance leader.
More power in the pile-ups: A pair of world-famous 3-500Z's deliver 2000
watts of QRM-busting PEP on SSB, and load to lkW on both CW and MTV. A
broadband pre-tuned pi input yields maximum efficiency with extremely low
distortion over the 80-15 meter spectrum. Just 100 watts of exciter will drive
it to full output —with the kind of contact signal that always catches the new
DX, gets priority traffic through and your callsign heard clearly, year after year

You can call all day during apile up but if your signal doesn't get out, that rare
DX won't hear you. So put the Heathkit SB-201 lkW Linear Amplifier to work
in your station. You'll never sit on the sidelines again.
100 watts is all it takes to drive the 201 to afull 1200W PEP input on phone
and 1000 watts input on CW across the 80, 40, 20 and 15 meter bands. A
built-in solid-state power supply features full circuit breaker protection, and
the switchable multifunction panel meter shows SWR, grid current, plate
current, relative power and plate voltage. Like the SB-221, an antenna relay
will automatically switch the antenna to exciter input when the SB-201 is off,
and an ALC output provides overdrive control. And abroadband pre-tuned piinput yields maximum efficiency with extremely low distortion over the 80-15
meter spectrum. The heavy-duty finals are fan-cooled for maximum tube life
and completely shielded for excellent TVI protection. A prealigned cathodeinput tank circuit provides maximum efficiency maintaining a third order
distortion of —30 dB or better.

Kit SB-221, Shpg. wt. 66 lbs.
HDZ-63-3, 3ft. RG-8/U Jumper with PL-259 Connectors, 1lb.

Kit S8-201, Shpg. wt. 47 lbs.
HDZ-63-3, 3-ft. RG-8/U Jumper with PL-259 Connectors, 1lb.

479.95
4.95

Kit SA-2060, Shpg. wt. 20 lbs
HDZ-63-3, 3-ft. RG-8/U Jumper with PL-259 Connectors, 1lb.

269.95
4.95

639.95
4.55

Deluxe Antenna Tuner with dual wattmeter/SWR
bridge matches 1.1:1 on antennas and loads

$
269 95

•Covers 160 through 10 meters with continuous tuning
•Built-in wattmeteriSWR bridges makes tuning asnap
•Asingle switch selects either one of two connected
antennas, balanced or unbalanced, and bypass load

If you need arugged tuner to handle full legal power, our Deiuxe Antenna Tuner
can make the difference. It will put the clean, twin kilowatt thunderbolt of
the SB-221 Linear (or its lkW brother) to most efficient use by radiating
every last watt of their capability from your antenna system.
By clearly indicating power out and f/r SWR with -± 5% forward accuracy, this
2kW tuner exactly matches your antenna to any frequency in the 160-10
meter spectrum. You're in complete control with a continuously variable
inductor for an infinite number of impedence settings; bypass switch for tri band beam or dummy load; versatile, built-in 4:1 balun and inductor turns
counter. A special Heathkit manual shows typical high ; mid- and low-range
settings on individual antennas. The wattmeters have a range of 200 and
2000 watts (fwd) and 50/500W (ref), with accuracies of -1-5% (avg). Don't be
caught on the edge of DX activity ... waste not a watt of precious QS0grabbing power —build the Super Tuner and join thousands of radio amateurs
who are extracting the last possible measure of performance from their gear!
12/AMATEUR RADIO
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Credit Card Orders Call TOLL-FREE: 800-253-0570

Areal CW challenge —the HW-8 QRP Transceiver
can work the world on acouple of watts!

174"

• 80, 40, 20 and 15 meters CW; aminimum 3.5 watts in
on 80 with quiet, 0.2 ,i2V receiver sensitivity
• Adjustable T/R delay and semi break-in capability
with 2-position wide/narrow active audio filter

The world's most popular CW Transceiver has a worthy reputation. The HW-8
provides you with maximum convenience in covering the Transceiver's
3.5-3.75; 7.0-7.25; 14-14.25; and 21-21.25 MHz operating ranges. This
hot little rig features an RF and AF gain control, solid-state band switching,
pushbutton band selection, atunable preselector and direct conversion with
RF amplification. Crystal controlled heterodyne circuitry insures accurate
frequency mixing. You'll get a minimum of 3.5 watts in on 80 meters, 3.0
watts in on 40 and 20, and 2.5 watts on 15. Operate your transceiver on a
campout, backpacking, or on a business trip; power it from your motorcycle
battery, car lighter socket, go 'solar QRP' or tune it up at home on 120/240
VAC with the HWA-7-1 Power Supply. The Heathkit HW-8 is agreat performer
that's going to give you hours of pure fun — order yours now and join the
growing fraternity of QRP-powered QSL-hunters. Requires headphones (see
below). Accept the challenge. Keep in mind — one watt works alot!
Kit HW-8, Shpg. wt. 6 lbs.
174 95
Kit HWA-7-1, AC Supply operates HW-8 on 120/240 VAC, 4 lbs.
GD-396, Superex Headphones, Assembled, Shpg. wt. 1lb.

27 95
995

HR-1680 SSB/CW Receiver is an outstanding
performer in your shack or on the road
• Excellent sensitivity lets you hear very weak signa s

239"

• Stable operation for drift-free SSB and CW reception
• Dual conversion front end receives 80 thru 10 meters
• Built-in AC supply, or external battery operation
• Easy kit assembly with no-instrument alignment

Heath's HR-1680 is top quality choice for your first receiver. Look at the facts: if
covers 80, 40, 20 and 15 and the lower 1MHz of the 10 meter band, with a
preselector tuned dual-conversion MOSFET front end. Less than 0.5 p.V in
gives you a 10 dB signal to noise ratio. A 4-pole crystal filter and MOSFET
amplifier gives the IF section excellent selectivity and gain. Both the RF and
IF stages are AGC controlled to prevent signal of varying strengths to be
received without fading and blasting. The HR-1680 also features individual
crystal heterodyne oscillators for excellent stability, solid-state diode band switching, built-in 100 KHz reference for precise calibration/alignment and
switchable wide/narrow active audio circuitry to precisely tailor your 1580's
SSB or CW response. Operates from 11.5-15.3 VDC or internal 120/240 VAC
supply. By combining high performance and low cost for serious listeners, the
HR-1680 is ideal for astation operator who wants quiet, razor-sharp reception.
Kit HR-1680, Shpg. wt. 14 lbs.
239.95
Kit HS-1661, Matching Speaker, Shpg. wt. 5 lbs.

34.95

Gain more operating bandwidth from dipoles and
long wires with 80- to 10-meter Antenna Tuner
• Handles up to 2000 watts PEP on SSB or 1000 watts CW

169' 5

• Continuously variable inductor assures aperfect match
every time, with any feedline or configuration
• Erasable logging scale for band settings on front panel
• Ideal for MARS operation and newly-allocated WARC bands

Frustrated by adipole that lacks sufficient bandwidth or an antenna that only
covers one or two bands? Then the low cost SA-2040 Antenna Tuner is for
you. Designed with alow-as-possible price that can't be beat, it still includes
the same type of heavy-duty capacitors and almost every other feature of its
big brother (at left) — but without the 160 meter coverage and built-in
wattmeter/SWR bridges. That way, you get the right amount of tuner you need
without paying for station accessories you already own.
Silver plated straps and roller contact assembly on the SA-2040 minimize RF
loss at high frequencies and its large feed through insulators are designed to
withstand high voltage RF. SO-239 connectors mate with your 5011 system.
After tightening the cover, personalize your front panel with adhesive letters
and numerals we've included. Compare this Tuner with all the competitors—
match power limits, features and price — you'll see our engineering quality
and total performance value stand out. Heath has more for the active ham!
111 Alaska. Hawaii and Michigan Residents: Call 616-982-3411

An enjoyable, easy-to-build two-evening kit

Kit SA-2040, Shpg. wt. 15 lbs.

169.95

H3Z-63-3, 3-ft. RG-8/U Jumper with PL-259 Connectors. wt. 1lb. .... 4.95
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Novice Class License Course helps you discover the pride and potential of Amateur Radio

Now —for CBer's, electronic hobbyists, and everyone interested in
operating world-wide two-way Amateur Radio equipment —Heath makes
it easier than ever to pass the required FCC exam. Everything you need
to learn comes with the Course!

Achievement
Guaranteed

e Communicate with nearly amillion other
hams around the world ...right from your own
home or car ...using CW on avariety
of frequencies
eTake the Novice FCC test and ride the
airwaves! You can't fail — Heath guarantees
that you will pass! — or we'll refund the
purchase price

From Heath — the leader in Amateur Radio technology
— here's aself-instruction program that's guaranteed to help you earn a Novice ticket! Everything
you need to get your license and become part of a
privileged fraternity is in this comprehensive, well-organized study aid.
including information on how you apply to take the latest FCC exam. Also, it
provides helpful guidelines for setting up and operating a good station
when your license and personal callsign arrive!
This deluxe learning tool now contains 48 new pages of text material to prepare
you for the latest FCC Novice License examination. Our update includes
study of call sign groups (with prefix. zone and suffix types). many "Q" and
alphanumeric abbreviations, RST signal reporting and Universal Coordinated Time (UTC) with aglobal conversion table provided. Also, coverage of
basic circuit conditions, fusing, quarter-wave vertical and dipole antennas.
proper calculation of their length for different bands, antenna installation
and basic precautions, standing wave ratio problems and causes, station
ground. block diagrams of functional novice stations, audible backwave,
ripple and hum, zero-beating, and the mature operating practices and
responsibilities of station control.
The Course is organized in nine separate modules corresponding to the subject
areas you'll find covered in the Novice exam. Each subject is presented in a
clear, step-by-step manner for progress at your own pace.
At the end of each module, amultiple-choice review checks your understanding and retention of the material. After Module 9. three practice exams and
a final styled after the new FCC examination impart the experience and
test-taking confidence you want to pass the first time with flying colors.
The Course includes two audio cassette tapes full of important knowledge. The
first is an introduction to Amateur Radio, and explanation of the RST signal
reporting system. areview of electronic circuit components, and astudy of
practical circuits. The second tape will teach you the International Morse
Code in letter groups quickly and effectively, and then help boost your send
and copy speeds to 5words per minute for the CW test.
Upon completion of the entire Course, you'll be able to accurately send and
14. AMATEUR RADIO

receive code at five words per minute, and pass a 20-question multiplechoice written test from the Federal Communications Commission.
An attractive vinyl binder houses the nine modules and cassette tapes. As a
bonus, you receive a handsome set of Operating Aids including acolorful
31" x22" Frequency Spectrum Chart and amatching U.S. Call Area Map, a
glossary of common abbreviations used during communication with other
Amateurs, an explanation of the twelve most frequent 'Q' signals, instructions for making your own base station antenna, and much more!
We are so sure that this Course will help you get your first license, that if you
fail to pass the new FCC Novice exam after completing the enclosed final
practice exam, we will refund your money in full. Simply return the Course
materials, along with your receipt and acopy of your rejection notice from
the FCC. No better guarantee exists. You'll soon be on the air!
You can explore the wonders of this fascinating hobby in a unique way with
performance-proven Heath equipment. Our kits are world-famous. They're
easy fun to build, and they expand your understanding of practical electronics by giving you hands-on experience and 'tech-knowledgy:
There's an indescribable thrill which comes from airing aQRP (low power) or
legal-limit rig that you've just built with your own two hands! It's afeeling
that harks back to the early days of our hobby (some call it apassion) when
almost every piece of gear was 'home-brew' and every contact or call you
made reflected the hard won know-how, loving care and electronic construction skills you had learned and applied to succeed. You're going to
save money over comparable assembled units, plus save more by being able
to perform your own service and maintenance, should it ever become
necessary. And you can say with pride, "I built it myself!"
So ... if you've been putting off getting the Novice ticket because of fear of
failing the code test or the technical exam ... or if you just didn't know
where to start, the Heathkit2enith Novice License Course is the correct
answer! It contains everything you need to get started on the right track
toward the day when you put arig on the air and start talking to the world.
Order now — the exciting universe of Amateur Radio is waiting for you!
ER-3701, Shpg. wt. 7 lbs.
39.95
Kit HO-1416, Oscillator (see below). Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.
16.95

Build up your code speed fast with this handy CW kit
Use this CW Code Oscillator to
learn the Morse Code, get
your code speed up and pass
the FCC license exams in a
simple and inexpensive way!
It has a telegraph key with
adjustable rebound, built-in
speaker, volume and tone
controls, plus a headphone
jack for private listening.
The key furnished with the
kit is the only external item you require to form audible code
characters. The manual includes sections on Operation, Application
and Learning the Code. Once you get your license, the HD-1416 can
serve as asidetone oscillator for any transmitter using negative grid block keying. Two-tone emerald cabinet is 23t" H x41/ii" W x43/
8"D.
Operates on one long-life 9V battery (not included).
Kit HO-1416, Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.
16.95

SAVE $11"
Why delay? This is
the ideal package —
study the Course
and get 'hands-on'
Code practice!

We'll help you get started in Amateur Radio with
a big 21% savings on the ER-3701 Novice
License Course and HD-1416 Code Oscillator when you purchase the pair together. So
you can save even more money, this offer
includes acertificate good for 10% off your
purchase of up to $1010 of Heathkit Amateur
equipment. If purchased separately, they'd
cost $56.90.
ERS-3701, Shpg. wt. 23 lbs.
44.95

Credit Card Orders Call TOLL-FREE: 800-253-0570

Advanced Class Amateur Radio License Course is the perfect incentive to upgrade
Prepared with the General Class license holder in mind, ER-3703
is the first completely up-to-date compilation of the technical and
examination material required to help you achieve Advanced
Class status. It assumes you possess aGeneral license or have the
equivalent skills and background knowledge to do so.

'49"

Two-binder text
with appendices

• Well-organized to make most efficient use of your time, we
guarantee that you'll pass your FCC exam the first time - so
sure in fact, that we will refund the cast of the program if you
fail to pass after completing the encicsed optional final exam.
That's confidence!

In response to the intense interest of General hams
to achieve Advanced operating privileges, we've
produced acomprehensive self-education Course
that's guaranteed to aid in obtaining their next
license, and earn anew callsign.

Le
a.
-

Housed in a pair of matching vinyl binders, the
Advanced License Course fills over 800 pages.
Unlike many, this Course is not simply arepetitious
list of questions and answers to be memorized for
passing the exam, but adetailed source of technical and appendical material which will improve
your overall knowledge and understanding of radio
electronics at the Advanced Class level.

t
-refe

Indexed for
easy, valuable reference

The FCC Element 4(a) written examination deals with
the following subjects: Rules and Regulations,
Radio Phenomena, Operating Procedures, Emission Characteristics, Electrical Principles, Practical Circuits, Circuit Components, Antennas and Transmission Lines, and Radio
Communication Practices. ER-3703 covers them all in detail for the exam.
Two multiple-choice, 50-question exams at the end of the Course simulate the
actual FCC test, and thereby give you "hands-on" test-taking experience.
The Advanced License Course is arranged in 8 learning units:
•DC and AC Electronics
• Semiconductors
•Basic Circuits for Equipment
•Transmitter and Receiver Circuits
Design
•Station Operations
•Antennas, Feedlines and
• Practice Examinations
Propagation
•Measurements and Test Equipment
In addition to the text, you receive acopy of Part 97. FCC Rules and Regulations
for Amateur Radio Operation, "How to Identify and Resolve Radio-TV
Interference Problems" and the FCC's Form 610 license test application.

Designed in the modular style proven most effective by educators, the Advanced
License Course includes self-test reviews after each chapter to assure greater
retention of the material. This format also makes it easy to identify problem
areas before the FCC test. The self-instructional nature of the Course allows you
to progress at your own pace and backtrack to review any subject.
Fully one-fifth of the 80-15 meter HF spectrum in four specific subbands
(3800-3890, 7150-7225. 14200-14275 and 21270-21350 kHz) is allocated
to the Advanced and Extra Class license holders. Why be left out? These are the
choicest kilocycles, with more DX hot spots and experienced amateurs. Demonstrate your desire for self-improvement and upgrade your ticket with the
Heathkit/Zenith Advanced Class License Course. Send us acopy of your new
license or FCC notification of passing to receive 4.0 Continuing Education
Units and a personalized Certificate of Achievement. Don't delay - start by
ordering your guaranteed Course today!
ER-3703, Shpg. wt. 9lbs
49.95

General License Course promotes Novice to voice communication

$49"

•Leave the CB or Novice bands
behind and progress to the full
range of Amateur Radio
experiences. Send your words and
images around the world!

Move up to the General Class and get all the added
privileges - more frequencies to operate on, plus
voice transmission, radio teletype, slow-scan TV,
facsimile, satellite activity -an impressive list of
incentives that add up to more QS0s, QSLs and
thousands of new friends gained via these modes.
This Course now contains additional new material to
prepare you for the latest FCC examination.
An informative text takes you through the subjects
covered on the new FCC written test. Its in-depth
coverage will give you awealth of concentrated
information - more than enough to pass either the
Technician or General Class written examinations.
Later, keep it handy as avaluable reference.
The Course provides extra code practice to bring
your send and copy speeds up to 15 words per
minute. Since the FCC requires only 13 wpm to
pass the General exam, the extra 'two-word edge'

gives you more confidence to pass the code test
comfortably. We won't let you fail!
Four simulated FCC written tests give you test-taking
experience, and allow you to review problem areas
so you'll be better prepared for the actual exam.
Once you pass your General exam, send us acopy of
your new license or FCC notice of passing to receive
5.0 CEU's and aCertificate of Achievement.
The General Course is arranged in 11 units:
• Ham Radio Operation
• Measurements
•Direct Current
•Transmitters
•Alternating Current
• Receivers
• Active Devices
•Antennas
• Electronic Circuits
• Practice Exams
•Getting on the Air
'mur General License Course includes:
•Two Vinyl Binders
•Complete Test
•Two 90-min. Code Tapes •Code Workbook
• New FCC Form 610
•FCC Exam Schedule
•4Simulated Exams
• FCC Rules and
• Station Log Book
Regulations
•T.V.I. Booklet
• World Call Map
Upgrading has never been easier because our
Course has everything you need, including guaran-

Alaska, Hawaii and Michigan Residents: Call 616-982-3411

tee of passing the General Class exam - or we'll
refund your money for the program materials when
you return them with acopy of your FCC rejection
notice. It's aclaim exclusive to Heath.
You have nothing to lose -order the best today!
ER-3702, Shpg. wt. 24 lbs.

49.95
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NEW SAVINGS BRING NEW FUN
in 2-Meter activity with our FM
Digital Scanning Transceiver

SAVE ,20
SAVE ,40

299"
with
PTT Mike

Squelch ccntrol also functions
as scannina sensitivity control
to skip weak signals. scan
only to "ful -quietin" ones.

The 0kHz 5kHz button
gives you 800 channels
in 5kHz steps_

LED indicates
5kHz position.

Manual Scan button lets
you find afrequency.
or lets the 74E11 find
one for you.

On Transceiver and Micoder il
Was $359.95. NOW $339.95!

Lock,'Latch button. in Scan
Lock, receiver scans to asignal and remains until reset.
In Scan Latch, resumes
scanning 4-8 seconds after
received transmission ends.

On Transceiver and PTT Mike
Was $339.95. NOW $299.95!

•Adjustable 10-15 watt output
•Variable 70-200 Hz sub-audible
tone encoding built right in
•Synthesized full-band coverage

10 kHz button advances
readout in 10 kHz steps.
In Scan, as it recycles from
"9" to"0:' it also causes
100 kHz readout to advance
one digit.

•Power-up on favorite frequency

The VF-7401 2-Meter FM Digital Scanning Transceiver finds all the activity for you, scanning the
band in 1MHz segments. In Scan/Lock mode, it
stays on any active channel until reset, or in
Scan/Latch, scans again when transmission ends.
Adjust the receiver to stop scanning for 'full quieting' signals only, or open the squelch for 2-Meter
DX. Mode-select simplex. 2:600 kHz, AUX and 1
MHz offsets. Will accommodate most 2-meter
offset combinations, even MARS and CAR
Solid state and narrow-banded, the VF-7401 has a
double-tuned front end with MOSFET RF amplification, dual conversion, 8-pole crystal IF filtering
for perfect bandpass shaping and outstanding
adjacent channel selectivity, IC limiting, Quad
detection and excellent audio quality. Detachable
microphone. Optional MicoderT" II Microphone/
Auto Patch Encoder (p. 18), draws power directly
from VF-7401. Includes gimbal mount bracket for
mobile installation. External speaker jack. Requires
a13.8VDC. 3-amp continuous, 4-amp intermittent
source such as acharging auto electrical system, or
VFA-7401-1 AC Power Supply. right.
Kit VFS-7401-1.Transceiver and Micoder II,
Shpg. wt. 12 lbs.
339.95

1.1818
Sturdy 4-pii
connector elltws you
to detach the microphone from Ur: 7401.

1MHz button allows
you to select any
1MHz segment of
the 2-meter band.

100 kHz button controls tuning
in 100 kHz increments. to let you
change frequencies when 7401
is in manual mode,

Kit VFS-7401-2,Transceiver and PTT Microphone.
Shpg. wt. 12 lbs.
299.95
VF-7401 SPECIFICATIONS: Receiver: Sensitivity: 0.5 µV for 12 dB
SINAD (or 15 dB of quieting). Squelch Threshold: 0.3 µV or less.
Audio Output:1.5 watts at less than 10%7HD: 2watts max. output
(typical). Image Rejection: -50 dB or greater. IF Rejection: -80
dB or greater. Internally Generated Spurious Signals: Below 1µV
equivalent. Bandwidth: 6 dB at 15 kHz min. and 60 dB at 15 kHz
min. and 60 dB at 30 kHz max. Modulation Acceptance: 6.0 kHz
min. Transmitter: Power Output:10-15 watts nominal to a5011 <0'
(resist,ve) load at 25'C and 13.8 VDC. Harmonic and Spurious
Output: -60 dB. Modulation: FM. 0-7 kHz. adjustable. Duty Cycle:
100% with VSWR of less tiran 101. Torte Encoder: 3tones 70 to
200 Hz. approx. 700 Hz deviation. Transmitter Offset -600 kHz.
-600 kHz. -1 MHz. Aux. General: Frequency Coverage: Any 4
MHz segment from 143.5 to 148.5 MHz Frequency Increments: 5
kHz. Frequency Stability: z- .0015%. Operating Temperature Range:
-15'F to -125'F (-10`C to -5(n). Operating Voltage Range:
12.6 to 16 VDC (13.8 VDC, nominal). Current Consumption:
Receive Mode: 550 mA max.. squelched: 750 mA max., full rated
audio. Transmit Mode: 4A max. at 13.8 VDC. Dimensions: 23
/ "H
4
71
/ "W >4
.7.0
18.4
26.0 cm).

13.8V DC Power Supply gives
you double duty on VF-7401
and other rigs

'47"
Designed to provide the 13.8 VDC required by the
VF-7401, the VFA-7401-1 AC Power Supply may
also be used with most other equipment requiring
13.8 VDC at amaximum of 3A continuous. 4A
intermittent. Easy-to-build kit can be wirèd for
either 120 or 240 VAC, 50/60 Hz. Output regulation within 1.5%. 31/
16" Hx71
/"W x97/e" D.
4
Kit VFA-7401-1, Shpg. wt. 7I
bs.
47.95

Hand-Held lets you take 2-meter fun with you

Easy to access top
controls and BNC
connector

'199"

Carrying case
and external
mike are handy
accessories

Your VF-2031's
always ready with
aDrop-in Caarger
&rechargeable
batteries

Optional Auto Patch Encoder lets you
make phone calls through repeaters
equipped with auto-patch inputs
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Dim Bright button-bright
for daytime meter and frequency readout, subdued for
sate nighttime mobi

•Includes everything you need -even 146.94 MHz crystal
•Rechargeable nickel-cadmium Battery Pack &AC Charger
•"Rubber duckie" antenna, phone jack and earphone
•Single crystal duplex or simplex capability

The Heathkit VF-2031 gives you aminimum of 2watts out for great 2-meter fun.
Single crystal transmit and receive circuitry covers 8of your favorite channels simplex, or duplex with a±600 kHz split. Features separate built-in microphone and speaker. adjustable deviation, volume and squelch. Less than 0.5
µV quiets the VF-2031's hot receiver section afull 20 dB. Covers 143.5 to
148.5 MHz. Includes "rubber duckie" antenna, universal BNC connector,
146.94 crystal, built-in phone jack with earphone, rechargeable nickelcadmium battery pack and Drop-in Charger. Dimensions of the VF-2031
Transceiver are 9Ve"H x35,16" W x
D. Pay less- build the best!
Kit VF-2031, Shpg. M. 5lbs.199.95
VFA-2031-2. Fitted Holster-style Carrying Case. Shpg. M.1 lb.

18.95

VFA-2031-3, Auto-Patch Encoder to make phone calls through repeaters199
1t 5
n
auto-patch inputs. Shpg. M. 1lb
VFA-2031-5, Continuous Tone Encoder to access most repeaters using your
VF-2031. Shpg. wt. 1lb.
9.95
Kit VFA-2031-6, External PTT Microphone with coiled cord which plugs into
VF-2031 so you can transmit without removing unit from holster. 1lb. .4
27
9.
.
95
9
5
Kit HA -201A, 10 -Watt Amplifier (described on next page), 2lbs
=,:r

Credit Card Orders Call TOLL-FREE 800-253 0570

This Heathkit 75-Watt
All-mode VHF Base Amplifier
is great for use at home
or for your repeater station

274"

•Work the ones you only hear —
10 watts input produces
75 watts (nominal) out
•Makes agreat repeater amp
• Rugged solid-state design
• Runs FM, RTTY, SSB and CW

If your 2-meter transceiver has ahot receiver like the
one on the VF-7401 (on page 16), you probably
hear stations who can't hear you. The new Heathkit
VL-2280 All-mode Base Amplifier will permanently bridge that communication gap, giving you a
hefty 75-watt (nominal) signal for just 10 watts in.
The VL-2280 even has aplug in the back to power
your VF-7401 or other make transceiver, so you
don't need aseparate powersupply. And if yourclub
needs to update its old vacuum tube amplifier and
replace it with solid state reliability the VL-2280
is an excellent choice for a repeater amplifier.
It can be operated on 120 VAC, 240 VAC or even 12
VDC back-up battery power.
The Hams at Heath have engineered the new VL2280 to operate in all modes, too — SSB, RTTY, FM
or CW. IMD products, incidentally, are very low
when the amplifier is used on sideband. The
VL-2280 operates across the entire 144 to 148
MHz amateur 2-meter band. Broad-band circuitry
maintains astable power output across the entire
band, too. This big amplifier has extra-large heat
sinks to provide more-than-adequate cooling,
giving you a50% duty cycle and more "on" time.
And the VL-2280 has a convenient standby/on
switch so the exciter can be operated barefoot!

Kit VI-2280, Shpg. wt. 32 lbs.
HOZ-63-3, 3ft. Coax. w:conns., 1lb.

274.95
4.95

VL-2280 SPECIFICATIONS: Sand coverage: 144 to 148 MHz.Power
Input: Ito 10 watts SSB FM or CW. Impedance: 5011. Input VSWR:
(@ 10 watts drive) 2.01 or less. Power Output: 75 watts @ 10
watts -drive. Dirty Cycle: 50%. 10 minutes on. 10 minutes oft.
Insertion W M (Antenna to Receiver) less than 0.6 dB. IM
Distortion: -24 dB. Power Requirement: 120 VAC at 4amperes;
240 VAC at 2amperes: 12 VDC at 11 amperes. Dimensions: 6.25"
H x13.5W x12.25" D.

The Heathkit VI-1180
75-watt 2-Meter Amplifier
puts your mobile station in
range of more repeater fun

The illuminated front-panel meter allows you to
monitor drive power, power output or relative DC
voltage. The VL-2280 is DC voltage regulated, by
the way. This rugged amplifier features excellent
harmonic rejection and RF-sensed or remote keying. To give you maximum receiver sensitivity,
insertion loss has been kept to less than 0.6 dB.
The extremely rugged design is housed in amilitary
style cabinet measuring 6.25" H x 13.5" W x
12.25" D. Alignment requires only an exciter such
as the VF-7401, and awattmeter that reads forward
and reflected power, like the HM -2141 on page 19.
Building the VL-2280 75-Watt All-mode Base
Amplifier is an enjoyable three-evening project.

You're driving down the highway and can hear a
2-meter station, but you can't work him. Then you
switch on your Heathkit VL-1180 All-Mode, 75Watt Mobile Amplifier. Your 10 watts in is trans-

40-Watt Amplifier increases
your range on 2-Meters

AC Supply for your 2-Meter
transceiver/amp combo

$5995

• Features rugged, solid-state
design for mobile use

59.95
4.95

The VI-1180 Mobile Amplifier, like the VL-2280
descrioed left, has been engineered to operate in
all nodes —single sideband, FM or CW —across the
entire 144 to 148 MHz 2-meter band. Poweroutput
is stable across the entire band, thanks to broadband circuitry. And you get a 50% duty cycle for
more "on" time because extra-large heat sinks provide more than adequate cooling. Insertion loss is
less than 0.6 dB, and the VL-1180 boasts excellent
harmonic rejection, plus RF sensed or remote keying. The Amplifier's rugged design means you can
install it in your car's trunk or other out-of-the-way
locaticn without worry. The easy-to-build VL-1180
is atwo-evening kit, and alignment is simple, too,
requiring only an exciter and adual wattmeter like
the one on page 19. Get your VL-1180 today for
more 2-meter mobil ing fun.
Kit VI-1180, Shpg. wt. 5lbs.
137.95
VL-1180 SPECIFICATIONS: Band Coverage: 144 to 148 MHz Power
Input: loll) watts SSB. FM or CW Input/Output Impedance: 501.
1
Input VSWR: (at 10 watts drive) 2.0.1 or less. Power Output: 75
watts (typical). @ 10 watts onve Duty Cycle: 50%.10 minutes on,
10 minutes off Insertion Loss: (Antenna to Receiver) less than 0.6
08 IM Distortion: -24 :(13 Power Requirement: 13.6 VDC
(operates 11 5 to 16 VOC) @ 11 amperes Dimensions: 21
/"H x
2
4'1 -Wx10 1.-2 -D(6
8x 26 7cm).

10-Watt Amplifier gives your
hand-held clout

$8495

The HA-202A 40-Watt
Amplifier increases
2-meter fun with a
minimum 40 watts for
just 10 watts in. Automatic T/R switching. Tuned
input/output keeps spurs low. Special emitter
ballasted configuration withstands VSWRs of up to
3:1. Internally adjustable for any 1.5 MHz portion
of 143-149 MHz band. Alignment requires VTVM,
wattmeter or SWR bridge. Requires 12-16 VDC
power source like PS-1175 (right).
Kit HA-202A, Shpg. wt. 4 lbs.
HOZ -63-3, 3ft. Coax. w/conns., 1lb.

137"

• 10 watts in gives 75 watts
out on FM, SSB or CW

forned into 75 watts of (250-grabbing power...and
you're in business!

'47"

The PS-1175 supplies the nec- [
essary voltage and current to
power the Heathkit VF-7401 Transceiver/HA-202A
Amplifier combination (or most other makes) from
120/240 VAC. Output voltage internally adjustable
between approximately 12 and 14.5 VDC. Output
current is 10 amps intermittent (10 minutes maximum), 5amps continuous. Darl ington circuit gives
exceptionally high gain for excellent regulation.
Fused for over-load protection. Comes with 3-wire
line cord. Size: 5"/16" H x63/
1
6" W x11" D. As with
all our kits, this one even includes solder.

The HA-201A 2-Meter
Amp will get your handheld into your favorite
repeater full-quieting every time, delivering up to
10 watts for amere 11
/
2-watt in. Or 8watts out for
just Iwatt in. Great with the VF-2031, page 16.
Fully automatic operation with solid-state T/R
switching. Tuned input and output for maximum
efficiency, reduced spurs. Withstands infinite
VSWR. Includes dummy load. RF detector. VTVM
needed for tune-up. Requires 12-16 VDC power
source. 23
/"H x5%" W x51
4
/"D.
2

Kit PS-1175, Shpg. wt. 15 lbs.

Kit HA-201A, Shpg. wt. 2lbs

Alaska, Hawaii and Michigan Residents: Call 616482-3411

84.95

47.95
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O
Directional
pattern cuts
noise level

Cut annoying background noise
with improved, lower-priced
Cardioid Desk Mike
Cardioid pattern of the new Heathkit Dynamic Microphone produces 20 dB front-to-back ratio to
reduce background noise. 150 Hz to 15 kHz frequency response. Switch-selectable high- or low impedance adapts to any radio. Also has switch selectable VOX or PTT. 6' cord. Beige Cycolac case
measures 7.43" H x4.34" W x5.84" D.
HOP-242, Assembled, Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.

E Autopatch with MicoderTM II
Micoder II Microphone/Auto-Patch Encoder's
300-3000 Hz response is tailored for clean voice
transmission. Up to 30 mV RMS maximum output
for full modulation into a high-impedance port.
Push-to-talk bar for convenient one-hand use.
Accurate and stable tones to access repeaters,
make phone calls. Includes 6' coiled cord, hanger
Clip. Uses 9 VDC cell (not included). Microphone
and Encoder measures 3.75" H x2.63" W x1.75" D.
Kit HO-1984, Shpg. wt. 1lb.
49.95

El Dummy Load Cantenna kills QRM
Helps you avoid unnecessary interference during
Line-ups. Handles up to 1 kW of RF. Excellent
VSWRs of less than 1.5:1 up to 300 MHz, and less
tian 2:1 up to 400 MHz. 50 ohms impedance.
Transformer oil specified; not supplied.
Kit HN-31, Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.
24.95
HDZ-63-3, 3' coax w/PL-259 conns., 1lb... 4.95

El Instant power at your fingertips
Provides extra 120 VAC outlets for your station,
workshop. basement. garage. Max.load, 10 Amps.
Has 11 switched three-hole outlets for killing power
to equipment. 1unswitched for clock or memory
preservation. Includes fuse holder, fuse, 12' cord.
Portable or permanent, for 120 VAC, 60 Hz power.
Kit HD-1274, Shpg. wt. 4 lbs.

22.95

1 Phone Patch links to land line
Adds versatility to your station. Individual
receiver' transmitter line gain controls simplify
adjustment. The VU meter continuously monitors
the unit's output and lets you adjust for maximum
null depth to produce maximum isolation between
the phone line and your station. Matches 3-16 ohm
speakers. hi-Z or 600-ohm inputs. PTT operation.
2.63" Hx 9.25" Wx 3.63" D.
Kit H0-15, Shpg. wt. 3lbs
49.95

1 Yagi Beam gives 2-Meter reach
Cushcraft 11-element 2-Meter Yagi features 11.3
dB forward gain, a 20 dB front-to-back ratio.
Gamma match tuning for minimum SWR. Feeds
directly with 52-ohm coax. 1000 Watts. Designed
for vertical polarization and cut for 144-146 MHz.
Boom length, 144:' longest element, 40'; turning
radius, 811' Assembly required.
HOP-1470, Shpg. wt. 6 lbs.

39.95

Cushcraft AV5 for long DX reach
A vertically-polarized, omni-directional antenna
designed to provide complete CW and SSB coverage from 80-10 meters. SWR is 1.5:1 or less at
18/AMATEUR RADIOS
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54.95

resonance. Use with any transmitter or transceiver
using 50-ohm output. Full legal power. Built-in
coax connector takes PL-259. Assembly required.
HOP-1473, Shpg. wt. 10 lbs.

•

109.95

El Dual-Speed Rotator for beams
Couple the heavy-duty Alliance HD73 with your
beam to achieve real DX success. For antenna
with up to 10.7 sq. ft. wind load area. Has positive
no-slip drive, automatic brake action. For 1342 1
2 "
/
OD masts. 120 VAC, 60 Hz. Uses 6-conductor or
8-conductor cable listed below.
HOP-1295, Shpg. wt. 19 lbs.
129.95
IDA-1290-3, 150-ft. 8-cond. cable. 6I
bs. .. 23.95
IDA-1290-2, 100-ft. 8-cond. cable, 4 lbs. .. 16.95
IDA-1290-1, 50 ft. 8-cond. cable. 2lbs.
9.95

I Coax Switch changes antennas
Choose from up to four antennas or interconnecting equipment. Grounds all outputs not in use.
Handles 2kW PEP to 250 MHz. 50 ohms.
Kit HO-1234, Shpg. wt. 1lb.

16.95

"W2AU" Balun gives better match
Reduces TVI, balances antenna current distribution for maximum gain. Protects equipment from
lightning. Use with dipole, vees, quads, yagis.
Impedance ratio of 1:1. Rated for full legal power.
HOP-3615, Assembled, 1lb.
19.95

C] Low-Pass Filter reduces TVI
70 dB attenuation reduces TVI. Insertion loss,
<0.3 dB. 160-10 meters. 50f1. Full legal power.
HOP-3700, Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.
32.95
HDZ-63-3, 3-ft. Coax w/connectors„ 1lb... 4.95

E Change antennas in seconds with
aconvenient Remote Coax Switch
Saves money — replaces five expensive coax feed
lines with just one. LED shows which antenna is
connected. Erasable front panel. Accepts signals
to 150 MHz, rated for full power. 50-70 ohm impedance. Includes U-bolt mounting assy. Control Box,
3.38" H x5.18" W x5.25" D; Remote, 8.25" H x
4.63" W x7.5" D. Use 8-wire cable listed below.
Kit SA-1480, Shpg. wt. 8 lbs.

119.95

IDA-1290-3, 150-ft. 8-cond. cable 6lbs.
IDA-1290-2, 100-ft. 8-cond. cable 4 lbs.

23.95
.16.95

IDA-1290-1, 50-ft. 8-cond. cable, 2lbs

995

Low-loss Zenith Coax Cables
HDZ-63-3, 3' w/PL-259 conns., 1lb.
495
HOZ-63-10, 100' w/PL-259 conns., 10 lbs. 29.95
Credit Card Orders Call TOLL-FREE: 800-253-0570

Dual HF Wattmeter will measure 2000W PEP to -± 5%
$9495

• Reads PEP or average power
between 1.8 and 30 MHz

• Has afactory assembled
and calibrated sensor
• Measures transmissions up to 200 and 2000
watts PEP forward and to 500 watts reflected
• Tune your transmitter for its optimum output with
at least 5% forward power accuracy
The HM-2140 Dual HF Wattmeter is going to increase your Amateur station's efficiency by helping you operate more effectively in the low bands.
Installed in your transmission line, this high-accuracy Meter monitors both forward and reflected
power for any frequency between 1.8 and 30
MHz. While designed for the Amateur Radio
bands within the high-frequency ranges on the
160, 80 40, 20, 15 and 10 meter bands, the
HM -2140 can also be used for other services
which may lie in between the Amateur bands.
It will help you tune your transmitter for optimum
output power, adjust your antenna and antenna
tuner for minimum standing wave ratios (VSWR)
and provide you with an accurate power measurement when you use a good 50-ohm dummy load
or a 1.1:1 (or less) VSWR antenna.
The Hams at Heath have designed the HM -2140 to
measure transmitter output up to 200/2000 watts
PEP in the forward direction, and up to 50/500
watts reflected. It features dual meters for reading

power. boasting
5% forward power accuracy to
give you precision measurements.
Pushbutton-switched high and low power ranges
plus a factory-assembled and calibrated sensor
insure accurate readings every time. Another
switch enables you to read PEP and Average
power from the same meters. A scale labeled
BATT on the forward meter, when used with the
front panel Sensitivity control, lets you observe
the life condition of the battery. An additional
scale on the reflected meter reads SWR directly
from 1:1 to 3:1.
For complete portability in the field, this valuable
instrument can be operated on a 9-volt battery
(not included). Where AC power is available, you
can use the PS-2350 Battery Eliminator below.
The Wattmeter is housed in a rugged aluminum
cabinet which is styled in two-tone emerald to
complement your other Amateur Radio gear. For
added convenience of operation, the remote sensor can be mounted into the cabinet or up to four
feet away from the meters and nearer to the
transmitter's output cables.
The easy-to-follow assembly manual will guide you
step-by-step from unpacking your kit through a
short series of tests and adjustments (for which
we provide all requisite tools). The manual also
includes a section on operation, illustrations of
several types of Amateur station setups using the
Dual HF Wattmeter, acomplete circuit description
and detailed schematic.

You'll spend an enjoyable evening or two building
this handy device for your modern station.
Heathkit quality engineering assures you of an
accurate HF Wattmeter that will provide you many
years of reliable service.
Kit HM-2140, Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.
PS-2350, AC Battery Eliminator, 1lb.
HDZ-63-3, 3-ft. Coax w/connectors, 1lb.

94.95
7.95
...4.95

HM-2140 SPECIFICATIONS: Frequency Range: 1.8 to 30 MHz
Insertion SWR: less than 105.1 Accuracy: (bull sca(e). 200
Watts and 2000 Watts (FWD). 500 Watts REF). :5%: 50 W
(REF). 1:7 5%. Power requirement: 9 volts DC (Battery NEDA
Type #1604) or optional PS-2350 AC Adapter. Dimensions:
41-8 H 7½ W y6>e
(10 48 19.05 Y16 19 cm)

VHF Dual Wattmeter reads power & SWR on 6- and 2-meters

'949'

• Measures your average
forward power with a
-7.5% scale accuracy
up to 300 watts

The Heathkit HM-2141 VHF Dual Wattmeter gives
you instant power readings on a variety of transmitters in the 50-175 MHz spectrum.
With it, you can measure forward and reflected
average power and PEP with an insertion VSWR
less than 1.05:1. Full-scale average forward
power accuracy is -± 7.5%. Simultaneous readings
of transmitted output up to 30/300 watts forward
and 10/100 watts reflected power make antenna
tuning asnap, with noticeable results.

Standing wave ratio can be read directly from 1:1 to
3:1. Like its brother above, all functions are pushbutton easy and a factory-assembled and calibrated sensor guarantee performance to specification. Operates on 9V battery (not included) or
on 120 VAC with optional power cube below.
Kit HM -2141, Shpg. wt. 5 lbs.
94.95
PS-2350, AC Battery Eliminator, 1lb.
7.95
HDZ-63-3, 3-ft. Coax w/connectors, 1lb.
4.95
HM-2141 SPECIFICATIONS: Frequency Range: 50 to 175 MHz.
Insertion SWR: less than 1.05.1. Accuracy (full scale): 30 W
and 300 w (FWD). 100 W tREF). :7.5% (AYO). 10 W (REF).
=10% (AYO) Dimensions: 4,-e H x71,2
- W s6,1" D.

Three of the very best base and mobile antennas
Cushcraft's ARX-28 134164 MHz Ringo Ranger II antenna has
more gain, less wind load and more mechanical integrity. Features
three %-wave sections for 7.0 dBi gain, stainless steel hardware,
low loss ABS insulator, seamless aluminum tubing, built-in coaxial lightning arrestor and compact decoupling radials. Rated for 1000 watts; 14
feet long; 2:1 VSWR Bandwidth is >3 MHz. Eliminate noise, and access
more repeaters with the highest-gain 2-meter Omni!
HOP-1475, Assembly required, Shpg. M. 3 lbs.

39.95

Cushcraft's AR-2 135-175 MHz Ringo Standard Cain Antenna is apopular
2 -wave with 3.75 dB gain. Low angle of radiation gets out to fringe DX.
/
1
Features lightning protection, low 1.1:1 SWR, 52(1 feed with PL-259
(coax not included). Rated 1000 watts. Enjoy more 2-meter activity!
HWA-202-11, Assembled, Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.
27.95

Mobile 1
2 -À Antenna mounts on glass
/

Cushcraft's Magnetic-mount Mobile Antenna with grip-tight magnet in
chrome-plated base makes it easy to air asignal in many vehicles — even
your boat. Stainless steel whip needs no cutting. This 54-wave boasts 3dB
gain over 144-174 MHz. Includes PL-259 connector and coax.

Avanti's 144-174 MHz 2-meter Antenna couples T/R
signals right through the window of your car or RV,
attaching easily with duo-bond foam tape. Hi-Q
tuning unit is C-coupled through the glass to 33"
outside whip. Patented end-fed design provides 3
dB gain in high-profile Omni pattern. Has 1.1:1
SWR; handles 150W. Includes instructions for
clean removal from vehicle, and 15' of coax.

HOP-1472, Assembled, Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.

HOP-2402, Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.

32.95

Alaska. Hawaii and Michigan Residents: Call 616-982-3411

32.95
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The Heathkit SA-5010 µMato" Memory Keyer —
best buy of its type in ham radio —has features
that will improve the way you handle CW!
• Brings more tun and results to your CW activity
• Includes removable capacitive-touch iambic paddles
FAST, EASY
2-EVENING KIT

$99"

• Up to 10 buffers are available for the storage of text or
"command strings" so you can sequence alterations
• Highly flexible speed range of 1to 99 words per minute
• Four-level random practice mode allows 6,400 different
and repeatable 3000-character training sessions
• Rear panel jack lets you connect to your favorite keyer

The latest generation of Heathkit ham gear includes the most useful and
feature-inclusive CW aid our hams could imagineer - the µMatic Memory
Keyer. Ask anybody that uses one. It can revolutionize your operating practices, ease your hand fatigue, multiply QS0s - and incoming QSLs.
The compact, modem styling is made possible by our use of a custom
microprocessor. It provides up to 10 variable-length buffers for storing up to
240 characters of text or commands, thus eliminating wasted memory space.
Available memory is effectively increased by the use of "command strings" which let you store text in several buffers and link them together in whatever
sequence you desire. Command strings can also select the speed, weight.
spacing and auto-repeat count for each of those messages. A special editing
feature allows you to recover from any errors you make while loading abuffer.
Use the audible-feedback, 22-position keypad to select character formation
speeds and spacing, any of 11 weight settings, pause, repeat count (up to 10
times), buffer number and mode with ease. Enter text at whatever speed and
weight are comfortable for you, and send it with any other settings you wish.
Then sit back, monitor the activity and collect contacts...
The easy-to-use capacitive paddles unplug and store inside the Keyer when not
in use. Their removable compartment cover is silk-screened with the Morse
Code for easy reference. Left handed? These paddles are reversible!
To boost copy, our unique Practice mode sends code groups of random length
and selectable types (alpha, alphanumeric, and alphanumeric plus common
or all punctuation). And, of course, you can choose any speed between 1and
99 wpm, and any weight setting to sharpen your ear-to-the-airwave skills.
Text may be manually added into a
buffer message being sent. Storing a
Pause in text or command strings will
cause the Keyer to rest automatically
for insertion of serial numbers, special
greetings or station RST reports.
A CMOS memory with battery backup
retains the buffer contents, last-selected speed, spacing, weight and repeat count whenever the Keyer is
turned off or unplugged. Built-in diag-

nostics check the microprocessor each time the µMatic Memory Keyer is
turned on, and tests buffer memory whenever it is reset.
Other deluxe features include a built-in sidetone oscillator and speaker with
volume/pitch controls, phone jack and earphone, entry error alarm, positive or
negative keying, LED mode indication and amoney-saving autoshutoff utility
should you forget. The µMatic's die-cast zinc base is evenly weighted to
reduce movement during keying. Requires only the 120 VAC power transformer cube below for full operation with atransmitter. Go ahead - order one
today and discover the newest phase of CW fun!
Kit SA-5010, Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.
PS-5012, 120 VAC Power Supply, Assembly, Shpg. wt. 1lb.

99.95
15.95

SA-5010 SPECIFICATIONS: Speed Range: 1to 99 WPM. Character/Word Spacing: Less than or equal to
speed setting. Number of Buffers: Ito 10. May be used to store text or commands. Buffer Size: 240
characters plus commands. total. Weighting: Normal plus 5 light and 5 heavy settings. Auto Message
Repeat: 0 to 9 (sent to Ito 10 times). Key« Output: Solid state: -250 volts @100 mA. - 40
mA (separate, protected output jacks). Memory Backup: 3watch batteries (supplied) - Iyear typical
life. (No battery drain unless the Keyer is removed from AC power source). Sidetone: Approximately
300 to 1500 Hz. adjustable. Power Requirement: External pluggable transformer (optional) or 11 to
16 volts DC @200 mA. Dimensions (excluding paddles):
H x44e Wv6" D.

Value-packed Dip Meter covers 1.6 to 250 MHz

Electronic Keyer gives you dual-range word speeds
Your CW transmission can be
10e copy when this solidstate Electronic Code Keyer
joins your base or portable
station. You select between
two ranges as the kit goes together: 10 to 35 or 10 to 60
wpm (continuously variable
between each limit). Travel
and tension of the paddles are
adjustable. True iambic oper, ation forms most characters
11.11111,with reduced wrist/fist move11111/
ment. HD-1410 operates on
120 VAC or 12 VDC, and features adjustable volume and sidetone
frequency, a built-in speaker, weighted cabinet, removable line cord,
tune-up 'hold' switch, headphone jack, provision for connection to ahand
keyer, and more. Measures just 3" H x5" W x73
/"D.
4

This solid-state Dip Meter can
determine the approximate
resonant or operating frequency of energized or de-energized circuits and help you
adjust traps, detect parasitics
or function as asignal generator. A MOSFET paraphase amplifier and hot-carrier diodes
provide more sensitivity and a
better dip. It uses a Q-multiplier for greater detector sensitivity and a responsive 150
µA meter movement for positive marking. Operates on one
9V battery (not included) and goes anywhere you do. Once built, the
rugged aluminum Meter and its accessories store handily in a molded
gray carrying case. Assembly manual has detailed section on operation.

Kit HD-1410, Shpg. wt. 4 lbs.

Kit HD-1250, Shpg. wt. 4 I
bs.

--
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64.95

74.95
Credit Card Orders Call TOLL-FREE: 800-253-0570

Heath/Dana Speed Control increases driving
comfort, reduces fatigue on long car trips
• Maintains preset speed on uphill, downhill, and curves
S9995
• Save: Install it yourself with Heathkit instructions!

Accelerate car to desired speed, set the control, and the CS-2048 keeps car at
preset speed. Tap the brake pedal. and the CS-2048 momentarily disengages
for passing or slowing down. Then it returns to preset speed. For vehicles with
manual and automatic transmissions. Includes our step-by-step instructions.
Kit CS-2048 Installation Kit. Shpg. wt. 7 lbs.
99.95
CSA-2048-1 Installation Kit. For front-wheel-drive cars not listed below or
replacement parts. Kit contains magnet pair, adhesive and filament tape, plus
instructions for installation and parts replacement. Shpg. wt. 1lb.
8.95
GSA-204.8-2 Installation Kit. For '73-75 Honda Civic. '75-82 Honda CVCC or
'77-82 Honda Accord, Shpg. M. 2lbs
18.95
CSA-2048-3 Installation Kit. For '75-'82 Corollas, Shpg. M. 2 lbs.

18.95

CSA-2048-4 Installation Kit. For '73-'82 Toyota Corona. Celica. Crown. and Mark
II. '75-78 Toyota Pickup; '75-77 Datsun 610 710. '77-'82 Datsun 810.
'75-82 Datsun 280-Z. ZX: '81-82 Datsun Pickup. Shpg. M. 1lb.
8.95
CSA-2048-5 Installation Kit. For the following fuel-injected cars: '76-'82
Volkswagen Rabbit, Dasher, Scirocco: '76-82 Audi Fox. Shpg. M. 2lbs. 18.95
CSA-2048-6 Installation Kit. For '75-'82 Datsun B-210, '77-80 Datsun
F-10.'310. Shpg. M. 2 lbs
18.95

IMPORTANT NOTE: Installing the CS2048 requires some mechanical proficiency. If you are uncertain of your
abilities, you may wish to employ a
qualified auto mechanic to install it.

Siren/PA system for emergency service vehicles

Vacuum Servo
attaches to
throttle

Includes versatile gimbal-bracket mount

Here's a budget priced, but reliable Siren and Public Address system for your
community's volunteer emergency unit or rescue squad —and it's available in
either kit or factory-assembled and tested form. It features a55 watt siren with
automatic or manual wail or yelp to accommodate different traffic situations in
your community. A 20-watt Public Address system amplifies your voice for
emergency public announcements and your radio calls for times when you're
away from the vehicle. Pushbutton low-noise microphone ensures clear voice
reproduction at all normal levels of amplification.
Gimbal mount makes the GD-18 easy to install. Solid-state circuitry with temperature and voltage compensated amplifier stage provides years of reliable service.
The GO-18 can be used with positive or negative ground vehicles.
GD-18 can be fitted with two kinds of horns: an exterior horn for your marked
vehicles, and a concealed horn that hides behind your vehicle's grille.
Concealed horn requires 412" H x41,Z" W x13" Dclearance. Note: please check
standards for mobile sirens in your area.
Kit GD-18, Shpg. M. 6 lbs.
GDA-18-1. Exterior horn. assembled. Shpg. wt. 10 lbs.

89.95
99.95

Kit GDA-18-2. Concealed horn. Shpg. wt. 10 lbs.

99.95

Exhaust Analyzer checks efficiency of your car
You'll add great diagnostic capabilities
to your automotive test equipment with
the Heathkit CI-1080 Exhaust
Analyzer. An easy-to-read meter measures air-to-fuel ratio and combustion
efficiency to tell you instantly whether
your car's air-to-fuel mixture is unnecessarily too rich or too lean to attain
maximum performance, efficiency and
fuel economy.
Besides measuring your automobile's
air-to-fuel ratio and combustion efficiency, the CI-1080 Exhaust Analyzer
also indicates the percentage of carbon
monoxide in your car's exhaust. This percentage gives you arelative figure you
can use to compare your exhaust emissions with the manufacturer's specifications and the clean air standards applicable to your state of residence.
The CI-1080 is housed in arugged, plastic case with foldaway handle for easy
storage. The kit includes all necessary cables, tubing. and complete instructions. Powered by car's 6or 12 VDC electrical system. Not for diesel engines. To
use on cars with catalytic converters, you must remove the EGR valve.
Kit CI-1080, Shpg. M. 6 lbs.
114.95
Alaska. Hawaii and Michigan Residents: Call 616-982-3411

SAVE
S20 00

On these Siren/PA systems! If purchased separately. $189.90
GD-18A, (Kit GO-18 & Exterior horn) Shpg. M. 27 lbs ...169.90
GO-188 (Kit GO-18 & Concealed horn) Shpg. M. 28 lbs. 169.90

Capacitive Discharge Ignition gives quick starts
Save wear and tear on your starter
motor, battery, and nerves this winter
with the CF-1060 Capacitive Discharge Ignition. It gives you faster
starts in colder weather because
edur plugs get a stronger spark.
Special solid-state circuits provide
more voltage to heat and ignite your
air-fuel mixture on cold mornings.
Besides giving you faster starts in
cold weather, the CP-1060 helps
vour car's engine burn its fuel more
efficiently. By increasing the voltage tc the plugs. more of the air-fuel mixture
explodes in the cylinder— giving you aoded power and better acceleration.
The CP-1060 also lets you drive more miles on aset of points. When connected tc
your ignition system. the CP-1060 relieves the points of heavy current
demands, reducing high-current oxidation and pitting of point surfaces. Your
points last longer— saving you point replacement costs. tune-up time. and your
hard-earned money. too.
The CP-1060 is designed for conventional distributor ignition systems. It comes
with our famous step-by-step instructions for assembly and installation.
Kit CP-1060. Shpg. M. 3lbs.
57.95
AUTOMOTIVE121

Perform auto tune-ups professionally with the Deluxe Solid-State Ignition Analyzer
ONLY

'554"

• Displays primary and secondary patterns on 17' CRT
• Measures RPM, dwell angle and ignition voltage
• Performs ignition advance tests with COA-2600-4
•Shorts out cylinders to facilitate balance tests

Designed for the auto hobbyist yet perfect for the professional garage operation,
our top-of-the-line Ignition Analyzer assures you of aprecision auto tune-up
every time. It provides the most asked-for features in an instrument of quality.
Rock-steady parade patterns are made possible by the latest design in inductive pickup circuitryand switch selection of 4,6 or 8cylinders. Dwell, RPM and
voltage measurements are indicated on alarge eight-inch meter.
Has two voltage ranges: 0-2 Vfor corroded connections and points measurements and 0-20 Vfor battery condition and general distribution checks.
Cylinder selection buttons can be pushed in multiple numbers so that banks of
cylinders can be shorted out for power balance checks with the built-in
tachometer, and for electrical display of one or more cylinders. Front panel
switches allow both parade and superimposed displays of primary and
secondary waveforms with 10:1 and 2:1 trace expansion.
High-temperature, oil- and gas-resistant neoprene insulated cables provide easy,
positive connections to engine. Includes adaptor for GM HEI ignition systems.
For use with 4, 6 or 8-cylinder (4-cycle). or 2-rotor Wankel engines and
standard, transistorized or C-D ignitions. Use it with the optional timing light
below for acomplete, economical home tune-up center.
The CO-2600 pays for itself in SAVINGS! Whether you use it at home or in your
auto repair shop, it pays off in big savings of time and money. Save when you
build it yourself, save when you keep your cars running at peak performance
and efficiency! It's your key to fast, accurate ignition maintenance.
Kit CO-2600, Shpg. wt. 83 lbs.

554.95

Timing Light/Advance Meter plugs directly into CO-2600 Ignition Analyzer and
provides abright flash that registers clearly in daylight. Built-in advance meter
measures distributor advance from 0 to 60 degrees at 1500 to 4500 rpm.
Ten-foot cable with connector included.
Kit COA-2600-4, Shpg. wt. 3lbs.
Alternator Test Adaptor for CO-2600 Ignition Analyzer.
COA-2600-2, Shpg. wt. 1lb.

59.95
13.95

CO•2600 SPECIFICATIONS: CRT Size: 12 inches (diagonal). Meter Size: 8 inches. Signal Pickup: Direct
for primary. Inductive tor paracie triggerand capacitive for secondary Tachometer Ranges: 1000.3000
and 6000 RPM. Voltmeter Ranges: 2. 20 VDC. TackemotertVoltmeter Accuracy: 3% of full scale on
any .ange. Scope Vertical Expansion: 2to 1minimum. Operating Temperature Range: 32 to 122 degrees F
i.0 to 5C) degrees C). Power Requirement: 120'240 VAC. 50.'60 Hz. Overall Di111011Si011f: 12.88" ti
25.25" W x14.3' D 32.72 u64.14 x35.89 cm). Optional Accessories for the CO-2600 Ignition
Analyzer: COA-2600-4 Timing Light Advance Meter. COA-2600-2 Alternator Test Adaptor.
COP-2600-3 Deluxe Scope Cart.

Deluxe Scope Cart aids viewing and mobility
Keeps the CO-2600 Ignition Analyzer at the ideal viewing
angle for easy reading. Rolls from place to place on casters for
maximum convenience. Frees workbench for otner projects.
COA-2600-3, Shpg. M. 25 lbs.
44.95

Solid-State Ignition Analyzer tunes for less

Portable Engine Analyzer has digital accuracy

• Ideal test instrument for
garage mechanics,
service stations and
automotive hobbyists
•Clamp-on, inductive
pulse pickup method

• Measures dwell, engine
speed. plus DC voltage,
resistance and current
•Battery-operated power
gives full portability
• Meets GM specs for use
with 1981 and later
models with Computer
Command Control
•Valuable, money-saving
diagnostic instrument
which conserves your
money and auto care
tine, all at once
• 3-evening assembly

• Built-in tachometer
• One of the most useful
car care tools to own
• Check or troubleshoot
the operation of an
ignition system fast
• Reduce the spiraling
cost of maintenance
Following the tune-up speci ications for any auto and using the Analyzer
Operation Handbook, you can detect shorted spark plugs, bad points, defective
wiring, worn distributor parts. incorrect dwell angle. cam wobble, plus coil or
condenser defects and transistorized or capacitive discharge problems.
Select one of four different patterns — primary or secondary, in parade or
superimposed displays. For a detailed analysis of waveform components,
horizontal sweep can be expanded 10 to 1and vertical sweep 2to 1.
Use it with any standard, transistorized or C-0 ignition on 3, 4, 6or 8-cylinder
engines with distributors. Includes adapter for GM HEl systems. Optional 12V
inverter mounts to unit's rear panel for portable or 'on the road' tests.
Handbook shows detailed cause/effect waveforms. 120/240 VAC operation.
Kit CO-1015. Shpg. M. 22 lbs.
249.95
12 VDC Inverter for lighter-socket operation.
Kit COA -1015-1, Shpg. wt. 3 I
bs
22/AUTOMOTIVE

The new Heathkit CM-1551 is aversatile, precision Portable Engine Analyze
with 10 megohm input impedance. It's carefully designed to measure dwell
angle. engine RPM, voltage drop, current and resistance. A 31
2 -digit liquid
/
crystal display —easy to read even in bright sun —provides the resolution you
need to adjust idle speed, rapidly test the battery, generator or alternator,
voltage regulator, starter and all other electrical circuits on 4, 5. 6 and
8-cylinder engines with the accuracy of aprofessional racing mechanic.
Using the optional Shunt Accessory, the Engine Analyzer can measure starting
current. pus battery charging and discharging current — up to 400 amps with
▪5% accuracy. Compartment holds Accessory and leads when not in use.
Power is supplied by a9-volt battery (not included), so there are fewer wires
under the hood. Has automatic polarity, LO BAT and overrange indication.
Kit CM-1551, Shpg. M. 5lbs.

37.95

122.95

CMA-1550-1. 400-Ampere Shunt Accessory. Shpg. M. 1lb.

14.95

Credit Card Orders Call TOLL-FREE: 800-253-0570

Quiet, dependable Screw-Drive Garage Door Opener ends strain and struggle
• The easiest-to-install screw-drive system available
• Door re-opens instantly if obstructed during closing
• All necessary materials for solid suspension supplied
The Electronic Command Garage Door Opener is an investment that pays off
immediately in convenience and security. Is the weather bad? Or is it dark as
you pull into the drive late at night? Touch the button on a wireless
transmitter in your vehicle and watch the door open automatically, to greet
you with 80-watts of clear illumination as the car rolls into safety and dry
shelter! Touch the button again — the door closes and positively locks to
prevent anyone from opening it on the outside by hand. Security-timed light
shuts off five minutes after opening or closing operation is complete.
No garage door is too big or too small. The powerful Ire hp motor opens even the
heaviest doors up to 18 feet wide. A spring shock absorber cushions vibrations and allows for up to 2 inches of ice build-ups, driveway gravel and other
impediments. Up-limit, down-limit and obstruction pressures are adjustable.
Transmitters and receiver are all solid-state and digitally encoded with 256
different signal combinations so you can set and change your own anytime.
The Electronic Command Garage Door Opener System installs in aday, with
do-it-yourself ease and no special tools. Operator housing requires 120
VAC/60 Hz. UL listed. Provide added welfare for your family, plus extra safety
and value to your home —order today and say open sesame' by touch control!
Transmitter, Receiver, Dual Switch and Screw-Drive Door Opener Mechanism.
GO-3509, Shpg. wt. 45 lbs., Motor Freight
189.95
Transmitter, Receiver, Single Switch and Chain Drive Door Opener Mechanism.
GO-3409, Shpg. wt. 35 lbs.
149.95
GDP-3309-A, Transmitter only, Shpg. wt. 1lb.
29.95
GOP-3319-A, One Transmitter, one Receiver for 3-wire system, 1lb.
GDP-3329-A, Two Transmitters, one Receiver for 3-wire system, 2 I
bs.
Power Transformer for adapting 2-wire Opener to 3-wire system.
GDA-3309-3, Shpg. wt. 1lb.

59.95
89.95
9.95

Inside Wall Switch and Hand Transmitter activate the microprocessor electronics

Heathkit Timing Lights pulse brighter than daylight

Three-in-one Tune-Up Meter saves on engine repair

El Deluxe Timing Light has builtin Advance Meter and Tach for 2or 4-cycle and rotary engines.
Measures mechanical/vacuum
advance to 60° from 1500-4500
rpm. Tachs engine to 4500. Inductive pickup clips around #1
spark plug wire. Polarity protected; powered by 12 VDC. Includes all cables, pickup, clips.

This kit enables you to make simple dwell,
engine speed and battery voltage tests
you normally pay amechanic to do. Combines a distributor cam dwell meter
(scalec for 3, 4, 6 and 8 cylinders), al
electronic tachometer (0-4500 rpm) and
a0-20V DC voltmeter in asingle, compact
meter. For 6/12-volt pos/neg ground systems, and solid-state or high-energy ignitions. Power is obtained from engine.
Complete with leads, instructions and the
opportunity to keep your autos in top
shape for less, any season of the year.
Kit CM-1073, Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. .... 49.95

Kit C1-1096, Shpg. wt. 4 I
bs.

79.95

Cl Value-priced Timing Light has same features, minus Advance/Tach Meters.
Kit CI-1040, Shpg. wt. 3 I
bs.
37.95

Protect your valuables in car, van or boat ultrasonically
Invisible waves guard against theft in
any enclosed vehicle, sensing
movement to trigger a 50 second
alarm using horn. Automatic reset
resumes protection. Has entry and
exit delays. Fast, 4-wire hookup.

Displays 4-digit time in 12 hour format; switches
freely to 24-hour Trip
Timer or 10-minute stopwatch without disturbing
setting or accuracy. Highly
dependable! Measures 16/
8"H x4%" W x31
/"D.
2
Kit GC-1415, Clock with Trip Timer, 2 lbs. .39.95

Professional-grade Engine Analyzer pinpoints trouble
Locate problems in alternator or generator,
voltage regulator, distributor, condensor,
plugs, starter, battery and electrical accessories. Tests conventional, magneto,
transistorized and most capacitive discharge systems with pos or neg ground
and 4. 6 or 8 cylinders. Color-coded 6"
meter. Requires three 'C' cells (not included). Accessories and Handbook
supplied.

Kit GO-1568, 2 lbs.
59.95
GOA-1568-1, Pin Switches for hood
and trunk, 1lb.
6.95
GDA-1558-1, Horn Relay Switch for
autos w/o relay, 1lb.
4.95

Install aDigital Quartz Clock/Timer

FAST. EASY
1-EVENING KIT

Kit CM-1050, Shpg. wt. 8 lbs.

... 114.95

Matching Speedometer/Tachometer

Build aWiper Delay for safer driving

Illuminated display registers with 2:1 mph accuracy
to 199, with functions for
mph, kph and x100 rpm.
16/e" H x45/e" W x31
/
3"D.
Kit C1-1265-1, 3 lbs. 59.95
Kit CI-1265-2, for cars w/CS-2048, 3 lbs. .49.95

Annoyed by fog and drizzle?
End wiper switch fumbling!
Solid-state circuitry lets you
delay sweeps up to 30 seconds during drizzle, or 0.5
secs for downpours. Fits
most single and 2-speed electric wiper systems.

Kit CSA-2048-1, for front wheel drive, 1lb.

Kit CH-1068, Shpg. wt. 2 I
bs.

Vel Alaska, Hawaii and Michigan Residents: Call 616-982-3411

.8.95

19.95
AUTOMOT1VE/23

Heathkit Programmable Auto Horn lets your car,
truck, boat or RV express itself musically

'49"

• Choose from 16 internally pre-programmed tunes. Enter one
from our music book of 50 tunes, or add your own tunes
• Select songs instantly with 3-button in-car keypad

Enjoy driving more than before! The easy-to-build Heathkit Programmable Car
Horn installs in any car, truck, boat or RV with a 12 VDC, negative ground
electrical system. It lets you select from 16 pre-programmed tunes, choose a
song from abook of nearly 50 tunes, or program your own tune.
The heart of this Programmable Horn is a microprocessor with 16 pre-programmed tunes - varying from the brief, but exciting "Charge!" to afull
46-beat presentation of "The William Tell Overture."
Afull keyboard inside the main unit -with afull 13-note octave, rest and hold
keys, allows you to program any tune you want into the two memory circuits without wires -and you can change tunes as often as you wish. An external
control enables you to adjust the tempo to produce the quickness of amarching
tune, or to slow down to the relaxed beat of "Suwanee River."
The 3-button external keypad, which mounts at any convenient location on the
steering column or instrument panel. lets you select any of three different
tunes. Two of the tunes can be pre-programmed selections. Or choose two of
your own tunes and one pre-programmed tune. Programming guide included.

.r;

Aweatherproof, 4-ohm, 4-watt speaker (included) mounts behind your vehicle's
grille - or at any other convenient outside location.

Pre-programmed Musical Car Horn tunes:
Taps
*Mee Doodle
Wedding March (Mendelssohn)
Stars and Stripes Forever
the Great Gate of Kiev

Reveille
0Sole Mio
Wedding March (Wagner)
William Tell
Dixie
Colonel Bogie March

Never on Sunday
Somewhere My Love
Greensleeves
Post Time
Charge

..you can also program your own tunes!

An easy-to-build three-evening kit, the Heathkit Programmable Car Horn
includes all necessary parts, astep-by-step Heathkit manual - even solder!
Kit CH-1276, Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.

49.95

Cil-1276 SPECIFICATIONS: Tones: 13. with frequencies from 261 to 522 Hz. 1-1%. Voicing: Trumpet
(approx.). Sound Pressure Leve): 96 dBA at 1Meter. Power Requirement: 10.17 VDC. Idle Current:
Less than 95 mA at 13.2 VD Cwith ignition off. Cabinet Dimensions:1.50"H x7.75" W x4.88"D.

Use Electrical Systems Course to repair your car at home
Sq(195
gaufor LAC-1

•Covers starting, charging,
accessory/body electrical systems

Effective audio-visual teaching method
covers major sections of the auto electrical
system. Four modules give you an education
in automotive electrical systems —complete
with hands-on projects. Learn about auto
electrical principles, charging systems, starting systems,
accessory and body electrical circuits. Earn 4Continuing
Education Units —score at least 70% on the final exam.

»e«a

• Features hands-on experiments
to show repair procedures

SAVE S19.85 on all Modules. EAC-1, 23 lbs.

39.95

EA-11,
EA-12,
EA-13,
EA-14,

14.95
14.95
14.95
14.95

Module 1/Elect. Pr.nciples, 5lbs
Mod. 2/Starting System, 5lbs.
Mod. 3/Charging System. 5lbs.
Mod. 4/Acc. & Body Elec. Sys.. 5lbs.

These courses can also prepare you for NIASE exams. Write
NIASE, 1825 KSt. NW, Wash.. DC 20006.

Learn how to tune-up your car with Ignition Systems Course

$49"

•Learn to tune Chrysler/Ford/GM
std. and electronic ignitions

Audio-visual course teaches ignition principles, theory of electronic and computer-controlled ignitions and how to dismantle/
change/reassemble ignition components.
---.. • •
•
Earn 4 CEUs — score 70% on final exam.
Projects require engine and ignition analyzers, timing light,
compression tester and vacuum pressure gauge.
EA -2000,12 lbs.
49.95

E Reliable Electronic Ignition Tester
•Takes the guesswork out of
locating defective components
in electronic ignitions

•Detect problems early to save
costly, time-consuming repairs

Compression tester, vacuum pressure gauge and "T" fitting.
EAC-2-1, :lb
14.95

•600
visuals

,
Po

Hydrometer,
test leads

WINNERS

Awards from the
Society for
Technical
Communications

With Champion
tune-up chart

These courses can prepare you for NIASE exams tf you
pass final exam and fa I NIASE exam, return Course
materials and receipt for refund of full purchase price.

Low-cost Charging System Tester

19"

•Lets you quickly diagnose
faulty components in your car
or truck's charging system

Three quick tests tell you if battery is sufficiently
charged, if alternator is charging battery, if voltage
regulator is faulty and if alternator is functioning.
Keep one in your car to save labor for road emergencies. For 12 VDC, negative ground systems.
Enclosed in 0.75" H x2.50" W x5.50" Lcase.

Kit C1-2055, Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.

Kit C1-2065, Shpg. wt. 2lbs.

24iAUTOMOTIVE

I
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i

SAVE $14.90( Order LAC-1, LAC-2000 and LAC-2-1. $104.85
separately. EAS-2000. 32 los.
89.95

Tests battery condition, function of reluctor and
pickup coil, switching of primary coil and location of
faulty component in primary ignition circuit. 0.75"
Hx2.50"W x5.50" L. Requires some ignition knowledge. Pickup coil test won't work on '78 and newer
Omnis. Horizons, K-cars with Hall-effect ignitions.
19.95

t

19.95

See our Electronics (pgs. 30-43), Computer (pgs. 78-80) and Weather (p. 4) Courses.

AC power for emergencies or convenience
•Emergency power for any use

FAST EASY
1-EVENING KIT

'479"

•Offers convenience in the out-of-doors
• Provides nearly two hours of
regulated electrical power. anywhere
•Features economical operation

Never be without electrical power: The Heathkit Portable Power System provides
•
lotJ with the power you need for virtually any use! Power for fire departments
and rescue squads to illuminate the darkness at fire and accident scenes.
Power for amateur radio operators to operate Ham radios and other communications equipment during a natural disas:er, or any time commercial electrical
transmission lines are down and out. Power for the homeowner to save expensive meat and foods stored in freezers ard refrigerators — no hunting for dry ice
to keep things cold when the power goes out after astorm. Power to enjoy your
favorite entertainers on television or radio while in the out-of-doors. Works
great where an extension cord just wor't reach. Operate pumps, motors and
other electrical equipment where there is no electricity.
Dependable and economical power is yours: Commercial electrical service can
be interrupted at any time for avariety of reasons. The GU-1820 provides the
power you need while you wait for repairs. The GU-1820's 120 VAC, 60 Hz alternator supplies you with up to 2200 powerful watts of electricity for your emergency and convenience needs at aduplex. three-prong, 20-amp circuit breakerprotected circuit. It's afast and convenient way to supply electricity wherever
and whenever you need it. The Heathkit Portable Power System is economical
too! The 5 HP Briggs and Stratton engine runs on regular gasoline, unleaded
gasoline or gasohol. The system provides you with asteady source of electricity
for up to 13
/ hours, at half-load.
4
As always, the Heathkit name means quality and accuracy with 5percent voltage
regulation tolerance limits and only 4 Hz frequency variation from no load to
full load at 3600 rpm. A resistive spark plug eliminates annoying radio frequency interference. Noise is reduced by alow-tone muffler for the comfort of
those around you. Optional Spark-Arresting Muffler, GUA -1820-1, reduces
fire danger (required in California; below). 16" H x15" W x31" L.
Kit GU-1820, Shpg. wt. 112 lbs.
GUA -1820-1, Optional Spark Arresting Muffler. 1lb

479.95
395

Power Inverter creates AC from 6or 12 VDC
Lightweight and convenient power anywhere:
The easv-to-build MP-10 power inverter converts a6or 12 VDC source to 120 VAC square
wave power, at up to 80% efficiency at anormal work load. That means you can enjoy the
comforts of the home wherever you have DC
power—in the car, in your camper or on your
boat. A continuous power rating of up to 175
watts means you can operate radios, televisions, amps, electric shavers— just about any
small appliance. Protected by a20 amp fuse.
Two standard receptacles provided for convenience. For high starting current motors, use GU-1820 above. The MP-10
measures 4.75"H x5.13W x7.38" L. (12.07 x13.03 x18.75 cm).

et.

Kit MP-10, Shpg. wt. 8 lbs.
'• Alaska, Hawaii and Michigan Residents: Call 616-982-3411

54.95

Save your time and money —and your back
too —with the low-cost Heathkit Log Splitter

'549' 5

• Simple one evening assembly means you can start
splitting logs quickly
• Fast and easy log splitting means no more back
breaking and dangerous work
• 10 tons of splitting force behind atriangle steel
wedge makes quick work of most any log

FAST EASY
1EVENING KIT

•Enjoy your fireplace for achange, while you beat
the energy crisis

Saves time and energy: The Heathkit Log Splitter is easy-to-build and will save
you countless hours of back-breaking work on the woodpile. Imagine, now you
can really enjoy your fireplace or woodstove without all the hard work that used
to go along with it. One evening assembly means you can be splitting wood —
and enjoying it —the next day.
Split logs the easy, Heathkit way. Unique tubular frame holds logs up to 21" in
length while you watch. No more dangerous steadying of the log with your
hand! A twenty-four second automatic handle return frees you to stack wood
just split and ready another log for splitting. It's ready when you are! No more
tiring work with an ax. Just place your log in place. press the lever and watch
the steel wedge turn your logs into chunks ready for cold winter nights and
the fireplace. Stack it up, put the next log in place and the Heathkit GU-1810
Log Splitter is ready to go once again. It never gets tired.
Splitting force when and where you need it: The Heathkit GU-1810's high-torque,
four-cycle, five horsepower Tecumseh gasoline engine drives a4.5 gpm hydraulic pump that is pressure relief-protected. The Heathkit Log Splitter's engine and pump generate up to 1550 pounds per square inch of force that drives
asix-inch, triple-angle wedge with up to amassive ten tons of splitting force.
Powerful enough to split most logs with ease.
Burn wood and save money: Tired of paying out dollar after dollar for expensive
fuel oil? Ready to have it out with the local utility over ever-increasing natural
gas heating bills? Reduce your dependence upon those heating methods by
burning wood. It is the natural way to heat your home, and nothing is more
relaxing than ablazing fire in your fireplace on acool winter's night. You'll rest
easy knowing that your hard earned dollars are staying right in your pocket.
Remember, easy-to-build one evening assembly, apowerful ten tons of splitting
force, strong enough to split most woods with ease, comfort and convenience
instead of back-breaking work, and of course, the quality and value you've come
to expect from Heathkit products. Start enjoying your winter woodpile chores
instead of dreading them — the easy Heathkit way! Priced at much less than
other comparable units. 31" H x31.5" W x52.75" D.
Kit GU-1810. Shpg. wt. 210 lbs., Motor Freight.

549.95
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Electronic Air Cleaner removes dust and dirt automatically from the air you and your family breathe

149"

• Easy-to-build and install the Heathkit way — no
metalworking or special wiring required
• Automatic — works when your furnace or cooling
system is in operation
• Leaves air clean and fresh by removing airborne
contaminants with each cycle

Remove smoke and dust from the air you breathe. Clean air is better for you and
with the Heathkit GD-2196 Electronic Air Cleaner, you can have fresh, clean air
all the year round.The GD-2196 is easy to install on mostany heating or cooling
system and removes dust, dirt, allergens and smoke from cigars, cigarettes,
pipes and even cooking, leaving you fresh air throughout your home. Breathe
deeply and enjoy air without smoke and contaminants.
Upkeep is abreeze: Easily removable filters are easyto clean whenever required.
They replace your current furnace filters. For heavy duty cleaning jobs, you can
operate two filters with one power supply. The Heathkit Electronic Air Cleaner
also assists in keeping your home clean. Unattractive dust and dirt particles
are trapped inside the filter and don't show upon your furnitureand belongings.
Completely automatic, no-bother, no-worry operation: A special pneumatic device
inside the Heathkit Electronic Air Cleaner automatically senses the air flow
created when your furnace or cooling system is running. It then activates the
electronic air cleaning system to rid your air of unsightly and unhealthy dust,
dirt, smoke and other impurities. It effeciently removes impurities, as they pass
through the one-inch thick filters. Airborne contaminants are removed from
the air with each cycle. The GD-296 system is ideal for allergy sufferers, or for
anyone who wants cleaner, fresher air.
Easy to build and install: As always, complete and concise Heathkit instructions
guide you each step of the way. You'll be enjoying cleaner air before you know it.
No special metalworking or wiring skills required for installation. 120 VAC,
60 Hz Power Supply, 8" H x12" W x4" D. Power Supply and at least one filter
required for operation. Kits differ in filter size, check furnace filter size and
capacity before ordering.

Electronic Air Cleaner Power Supply.
Kit GO-2196 (needs Filter Accessory below), Shpg. wt 5 lbs.
Filter Accessories (require G0-2196 Power Supply Kit above):
GDA-2196-1, 20 -x25"x 1, 1000 cfm. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.
GDA-2196-3, 16" x25"x 1", 800 cfm, Shpg. wt. 3lbs.

149.95
99.95
99.95

• Don't heat or cool
your home when
you're not there

• Clean the air in any
room in your home
for pennies aday —
great for renters

• Seven-Day Intelligent Thermostat
now available in kit
form for thef irst time

•Easy-to-build, no
soldering required
—One evening
to build
•Three-speed fan for
avariety of air
cleaning jobs

•Save money and stay
comfortable with
this patented thermostat system

Keep room air clean and
fresh: Move the Heathkit GD-1297 Portable
Electronic Air Cleaner
from room to room to
keep the air in your
home fresh and clean. Perfect for renters! Keep it in the living room to combat
dust and smoke in the air. Ideal at parties. Keep it in the bedroom of allergy
sufferers to remove allergens and ensure aquiet night's sleep.
Use it year-round: In winter avoid that stale feeling, in summer remove dust and
dirt that seep in from open windows. Great for large gatherings of people where
smoke from pipes, cigars and cigarettes fills the air.
Casters allow for easy Movement: Four GDA-1297-1 Deluxe Casters (a $13.95
value) are included at no extra cost. They make moving the Heathkit Portable
Electronic Air Cleaner asnap. Just roll it wherever you need it and plug it in. The
GD-1297 works efficiently in any room up to 25' x30'. Equipped with athreespeed fan far any cleaning job. Up to 250 CFM for removing smoke from
cooking, down to 10 CFM just to freshen the air, or during sleep.
Easy-to-build, beautiful to use: No soldering is required, power supply, variable
speed fan control and filter are pre-built. Southern PecanVinyl Finish. 120 VAC,
60 Hz. 26.5" H x17.25"W x13.5" D.
Kit GO-1297, Shpg. wt. 59 lbs.
229.95
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Ne metal work
or special wiring
required t3 install

Intelligent Thermostat saves energy and money

Portable Electronic Air Cleaner for any room

GDA-1297-2, Replacement Charcoal Filter for GD-1247/1297, 2lbs.

Efficiently cleans
air throughout
your home

995

The NE-1210 saves
money, and keeps you
comfortable: It's an Intelligent Seven-Day
Thermostat yu program to save money
and energy. In the winter it allows your home to cool off while you are warm in
bed, then heats the surrounding air so you are comfortable when you awake. It
will cool off the home while you are away at work, then warm it once again
before you arrive. In the summer, program it to cool off the home before you
arrive. Use one pushbutton to program heating and cooling cycles.
Versatile and convenient: Program up to six different temperature settings each
day and atotal of seven daily programs. Slow-Cycle increases efficiency even
more by allowing you to use the longest on-off cycle while keeping room temperature within 2'F or your most comfortable setting. Econo-Save allows you to
reduce room temperature to 54"F while you are away for extended periods of
time, maximizing energy savings. It then automatically returns the temperature
to comfortable levels just before your arrival, allowing you to enter your home
at apleasant and refreshing temperature.
Now available in kit forrn: Save even more the Heathkit way! Uses present 2, 4or
5wire, 24 VAC power. Not for dual-stage heat pumps. 4.5" H x5.5" W x1.5" D.
Kit NE-1210, Shpg. wt. 1lb.

ONLY 69.95

NEP -1210, Assembled, Shpg. wt. 1lb.
'•

84.95

Credit Card Orders Call TOLL-FREE: 800-253-0570

Space-age ARCO HomElectric Power Kit
creates electricity from the sun!
• May quality for Federal. state tax
credits (p. 29)
• Non-polluting energy source as
dependable as the sun
Power whenever you need it: Up
to 2.6 Amps of 13.5 VDC electricity
are supplied by the ARCO HornElectric Power Kit — wherever and
whenever you want it. What could be
cheaper than free electricity from
the sun?
Affordable solar energy: In addition tc
the low purchase price, you may
qualify for a 40% Federal tax credit
— which reduces the $599.95
HomElectric Kit price to just
$359.97, and the $499.95
NSA-1212-1 Solar Panel price to just
$299.97! State tax credits may also
apply — see page 29 and check with
the IRS and state tax department,
tax instructions or tax preparer for
more details on available incentives.
Convenient and practical: Size allows
for placement anywhere around your
home or shop, on boats or RVs, even
in the wi cierness miles away from civilization!
Lightweight, compact (12 x48 x 1W) solar module: Converts solar energy to
electricity efficiently. Battery protector controls charge to 12 VDC battery
(required; not included). The 20-Watt flourescent light fixture produces 1500
lumes of light output — more than a75-Watt incandescent bulb.

Kit NS-1212, Complete ARCO HomElectric Solar Electricity Kit includes Solar
Panel, Battery Protector (Can be used with multi-panel solar arrays, battery
not included), a 20-Watt fluorescent light and tube, mounting hardware.
Shpg. wt. 27 lbs., Motor Freight Collect
599.95
Kit NSA-1212-1, Solar Panel and Mtg. Hdwe., 40 lbs., Mtr. Frt.
499.95
Ceiling Fan: No battery needed — operates on 12 VDC power from solar
panel. Saves energy — the 44" (tip-to-tip) blades circulate air through room.
NSA-1212-2, Assembled, Shpg. wt. 8 lbs.
119.95

The Watt Wizard saves energy and money
e May quality for a15%
Federal Tax credit
• Uses NASA technology to
save up to 60% of the cost
of operating motorized
electrical equipment
Save big three ways; First, you
may qualify for a15% Federal
tax credit (consult IRS, tax
instructions and/or atax preparer) for details and qualifications. Second, save up to
60% of the cost of operating
motorized home and shop
electrical equipment. Third.
save by increasing the life of
those devices.
DEVICE
Most power tools
Garbage disposers
Pumps
Dishwashers and vacuum cleaners
Refrigerator/freezers

EXPECTED SAVINGS
More than 50%
40-50%
20-40%
10-30%
10-20%

Motors operate at optimum voltage and speed: The Watt Wizard Power Factor
Controller saves both energy and money. It also prolongs equipment life, since
the motor operates at the optimum voltage — in some cases only 60 to 80 VAC.

Three-speed Ceiling Fan saves energy beautifully

149 9

5

• Install in your favorite room — reversible blades have
solid wood appearance or wickericane inserts
• Reversible three-speed fan saves valuable energy
• Decorative light illuminates dark areas of room

You know how well your Watt Wizard works: LEDs tell you exactly how well the
Watt Wizard is working. Order one unit now — and move it throughout the
house. Then buy more units later, when their performance is known.

Energy-saver or conversation piece: The 48" (tip-to-tip) blades circulate air in
the heat esummer and keeps you cool and relaxed in the warmest of weather
for only pennies aday. Includes $16.95 decorative light kit. a$16.95 value.
Use this nostalgically-styled energy-saver in the bedroom, den, dining room.
family room or living room — most anywhere in the home!

Has manufacturer's one-year limited warranty: 120 VAC, 50 Hz, 15 amps
(fused). Measures 4' 5
- H x27e" W x1
2 "D (10.16 x7.32 x3.81 cm).
/
1

Build this partially assembled kit in as little as an hour! Includes manufacturer's three-year limited warranty. UL approved. 120 VAC. 60 Hz. Not
recommended for use on ceilings less than eight feet tall.

NEP-1662, Assembled. Shpg. wt. 1lb.

Kit GD-1338. Shpg. wt. 25 lbs.

e

it0 Alaska, Hawaii and Michigan Residents: Call 616-982-3411

39.95

ONLY 149.95
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The highest quality solar components — designed to provide efficient
solar water heating, while saving you up to 40% in purchase price — and
from 50 to 80 percent of your water heating costs.

Fight soaring energy costs —install the NS-1100 Solar Water Heater yourself, using Heath quality,
Heath expertise and the thorough, step-by-step Heathkit manual!
As low as

2289"

• Eligible for 40% Federal tax credit plus state, local credits
•Thirty-eight states offer additional tax incentives for solar
• Sized for your family, your home, your U.S. location by Heath
• Designed to save from 50-80% of hot water bill for typical home

for 2-collector system
(before tax credits)
Fight back against soaring energy bills: Hot water makes up asignificant part
of the average home energy bi II. And now, you can cut those energy costs —
with the Heathkit Solar Water Heater. This closed-loop system, is designed to
save from 50% to 80% of the hot water bill for atypical home.
Solar energy, made economical: Here are two
typical examples of how the NS-1100 can save
energy and money for you:
City: Omaha, NE. Family Size: Four persons.
A properly-sized NS-1100 system will satisfy
71% of this family's hot water needs.
Purchase price of two-collector Heathkit
Solar Water Heater System
$2289.75
Less 40% Fed., 20% State tax credits $1373.85
Net investment in system
Estimated 1st-yr. energy savings

$915.90
$314.99

City: Columbus, OH. Family Size: Four persons.
A properly-sized NS-1100 system will satisfy
83% of this family's hot water needs.
Purchase price of three-collector Heathkit
Solar Water Heater System
$2839.70
Less 40% Fed., 10% State tax credits $1419.85
Net investment in system
$1419.85
Estimated 1st-yr. energy savings

$368.23

(Consult the IRS, your state tax department
and/or an informed tax preparer to learn
about tax credits applicable to your state.)
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• Save up to 40% over acomparable dealer-installed system
•Top quality components are carefully matched to work together
•The Heathkit NS-1100-3 Manual Set answers all your questions
about location, installation and operation

Considering active and passive solar space heating, solar electricity, solar
domestic water heaters and wind-generated electricity, the Heathkit Solar
Water Heater is the most energy-conscious product for the 80's. As the cost of
fossji fuels continues to rise, all forms of alternative energy will become even
more promising. A good economic case can be made for the Heathkit Solar
Water Heater anywhere in the United States, as available tax credits make
payback on the system reasonably short.
Designed as acomplement to your existing water heating system: The NS-1100
is designed for use with your conventional water heater.
Customized for your home: Each Heathkit Solar Water Heater can be properly
sized for your climate, home size, family and hot water i'equirements — by a
computer program run at your nearby Heathkit Electronic Center (also
available by calling Heath's Marketing Services Dept. at 616-982-3411).
We offer the highest quality solar energy components on the market: They're
designed to meet our exacting standards. And you can be sure well be around
after the sale for service and replacement parts — no worry about dealing with
asmall, under-capitalized company.
Qualky, priced to save you money: Because we've selected the best solar
energy components available for the NS-1100. You probably cannot hire a
contractor to install a system as good. In addition, when you choose the
NS-1100 for installation in your home, you can save up to 40% in purchase
price over the cost of acomparable dealer-installed system.
Preheats cold water: The NS-100 preheats water going to your conventional
water heater — so instead of cold water, the conventional system receives
solar-heated water. Solar .preheating dramatically lowers the energy requitment of the conventional water heater, allowing it to become ahording tank to
keep water at the desired temperature. The conventional system alsc serves
as aback-up to the solar system during long periods of minimum sunshine.

Credit Card Orders Call TOLL-FREE: 800-253-0570
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Your Heathkit Solar Water Heater
System will soon pay for itself
You'll save money by using the NS-11013: How
much you save depends on Federal and state
tax credits, local energy costs, family size and
hot water usage. If your energy costs are
higher than average — or if you use more hot
water than average — an earlier payback will
result. As the inflation rate for energy continues to spiral higher. your purchase will
become an even better bargain.
A closed-loop system: This lets the NS-1100
Solar Water Heater to continue working as
long as the sun is shining, even when the
outside temperature is below freezing. Even
in colder, heavily-clouded areas, the
NS-1100 will save you money because the
controller operates proportionally for maximum thermodynamic heat transfer and
efficiency.
A computer program which can calculate your
system requirements, purchase price, tax
credit amounts and payback is on display at
your nearby Heathkit Electronic Center (units
of Veritechnology Electronics Corporation).
Turn to page 57 for store locations and phone
numbers — or purchase the NS-1100-3 Manual Set (below, right) for more information.
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Lightweight, easy-toinstall collector is
designed to withstand
winds over 180 mph.
Each panel is rated at
945 BTU output per
square foot of panel
per day. The BTU/FT
per day rating is
based on astandard
day and collection
transparent area.

Designed for maximum water heating efficiency: In the NS-1100's customdesigned heat exchanger, both fluids (water and the heating fluid) are moved
through the exchanger by separate pumps. The active flow of both fluids
increases the system's water heating efficiency.
The Heathkit NS-1100 Solar Water Heater includes the components you need for
kitbuilding and installation — except 3/4 " copper pipe, insulation and solar fluid:
The illustrated Heathkit manual lets you build the NS -1100 system in an
easy-to-follow, step-by-step manner. The kit even permits you to practice
soldering copper pipe, to help you gain confidence — even if you've never
worked with copper pipe before.
This is a carefully integrated sytem, designed by the kit experts — not just a
collection of components from many different sources. All of the NS-1100's
components are among the best in peforming and quality offered by the solar
energy industry. They're engineered for easy installation and designed to work
together for many years of trouble -free service.
The NS-1100 meets or exceeds applicable regulations of these organizations:
1. International Association of Plumbing and Mechanical Officials
2. California Energy Commission
3. Southern building codes
4. Dade and Broward Counties. FL 180 mph Lye Wind Load Requirement
5. The Florida Solar Energy Center
Build in as little as three weekends: Only common carpentry and plumbing
tools are required to build and install the NS-1100 Solar Water Heater in your
home. The complete. step-by-step Heathkit manual allows you to plan the
kitbuilding and installation of the NS-1100 ahead of time.
The manual tells you everything you need to know to accomplish kitbuilding and
installation of the NS-1100 Solar Water Heater System, including plumbing —
which enables you to build and install it in as little as three weekends. Even if
you've never worked with copper pipe before, you'll master the soldering of
copper elbows and pipe in no time — with the help of the Heathkit manual's
clear, concise instructions.
Technical consultants are available to answer questions: Our unique personal
consultation service (available at your Heathkit Electronic Center, by telephone or by mail), plus the thorough, detailed kitbuilding and installation
manual, assure you of the Heathkit pledge — "We won't let you fail."
Declare your energy independence: Your first step is to order the NS-1100-3
Manual Set, and contact a Heathkit Electronic center (or Heath Company at
616-982-3411) for the price of a system sized just for you. The manual
clearly shows how easy it is to install the NS-1100 Solar Water Heater
System, and our unique computer program will show you the tax incentives
available — and the payback timetable you can expect — from the system.
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Heathkit Solar Water Heater Components
Manual Set: Written for people with little or no previous experience.
Has everything you need to know to install a customized Heathkit
NS-1100 Solar Water Heater System — including complete site evaluaticn. installation and operation information. Solar shade finder
(included with the Manual Set) helps you find asite where no trees,
buildings, etc. will block your solar panel from full sunlight. The price
of this Manual Set is deductible from the system price when you
purciase aHeathkit NS-1100 Solar Water Heater System.
NS-1100-3, Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.

25.00

NS-1100-1, Plumbing Hardware Pack, 65 lbs., Motor Freight 589.95
NSC-1100-2, California-Certified Solar Panel and Mounting Hardware.
Shpg. wt. 131 Lbs., Shipped Motor Freight Collect
569.95
NS-1100-2, Standard Solar Panel and Mounting Hardware, Shpg. wt.
115 bs., Shipped Motor Freight Collect
549.95
NS-1100-4, 80-Gallon Capacity Holding Tank, Shpg. wt. 350 lbs.,
Shipped Motor Freight Collect
429.95
NS-1100-5, 120-Gallon Capacity Holding Tank, Shpg. wt. 447 lbs.,
Shipped Motor Freight Collect
599.95
NS-1100-6, 5Sq. Ft. Heat Exchanger. Shpg. wt. 18 lbs.
169.95
NS-1100-7, 8 Sq. Ft. Heat Exchanger. Shpg. wt. 20 lbs.
189.95
NS-1100-8, 8 Sq. Ft. Double-Walled Heat Exchanger (required in Los
Angeles and Memphis areas). Shpg. wt. 24 I
bs.
239.95

Tax credits can help pay for your NS-1100 system
A Federal income tax credit of 40 0,, plus state tax credits (if available will also help you pay for your NS-1100 Solar Water Heater Kit.
(This credit is not adeduction — it means you receive back 40% of the
system cost.) Refer to IRS Form 5695 and Publication 903 (latest
available revisions) — included with the NS-1100-3 Manual Set —and
consult IRS or an informed tax preparer.

eistt

Alaska, Hawaii and Michigan Residents: Call 616-982-3411
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Heathkit/Zenith Educational Systems Courses: the low-cost, effective self-instruction way to learn
Courses help you teach yourself: Heathkit/ Zenith Educational Systems
Courses help you teach yourself the latest technology, or refresh your knowledge, on subjects ranging from basic and advanced electronics to digital
techniques and microprocessors — while saving you time and money.
You save time and money: Save time because each subject is presented in an
easy-to-follow format. Save money by paying far less than acomparable adult
education or vocational course. With Heathkit/Zenith Educational Systems
Courses, you receive top-quality, up-to-date training at afraction of the cost
you would pay elsewhere.
Programmed-learning texts make our Courses more effective: Learn at your own
pace in easy-to-understand segments. Audio and visual aids (with most
courses) speed learning. And experiments, using Heathkit/Zenith trainers
and parts, give you hands-on experience with circuitry.

Professionally-written texts work with
optional hands-on experiments (with most
courses) to help you gain — and retain —
important knowledge

Possible tax deduction: Treasury Regulation 162-5 permits an income tax
deduction for educational expenses undertaken to: (1) maintain or improve
skills required in your employment or other trade or business, or (2) meet
express requirements of an employer or a law imposed as a condition to
retention of employment, job status or rate of pay.

NOint.AL.
-EARNING

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE: If you're dissatisfied with the course.

nCe..dtAbi

return all materials (less trainer) and your receipt for a refund of the
purchase price.

Heathkit/Zenith educational
courses are the fast, costefficient way to learn
state-of-the-art technology
Effective: Each subject area is presented step-by-step,
so you build upon the knowledge you acquire as you
progress through a Heathkit/Zenith course. Self-test
reviews throughout most courses check your progress as
you go along, ensuring a more complete understanding
of the subject matter.
Most courses use latest multi-media techniques: Learn at
your own pace in easy-to-understand, step-by-step segments when you use Heathkit/ Zenith educational
courses. No facet of the subject material is omitted from
the course, and nothing is assumed.
Wide variety of courses available: Heathkit/Zenith Educational Systems has courses in many areas of electronics and computers — as well as automotive servicing, amateur radio license courses and weather. See the
index at right to find the Heathkit/Zenith educational
courses you're interested in.
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Exploratory Courses
Stimulate high-technology
appetites. We offer introductions to Electricity,
Electronics, Microprocessors, Printed Circuit
Boards and Weather. See
pages 2, 31. 41 and 42.
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Our line of self-instruction courses includes: The Exploratory Electronics Series
—covering electricity, electronics and printed circuits; the Electronics Fundamentals Series, afoundation in basic electronics; five Advanced Electronics
Courses; basic and CMOS Digital Techniques Courses; the Microprocessor
Technology Series.— with basic Microprocessors, Advanced Microprocessors
and Microprocessor Interfacing Courses; a series of Computer-Related
Courses; three Ham Radio License Courses; two Automotive Servicing
Courses; and several Math Courses.
Earn Continuing Education Units: Score 70% or better on the optional final
examinations. Some of our courses prepare you for professional examinations
and for the College Level Examination Program (CLEP), where you can earn
college credit for self-study, on-the-job training and experience.
Earn college credit: Check with your college — if it follows American Council
on Education recommendations for a Heathkit/Zenith course — and you've
passed the final exam — order aCollege Credit Exam (see page 31).
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Advanced Electronics
Seven effective courses
cover Op-Amps, Active
Filters, IC Timers, PhaseLocked Loops and Optoelectronics, Linear and
TTL/CMOS Circuits. See
pages 40-41.

Fundamental Electronics
Complete core curriculum
— DC and AC Electronics.
Semiconductor Devices,
Electronic Circuits/Communications and Test Instruments Courses. See
pages 32-34 for details.

Includes theory and practical applications. Basic
and CMOS Digital Techniques Courses, and a
hands-on digital techniques trainer, are available. See page 35.

,Credit Card Orders Call TOL,FREE: 800-153-0570

important subjects

• Includes audio-visual
learning aids

Learn electronics, digital techniques, microprocessors. computer
programming automotive servicing, amateur radio and weather in
the effective Heathkit/Zenith way — for far less (in most cases)
than equivalent college or technical school courses
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Technology

Four courses (including
NEW Advanced Microprocessors Course) cover
advanced microprocessors,
microcomputers, interfacing and programming. See
pages 36-39.

Computer Programming
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ward-winning, informative
presentation of subject

Basic concepts of electricity —
made easy to learn
No technical background is required: This course is
asimple, easy-to-follow introduction to electricity.
Audio-visual presentations, reinforced with programmed reviews, ease you into Ohm's Law, series
and parallel circuits, electromagnetism, direct
and alternating current, generators, motors and
basic meter operation.
And you'll get this information at far below the
cost of an equivalent college or technical school
course — in the comfort of your home or office.
Each concept is introduced with a pleasant audiovisual presentation, interweaved between sections
of easy-to-follow programmed-instruction text.
And the text, housed in adurable vinyl binder, will
serve as ahandy reference for years to come.
Use the Concepts of Electricity Course as afoundation for expanding your electronics skills through
the Basic Electronics Series (EE-3101 through
-3105, outlined on pages 32-34). Or use it as an
introduction to an exciting electronics hobby, such
as computers or ham radio. You can also earn 1
Continuing Education Unit for your accomplishment — pass the optional final examination with a
70% score.
EE-3100, Shpg. wt. 5 lbs.

24.95

Automotive Servicing
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Two courses teach automotive ignition and electrical systems — as well as
the professional techniques required to service
today's cars. Turn to page
24 for details.

Amateur Radio Courses

Programming courses
teach the CP/ M-80 Operating System and these
languages — Assembly,
BASIC, Microsoft BASIC,
Pascal, FORTRAN and
COBOL. See pages 78-80.
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Our Novice, General and
NEW Advanced License
Courses help you pass the
FCC's written tests and
operate asuccessful amateur radio station. See
pages 14-15.

Earn college credit
for our courses
Check with your college before ordering —
The American Council on Education recommends that member colleges grant
credit for several Heathkit/Zenith courses.
If your college participates, and you have
successfully completed the course's final
examination, order the Heathkit/ Zenith
College Credit Program Exam by changing
the course prefix to ECC; for example, the
college credit exam for EE-3101 would be
ordered as ECC-3101.

EDUCATION/31

Completely updated DC Electronics Course —
your entrance to the world of electronics

'49"

• An excellent starting point for the person just beginning
to learn electronics
• Course updated; new audio-visual accessory available
e Develop adetailed knowledge of electronics rapidly

Ready to learn electronics? The HeathkitiZenith DC Electronics Course is the place to start. In addition to a
concise and complete knowledge of basic electronics,
you'll develop afoundation for expanding your knowledge
with other courses available. It covers current, voltage,
resistance, magnetism, Ohm's Law, electrical measurements, inductance and capacitance. The course has been completely
updated to ensure that you learn the most up-to-date information available.
Learning is easy the Heathkit/Zenith way! This professionally-designed course
leads you step-by-step to acomplete understanding of DC electronics. This
self-instructional text allows you to learn at your own pace, in the comfort
of your home. The optional audio-visual presentation adds anew dimension
to this learning format. Hands-on experiments increase your knowledge by
putting your newly-gained information to work immediately on 20 practical
exercises. A mathematics review is included.
i

Completely
updated

f

Test yourself as you learn: Reviews are spaced throughout the text to give you
achance to check your progress. You can earn valuable Continuing Education Units (CEOs), a national method of recognizing your participation in
non-credit educational courses. With a passing grade of 70% or better on
the optional final examination, you'll receive 2.0 CEUs. Heathkit/Zenith
Educational Systems will also award you a Certificate of Achievement —
further proof of your knowledge.

New, optional audiovisual accessory
aids learning

The OC Electronics Course includes: Your comprehensive text in a durable
vinyl binder and all electronic components needed for the valuable handson experiments. To complete the experiments, you need the ET-3100B
Experimenter/Trainer (below) and a VOM like the IM-5217 (p. 51). The
optional Audio-Visual Accessory enhances your understanding of DC Electronics, and expands on material presented in the course.
EE-3101A, Shpg. wt. 6 lbs.49.95
SAVE $10! EES-3101B, includes EE-3101A and ET-3100B Kit Trainer.
Shpg. wt. 13 lbs.124.90
EEA-3101A, Audio-Visual Accessory (two tapes and illustration book enhance DC Electronics Course), Shpg. wt. 1lb.
19.95
EE-3101S, Spanish-Language DC Electronics Course (less EB-6101-30
Parts for experiments, see page 43), Shpg. wt. 7 lbs.
54.95

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE:

Experimenter/Trainer adds to your knowledge

Used for seven
Heathkit/Zenith
electronics
courses

All self-instruction courses carry a complete money-back guarantee. If you are
dissatisfied, return all course materials (except the trainer) and your receipt for afull
refund.

Two-range variable sine
and square wave signal
generator

Electronics Dictionary
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Improved dualvariable power
supplies
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1K and 100K linear
potentiometers

Solderless breadboarding sockets
simplify circuit
construction

Parts for experiments
included with course

Wee-

Sixteen topic outlines
make this dictionary
more than just abook of
definitions. It's actually
a low-cost electronics
"short-course." This
832-page Learning Dictionary should be a part
of your professional reference library.

EB-1010, Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.

841,5
it

• Develop practical electronics experience as you
learn with the Heattikit/
Zenith Electronics Courses

Zenith DC, AC, Semiconductor, Electronic Circuits, Electronic Communications, Electronics
for Hobbyists and Test Instruments Courses.

• After you've completed
your training, use the
ET-31008 for breadboarding your own circuits

You can save money by ordering your
ET-31008 Experimenter/Trainer in kit form, or
by buying it along with aHeathkit/Zenith Electronics Course.

The ET-31008 Experimenter/Trainer is easy to
use and provides you with the practical experience that really helps drive home important
points. Designed for use with the Heathkiti
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Kit ET-31008, Heathkit/Zenith Electronic Experimenter/Trainer, Shpg. M. 6 lbs. ... 84.95
ETW-310013, Assembled Trainer,
Shpg. wt. 6 lbs.

149.95

14.95

Buy several courses for
BIG SAVINGS!
Includes five course; DC Electronics, AC
Electronics, Semiconductor Devices, Electronic Circuits and Electronic Test Equipment — along with the ET-3100B Experimenter/Trainer Kit. If purchased separately, $374.70.
SAVE $50! EES-31158,
Shpg. M. 56 lbs.
ONLY 324.70
Credit Card Orders Call TOLL-FREE: 800-253-0570

•

Optional Audio-Visual Accessory
Package enhances learning

Well-illustrated text
46 4e

eon
Text leads from
concept to concept

Easy-to-understand text
All components for experiments
included with your course

AC Course expands your electronics education

'54"

•Advance your knowledge of electronics with acomplete
understanding of alternating current
• Picks up where the Heathkiti Zen th DC Electronics Course
leaves off
• Completely updated to bring you the latest available
information

Easy-to-understand self instruction course advances your
knowledge of electronics theory. The Heathkiti Zenith AC
Electronics Course provides complete and comprehensive
coverage of all the principles of alternating current. Completely updated.
Programmed learning makes it easy: As with all the other
Heathkit Zenith self-instruction courses, you begin with
basic theory and you continue adding to your store of
information until you are ready for the next concept. You work at your own
pace, then complete reviews to measure your progress. The concepts you
study will come to life as you conduct nine exper:ments that turn theory i
nto
practical experience.
The Heathkit/Zenith AC Electronics Course provides you with adetailed understanding of alternating current. Your text covers such topics as; Alternating
Current, what is it and where is it used? Generating AC, AC values and
waveforms, AC measurements — meters. oscilloscopes, resistance and calculations. Capacitive circuits including a review of capacitors and capacitance, capacitors in AC circuits, RC circuits and acomplete discussion of trie
various applications of capacitive circuits. You' ,Icontinue on to Inductive
Circuits. The text discusses inductors and inductance, the use of inductors in
AC circuits along with asection on RL circuits. A detailed section of the AC
Electronics Course is devoted to tuned circuits — the RLC circuit, resonarce,
series resonance, Q and bandwidth in series, parallel resonance and LC
filters. You'll complete your study of AC Electronics with a look at transformers. including transformer ratios, losses and applications.
In short, you'll vastly expand your knowledge of electronics in a fairly short
time. With Heathkit Zenith courses, you work at your own speed in the
comfort of your home.
Earn Continuing Education Units: pass the optional final exam to receive 1.5
CEOs. a nationally-recognized method of acknowledging adult continuing
education. It is suggested that you complete DC Electronics Course
EE-3101A, or have equivalent knowledge, before beginning this course. The
optional Audio-Visual Accessory Package, which includes cassettes:rand
printed visuals, helps speed learning. An ET-31006 Trainer and aVolt-Ohm
Meter (VOM) are suggested to complete experiments.
EE-3102A, Shpg. wt. 7 lbs.
54.95
EEA-3102A, Optional Audio-Visual Accessory Package, Shpg. wt. 1lb.

19.95

SAVE $101

EES-31028, EE-3102A and ET-31008 Kit Trainer,
• Shpg. wt. 13 lbs.
129.90

Spanish Language AC Electronics Course, Less EB-6102-30 Parts for experiments, see page 43.
EE-3102-S, Shpg. wt. 7 lbs.
59.95
er"
,
a
Alaska, Hawaii and Michigan Residents: Call 616-982-3411

Course includes electronic
components for experiments

Semiconductor Devices Course — the third step

54' 5

• Up-to-date, recent information from the fast-moving world
of solid-state electronics
• More hands-on experiments for practical experience
• Continues your electronics studies with complete coverage
of solid-state- devices

The Heathkit/Zenith Semiconductor Devices Course introduces
you to the exciting world of solid-state electronics with its
coverage of transistors and integrated circuits. These devises
have revolutionized the world of electronics, making possible
the development of credit card-sized radios, calculators and
other electronic appliances.
As always, you learn step-by-step, building upon fact after
fact until you've developed a complete understanding of a
concept or theory. Regular reviews reinforce your education and point out your
strong areas — and those that need more work. A total of eleven experiments
add to your understanding of these important concepts.
Proven self-instruction design: This effective Heathkit/ Zenith course uses an
integrated teaching approach to help assure maximum learning — and maximum retention. Self-instruction lets you learn at your own pace, while an
optional Audio-Visual Accessory Package is available to help learning even
more. Hands-on experiments, using the optional ET-3100B Trainer, give you
first-hand experience with semiconductor devices.
Your Heathkit/Zenith Semiconductor Devices Course will provide you with
in-depth knowledge of semiconductor fundamentals including the importance
of semiconductors, semiconductcr materials, germanium and silicon and
conduction in doped germanium and silicon. You will learn about semiconductor diodes and their characteristics, construction and applications. You'll also
learn in detail the characteristics and usage of the zener diode.
Aunit on diodes includes adiscussion of the tunnel diode, the varactor diode
and high-frequency diodes. Other topics covered include bipolar transistor
operation, bipolar transistor characteristics, field-effect transistors, thyristors, integrated circuits and optoelectronic devices, including LEDs.
We suggest the ET-3100B Trainer, a volt-ohm meter and, optionally an
oscilloscope to complete the experiments included in the course. It is
suggested that you complete EE-3101 DC Electronics Course and the
EE-3102 AC Electronics Course as prerequisites, or have equivalent knowledge, before Deginning this course.
Earn 3.0 Continuing Education Units (CEUs) and a Certificate of Achievement
from Heathkit Zenith Educational Systems — score 70 percent or bettel on
the optional final examination.
EE-3103, Shpg. wt. 6 lbs.
EEA-3103, Optional Audio-Visual Accessory Package, Wt. 1lb.

SAVE $101•

EES-3103A, EE-3103A and ET-31006
Kit Trainer. Shpg. wt. 11 lbs.

54-95
12.95

129.90

Spanish Language Semiconductor Devices Course. Translation of this course,
less EB-6103-30 Parts for experiments, see page 43.
EE-3103S, Shpg. wt. 6 lbs.

59.95
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Electronic Circuits —from theory to practice
• Updated to include the latest in available information
• Put the knowledge you've learned in previous Heathkit/
Zenith courses to work
•"Hands-on" experiments add to enjoyment, explain
concepts presented in the course
• Optional audio-visual accessory package available
With the Heathkit/Zenith Electronic Circuits Course you go
directly from theory into practice. Like all Heathkit/Zenith
courses, your text carefully and completely explains all
concepts presented. You build fact upon fact, leading to
complete mastery of asubject. Clear illustrations explain
difficult points and add to your understanding of the
information presented within the easy-to-understand text.
The Heathkit/Zenith Electronic Circuits Course exposes you to the circuits
you'll find in everyday electronics — and explains them fully.
The proven self-instruction format lets you learn at your own pace: Professionally-prepared text, backed up by easy-to-understand visuals, let you
learn more now — and retain more knowledge for years to come.
The Electronic Circuits Course will teach you how to identify power supply
rectifiers, filters and regulation circuits — and explain how they work. You'll
develop an understanding of amplitude and frequency modulation along
with the heterodyne principle and modulation and detection circuits. You
will be able to construct transistor and integrated circuit amplifiers,
oscillators, active filters and pulse-shaping circuits; power supplies and
power supply regulation circuits — even a basic amplitude.modulation and
demodulation system.
Like all Heathkit/Zenith Courses, the Electronic Circuits Course leads you
step by step through this challenging subject. Contained within the clear
and easy to understand text are sections on basic amplifiers; including the
importance of amplifiers, amplifier configurations, biasing and coupling.
The next section brings you adiscussion of typical amplifiers. Details are
provided on audio amplifiers and push-pull power, video, RF and IF
amplifiers. Then on to operational amplifiers, power supplies, oscillators,
pulse circuits and finally modulation.

Included with your Electronic Circuits Course is awell-illustrated and concise
ext. complete with an attractive and durable vinyl binder. You are also
supplied with over 100 electronic components for use in the 18 experiments outlined in the text. The optional Audio-Visual Accessory Package
aids your understanding. You should complete DC and AC Electronics and
Semiconductor Devices Courses (EE-3101A-3103A) or have equivalent
knowledge. We suggest an oscilloscope like the Heathkit 10-4105, a VOM
and the ET-3100B Trainer to complete the experiments.
Earn 4 Continuing Education Units (CEUs) and aCertificate of Achievement from
Heathkit/Zenith Educational Systems: Pass the optional final exam with a70%
or better score.
EE-3104A, Shpg. wt. 7 lbs.
64.95
SAVE $10! EES-31048, EE-3104A and ET-3100B Kit Trainer, 13 lbs. 139.90
EEA-3104A, Audio-Visual Accessory Package, Shpg. M. 1lb.

Electronic Communications Course

Test Equipment Course covers applications

• Develop expertise in
electronic communications techniques

• Learn to use awide
variety of test equipment — oscilloscopes
and meters
• Practical experience
is stressed by
experimentation

• Components for
seven experiments
are included

$64"

$5995

This course gives you the knowledge you need to make
mew
measurements with digital and analog meters; explain the
mew
operation of, and use, the oscilloscope in electronic test.1111 111V•I«
a
ing and servicing. You'll also learn to use frequency generators and frequency counters. A section on special measuring instruments covers bridge circuits, transistor
testers, curve tracers, spectrum analyzers and logic probes. The optional
Audio-Visual Accessory Package enhances the effective teaching process.
,

The Fundamental Electronics Courses, (EE-3101A-3104A) and the Heathkit/
Zenith Course on Digital Techniques, EE-3201, or equivalent knowledge,
are suggested as background information. In addition to the textbook and
electronic components, we suggest the following materials to complete the
experiments: A digital meter, analog meter, oscilloscope, frequency generator and frequency counter and the ET-3100B Trainer.
Pass the optional final exam with ascore of 70% or more and earn 6.0 CEUs.
EE-3105A, Shpg. M. 18 lbs.
EES-31056, EE-3105A and ET-3100B Kit Trainer, 24 lbs.139.90
EEA-3105A, Audio-Visual Accessory Package, 2 lbs.19.95
34 EDUCATION

19.95

64.95

Text covers each
section in detail

Hands-on
experiments

tam
••••••

The Elec ronics Communications Course from Heathkit
Zenith al ows you to develop an understanding of broad
cast and data communications fundamentals.
tzw—
It covers awide variety of information including communication fundamentals —amplitude and angle modulation
and the communications system. You'll learn about amplitude modulation circuits, suppressed carrier AM and single-sideband. A
section on AM receivers includes AM detectors and superheterodyne receivers. Sections on angle modulation, pulse modulation, antennas and
communications systems are also included.
Seven hands-on experiments will add to your understanding. Build an AM
transmitter, a balanced modulator, FM transmitter, receiver, pulse modulator, time division multiplex transmitter and a data communications
modem. Parts are included, ET-31006 Trainer is required.
Course suggested as afollow-up to EE-3101A-3104A. Successful passage
of final exam worth 2.0 CEUs.
EE-3106, Shpg. wt. 7 lbs.

59.95

Kit ET-31006, Trainer, 6 lbs.

84.95
Credit Card Orders Call TOLL-FREE: 800-253-0570

Prepare for microprocessors with the Heathkit/Zenith Digital Techniques Course
$7995

• Learn to design and apply
modern digital circuitry
• Costs less than college or tech
school courses
• Loaded with 24 practical, handson experiments to reinforce
the learning experience

Study what you want, when you
want: The course begins with fundamentals and theory of digital
techniques. and familiarizes you
with digital logic circuits.
Boolean algebra. flip-flops and
registers. sequential logic circuits, combinational logic circuitry and digital design — a
wealth of knowledge at a low price. After completing the course. you'll know how to design
digital circuitry for virtually any modern electronic application.
A money-back guarantee ensures your satisfaction with this and all the
Heathkit Zenith Self-Instruction Courses. Because were that sure that
we've put together the information you need in the clear, comprehensive
format you expect. If the course doesn't meet your expectations, simply
return all course materials (excluding Trainer) and your receipt for a full
refund of the purchase price.

optional cassettes) and 44 electronic components for performing 24 usefu
experiments. A prior knowledge of electronics is assumed (HeathkitZenith
DC. AC. Semiconductors and Electronics Circuits Courses on page 32-34 of
this catalog, or equivalent). The ET-3200A Trainer is required for experi
ments: recommended instruments are a multimeter like the IM-5284
(page 56) and asingle-trace oscilloscope like the 10-4105 (page 65).

Profuse illustrations, audio aids and experiments speed comprehension of
concepts and practical applications presented in the text. You learn three
ways — by reading. listening and doing — a method that helps you understand complex subject matter easily and naturally. Programmed reviews in
each unit aid retention, and help you check yourself before moving on to
the next concept. Unit exams further summarize material and test your
understanding of the course material.

Earn 4.0 Continuing Education Units with agrade of 70 percent or above on
toe final examination, and receive a Certificate of Achievement.
SAVE $15.00 — buy the Digital Techniques Course and the ET-3200A Trainer Kit
together. $174.90 if purchased separatel±,.
EES-3201A. Shpg. wt. 14 lbs.15990

The Course includes text

EEA-3201. Optional Cassettes, Shpg. wt. 1lb.

in two heavy-duty vinyl

binders. records (or

EE-3201, Shpg. wt. 9 lbs.

Trainer ensures easy mastery of digital techniques

$94e

• Perform awide range of
experiments
• Increase your understanding
of digital techniques
• Test your own digital circuits

Put your digital knowledge to work with the highquality ET-3200A Electronic Trainer. Designed
for the experiments in both the Digital Techniques and CMOS Digital Techniques programs.
the ET-3200A Trainer is a useful tool which
speeds comprehension and practical application
of course material, This versatile trainer also
allows you to build and test prototypes, confirm
circuit operation, and test digital ICs. Solderless
breadboard sockets make experimenting and de-

sign easier and faster, with aflexible capacity for
eight 14 -pin or 16-pin dual in -line ICs, and 24-,
28-. or 40 -pin DIPs. Has four binary data
switches, two no-bounce switches to pulse logic
circuits, athree-frequency pulse clock generator
and four LEDs for indication.

Three-frequency
clock

12.95

Four LEDs

Built-in regulated power supplies furnish —12
VDC at 500 mA. —12 VDC at 100 mA and —5
VDC at 500 mA. The Trainer is compatible with
RTL. TTL, CMOS. ECL, NMOS, PMOS and Linear. 120240 VAC. Build it yourself and save
$75 over our assembled price.
Kit ET-3200A, Shpg. wt. 6 lbs.

94.95

Factory Assembled and Tested Trainer.
ETW-3200A, Shpg. wt. 6 tps.

CMOS Course brings you up-to-date
$7995

79.95

• Stresses practical applications

169.95.

Four
logic
switches

Three power
supplies

Solderless
breadboard
connectors

500 page. 7 unit text

• Learn to interface between CMOS and other logic families

t.

eete

• Learn by doing with proven teaching methods
Practicality makes CMOS (complementary metal-oxide -semiconductor) devices highly desirable: our practical CMOS Digital Techniques Course
presents this technology in a learn-by-doing approach, with experiments
that illustrate course topics — components includea.
Basic CMOS concepts through advanced applications are covered, including
interfacing, logic blocks. multivibrators, counters and registers. and analog
applications. EE-3201 or equivalent knowledge a prerequisite. The
ET-3200A Trainer (described above) is required to perform the experiments: we also suggest using an oscilloscope like the 10-4105 (page 56).
and a multimeter like the I
M-5284 (page 56). Earn 3 CEUs.

e

'le
'n9 p
,Alaska,

Hawaii and Michigan Residents: Call 616-982-3411

•

Extensive appendix
EE-3202, Shpg wt. 6 lbs.

ttet

Parts for over 20 experiments
79.95
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Learn about microprocessors, microcomputers
and programming at your own pace with this
award-winning Heathkit/ Zenith Course
Heathkit
Educational
Systems

WINNER

International Award
Society for Technical
Communication

• COMPLETE: Covers all the basics of
microprocessors, microcomputers and
programming - even includes hands-on
hardware/memory interfacing and
programming experiments
• EFfICIENT: Programmed-learning design and
audio visual aids, combined with 19
hands-on experiments, mean you learn about
microprocessors faster and more effectively
• PROVEN: The Heathkit/Zenith
Microprocessor Self-Instruction Course has
introduced thousands of people like you to
microprocessors, microcomputers,
interfacing and programming
• ECONOMICAL: Learn effectively for less with our complete guarantee of satisfaction

%re
nee

As soon as you begin the Microprocessor SelfInstruction.Course from Heathkit/Zenith Educational Systems, you will start learning about
microprocessors, microcomputers and computer programming in acomplete, efficient
and well-organized way. You'll understand
microprocessor basics, computer arithmetic,
programming and interfacing —everything you
need to know to get aheadstart in the exciting
world of computers.

The Heathkit/Zenith Microprocessor Course is organized into ten learning units:
Unit 1, Number Systems/Codes, covers decimal, binary, octal and hexadecimal numbering systems; conversions, binary codes and positional
notation. Microcomputer Basics, Unit 2, teaches you terms and conventions,
introduces you to several instructions and shows how programs are written
and executed. Unit 3, Computer Arithmetic, covers binary addition, subtraction, multiplication and division, two's complement arithmetic and
Boolean logical operations like NOT. AND. OR, Exclusive-OR and INVERT.

No previous background? The Heathkit/Zenith
Microprocessor Course has adopted the finest
models of successful self-instruction
technique. Concise, steady-paced textbooks,
colorful audio-visual presentations and hardware experiments make important
microprocessor theory, application and design easier for you to understand.

The fourth unit of the Course is an Introduction to Programming, including
branching. conditional branching, algorithms and programming instructions.
The 6800 Microprocessor is covered in Units 5and 6, and includes astudy of
architecture, instruction set, addressing modes, stack operations, subroutines,
input/output operations and interrupts. Units 7 and 8 teach the important
concept of Interfacing. You'll learn the fundamentals of interfacing, interfacing
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You start by learning or reviewing the basics of
computer number systems and codes. Next, you
apply that knowledge as our prize-winning Microprocessor Course takes you step-by-step through

computer arithmetic, programming, examination of popular microprocessors,
interfacing and input/output operations you can put to use immediately.

Order EE -3401 Course
and ET-3400A Trainer
together. If purchased separately. $329.90.

SAVE $25

ETS-3400A, Shpg. wt. 19 lips. . ONLY 304.90

MC6808 Central
Processing
Unit (CPU

512 bytes
of memory

Six 7-segment
LEDs display
addresses, data

Our Microprocessor Trainer helps you learn about computers,
interfacing and programming procedures the hands-on way
Functioning as a miniature digital computer, the
ET-3400A Trainer is used with the experiments in
the EE -3401 and EE-3402 courses. It features a
ouilt-in 1K ROM monitor program for controlling
Jnit operation. It also has asix-digit hexadecimal
7-segment LED display for address and data readouts, and monitoring internal logic states.
The 17-key hexadecimal keyboard permits you to
access memory location to examine contents, then
step forward or backward to examine other memory
locations, change the contents of memory locations, examine and!or alter any of the MC6808
microprocessor's internal registers. set break
points for program debugging. or reset the MPU.
The flexible instruction set of the MC6808 permits
five addressing modes, and uses two accumulators, an index regis:er and stack pointer.
The ET-3400A has 512 bytes of Random Access
Memory (RAM) built-in. It also features 8 buffered
binary Light-Emitting Dioces (LEDs) for display of
breadboard logic states, 8 SPST DIP switches for
binary input to breadboarding circuits. and a
breadboarding socket for prototyping. memory and
36/EDUCATION

interfacing circuits.
All microprocessor address. control and data busses
are terminated on the front panel for ease of connection to prototyped circuits. There's also provision
for a40-pin external connector to expand memory
and I/O capacity. Built-in —5. —12 and —12 VDC
power supplies provide internal power needs. The
ET-3400A requires 120 VAC. 60 Hz power. Draws
30 watts. Dimensions of the Heathkit ET-3400A
Microprocessor Trainer are 3.5" H x 12.2" W x
11.75" D (8.89 x30.99 x29.85 cm). without the
ETA-3400 Trainer Accessory.
The programming and interfacing experiments
supplied with the EE-3401 and EE-3402 courses
are implemented on the ET-3400. The Trainer is a
flexible general-purpose training unit and microprocessor breadboard. Use i: in other applications
that require a low-cost, microprocessor-based
software development system, or as adesign aid for
developing special interfaces. Team it up with the
ETA-3400 Microprocessor Trainer Accessory (opposite page) for increased personal microcomputing power and versatility.

For serious students, the ETA-3400A Microprocessor Trainer and ETA-3400 Microprocessor Trainer
Accessory are asuperior pair of educational tools.
Kit ET-3400A, Shpg. wt. 7 lbs.

229.95

ETW-3400A, Assembled. 6 lbs

329.95

Kit ET-3400-AE, Trainer for 240 VAC, 50 Hz
power. Shpg. wt. 6 lbs.
249.95

fei» Credit Card Orders Call TOLL-FREE: 800-253-0570
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Programmed-instruction

Course, with audio-visual aids
and hands-on experiments.
teaches effectively.

Includes 62 components for experiments.

Random Access Memory (RAM), interfacing with displays, interfacing with
switches, the Peripheral Interface Adapter (PIA) and using the PIA.
Programming experiments are the subject of Unit 9. You will write and experiment
with awide variety of increasingly complex programs. In an early experiment
you will actually turn the ET-3400A Trainer (described below) into ateaching
machine that will give you drills and practice in computer numbering systems.
In later experiments in the Course, you will use all instructions and addressing
modes. You experiment with subroutines, stack operations, and more.
In the final unit of the Heathkit/Zenith Microprocessor Course, Interfacing
Experiments, you put into practice everything you have learned about
programming and interfacing. Using the electronic components supplied with
the Course, you convert the ET-3400A into a digital clock, a musical
instrument and adigital voltmeter. You experiment with address decoding.
PlAs, input and output of data, parallel-to-serial conversion techniques,
digital-to-analog and analog-to-digital conversion techniques, and interrupts.

This course comes with 62 electronic components —everything you need to
complete the course experimects. These components include RAMs, a
Peripheral Interface Adapter (PIA) chip, adigital-to-analog converter, op-amps
and a variety of other microprocessor-oriented devices. The ET-3400A
Microprocessor Trainer (below, left) is required to perform the experiments.
Passing the optional final exam, with a70% or better score, will earn you afull
8.0 CEUs. Aclassroom version of this course is available on page 83.
With the computer age upon us, now is the time to begin your education in
microprocessors, microcomputers, and programming by ordering the tried and
proven Heathkit/Zenith EE-3401 Microprocessor Course today.
To continue your microprocessor education after completing this course, take the
EE-3402 Microprocessor Interfacing Course on page 78. It picks up where this
course leaves off —and uses the same ET-3400A Trainer.
EE-3401, Shpg. wt. 12 lbs.
99.95

Optional Film Slides duplicate the audio-visual flip charts.
Units 1-6 and Unit 9assume no prior knowledge of electronics. Units 7,8 and 10
EE-3401-1. Shoe. wt. 2lbs.
60.00
assume knowledge equivalent to the Heathkit/
Optional 35mm Filmstrip duplicates audio-visual fl.p
Zenith EE-3201 Digital Techniques Course (deOrrdAe-3r.1!,10-3a4n0d1,EVA--334400(())Acharts in filmstrip form.
scribed on page 35).
20.00
EE-3401-2, Shpg. wt. 1lb .
together. $554.85 separately.
ETS -3401A. Shpg. wt. 28 lbs. .ONLY 484.85
RS-232 connector
Shielded 120
for terminal
VAC section
Heath/Pittman
Tiny BASIC ROM
Cassette I/O

SAVE $70

ETA-3400 Accessory turns Microprocessor
Trainer into acomplete microcomputer system

When you add this Accessory, you turn your ET-3400A Trainer into acomputer
system. It provides you with more computing power — so you can run longer,
more sophisticated programs through your ET-3400A Trainer, The Accessory's
memory can even be expanded to 4K bytes of RAM by adding the optional
ET-3400-1 3K Chip Set (order from the listing below).
Aserial interface with EIA and 29 mA loop formats in the Accessory allows you
to hook up avideo terminal, such as the H-19 on page 73. or a20 mA ASCII
teletype machine. It also provides acassette interface, enabling you to store
programs on convenient cassettes. The ROM monitor/debugging program
lets you implement the standard trainer monitor functions through the
external terminal. Memory locations can be examined or changed, break points
can be initiated, and program debugging can be accomplished with asingleinstruction step feature. A Tiny BASIC Interpreter in ROM lets you program in
easy-to-learn BASIC language. User function lets you run machine code
routines from BASIC — the same machine code routines you learn in the
EE -3401 Microprocessor Course.
The ETA-3400 connects to the ET-3400A Trainer by means of a40 -pin ribbon
cable (supplied). Parts required to modify the trainer are included. Since this
modification changes the clock frequency of the Trainer, experiments in the
EE -3401 and EE-3402 courses which use timing loops will be changed. It is
recommended that all EE-3401 and EE-3402 experiments be completed
before adding this Accessory. An H-19 Video Terminal is required to use
BASIC and monitor software features of the ETA -3400.
e*, Alaska, Hawaii and Michigan Residents: Call 616-982-3411

Terminal
monitor ROM

Connector cable
for ET-3400

Add to 4K
user RAM

The ETA-3400 Microprocessor Trainer
Accessory converts the ET-3400A into
afull personal microcomputer system.

For 120/240 VAC, 50/60 Hz. The ETA-3400 measures 3' H x11"‘N x12D.
Kit ETA-3400, Shpg. wt. 8 lbs.

175.00

EWA-3400, Factory assembled and tested. Shpg. wt. 8 lbs.

275.00

ETA-3400-1, Optional 3K Chip Set, Shpg. wt. 1lb .

49.95
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Advanced Microprocessor Course: Program and interface the 6809 family
$9995

•Includes an assembled module
which converts your ET-3400 or
ET-3400A into an advanced
6809 microprocessor trainer
•This advanced microprocessor
has aflexible instruction
set with over 1400 different
commands available
•Text has 10 programming experiments which give you hands-on
experience with the 6809 family

Seven-unit course

Advanced — and effective — learning: Progress to programming and
interfacing the advanced 6809
microprocessor with the new Heathkit/Zenith
EE-3404 Advanced Microprocessor Course.
The seven-unit text covers 6809 programming and
interfacing completely: In Unit 1, you learn Fundamental 6809 Concepts and
Chip Structure — including the 6809 design philosophy, evolution and
improvements. 6809 Addressing Modes are discussed in Unit 2. Unit 3
covers 6809 Registers and Data Movement Instructions, while Arithmetic,
Logic and Test Instructions for the 6809 are taught in the fourth unit.
Branch and Miscellaneous Instructions are covered in Unit 5. The sixth unit
covers 6809/6809E Input and Output Signals — while 6809/6809E Interfacing and Applications are the subjects of the final unit.
Adapter module for trainer included: The course includes a special adapter
module which converts the ET-3400 or ET-3400A Microprocessor Trainer into
a 6809-based microprocessor trainer. This assembled module includes a
handy debugging routine, contained in the 2KB ROM monitor program.
Four appendices are included with the text: They include listings for the
6809/6809E Instruction Set and the 6820/6821 Peripheral Interface
Adapter (PIA), specification sheets for the MC6809/MC68A09/MC68B09,
MC6809E/MC68A09E/MC68809E, MC6829, MC6839, MC6842,

Includes 6809 module
for ET-3400 or ET-3400A
Microprocessor Trainer

10 hands-on experiments

MEK6809AC. MED6809D4 and MEK68KPD Microprocessors, and asummary of the MC6809 instruction set.
Hands-on programming experiments enhance your understanding of the subject:
Ten optional programming exercises, which use the ET-3400 or ET-3400A
Microprocessor Trainer (not included), reinforce the concepts presented in
the text.
Prerequisite: The prerequisite for taking the EE-3404 Advanced Microprocessor Course is successful completion of the EE-3401 Microprocessor
Course or equivalent knowledge.
Earn 3 Continuing Education Units and aCertificate of Achievement: Pass the
optional final examination, with a score of 70 percent or better, to receive
these items of recognition from Heathkit/Zenith Educational Systems.
Guaranteed: If you're not satisfied, return all course materials (less trainer) for
arefund of the purchase price.
EE-3404, Shpg. wt. 6 lbs.
99.95

Complete Voice Synthesis Course explains the latest fundamentals and techniques

▪
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•Covers voice synthesis hardware
and software
•Includes complete chip sets
for digitized and phoneme voice
synthesis
•Experiments in the text give
hands-on experience

l

Two popular voice synthesis
methods are covered
.\
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Get on speaking terms with your computer: The
'-\,•
Heathkiti Zenith EE-3403 Voice Synthesis Course
teaches you this state-of-the-art technique in an
I) RC»
easy-to-follow format with hands-on experiments
that will have your ET-3400 or ET-3400A Microprocessor Trainer talking to you in no time. This
five-unit course consists of a250-page text filled
with experiments in voice synthesis, along with
Includes two complete chip sets
the chip sets and other electronic components
and components for experiments
necessary to complete the experiments.
Lilleene----se'r
Covers two voice synthesis methods: The course
teaches both digitized voice synthesis (fixed vocabulary with human voice
Course covers subject completely: The five-unit text covers voice synthesis in a
qualities) and phoneme voice synthesis (which allows you to reproduce any
clear, concise manner. You'll also learn the basic hardware and software
English word).
necessary for breadboarding computer-synthesized speech — and the programming and interfacing you'll need for both digitized and phoneme voice
Practical course features a great deal of experimentation: EE-3403 cuts
synthesis. And it prepares you to write machine code programs tailored for the
through the technical fog and gets right down to how to program and inteface
ET-3400 and ET-3400A Microprocessor Trainers.
the two most popular voice synthesis methods. The course is also valuable in
helping you understand the alternatives available in speech synthesis. It can
When you complete this course, you'll be able to make your Heathkit/Zenith
be areal money-saver to adesign engineer, for example, who wants to explore
ET-3400 or ET-3400A Microprocessor Trainer (necessary for the course —see
the wide range of capabilities and problems of various synthesizers.
page 36) talk. Prerequisites for Voice Synthesis are the EC-6800 Introduction
Complete chip sets for digitized and phoneme voice synthesis are included:
to Microprocessors Course (page 42) and the EE-3401 Introduction to
Microprocessors Course (page 36) —or equivalent knowledge.
1. The digitized chip set contains both aROM chip and asynthesizer chip —
featuring avocabulary totaling more than 200 words.
Earn 3 Continuing Education Units and aCertificate of Achievement: Pass the
optional final examination with a70% or better score.
2. The phoneme synthesizer is self-contained on asingle chip.
EE-3403, Shpg. wt. 4lbs.
129.95
If purchased separately, the chip sets alone would cost over $150.
e ite
.
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Learn more about interfacing microprocessors —and about advanced microprocessors
•The first low-cost course
which deals with
microprocessor interfacing
concepts and techniques

Easy-to-understand text
has 11 learning units

eAdvance your education after
completing EE-3401
successfully (or gaining
equivalent knowledge)
•750-page text has 10 all-new
hands-on interfacing
experiments: all components
necessary for experiments
included

-

111

I

$9995

Heathkit/Zenith Educational Systems now offers three effective
courses in the microprocessor
field with the Microprocessor
Interfacing Course offering more
advanced knowledge.

The first low-cost educational course in its field: Now you can afford to add to
your knowledge of microprocessors and interfacing, with the EE3402 Microprocessor Interfacing Course from HeathkitiZenith Educational Systems.
Picks up where the EE-3401 Microprocessor ends: Designed for people who have
a working knowledge of microprocessor fundamentals and desire to gain
additional knowledge about microprocessor interfacing techniques and more
advanced microprocessors, the EE-3402 Microprocessor Interfacing Course is
the natural starting point to expand knowledge after completing EE-3401.
Course materials: This Heathkit/Zenith educational course consists of a
750-page text, divided into 11 learning units, with 10 experiments to provide
hands-on experience in microprocessor interfacing —as well as all the
components necessary to perform those experiments.

Unit 7discusses the 6809 Advanced Microprocessor in depth. Among the areas
covered are the register structure and instruction set, addressing modes
(including inherent, immediate, direct, extended, register, indexed, indirect
and relative addressing) and interface lines.
The 68000 Advanced Microprocessor is introduced in three parts — Units 8,9 and
10. Addressing modes, the instruction set, interface lines, process states and
exception processing and other areas are covered.
Additional text material included: Appendices to the course text include data
sheets and asummary of the 6800 family of microprocessors.
Check your progress as you go: Unit examinations, included with each unit of
the course, help you check your progress through the course material.

The text, contained in two attractive vinyl binders, concentrates on teaching
additional microprocessor interfacing techniques: However, it also provides
in-depth coverage of the 6800 family of microprocessors —and introduces the
student to the powerful 6809 and 68000 microprocessors.
Unit 1, Advanced PIA Interfacing and Analog Conversion, discusses fundamental
concepts of the Peripheral Interface Adapter (PIA), PIA addressing, PIA
initialization, 1;0 control techniques (using the PIA), digital-to-analog
converters and analog-to-digital converters. Serial data formats and standards,
asynchronousisynchronous transmission and ASCII coding, parallel -to -serial
conversion and the Asynchronous Communications Interface Adapter (ACIA)
are covered in Serial Data Communications, Unit 2.
Unit 3, Peripheral Devices, teaches the fundamentals of standard serial
conversion (TTURS-232C, TTL/20 mA current loop. RS-232C/20 mA current
loop, TTUKCS and modems), peripheral I/O devices (the teletypewriter, printer.
CRT terminal and TV receiver output) and mass storage peripheral devices
(audio cassette and floppy disk systems).
Memory Devices, Unit 4, covers dynamic random access memory (RAM) and
read-only memory (ROM —as well as bubble, charge-coupled (CCD) and
Josephson junction memory devices. Dynamic versus static RAM, the
MC M4116 dynamic RAM, mask-programmed ROM, programmable ROM
(PROM), electrical erasable ROM (EEROM) and the 2708 EPROM are explored.
Unit 5 discusses Programmable Timers — including general concepts of
programmable timers, addressing, initializing and operating the 6840
programmable timer module (PTM), timer output mode tasks and timer input
mode tasks. The 6800 Family of Microprocessors (including the 6808, 6802,
6801, 6803 and 6805) and their development are covered in Unit 6.

The courses's 10 hands-on experiments are in Unit 11 of the text:
Experiment

Required accessory: The Heathkit ET-3400 or ET-3400A Microprocessor Trainer
(p. 36) is necessary to perform the experiments in this course.
Money-back guarantee: As with all Heathkit/Zenith courses, the Microprocessor
Interfacing Course carries amoney-back guarantee. If you're not satisfied,
return the course materials for arefund (not applicable to trainer).
EE-3402, Shpg. wt. 11 lbs.

Includes two courses and trainer: Both the popular EE-3401 Microprocessor
Course and the EE-3402 Microprocessor Interfacing Course are included in
the EES-3402 package. You also get the versatile Heathkitdenith ET-3400A
Microprocessor Trainer. necessary to perform the experiments in both courses.
If you purchased these items separately, your cost would be $429.85.

Alaska. Hawaii and Michigan Residents: Call 616-982-3411

Display Multiplexing, using the PIA
I/O Control and Handshaking, using the PIA
Analog-to-Digital (AID) Conversion and ADC Interfacing
Parallel-to-Serial Conversion, using the 6850 ACIA
Serial Standard Conversion
2708 EPROM Programming
ROM/EPROM Interfacing
6840 PTM Output
6840 PTM Input
6809 Software Operation

Prerequisite: The EE-3401 Microprocessor Course (pages 36 and 37) should be
successfully completed before starting this course.

SAVE $30.00 on complete microprocessor education

ONLY 399.85

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

Amultitude of components are included with the Mine: These components help
you perform the experiments. They include a6821 PIA, a6850 ACIA, a2708
EPROM, a6840 PTM, an analog-to-digital (AID) converter, an RS-232C Serial
Interface Driver and Receiver, an optoisolator and other TTL chips.
Continuing Education Units (CEUs) available: Passing the optional final
examination, with agrade of 70% or better, will earn 7.0 Continuing Education
Units and aCertificate of Achievement.

Save by purchasing the complete package: Heathkit/Zenith Educational
Systems offers acomplete microprocessor education package, at alower cost
than if you purchased all of the components separately.

SAVE $30.00! EES-3402, Shpg. wt. 49 lbs.

Includes all components
necessary for experiments

10 hands-on experiments

99.95

Includes LE -3401 and EE-3402 courses
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Trainer also included
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Advanced Electronics Series conveys specialized information
in an easy-to-learn, hands-on format
Whether you're an electronics professional, student or hobbyist, the Heathkit/Zenith Electronics
Technology Series is a rewarding way to get the
latest information. Discover the easy, fast, fun
way to learn —with our Self-Instruction Courses.

They're economical and flexible, too. Experiments follow concise text presentation —components included —and the ET-3300A Trainer gets
you working. Classroom versions of these
Heathkit/Zenith courses are on p. 43.

Get the latest on Optoelectronics with this thorough course
Basic optical terms and concepts are presented
here in their most current contexts. Course covers the types of available light sources and optoelectronic displays — including driving and
multiplexing. Acquaints you with light-sensitive
components such as photodiodes, phototransistors, solar cells and optocouplers — their design
and applications. Laser and fiber optics theory
and operation are also discussed.
Parts for experiments included. Required for experiments: ET-3300A. Recommended: milli -

ameter and voltmeter — or a VTVM like the
1M-5218 (p. 51) and a scope like the 10-4105
(p. 65). Prerequisites: DC and AC (EE-3101A
and -3102A, pgs. 32-33) or equivalent; some
experience in optics or electronics. 3 CEUs.
EE-105, Shpg. wt. 5 lbs.
Kit ET-3300A, Breadboard, 6 lbs.
ETW-3300A, Assem. Breadboard, 6 lbs.

59.95
99.95
169.95

SAVE $10.00 — Buy Course and Breadboard Kit.
EES-105A, Shpg. wt. 11 lbs.
149.90

Gain know-how of Active Filters at areasonable price
Course teaches proficiency in designing active
filters with op amps, plotting and predicting
frequency responses, designing and breadboarding first-order low- and high-pass filters, and
designing second- and higher-order filters,
bandpass and state variable filters.
ET-3300A or ET-3100B Breadboard required for
experiments (NOTE: ET-3100B, p.32, cannot be
used with other courses in Advanced Series). An
oscilloscope like the 10-4105 (p. 65) and a

frequency generator like the IG-1271 (p. 52) are
helpful. Prerequisite: EE-101 Op Amps or equivalent. 3 CEUs.
EE-102, Shpg. wt. 5 lbs.

34.95

Kit ET-3300A, Breadboard, 6 lbs.

99.95

ETW-3300A, Assem bled Breadboard
Shpg. wt. 6 lbs.

169.95

SAVE $10.00 — Buy Course and Breadboard Kit.
EES-102A, Shpg. wt. 11 lbs.
124.90

Understanding and using the versatile IC Timer
Understand the workings, functions, and applications of common IC timers — in output drive
circuits, time-delay relay circuits, wide-range
pulse generators, voltage/frequency converters,
freewheeling power-fail oscillators, timers, and
alarms. 348-page text is well-written; also
serves as a helpful electronics reference.
Durable vinyl binder housing; components for experiments included. Requires ET-3300A for experiments. Recommended: 10-4105 Oscillo-

scope (p. 65), IM-2260 Multimeter (p. 56) or
similar. Prerequisite: EE-3201 Digital Techniques Course (p. 35) or equivalent knowledge.
3 CEUs.
EE-103, Shpg. wt. 5 lbs.
Kit ET-3300A, Breadboard, 6 I
bs.
ETW-3300A, Assem. Breadboard, 6 I
bs.

39.95
99.95
169.95

SAVE $10.00 — Buy Course and Breadboard Kit.
EES-103A, Shpg. wt. 11 lbs.129.90

Learn about Phase-Locked Loops — and how to build them
Phase-Locked Loops and their ingredients — the
phase detector, loop filter and voltage-controlled
oscillator — are presented the simple, easy
Heathkit/Zenith way. Learn on this integral aspect of radio and TV communications at your
own pace. The 268-page text is thorough, and
the reviews and tests are helpful checkpoints.
Components for experiments included. ET-3300A
Trainer required for experiments. We also suggest aDC voltmeter like the I
M-5284 (p. 56) and

a single-trace oscilloscope like the 10-4105 (p.
65). To learn more efficiently, use an oscilloscope like the 10-4205 (p. 65) and an audio
signal generator like the IG-5218 (p. 52).
EE-104, Shpg. wt. 5 lbs.49.95
Kit ET-3300A, Breadboard, 6 lbs.
ETW-3300A, Assem. Breadboard, 6 lbs.

99.95
169.95

SAVE $10.00 — Buy Course and Breadboard Kit.
EES-104A, Shpg. wt. 13 lbs.139.90

Op Amps and ICs: presented in easy-to-digest units
Comprehensive 358-page text details measurements of common op amp parameters, basic op
amp linear circuits, integrator and differential
circuits, and design and performance of op amp
constant current sources. Also discusses current/voltage and voltage/current converters. Norton and BiFET op amps.
Components for experiments included; ET-3300A
required for experiments. Recommended: an oscilloscope like 10-4105 (p. 65), a multimeter
40/EDUCATION

like IM-2260 (p. 56). and afrequency generator
like IG-1271 (p. 56). Prerequisite: Basic Electronics (EE-3101A through 3104A, pgs. 31-34)
or equivalent knowledge. 3 CEUs.
EE-101, Shpg. wt. 5 lbs.
Kit ET-3300A, Breadboard, 6 lbs.
ETW-3300A, Assem. Breadboard, 6 I
bs.

39.95
99.95
169.95

SAVE $10.00 — Buy Course and Breadboard Kit.
EES-101A, Shpg. wt. 11 lbs.
129.90
Credit Card Orders Call TOLL-FREE: 800-253-0570

Breadboard for advanced
experiments, circuit design

Learn Linear Circuits the hands-on way

'49"
î
sed
-it

e Solderless sockets save time

'99C

• Hefty built-in power supply
• Current limiting for short
circuit protection
• Build this Trainer yourself and
save $70

Master advanced electronics skills: Use the
high-quality ET-3300A Laboratory Electronic
Breadboard from Heathkit/Zenith Educational
Systems. Solderless sockets make it quick and
easy to perform experiments, test components
and design circuits — and they're flexible
enough to accommodate any size dual in-line
integrated circuit package.
Suggested to complete experiments: Use the
ET-3300A Laboratory Electronic Breadboard to
complete the experiments in the following
Heathkit/Zenith Advanced Electronics
Courses :the EE-101 Op-Amps Course, the
EE-103 IC Timers Course, the EE-104 PhaseLocked Loops Course and the EE-105 Optoelectronics Course. The Breadboard can also
be used with the EE-102 Active Filters Course.
Safety protection: The ET-3300A's built-in
power supply is current-limited at rated current
to protect against short circuits. It also cuts
down set-up time, and does away with tangling,
intrusive wires. The power supply provides +5
VDC (±4%) current at 1.5 Amps, +12 VDC
current at 100 milliamps or —12 VDC current
(-±2%) at 100 mA.
Build the versatile ET-3300A Laboratory Electronic Breadboard yourself — and save abig $70:
Or purchase the completely assembled and
tested ETW-3300A Laboratory Breadboard. Requires 120 VAC, 60 Hz power. Listed by Underwriters' Laboratories. Overall dimensions of the
ET-3300 are 31/
2"H x 12" W x 12" D (8.89 x
30.48 x30.48 cm).
Kit ET-3300A, Shpg. wt. 6 lbs.
99.95
ETW-3300A, Assembled, Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. 169.95

SAVE $55 on skills package
Discount offer on Heathkit/Zenith Advanced Electronic Series and ET-3300A
Laboratory Circuit Breadboard Kit
(EE-101 Op Amps Course, EE-102 Active Filters Course, EE-103 IC Timers
Course, EE-104 Phase-Locked Loops
Course and EE-105 Optoelectronics
Course).
Purchased
separately,
$324.70. Order this system now, and
start expanding your electronics skills.
EES-1015A, 34 lbs.
269.70

•Build each circuit as you learn
•Deals with basic circuits and
modifications
•Includes 86 parts (worth over
$45) for building over 30
linear circuits

Study and build a circuit "file" series. The concisely arranged explanations and diagrams in this
course move smoothly into the
hands-on experience you require, in logical progressive order. The course describes acircuit and
how it operates, presents a complete schematic,
and details several modifications. Bipolar transistors, field-effect transistors, the 555 timer and
741 op amp linear circuits are covered.
All the parts you'll need to build various amplifiers,
oscillators, astable and monostable multivibrators, pulse position and pulse width modulators,
active filters and more are provided.
The Linear Circuits Course is time-efficient, economical. Because it's a Heathkit/Zenith Self-Instruction Course. you set your own study hours,
save money on equivalent college or technical
school courses. Move quickly through concepts

re

*
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you understand right away; spend more time on
those you have difficulty with.
We recommend using our ET-3300A Trainer, but
all circuits can be constructed and tested on your
own breadboards. To observe circuit operation,
you'll need a voltmeter like the IM-5218 (page
51) and an oscilloscope like the 10-4205 (page
65). DC and AC Electronics, and Semiconductor
Devices Courses (EE-3101A to -3103A, pgs.
32-33) or equivalent knowledge is aprerequisite.
Earn 4.0 Continuing Education Units with a 70%
grade on the optional final exam.
EH-701, Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.
49.95

Learn TTL and CMOS circuits by doing
$5995
-rucycs
Guts

•Circuit "file" format
•Components provided worth
over $70
• Uses the natural learn-by-doing
approach.
You'll be building circuits right
away: Simply study the concise
text and diagrams, then begin constructing circuits yourself.

You'll develop your skills when it's convenient for
you, at a comfortable pace. The modular format
progresses logically through over 50 circuit types,
including the 7447 BCD to seven-segment decoder, the D- and J-K-type edge-triggered flipflops, the four bit adder. the CMOS 100-kHz
crystal oscillator, and the quad bilateral switch.
This course is also an economical way to learn —
you'll save the cost of a college or tech-school
course, use parts with a retail value of more than
the $59.95 cost of the course!
These state-of-the-art circuits can be built with
your own breadboard and power supplies, or use
the ET-3300A Trainer. To observe circuit opera -

o
o..
tion, you'll need a voltmeter like the IM-5218
(p. 51) or equivalent, and an oscilloscope like
the 10-4205 (p. 65). Courses in AC and DC
Electronics, and Semiconductor Devices (or other
experience) are prerequisites — EE-3101A
through -3103A on pages 32-33.
Earn 6 CEUs: Score 70% on optional final exam.
EH-702, Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.
59.95
SAVE $30! Purchase the EH-701 Linear Circuits
and EH-702 TTL/ CMOS Circuits Courses together. If purchased separately, $109.90.
EHS-712, Shpg. wt. 6 lbs.
79.90

Practical, fun soldering course

17"

• Equipment hints provided
• Useful for amateur or pro

Proper soldering techniques mean quality; this
course teaches professional soldering skills in a
highly-detailed, easy-,to-follow format. Circuit
board, components and solder are provided for
construction of a two-transistor light oscillator.
Requires a soldering iron and small hand tools
(described on page 50).
E1-3133, Shpg. wt. 1lb.

Z
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Alaska, Hawaii and Michigan Residents Call 616-982-3411
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"It's twelve-thirty AM"

"One hour thirty-five minutes elapsed"

Talking Digital Clock has alarm, timer, stopwatch

s79g5

•Fits in ashirt pocket; accurate to

5sec/month

• Programmable memory recalls up to 10 steps; auto-step sequencing
and microprocessor accuracy offers more versatility than dial timers

• Amateur radio clubs! — add time to your repeater IDs
Speech synthesis technology makes possible the clock that talks. On your
desk or on the go, Talking Time will keep you apace of any schedule. It's a
fully digital alarm clock with multi-function liquid crystal display — and ten
hour elapsed timer that can tell the time in anatural 'voice' when you press
a button, or at preset 1, 5 or 30 minute intervals. Quartz accurate time is
displayed continuously. As astopwatch. it records accumulated time and
speaks lap time at preset intervals. Use it to time sports, speeches, travel
time, darkroom work and many other events that require precise feedback.
A soft voice and music will wake you with time, melody and "Please hurry!"
reminders 5 and 10 minutes after alarm setting. Includes chime and
Boccherini's Minuet, variable volume. 2AA cells. tiltstand and handstrap.
GDP-1660, Assembled. Shpg. wt. 1lb.

Start getting consistent film developing quality

79.95

FM Wireless Intercom System keeps you in touch

Great photos will result with the Programmable Darkroom Timer! It features a
4-digit. 12 -hour LED clock to time developing and enlarging steps. Alarm
settings are marked at 1. 30 or 60 second intervals in any combination, or
once at the end of acycle. Ten second end-of-cycle alarm tells you when to
begin pouring from the tank. Enlarger and safelight outlets toggled so one
turns on when the other goes off. Optional Auxiliary Outlet turns on externa:
device (such as color drum) during countdowns in Process mode. Optiona'
foot switches make operation even easier. Metal case. 123/240 VAC.
Kit PT-1500, Shag. wt. 5 lbs.

10.95

PTA-1500-2, Optional Dual Foot Switch. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.

26.95

Ultra-efficient Ultrasonic Cleaner purges dirt
• Handles those almost-impossible special cleaning chores

• Pio bothersome hookups — operates through your present house wiring
• Pleasant call tone with variable volume alerts all other units

Each intercom unit is an FM transceiver with solid-state circuitry that con;umes so little power you can even leave them on all the time at very low cost.
Dictate switch locks the intercom in the Talk mode for hands-free operation
Dr continuous monitoring of baby's room.
four voice is transmitted over the wiring in your home, which also supplies the
Dperating voltage for each unit. A large 3"s peaker and up to 3
4 watts of audio
/
power broadcast your voice clearly. Sturdy, high impact cabinet has a simuated woodgrain look measures 8.6" H x 3" W x 5.75" D and may be wallmounted for convenience. At least two stations (sold separately) required.
Kit GO-1114, Shpg. we 3 lbs.
434/HOME PRODUCTS

each station 49.95

14.95

PTA-1500-1, Optional Single Foot Switch. Shpg. wt. 1lb.

• Phased-locked loop circuit provides quiet, clear voice transmissions

iere's awireless intercom you can use anywhere indoors — from baby's room to
aundry, from garage to kitchen — as long as the units are on the same AC
Dower feed. Simply plug each unit into an outlet and you're ready to keep in
:ouch. Lightweight and portable. they move from room to room with you
Drder as many as you need for complete communications.

129.95

PTA-1500-3, Optional Auxiliary Outlet, Shpg. wt. 1 lb.

FAST. EASY
2-EVENING KIT

• Cleans and sanitizes any precious items that might be
damaged by abrasive scrubbing or harsh cleaning agents
• Flatter yourself with brighter, more eye-catching jewelry

This scientific method is the fastest, most effective way :o deep clean dirt,
stains and undissolved solids from watch parts, glass. coins, components,
dentures, paint brushes. etc. Fine jewelry sparkles like new!
Simply fill the stainless steel tank with a safe cleaning solution, place dirtied
objects in the tank, set the timer — and the efficient Ultrasonic Cleaner does
the rest! You'll be amazed how quickly and easily your possessions come
clean. How does it work? The 41 kiloHertz mechanical motion of the tank
creates microscopic bubbles within the contaminants. These grow and collapse rapidly, forcing cleaning solution through the impurities so they can be
completely dissolved and rinsed away. 4.6" H x5.8" W x 11" D. 120 VAC.
Professional artists, jewelers and watchmakers have used the ultrasonic
method for years; now this low-cost kit lets you take advantage of the process.
Kit GD-1151, Shpg. wt. 5 lbs.
117.95

2

10 Credit Card Orders Call TOLL-FREE: 800-253-0570

Listen to thousands of stations from all over the
earth with aZenith Trans-Oceanic - Radio
• Receives AM, FM, 40 channel CB, international SW, 160-10
meter Amateur Radio CW/SSB, time and navigation stations,
Longwave, Marine and VHF Weather, Ship-to-ship, VHF aircraft
traffic control, Fire. Police and Public Services on 12 scaled bands
The Trans-Oceanic is asuperior, multi-band world receiver with many advanced
engineering and control features formerly found only on commercial and
military radios. It offers awider variety of listening adventure via its comprehensive frequency coverage and special signal-capturing functions.
Integrated circuit technology gives you higher performance — improved sensitivityselectivity clear reception and easier operating convenience.
It's also aradio direction finder to supplement primary navigation equipment.
This is particularly useful to yachting enthusiasts when out of sight of land.
Use the built-in Azimuth Dial to home-in on aknown station and guide your
craft to shore — or determine your position by finding two separate station
signals and triangulating their vectors on achart.
Reliable, solid-state communications technology provides excellent results in
any climate. Quartz-crystal filters allow precise signal separation and eliminate interference from adjacent stations. A stable, gear-driven vernier/belt
tuning mechanism yields more exact tuning of single sideband and other
closely-spaced broadcasts. Dual gate MOSFET RF amplifier circuitry reduces
strong signal overload. Has abuilt-in Wavemagnetn" ferrite rod antenna plus a
telescoping antenna, and connection provisions for three others.
Other features include: astation logging scale, world time zone map and time
adjustment dial, station marker, headphone jack and Operating Guide. Dual
voltage 120/240 VAC, 50/60 Hz capability for world-wide operation. Meets
UL and OSA standards for fire and electrical shock.
The Zenith Trans-Oceanic is your best choice in aquality all-band radio.
SWZ-7000, Assembled, Shpg. wt. 13 lbs.

.. WAS 379.95, NOW ONLY 299.95

SWZ-7000 SPECIFICATIONS: Frequency Ranges: LW Band. 170-450 kHz: AM Broadcast Band.
540-1600 kHz: SW 1 Band. 1.8-4.0 MHz: SW 2 Band. 4.0-7.4 MHz: SW 3 Band. 7.4-10.4
MHz: SW 4 Band. 11.0-15.5 MHz: SW 5 Band. 15.5-22.0 MHz: SW 6 Band. 22.0-30.0 MHz:
SW 7Band. 26 8-27.5 MHz (electronically spread to allow increased tuning range for the 40 CB
channels): FM Broadcast Band. 88-108 MHz: VHF Aircraft Band. 108-136 MHz: VHF High
Band. 144-174 MHz: RF Amp Circuits: Dual-gate MOSFET. 8F0 and SU Product Detector: Crystalzontrolled. Spurious Signal Rejection: Provided by double-balanced integrated circuit (IC) mixers.
Meters: FM Tuning & Signal Strength Battery Level. Controls: Volume, Tone. RF Gain, Squelch.
Lining & Fine Tuning. Switches: AFC ANL. Bandwidth Selector. AM SSB. Dial Ught & Power On
Dff. Power Requirements: Eignt 1.5 V "D" cells (not included) or. 120 240 VAC. 50 60 Hz.
Detachable AC power cord included which stores inside pack panel. Dimensions: 9.4 -H x14" W
6.5 D (23 8 x35.7 . 16.7 cm). with handle fold-down. Net Weight: 13.75 lbs.

Electronic Metronome aids practice precision
• Variable beats per minute for
more efficient tempo-teaching
FAST, EASY
I-EVENING
KIT

• No springs; operates on two 9v
batteries for long performance
• Handsome cherry-finish birch
cabinet with non-marring feet

When you spend many careful hours
practicing music craft, it makes great
sense to invest the same amount of
committment in your instruments
and tools to achieve professional results. The Heathkit Electronic Metronome was designed with exactly that
purpose in mind. Both music students and teachers alike will appreciate its fine appearance and precise
accuracy. Whatever your instrument,
the Electronic Metronome will maintain a steady beat so you can practice at the correct tempo. A finelyscaled front panel knob turns the
unit on and is continuously variable
between 40 and 210 beats per minute. A rear panel control adjusts the
volume from asoft tapping to aloud. conventional "tick-tock" rhythm.
The Electronic Metronome even includes ahandy chart label that the builder
can affix to the bottom of the cabinet so the musician can relate the number
of beats per minute to tempos in different time signatures.
It's the practical and efficient way to practice any music and achieve the
desired results. The kit can be assembled in an hour or two. Most parts are
mounted on asingle circuit board. The only tools needed are asoldering iron,
scissors, screw-driver, wire cutters, and a pair of pliers. A short series of
simple test and calibration adjustments insures that the rate of control is
marking perfect tempo. Powered by two long life 9V batteries (not included).
Dimensions: 6.75" I-1x 3.75" W x D. Treat yourself or the musician in your
life and order one today — surprise someone with aChristmas-wrapped kit!
Kit TD-1257, Shg. wt. 2 lbs.
24.95
'
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Alaska. Hawaii and Michigan Residents: Call 616-982-3411

Digital Thermometer fulfills all temperature needs

'49"

• Higfq accurate and super reliable — ideal for medical,
photography and many other applications
• Hospitals prefer the non-poisonous safety of digital

Got acold? Developing pictures? Fixing ababy's bath? The safe and dependable
Digital Thermometer will deliver perfect readings in the darkroom, kitchen.
nursery, or on the road — wherever you need accurate temperatures in ahurry.
The highly visible red display never needs calibration or a mercury "shakedown." Senses from 32' to 230°F (0' to 110°C) with
0.2`F (s0.1°C)
biomedical accuracy and 0.5% overall accuracy with 0.1° For C resolution.
No more squinting or guessing! Solid-state circuitry assures precise, easy -toread 4-digit temperature in as little as 10 seconds. A flashing decimal warns
of low battery condition. This micro-marvel weighs only 5.5 ounces and fits
comfortabiy in your hand. It's protected by an attractive high-impact case
and operates on one 9VDC battery (not included) up to ayear under normal
use. When speed and accuracy count, trust and rely on electro-therm!
GD-1226, Assembled and tested. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.
49.95
HOME PRODUCTS/45

All three Sounders feature
noise rejection circuitry.

HEATH HAS ABETTER MARINE VALUE!

Bottom contours and deepwater
fish can't hide from the Seeker'

Dual Range Fish Spotter always
delivers professional results

• Get permanent record of best spot; and depths

•All solid-state circuitry for improved sensitivity
and dependable readings every time

•One chart can last for 13 continuous hours
The Heathkit Seeker Chart Recording Depth Sounder
is asuper-sensitive fish-finder with greater accuracy than conventional units, so you can return
again and again to where the fish concentrate. It's
bottom-recording accuracy makes it avaluable
navigation aid for following coast lines and mapping lake bottoms. Best of all, it's priced at about 1
/
3
the cost of comparable recording depth sounders.
You get awider picture of what's below: An extrawide beam 50 kHz transducer, three depth ranges
(5 to 200; 200-400' or 400-600'), sensitivity
and special "white line" controls allow you to mark
more fish and set your line accordingly. Switchcontrolled marker puts vertical line on chart for
reference. Rugged, water-tight housing has locking
hinged panel for quick chart roll repracement, and
lighted front panel for night reading. Gimbal mount
lets you install the Seeker anywhere, and remove it
for theft protection or storage. Includes one roll of
chart paper. Operates on boat's 12 VDC system.
Kit MI-2910-1, with thru-hul Itransducer & 30'
cable, Shpg. wt. 17 lbs
349.95
Kit MI-2910-2, with transom-mount transducer &
30' cable, Shpg. wt. 17 lbs.
349.95
MIA-2910-1, two rolls of chart paper, 2I
bs .10.95
Save $15.75! MIS-2910-1, 12 rolls, 12 I
bs. .. 49.95

A Heathkit Deluxe Fish Spotter should be standard
tackle for any serious angler. It can help increase
the size and weight of your catches by detecting
fish swimming between the surface and any preset
depth you choose. Two ranges, 0-60 or 0-240 feet,
insure the high accuracy and definition so important in an instrument of this type. Fish entering the
transducer's ultrasonic range will trigger an audible alarm as abright neon indicator shows the exact
depth. Relatively small variations in fish location
can be observed while your boat is in motion.

Dual-Range Depth Sounder can
double as athermocline finder
• Navigate safely; find one or aschool of fish
• Protect your hull from scrapes or puncture

119.95

Whether you're fishing, cruising or scuba diving, this
Dual Range Depth Sounder adds extra safety
measure to your boating season pleasure. When
selected, ahigh-pitched beeping alarm alerts you
to shoals or submerged objects projecting above
any preset depth from 5to 240 feet, thus eliminating the need for continuous visual monitoring. Two
ranges, one for depths to 60 feet and one for depths
to 240 feet, provide extremely accurate readings.
Underwater objects located above apreset depth
trigger abright neon flash alongside the perceived
depth from the object on one of two circular scales.
In addition to its use as afine navigational instrument, asensitivity control aids in discriminating
between bottom readings and those returned by
single or schools of fish. Water-resistant, black
Cycolac case has aglare-free bezel with sun shield
and super bright neon indicator to make depth
reading easy day or night. Gimbal mount and
quick-disconnect power and transducer leads
allow for easy removal when your boat is not in use.
Powered by your boat's 12 VDC battery.

Scanning Transducer Bracket: (Not shown) For use
with MI-2901. C-clamp mounting, scans 361W
locks in any position. Accepts 11/8" transducer.
Kit MIA-2900-1, Shpg. wt. 4 lbs.
34.95

Kit MI-1031-1, with thru-hull transducer 8, 25'
cable, Shpg. wt. 8 lbs.
114.95
Kit MI-1031-2, with transom transducer & 25'
cable, Shpg. wt. 8 lbs.
114.95

Two precision instruments in one portable package:
MI-2901 will stand duty as a dependable depth
sounder for navigation through unknown waters,
ano' search underwater areas to determine the best
fishing spots. Has sensitivity control, corrosionresistant aluminum case, sun-shielded dial and
watertight ceramic transducer element with suction cup mount. Powered by two 6-volt lantern
batteries (not included). Take it with you in any
boat and come home with more fish in your cooler!
Kit MI-2901, Shpg. wt. 8lbs.

•
YES. I'd like my friends to know Ihandcraft my kits with special care and pride.
I'd like to have_ solid brass name plate(s) with my name engraved on them. I
understand the price of $2.00 for one plate, and the price of $1.60 each for two or
more plates covers first-class postage and handling. I've enclosed $
with my
regular kit purchase for my personalized GDP-1225 Brass Name Plate(s).
Please print your name plainly in capital letters using amaximum of 14 characters
(including spaces) in the boxes provided below.

Brass Name Plate adds prestige to your kit

$
200

Name•
Address.
City:
GDP-1225

46/MARINE

State:
Zip•

'1"

for one
plate
each, 2
or ITIOre

Be proud of your kitbuilding skill! Hand-made quality and
the pride of craftsmanship helped make our nation great.
Adding your name to akit product reflects the painstaking care you've invested in it. The Heathkit Name Plate is
made of solid brass, brushed to ajeweler's finish and has
aself-adhesive backing for easy, no-mess application. Fill
Out the adjacent coupon and include it with your order of
Heathkit products from this catalog.

WO* Credit Card Orders Call TOLL-FREE: 800-253-0570

Sailboaters! Powerboaters! The low-cost
Heathkit Speedometer/Trip Log gives you
outstanding speed and log accuracy

$129"

• Keeps track of your boat's speed and distance with
-±- 5% accuracy, updated 30 times per minute
•Designed to be used on all types of hulls
• Priced 50% lower than comparable models

Upgrade your boat by installing the low-cost, but highly accurate Heathkit Digital
Speedometer/Trip Log. For sailors, it allows you to trim sails for maximum
racing speed. For fishermen, it lets you control boat speed for the best lure
action, and mark distances to your favorite "hot spots." For powerboat owners.
it improves navigation for reduced fuel consumption. And for water skiers, it
lets you earmark speeds for safe towing of one or more skiers.

Heathkit

a

The most accurate speedometer/log of its kind! The Heathkit Digital Speedometer/Log features integrated circuits for precise speed and readouts. These
circuits, which include 3active filters, constantly compute and update your
average speed every 2seconds with -2:5% accuracy. In addition, the circuits
and filters also keep track of distance traveled with-the same accuracy. And,
you get this accuracy no matter what type of boat hull you have, because the
Speedometer/Trip Log also features aspecial adjustment control that enables
you to fine-tune the circuits to the shape of your hull.
It features an easy-to-read display that shows speed and distance: Our Speedometer/Trip Log's readout is an automatic backlighted display with three 1"
digits. With the flip of aswitch, it will readout speed in mph (or knots), from .1
to 40 mph; or tell you distance traveled from 0to 99 miles (or nautical miles).
It's tough and durable: The housing, including the on-off and speed/distance
switches, is completely sealed for protection against salt spray and corrosion.
It's available in two models: you can order the M1-2958 Speedometer/Trip Log
for your sailboat or the MI-2956 Speedometer/Trip Log for power boat. What's
more, you have achoice of transducers to correctly match the necessary
transmitting unit to your individual hull. Just pick the MIA-2950 thru-hull
transducer or the MIA-2950-2 transom-mount transducer.
1 Kit MI-2958, Sailboat SpeedometerTrip Log. Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. .... 129.95

Transom-mount Transducer

Kit MI-2956, Powerboat Speedometer/Trip Log, Shpg. wt. 4 lbs.

37.95

MIA-2950-2, Transom-Mount Transducer, Shpg. M. 2lbs

27.95

mi-29se &MI-2956

SPECIFICATIONS: Speed Range: 0 1to 45 mph or knots Log Range: 0 to 99.9
mi es or nautical m ies, auto reset @ 100 Speed and log accuracy: 15% Display: 3 digit
non-blinking with automatic backlighting. Display Update: 2 seconds Power Req: 11 to 16 VD ,
:
from boat's system or 2-6 VDC lantern batteries), reverse pplarity protected Dim: MI-2958: .5.diam. by 41
/"deep. Requires a41
2
/"hole for mount cg MI-2956: 21
2
2 "H u 7 0" w x51
/
2 D
/

• Detects changes in depth from 2to 499 feet
•Alerts you to depth changes audibly & visually
• Built-in, adjustable keel offset for greater accuracy

Pays for itself if it sounds the alarm just once! Agreat aid for coastal navigation.
Features self-adjusting range selection that monitors water's depth from 2' to
499: Also has aself-adjusting gain for accurate depth readings in fresh or salt
water. Crystal oscillator updates depth readings every 0.9 seconds. Big,
easy-to-read LCD display with auto night light shows depth in 0.1' 'increments
from 2' to 9.9: tells depth in 1' intervals from 10' to 499:
Has 5alarm settings at 2; 4: 10; 20; and 40: Built-in keel offset automatically
subtracts displacement hull depths for exact depth readings. Made from
weather-resistant materials. Back connector for MI-2917 or MI-2918 Remotes.
Kit MI-2916-1, Depth Sounder with Thru-Hull Transducer, 8 lbs. .... 174.95
Kit MI-2916-2, Depth Sounder with Transom-Mount Transducer, 7 lbs. 164.95
Kit MI-2916-3, Depth Sounder with Flush-Mount Transducer, 8 lbs. ... 184.95
MI-2916 SPECIFICATIONS: Frequency: 200 Hz Accuracy: .5%. -I count. External Control: On -off
switch Operating Temperature Range: 37F to 127F. (OC to 5CfC) Power Requirements: 10 to 17 7
VDC Dimensions: 21
2 ' Ht 7 0" W y5
/
2 "D. (6 4 y17.8 ,c 14.0 cm ,
/
1

I: SAVE! on these Digital Remote repeater stations
Works off the MI-2916 above. Features same display, sealed cabinet,
independent alarm settings, keel-offset capability; includes 25-ft connector
cable. SAVE $50.001 Was $119.95, now reduced to $69.95. Same overall
dimensions as MI-2916, with tilt-view mount bracket.
Kit MI-2917, Shpg. wt. 4 lbs.

69.95

E SAVE! on Flush-mount Digital Readout for Sailboats
5" diameter, operates like MI-2917. SAVE 628.00! Requires MI-2916.
Kit MI-2918, Remote with visual warning only, Wt. 4 lbs.
Kit MIA-2918-1. Audio warning alarm for MI-2918. Wt. 1lb.
Alaska, Hawaii and Michigan Residents: Call 616-982-3411

89.95
19.95

.. 129.95

MIA-2950-1, Thru-Hull Transducer. Shpg. wt. 2lbs.

Automatic, dual-range Digital Depth Sounder has
five selectable alarm depths for added safety

$174"

Thru-hull
. Transducer

Delivers depth reading
and proximity alarms to
helmsman via remote repeaters below

EASY ORDERING INFORMATION
BY PHONE: NOW YOU CAN CALL
TOLL-FREE! 800-253-0570
NOW ORDER TOLL-FREE: 800-253-0570 using your Heathkit Revolving
Charge (min. purchase $500) or Visa or MasterCard credit cards (min. purchase $10). Call toll-free between 8:00 A.M. and 8:00 RM. Eastern Time
Monday through Friday. Alaska, Hawaii and Michigan orders, or after 8:00 P.M.
and weekends, call 616-982-3411. For quick handling and prompt service,
please fill out the order form at right before calling. Have credit card handy.
For parts orders, please call Customer Service, 616-982-3571. For technical
service consult the phone directory on page 49.
Please follow these simple steps so we can
handle your order quickly:
• Use the handy order form at right.
eWrite your name exactly the same way, each time you order.
•Give your complete address with full details. Include your
ZIP Code and daytime phone number in case we have to call
you about your order.
•For UPS deliveries to rural route or RO. Box addresses, please give complete
delivery information.
•When you fill out the form, include: 1) quantity, 2) model number, 3)
description, 4) price, and 5) shipping weight. Figure out and write down the
shipping and handling charges for each item from the rate chart at right.
•Please use separate sheet to order parts, manuals or for any correspondence.

BY MAIL:

TERMS: •Heath Revolving Charge Plan. No money down. Up to two

years to pay. Minimum order required to open or add-on to
account, $500. We encourage down payments to reduce
,
monthly payments and finance charges. Follow the instrucchcarg-a•kit tions on reverse side of order form. Be sure to sign charge
agreement. Sorry. we cannot accept HRC orders for replacement parts. Use credit cards below.
• MasterCard and Visa credit plans. Use your MasterCard or
viSA
Visa credit cards to charge Heathkit products. Just fill in your
\MOO
credit card number in the spaces provided on the order form.
Include card expiration date and sign the order form. NOTE:
We now accept credit card orders for replacement parts.
Commercial Accounts. Net 30-day terms available to
companies with rated credit.
• Educational Accounts. Net 30-day terms available to Patterson-listed
educational institutions. Authorized purchase order is required.
• Note: All credit orders subject to Heath Credit Department approval.

Commercial, Educational, and Industrial Sales:
• For quotations or quantity discount information on any Heath product, kit or
wired, write or call Marketing Services Department, 616-982-3454. For
quantities of 250 or more of any Heath product, kit or wired, write or call
Contract Sales Department, 616-982-3519. Private labeling, custom
packaging, or design modifications can be made to meet your specific needs.
• Note: Quantity discounts apply to single models only, not combination
orders, special offers, or systems.

SPECIAL SHIPPING AND HANDLING:
•MOTOR FREIGHT ITEMS -Items indicated Motor Freight exceed weight or
size limitations of UPS or Parcel Post. Examples are TV's, organs, some
speaker systems, garage door mechanisms, antennas, etc. They are shipped
with freight charges collect. If one item on your order is Motor Freight, all
items will be shipped Motor Freight. Consult your local motor freight carrier
for charges and type of service available in your area before ordering.
•APO/FPO Shipments - Use the following Zones to estimate costs: West
Coast -Zone 8; East Coast -Zone 5; Miami -Zone 6. PAL (Airlift Military)
carries packages by air transport for afee of $1.00 per package plus postage.
Parcel must weigh less than 30 lbs. and not exceed 60" in length and girth.
•SAM - Parcel must weigh less than 15 lbs. and not exceed 60" in length and
girth. Be sure to check with your local postmaster for exceptions to certain
APO or FPO numbers.
48/ORDERING INFORMATION

HOW TO FIGURE SHIPPING AND
HANDLING CHARGES
Find your zone number using Zone Chart below. Locate shipping weight e item•
in the first column of Rate Chart. Determine the shipping charge for the
corresponding area. Enter the shipping charge on order form.

RATE
CHART

$e.

lai.

18.2

I

Heath Shipping and
Handling Charges,
mailable items only.
See special shipping
and handling information for Motor
Freight items.
Your shipping and
ha ndl mg charges
are indicated in the
zone column across
from the shipping
weight.
NOTE: Blue Label
Service Area Zone A
covers: AR. CT. LA.
MA. ME. MS. NH. Ni.
ND, OK, RI. SO. VT.
PA (Philadelphia area
only). NY (New York
City) and Long Island).
Zone B011911ts: AZ.
CA. CO. FL. ID. MT,
NV. NM. OR. TX. UT.
WA. WY. Zone D
covers: HI (Honolulu).
Zone Ecovers:
AK (Anchorage).

ZONE
CHART

2484
3

Z...
4

511. 13

SHl
i

bai
S

Zen
8

Zest
7

I
LE :
Ls
@ 5 .75
9
, 15

hoe
8

Mt LAM
MRS IIVICE t14/0181
Um
24.
Zone
AL11
O
7

2.06
2.29
2.52

2.30
261
2.92

2.55
284
332

$1.91
248
3.05
3.60
407

12.77
374
4.71
5.68
6.65

$4.53
5.71
689
807
9.25

54 60
5.73
6.86
799
9.12

2.33
2.19
264
2.75
287

2.74
2.89
3.06
3.25
3.46

3.14
3.38
3.63
3.93
822

3.64
395
4.27
4.63
800

4.54
502
5.55
6.08
6.62

782
8.59
9.56
10.53
11.50

10 43
11.61
12.79
13.97
15.15

10.25
11.38
12.51
13.64
14.77

2.60
266
2.72
2.82
2.93

3.00
3.10
319
3.32
3.47

3.68
3.89
402
4.13
4.25

£.51
4.80
4.96
5.12
526

0,38
875
595
4.14
632

7.15
769
7.97
8.24
848

12.48
13 45
14.42
15.39
16 36

16.33
17.51
18.69
1987
21 05

15 90
17.03
18.16
19.29
20 42

2.58
2.68
2.77
2.86
295

3.05
117
3.29
3.41
352

3.63
3.78
394
4.09
4.24

4.35
4se
4.67
4.87
5.06

5.40
5.53
5.72
5.97
6.22

649
665
683
7.15
7.46

8.72
894
9.15
9.35
9.55

17.33
18 30
19.27
20 24
21 21

22.23
23 41
24.59
25.77
26.95

21 55
22.68
23.81
24.94
26.07

21
22
23
24
25

305
3.14
3.24
3.33
342

3.64
3.76
3.88
4.00
4.11

4.40
4.55
4.71
4.86
5.01

5.26
5.45
5.65
584
6.04

6.48
6.73
6.98
724
749

7.78
809
841
872
904

9.73
991
10.08
1040
10 79

22.19
23 16
24.13
25.10
26 07

28.13
29 31
3089
31.67
32 85

27 20
28 33
29.46
30.59
31 72

26
27
28
29
30

351
360
3.70
3.79
388

4.23
4.35
447
4.59
470

5.17
5.32
548
563
5.78

6.23
643
662
6.82
7.01

7.74
8.00
825
8.50
8.75

9.35
9.67
998
10.30
10.61

11.17 27.04
11 56
11 94 .28.98
12.33 29.95
12 71 30.92

21101

34.03
35 21
36 39
37.57
38.75

32.85
33 98
35 11
36.24
37 37

31
32
33
34
35

3.98
4.07
417
426
4 35

4.82
4.94
606
5 18
5.29

594
6.09
625
640
6.55

7.21
740
7.60
7.79
799

9.01
9.26
9.51
9.77
10.02

10.93
11.24
11 56
11.87
12 19

13.10
13.48
13 87
14.25
14 64

31.90
32 87
33.84
34.81
35 78

39.93
41.11
42.29
43.47
44 65

38.50
39.63
40.76
41.89
43 02

36
37
38
39
IC

444
453
463
472
481

541
5.53
565
577
588

6.71
6.86
702
7 17
732

8.18
8.38
8.57
877
896

10.27
10.53
10 78
11 03
11.23

12.50
12.82
13 13
13 45
13 76

15.02
15 41
15 79
16.18
16 56

36.75
37 72
38.69
39.66
40.63

45.83
47 01
48.19
49.37

sess

44.15
45 28
46.41
47.54
48 67

si
42
43
44
45

491
5.00
5.09
5.19
5.28

6.00
6.12
6.24
636
647

7.48
7.63
779
794
8.09

9.16
935
9.55
974
994

11.54
11 79
12.04
12.30
12.55

14.08
14 39
14 71
15.02
15 34

16.95
17 33
17.72
18.10
18 49

41.61
42 58
43 55
44.52
45 49

51.73
52 91
54.09
55.27
56 45

49 80
50.93
52.06
53.19
54 32

46
47
48
49
50

5.37
5.46
555
5.65
5.74

659
6.71
6.83
695
7.06

825
8.40
8.56
871
8.86

10 13
10.33
10 52
10.72
10 91

12.80
13.06
13.31
13.56
13 81

15.65
15.97
16.28
16.60
16 91

18.87
19.26
19 64
20.03
20 41

46.46
47 43
48 40
49.37
50.34

57.63
58.81
59.99
61.17
62.35

55.45
56 58
57 71
58.84
59.97

Ate
lb,

09
it

11
rt.

.15
it

19
mi

25
it

31
,t

38
it

97
it

1.18
lb.

113
It.

3
4
5

1.63
1.71
1.79

173
1.84
1.96

186
2.02
218

6
7
8
9
10

1.87
1.95
2.03
2.11
2.19

2.07
2.18
2.30
2.41
2.52

11
12
13
14
15

2.28
2.36
2.41
2.46
2.51

16
17
18
19
20

Your Zone is Id:.

cated by the first
three digits of
your ZIP Code

Zip Code
Prefixes

Zone

006-009
010-069 .
070-089
090-099

.8
5
4
5

100-108
109
110-119
120-123
124-126
127-128
129
130-152
153 .. ..
154-160 .
161
162-163
164-165 .
166-199

5
4
5
4
5
4
5
4
3
4
3
4
.3
4

200-232
233-237
238-259
260-261
262-278
279
280-283
284-285

IMPORTANT: Shipping weights listed for model numbers
shipped in more than one carton, or of excessive length, have
been adiusted to provide correct postage.

Zip Code
Prefixes
286-293
294-295
296.297
298-299

300-303
304
305-307
308-329
330-334
335-338
339
340
350-352
354 .. .
355.359
360-361
362
363-369
370-386
4 387
5 388
4 389-397
3
4 400-406
5 407-409
4 410-412
5 413-422

Zone
4
5
4
5

Zip Code
Prehxes
423
424-426
427-432
433-436
437-457
458
460-462
463-464
465-466
467-469
470-472
473
474-475
476-477
478 ... .
479-489
490-491
492
493-495
496-499

4
5
4
5
6
5
6
6
4
... 5
4
.5
4
5
4
5
4 500-516
5 520-524
525
3 526-528
4 530-534
3 535-539
4 540 . .

Zone
3
4
3
2
3
2
3
2
1
2
3
2
3
4
3
2
I
2
1
3
4
3
4
3
2
3
4

Zip Code
Prefixes

Zone

Zip Code
Prefixes

541-546
547-548
549
550-566
567
570-572
573-588
590-597
598-599

3
4
3
4
5
4
5
6
7

600-609
610-619
620-623
624-628
629-668
669-679
680-687
688-693

2
3
4
3
4
5
4 900-921
5 922-928 ..
930-934
5 935 .....
4 936-960
5 961
6 962-976
5 977-979
6 980-987
5 988-994
6 995-999 .

700-722
723-727
728-768
769
770-778
779-789
790-792
793-799

Zone
5
6
5
6
5
6
5
6
7
6
7
6
7
.6
7

800-803
804-805
806-807
808-816
820-822
823-826
827
828-832
833
834
835-838
840.847
850-864
865-884 .
890-898

8
7
8
7
8
7
8
7
8
7
8

The President's Corner

MONEY-BACK MANUAL PREVIEW
AU kits come with manuals, but if you'd like to see how easy kitbuilding is, order
the manual first: We'll deduct the price of the manual when you buy the kit.
Simply include acopy of your manual invoice with your order.
Send manual orders on aseparate sheetof paper. Manuals are $5 each except for
the following: color TV's. organ. HX-1681, H-8-18, HW-101, A..1-1600,
AP-1800. AR-1650, SB-104A. SB-614.1G-1276.1G-5257. WH-17. SO-4236,
VF-7401, and ET series which are $8 each. Assembly and operations manuals
for the following are $15 each: GR -4000. AR-1650. GR -2001. H-89. Manuals
for HCM-817-1, HCM-837-1 and HCM-847-1 are $20 each. Manuals not
available for Educational Courses. Add 10% shipping/handling for each
,manual. Write Heath Co., Parts Dept.. Benton Harbor, MI 49022.

HEATH PHONE DIRECTORY FOR ASSISTANCE AND INFORMATION
Product Orders (TOLL FREE except Alaska, Hawaii & Michigan)
(8:00 A.M.-8:00 P.M. Eastern Time)
800-253-0570
Product Orders for Alaska, Hawaii & Michigan
(24-hour number — sorry, toll free service not available)
616-982-3411
Replacement Parts Orders: (please have Heath part number
available when you call)
616-982-3571
Order information, delayed shipments, etc.
616-982-3275
Overseas Orders: International Division
616-982-3512
Computer Sales Information
616-982-3285
General Office (non-order calls)
616-982-3200
Technical Assistance:
• Stereo, Electronic Organs. R/C
616-982-3310
• Amateur Radio
616-982-3296
• Test Equipment. Weather Instruments, Home Clocks
616-982-3315
• Television
616-982-3307
• Home Products. Aircraft, Appliances. Marine.
Automotive, Scanners. Security
616-982-3496
• Computers — Hardware
616-982-3309
• Computers — Software (8 AM —4:30 PM, ET. Weekdays):
Operating Systems. Languages, Utilities
616-982-3860
Applications Programs
616-982-3884
8 AM-Noon and 1-4:30 PM, Eastern Time, Weekdays only.
HEATH CAREER OPPORTUNITIES: Positions are available for qualified engineers,
technicians, technical consultants and technical writers with expertise in
computer hardwareisoftware, instrumentation or communications. If you're
interested in acareer with us. send resume and salary history to:
Heath Company. Personnel Department, Benton Harbor, MI 49022
We are an Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

Dear Friends:
One of the unique things about our business here at Heath is the level of direct
communications we have with so many of
you. We talk with hundreds of you on the
phone every day. And you're prolific letterwriters too — all of which get a personal
reply. Hundreds more of you visit Heathkit
Electronic Centers* every day — and in addition, we attend many shows, exhibits, conferences and HUG meetings across the country.
In each case, we can exchange ideas, suggestions, thoughts and opinions on
aone-to-one basis. Most manufacturers can't do that. it's abig advantage for
us, because we get first-hand information telling us what you want (and
equally important, what you don't want) from Heath.
We try to be very good listeners, because we're in a very personalized
business. I've often said, "We make products by the thousands — but we sell
them one at atime." It's true. Each sale is apersonal choice — achoice that is
yours alone to make.
We live in a world which seems to become more impersonal every day.
Friendliness, courtesy and personalized service are all too often lost in the
fast pace of business which assigns numbers to people, delivers recorded
messages, prints form letters, issues computer printouts and talks to you day
and night via radio, TV or other mass media.
While we're in the high-technology business (yes, we do use computers).
we're also committed to making your Heathkit purchase a personal and
rewarding experience. Every time you buy a Heathkit product, we become
partners with you. If the partnership is to succeed, we must both make
contributions. It's you and us — acomputer can't do it!
During 1982 we've introduced more than 50 new Heathkit products. They're
all included in this new catalog ... along with 350 other quality kit products
for your selection. Many are great family projects. Some are just neat to own
personally. Others make great gifts. And all of them carry our personal pledge
that "We won't let you fail."
Happy Heathkit Holiday Shopping —

NOTE: From time to time we make our mailing lists available to reputable businesses with
offers we think would be of interest to you. If you do not wish to receive such offers, please
send us the address label from your catalog with your request to: Heath Company, Dept.
597-999. Benton Harbor. MI 49022.
Copies of the warranty for any consumer product in this catalog costing more than $15
may be obtained free of charge by writing the Manager of Marketing Services, Heath
Company, Benton Harbor. MI 49022.

President

•
Units

of Veritechnology Electronics Corporation

P.S. to GR-2001 TV owners: See page 92 for aspecial cabinet offer.

The following notice is required by the Fair Credit Billing Act:
IN CASE OF ERRORS OR INQUIRIES ABOUT YOUR BILL
The Federal Truth in Lending Act requires prompt correction of billing mistakes.
1. If you want to preserve your rights under the Act. here's what to do if you think your bill is wrong or if
you need more information about an item on your bill,
a. Do not write on the bill. On aseparate sheet of paper write (you may telephone ybur inquiry
but doing so will not preserve your rights under this law) the following:
i.

Your name and account number (if any).

i. A description of the error and an explanation (to the extent you can explain) why you
believe it is in error.
If you only need more information, explain the item you are not sure about and, if you wish.
ask for evidence of the charge such as acopy of the charge slip. Do not send in your copy of a
sales slip or other document unless you have aduplicate copy for your records.
iii. The dollar amount of the suspected error.
iv. Any other information (such as your address) which you think will help the creditor to
identify you or the reason for your complaint or inquiry.
b. Send your billing error notice to the addresson your bill which is listed after the words: "Send
Inquiries to"

may send you collection letters or :aka other collection action with respect to the amount in
dispute: but periodic statements may be sent to you. and the disputed amount can be applied
against your credit limit. You cannot be threatened with damage toyour credit rating or sued for the
amount in question, nor can the disputed amount be reported to acredit bureau or to other
creditors as delinquent until the creditor has answered your inquiry. However, you remain
obligated to pay the parts of your bill not in dispute.
4. If it is determined that the creditor has made amistake on your bill, you will not have to pay any
FINANCE CHARGES on any disputed amount. If it turns out that the creditor has not made an error.
you may have to pay FINANCE CHARGES on the amount in dispute. and you will have to make up
any missed minimum or required payments on the disputed amount. Unless you have agreed that
your bill was correct, the creditor must send you awritten notification of what you owe: and if it is
determined that the creditor did make amistake in billing the disputed amount, you must be given
the time to pay which you normally are given to pay undisputed amounts before any more FINANCE
CHARGES or late payment charges on the disputed amount can be charged to you.

5. If the creditor's explanation does not satisfy you and you notify the creditor in writing within 10
days after you receive his explanation that you still refuse to pay the disputed amount, the creditor
may report you to credit bureaus and other creditors and may pursue regular collection procedures.
but the creditor must also report tnat you think you do not owe the money, and the creditor must let
you know to whom such reports were made. Once the matter has been settled between you and the
creditor, the creditor must notify those to whom the creditor reported you as delinquent of the
subsequent resolution.

Mail it as soon as you can, but in any case, early enough to reach the creditor 'within 60 days
after the bill was mailed to you. If you have authorized your bank to automatically pay from
your checking or savings account any credit card bills from that bank, you can stop or reverse
payment on any amount you think is wrong by mailing your notice so the creditor receives it
within 16 days after the bill was sent to you. However, you do not have to meet this 16-day
deadline to get the creditor to investigate your billing error claim.

6. If the creditor does not follow these rules, the creditor is notaiiowee to collect the first $500f the
disputed amount and FINANCE CHARGES, even if the bill turns out to be correct.

2 The creditor must acknowledge all letters pointing out possible errors within 30 days of receipt.
unless the creditor sable to correct your bill ingduring that 30 days. Within 90 days after receiving
your letter, the creditor must either correct the error or explain why the creditor believes the bill
was correct. Once the creditor has explained the bill. the creditor has no further obligation to you
even though you still believe there is an error, except as provided in paragraph 5below.

a. You must have bought them in your home state or if not within your home state within 100
miles of your current mailing address: and
b. The purchase price must have been more than 850.

3 After the creditor has been notified, neither the creditor nor an attorney nor acollection agency

7. If you have aproblem with property or services purchased with acredit card, you may have the right
not to pay the remaining amount clue on them, if you first try in good faith to return them or give the
merchant achance to correct the problem. There are two limitations on this right,

However, these limitations do not apply if the merchant is owned or operated by the creditor, or if the
creditor mailed you the advertisement for the property or services.
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Around home...or for your next kit project...choose from these helpful, trouble-saving aids
Magnifier Lamp enlarges your fun

Soldering equipment to meet
your kitbuilding needs

The multi-purpose Magna-Lux offers the
functional flexibility and illumination
you need to work hands-free with clear,
amplified vision. A 39" lock-jointed arm
supports a33
/"diameter. 3-diopter lens
4
which magnifies 175% for ease of viewing. The pivotal. 2-axis lamphead
houses one 40W appliance bulb (included). Black only. 120 VAC. It will
bring your brightest ideas to light!
GDP-208, Shpg. wt. 4 lbs.
29.95

I Weller WTCPN Soldering Station features a
temperature-controlled 60-watt element in a
pencil iron. Ideal for soldering heat- and voltage-sensitive components where a precision
touch is essential. Exclusive transformerpowered, closed loop system automatically
controls output and iron temperature to keep
1/
167 screwdriver tip consistently hot. Lowvoltage design provides maximum safety and
longer tip life. Balanced handle design has
cool grip for sure comfort. Station includes
lightweight plug-in soldering iron, heatshielded holder on sturdy base (transformer
inside). 700°F tip, 6' power cord, tip storage
tray and removable tip-cleaning sponge. 120
VAC. Assembled and ready to help build kits!

Larger-view Magnifier lamp
Easy-on-the-eyes fluorescent lighting and
5" distortion-free glass lens with 2 to 1
magnification combine to take the strain
out of close-up work. Energy-stingy 22watt circle tube (included) provides
glare -free lighting. Features black
enamel housing. safety diffuser and 45"
steel arm. Clamps to horizontal surface
UL listed. 120 VAC.
GDP-200, Shpg. wt. 7 lbs

GOP-1108, Shpg. wt. 5 lbs.
69.95
Set of five 700°F assorted tips for above.
GDP-1109, Shpg. wt. 1lb.15.95

C3 Three-Heat Soldering Station Kit features
secure stand with metal heatshield to protect
both you and iron from burns or breakage.
High, medium and low heat settings provide
temperatures to meet all requirements. Has
6-volt. 25W element with 3/
16" chisel tip and
6' power cord. 120 VAC.
Kit GH-17A, Shpg. wt. 5 lbs.
39.95

79.95

3-0 Binocular Magnifiers
Three finely-ground lenses enlarge
detailed circuitry 21
2 times for easy
/
viewing, keeping hands free to position and solder components. Headband adjusts to fit all hat sizes.
Cushioned foreband. Focus viewpoint at 8:' Washable frame is lightweight and durable. Areal visual aid.
GDP-201, Assembled. 1lb.

17 Weller's 860°F, 25-Watt Soldering Iron has
aslim, iron -clad is" chisel tip for close pointto-point wiring and integrated circuit work.
Our best-selling iron — one that's perfect for
all your kits and projects! 120 VAC.
GDP-207, Shpg. wt. 1lb.14.95

.. 18.95

Extension Lamp directs more light
This eye-saving Lamp is fully mobile, and features a
conical shade to direct ample light right where
you need it most. Steel extension arm with spring
expansion reaches 32: swings 360' to illuminate
workspace. Uses incandescent bulb (not included). Quickly portable: 4-way mounting
bracket clamps horizontally or vertically. 120 VAC.
GDP-202, 4 lbs.

PanaVise System lends ahand
I PC Board Holder grips and holds almost
any size circuit board super-steady for'soldering. Tilts 220f Spring-loaded; fits vacuum or
standard-height base.
GDP-1254, Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.

...Was $26.95, NOW ONLY 19.95

Handy Fluorescent Trouble Light
This safe, 15-watt protected lamp
throws a more illuminating light —
without the usual eye-straining glare
and shadows of incandescent bulbs.
Long-reaching 25-ft. line cord allows
greater freedom of movement; fullyshielded tube (included) is less likely
to cause breakage accidents. Size:
26" Lx2.5" W x2.5" D. 120 VAC.
GDP-206, Shpg. wt. 4 lbs.
19.95

61W-1252, Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.

e r-

19.95

LT., Vertical Vise Jaw Head with nylon pads
opens 21
4 "to grip parts without marring.
/
GDP-1253. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.
16.95
I Standard Height Base installs semi-permanently for GDP -1251. -1254 and -1255.
GDP-1251, Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.

GDP-1255, Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.

Features aWeller 25W soldering iron
with two tips, wire strippers, apair of
diagonal cutters. 4" long-nose pliers,
a lie" blade screwdriver, a phillips
screwdriver, a1/
4"nut driver, asoldering aid tool, and a spool of solder.
Molded storage tray keeps each tool
in place in the durable 3" H x10.75"
W x 10" D carrying case. An ideal
starter set for the active hobbyist!
GHP-1270, Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.

13.95

I Vertical Vise Head with padded jaws will
open fully 61
2 "to hold bulkier items.
/

Complete kitbuilder's Tool Set

50 TOOLS

19.95

Vacuum Base attaches securely for temporary mounting on smooth surfaces. Powerful
rubber suction pad holds without marring.
Accepts GDP-1253. -1254 and -1255 heads.

15.95

See Heathkit/Zenith Soldering Course on pg. 41

12-Socket Multiple Outlet Box
A real handyman's problem solver!
Has 11 switched outlets, plus one un switched outlet for clock or memory
save. Fused for full protection. 10A
maximum load. 12' cord. 120 VAC.
Kit HD-1274, Shpg. wt. 4 lbs. 22.95

.. 39.95
34111
4--

Credit Card Orders Call TOLL-FREE: 800-253-0570

Accuracy and economy are yours with easy-to-build Heathkit Test Instruments
I Portable, versatile VOM
Single test probe makes all measurements quickly:
The extremely versatile Heathkit IM-5218 VTVM
features seven DC voltage, rms and peak-to-peak
AC voltage and resistance ranges. Ideal for use
with solid-state and digital equipment.
You can measure: 0-1500 volts DC and rms volts
AC, 0.4 to 4000 peak-to-peak volts AC and 1ohm
to 100 megohms of resistance. Offers
3% DC
accuracy and ±5% AC accuracy; precision network resistors (with 1% accuracy) for reliable,
precise resistance measurements.
Wide 25 Hz to 1MHz, 1:1 dB frequency response:
Allows you to conduct a wide variety of AC measurements. A large, 4.5" color-coded 200 14.A
meter movement and scale makes delicate readings asnap.
In addition to its practicality, you save by building it
yourself the easy Heathkit way! The step-by-step
manual shows you how. Uses 120/240 VAC,
50/60 Hz power and one 1.5 VDC "C" cell (not
included). Measures 73
/"H x4"/16" W x41
4
4 "D
/
(18.75 x11.91 x 10.8 cm).
Kit IM-5218, Shpg. wt. 5 lbs.
77.95
111-5218 SPECIFICATIONS: Meter Scales: DC and AC (rets) Voltage.
0-1.5. 15. 50. 150, 500. 1500 V full scale. AC (p-p) Voltage:
0 4. 14, 40. 140. 1400. 4000 Vfull scale. Resistance: 10 ohm
center scale xl, x10. x100. x1000. xl0k, xl Meg Input Resistance: 11 megohms. 1megohm in probe.

Bench-type VTVM for the shop or the lab

II Portable IM-5217 VOM for use anywhere

Always ready for service: The IM-5228 is a professional looking, bench-type
version of the popular IM-5218 VTVM. In addition to features found on the
IM-5218, the IM-5228 also ensures ease of use with all calibration controls
centrally located on the front panel. You can measure 0-1500 rms VAC/VDC
and 0.1 ohm to 1000 megohms. 3% DC voltage accuracy, 5% AC voltage
accuracy. Requires one 1.5 VDC "C" cell, not supplied. Operates on 120/240
VAC, 50-60 Hz. Rugged, handsome cabinet measures a compact 5" H x
12"/IE," W x43
/"D (12.7 x33.23 x12.07 cm).
4
Kit IM-5228, Shpg. wt. 6 lbs.
77.95
PKW-4, Wired Replacement Probe for IM-5218 or 1M-5228 VTVMs,
Shpg. wt. 1lb.

14.95

IM-5228 SPECIFICATIONS: DC Voltage: Input Resistance: 11 Megohms Il Megohm in probe) on all
ranges. Circuit: Balanced bridge (push-pull) using twin triodes. AC Voltage: Frequency Response: 25
Hz - 1 MHz. ..- 1dB 1800 ohm source, refered to 60 Hz). Input Resistance and Capacitance: 1
megohm shunted by 40 pF. measured at input terminals 1200 pF at probe tip).

Perfect for in-field use by car buffs, campers, boaters, others: Four voltage and
resistance ranges make the Heathkit 1M-5217 Portable VOM ideal for making
all common measurements. It's easy to build and easy to use. Measures
0-500 Volts AC or DC (function switch allows measurement of AC and DC
without changing test lead connections) and 1ohm-1 megohm. High imput
impedance avoids circuit loading. Wide frequency response for audio measurements. Checking semiconductors is a breeze with a special 1.5 Volt
ohmeter. Requires two 9 VDC cells and one 1.5 VDC "C" cell (not included).
Attractive, durable carry-along cabinet measures 53
/" H x 93
4
/"W x 9" D
4
(13.67 x23.83 x22.86 cm).
Kit IM-5217, Shpg. wt. 4 lbs.

39.95

IM-5217 SPECIFICATIONS: DC Voltage Ranges: 1.5. 15. 150. 500 Volts full scale. Accuracy: .3% full
scale. Input Resistance: 10 Megohms on all ranges. AC Voltage: Ranges: 1.7. 15. 150 and 500 volts
full scale. Input Resistance: 1Megohm on all ranges. Input Capacitance: Approximately 100 pF '50
pF on 500 Volt range). Frequency Response: 10 Hz-1MHz, oldB. Ohmmeter: Rxl. Rx100. Rx10k.
Rx1OM (10 ohms center scale).

Wide-range Heathkit Portable FM Deviation Meter

'149"

• Check operation of FM transmitters and signal generators
•Two front panel jacks for easy oscilloscope hook-up
• Uses battery or AC power

Easy-to use: Al) controls and jacks on the Heathkit IM-4180 are located
right on the front panel for easy access. You can select frcm four deviation
modulation ranges just by pressing apushbutton. Ranges available for use
are from 2 to 75 Hz. Lock in UHF FM signals with the convenient coarse
and fine tuning controls. Measures peak FM deviation between 25 and
1000 MHz. An 8 ohm jack allows you to connect a speaker or a pair of
headphones. Controls are provided to allow you to select the appropriate
de-emphasis for audio signals. Easy to read meter. 5" H x 10.31" W x7.19"
D. Requires ten 1.5 VDC "AA" cells (carbon-zinc, alkaline or nickel cadmium - not included) or the optional IMA-4180-1 Battery ChargerEl iminator below.
Kit IM-4180, Shpg. wt. 7 lbs.
Kit IMA-4180-1, Battery Charger-Eliminator for IM-4180. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs

149.95
29.95

Swiveling Telescopic Antenna. Monitor transmitter/generator performance
without physical connection to the IM-4180.
SMA-2400-1, Assembled, Shpg. wt. 1lb.

iovrcolk
woo

Alaska, Hawaii and Michigan Residents: Call 616-982-3411

9.95

M-4180 SPECIFICATIONS: Carrier Freq. Ranges: Fundamental. 25 to 50 MHz Deviation Ranges: 0-2.
0-7.5, 0-20 & 0-75 kHz Accuracy: o3%. full scale Input hoped.: 5011 Max. Input 5V Scope Output:
13 mV. kHz peak
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Instrumental gifts for the hobbyist or service technician on your Christmas list

Deluxe Lin/ Log Swept-Function Generator

Versatile low-cost Function Generator

• Sine, square and triangle outputs
•CW, burst, linear and log sweeps

• Generates sine, square &triangle waves
•Features wide frequency range, compact size

•Variable symmetry, variable offset, VCG input

•Neat, compact and easy-to-use
Provides frequency settings from 1Hz to 1MHz for amultitude of testing and
calibration applications. Just select waveform desired, set frequency
multiplier and fine tune to frequency desired. Accuracy is better than 3%, full
scale.
Exceptional attenuation capabilities: You can step attenuate up to 50 dB in 10
dB steps, and fine-tune an additional 20 dB with acontinuously variable
control. Output is short-circuit protected and provides up to 10V (p-p) signal
into a50-ohm load. For 120/240 VAC, 50/60 Hz power. Draws 15 Watts. Neat,
compact cabinet measures just 3" H x7.25" W x8.88" D (7.62 x 18.42 x
22.56 cm). The sturdy case has aconvenient carrying handle that also serves
as abail to tilt case to proper angle for best viewing.
Kit IG-1271, Shpg. M. 7lbs.
SG-1271, Assembled/Calibrated, 6lbs.

157.95
195.00

Sine/Square
Wave Audio
Generator

The IG-1275 is aprecision lab-grade function generator offering top performance
at a low kit price. Provides sine, square and triangle wavgforms PLUS
swept-function waveforms for convenient frequency response tests. Also has
pen lift and chart control signals for use with Heath chart recorders and others.
Six operational modes provide exceptional versatility for extensive test and
service procedures. Continuous output (CW); gated CW; aburst mode that
completes avariable integral number of output cycles; linear and log sweeps
over a1000:1 sweep range. Stop and start frequencies are set independently;
sweep modes can also be triggered externally providing one sweep for each
trigger, and stop for an integral number of cycles.
Other convenient features include: A 50 dB switch attenuator variable between
ranges; adjustable symmetry from 5% to 95%; variable offset; analog, sweep
and sweep gate outputs for convenient system control; VCG input for external
control of main generator.
Afunction generator with all the capability and accuracy you demand: Designed
for use with 120/240 VAC, 50/60 Hz power, the IG-1275 draws just 20 Watts. It
measures 5.38" H x15" W x11.88" D (13.67 x38.1 x30.18 cm).
Kit IG-1275, Shpg. M. 15 lbs.

349.95

16-1275 SPECIFICATIONS: Output: 50-ohm source, short-circuit protected and
20 Vopen circuit
orotected -L-10 Vopen circuit
10 Vinto 50 ohms. Output Flatness: 0.1 dB to 300 kHz, 0.5dB-3MHz.
Frequency Range: 0.003 Hz-3MHz m 6 steps on each primary decade. Sine Distortion: Less than 1%
,x10). less than 0.5% (x113 2,x10 3,x10.), less than 0.75% (x105). Harmonics. 30 dB down (x106).
Triangle Linearity: No greater than 1% deviation to 300 kHz, (top decade for each range only). Square
Wava Rise/Fall: Less than 60 nS. Power Requirement: 120/240 VAC. 50/60 Hz. Dimensions: 5.38" H a
15"W n11.88"D.

•Simplifies audio
amplifier testing
• Wide freq. range,
low distortion
• Easy kit assembly

Atime-saving, low-cost addition to any audio test bench: The IG-5218 provides
both sine and square wave signals for gain & frequency response measurements. Harmonic Distortion checks and other amplifier tests. The square wave
output with arisetime of 50 nanoseconds is ideal for audio response testing or
as atrigger for digital circuit testing.
Both outputs available simultaneously for added flexibility: Sine wave output from
1Hz to 100 kHz features less than 0.1% distortion from 10 Hz to 20 kHz. Eight
switch-selected output voltage ranges provide 0.003 to 10 V when operating
into ahigh impedance external load (10k min.), six ranges from 0.003 to 1V
into internal or external 600 ohm load. A panel meter monitors output and is
calibrated in both volts and db. Square wave output from 5 Hz to 100 kHz
provides peak-to-peak output levels of 0-0.1, 0-1 and 0-10 V into 2000 ohm
load or greater.
Frequency is quickly and accurately selected with multiplier switches and a
continuously variable vernier control. For 120/240 VAC, 50/60 Hz power.
Draws just six watts. Measures 5.13" H x13.25" W x7" D (13.03 x33.66 x
17.78 cm). Order one for your test bench for faster, easier testing.
Kit IG-5218, Shpg. wt. 10 lbs.
124.95
$G-5218, Assembled, 10 I
bs.
52/INSTRUMENTS

Test Accessories for avariety of uses
Test Lead Set: Includes two fully-assembled 1.5 meter cables (one black
and one red), each terminated by two 4 mm shrouded plugs. Also has
red sprung hook, red prod and black shielded cioc clip.
PKW-200, Assembled and tested, Shpg. M. 1lb.
15.95
RF Probe: For use with DC voltmeters in testing of RF circuits.
Kit PK-3-A, Shpg. M. 1lb

12.95

30 kV DC Probe for meters with 10 Megohm input: Provides multiplication
factor of 100 on the DC ranges of any 10 Megohm meter. 1000 Megohm
,
nput for measuring voltages as low as 1V in high-impedance circuits.
Kit IMA-100-10, with banana plug, Shpg. M. 1lb.
13.95
SMA-100-10, Assembled with phone plug, Shpg. M. 1lb.
19.95
30 kV DC Probe for meters with 11 Megohm input: Provides X100
measurement capability for meters with 11-megohm input impedance.
Phone plug connector with alligator ground clip.
Kit IMA-100-11, Shpg. wt. 11b.
13.95

195.00
nurse,
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Credit Card Orders Call TOLL-FREE: 800-253-0570

These low-priced Heathkit test instruments speed TV servicing work

16 different display
selections include
rainbow, dots, crosshatch, horizontal and
vertical lines

Hand-Held Color Alignment Generator aids
television field servicing
S7295

Give old, worn picture tubes new life with
low-cost CRT Checker/Rejuvenator

•Outstanding performance, shirt-pocket size
• 16 different displays, including three in color
•Battery-operated for portable in-the-field use

Real precision, accuracy and stability: The IG-5240 Color Alignment Generator
features acrystal-controlled carrier and color oscillator. Its size makes it
convenient to take along for in-the-field service.
Easy to operate: Simply connect the output cable to the VHF terminals of any
Color TV. The RF carrier frequency is calibrated to NTSC Channel 4. Four
program slide switches select any of the 16 available displays. A color level
control adjusts the intensity of the three color displays. A battery saver circuit
turns the display off automatically after it's been on for aminimum of five
minutes. This feature conserves battery power, letting you get the most
efficient operation and longest possible life from your batteries.
Light and portable: Two 9VDC transistor cells (not included) provide eight or
more hours of continuous operation. 5.4" H x2.75" W x1.15" D.
Kit IG-5240, Shpg. wt. 2lbs.

72.95

IS/SS-5240 SPECIFICATIONS: Display Patterns: Raster. bianm. norizonta Lines. 1-7.15. Vertical Lines.
1-11-21. Crosshatch or dots. 101. 7x11 or 15 x21 matrices. Rainbow. no luminance. Grated Rainbow.
3dr 10 bars with luminance. Chrome Carrier: 3563.795 MHz. :0.005%. crystal-controlled. Master
Timer: 377.616 MHz. z0.005%. crystal-controlled. flf Output: 5000 µV minimum. into 300 ohms.
Video Modulation: Approximately 50'm

Yoke/ Flyback tester for TV service technicians
Checks windings of yokes, flybacks, coils and general mid-frequency (10 to 100 kHz) coils. Good/bad
ring test with
l ring accuracy at 10 mark on
highest range. Measure drive signals, focus and
anode voltage with IMA-100-10 below. For 120/240
VAC, 50/60 Hz power. Measures 6.88" H x5.75" W
x 10.75" D (17.47 x14.61 x27.31 cm).
Kit IT-5235, Shpg. M. 8 lbs
94.95
ST-5235, Assembled. Shpg. M. 7lbs
140.00
Kit IMA-100-10, 30 kV Probe. 1lb.
13.95
SMA-100-10, Assembled Probe. 1lb.
19.95

Alaska. Hawaii and Michigan Residents: Call 616-982-3411

$134"

• Use on almost all current cathode-ray tubes (CR1s) —
even :n-line-gun tubes
• Works on color and black-and-white picture tubes
•Separate testing, cleaning and rejuvenation

Test, clean and rejuvenate almost all current CRTs, color and black-and-white:
Positive-action pushbuttons control all tests and processes for easier
operation. Individual color guns can be cleaned. tested and rejuvenated by
using the front panel pushbuttons. Separate meters for each gun allow easy
tracking of the individual grid circuits.
Easy to use: Main power control also sets control grid voltage level. Separate
heater voltage meter allows monitoring of the heater voltage supplied to the
CRT cathode. Indicator lamp visually confirms CRT shorts. Visual restoration
indicator glows brighter as the rejuvenating current is increased. A separate
cleaning process is applied after rejuvenation to assure proper tube operation.
Easy to build: Step-by-step Heathkit manual shows you how. Includes 4'
heavy-duty test cable. For 120/240 VAC. 5.12" H x13.5" W x10" D.
Kit IT-5230, Shpg. M. 9lbs

134.95

IT-5230 SPECIFICATIONS: Sockets Supplied: 14-pin for 90-degree color tubes: 13-pin for in-line coicr
tubes: 8-pin for black-and-white tubes. 7ipin for blacm and white tubes. Heater Supply Voltage:
Variable from 2Volts to 12 Volts. at 1A—r

Lightweight, easy-to-build 40 kV Probe Meter
40 kV Probe Meter
48egomainiailes i
g
ioims
makes TV tube voltage
measurements faster
and more convenient.
Just attach the
ground clip to the TV
chassis; place the probe against the tube's high -voltage connector. On -off
switch conveniently mounted on handle. Features -L- 3% accuracy. You can
finish this easy-to-build Heathkit product in just one evening. The I
M-5210
measures 1.5" H x1.88" W x15" L(3.81 x4.78 x38.1 cm).

geiid

Kit IM-5210, Shpg. wt. 2lbs.

27.95
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For the designer's or experimenter's workbench
— the Heathkit DC Tri-Output Power Supply

'99rt

•Versatile — use it for designing digital circuits
•One fixed 5VDC output, two variable VDC outputs
•3floating outputs can be connected in any combination
for avariety of output voltage currents

Here's one of the lowest priced power supplies, yet one of the most versatile, too.
It's the I
P-2718 Tri -Output Power Supply, and it features one fixed 5 VDC
output. plus two continuously variable 20 VDC outputs for all your circuit
design work and experimentation.
All three voltage outputs can be connected in awide variety of combinations to
supply your DC circuits with the voltage they need. Each output operates
independently, or can be "strapped" with another in seriesor parallel for all your
circuit voltage and current needs—fixed or "float."
The 5VDC output is handy in digital experimenting and design, and with a1.5 amp
rating. it has enough current to power many of today's logic devices. The two
variable 20 VDC outputs provide 0.5 amps each, and feature a special
clutch-couple control that allows you to "track" each output at specified
voltage differences —a useful feature when designing analog circuits that
require both positive and negative voltages.

Kit IP-2718, Shpg. wt. 12 lbs

The voltage outputs are short-circuit proof, with automatic current limiting for
added protection. Each output's voltage and current can be monitored easily
through the switchable front-panel meter. All the outputs and controls are
readily accessible on the front panel, and clearly marked for easy operation.
The housing is constructed of durable metal, and painted in instrument blue
with beige trim.

IPIP-2718 SPECIFICATIONS: Outputs: 5VDC @I 5A: A 8. B; 0-20 VDC @i0 5A Regulation: Load: Less
than O.P., variation from no load to full load on 20V suporres. less than 3°. variation from no load to
full load on 5V supply Lino: Less than 0 2% variation for line voltage change of 10V on 200 supplies,
less than 0 15% variation for line voltage change of 10V on 5V supply Power Requirement 120 240
VAC. 60 50 Hz. 100 W full load Dimensions: 4,z" Hr 10;.' W x9" D

99.95

Factory assembled and tested IP-2718.
SP-2718, Shpg. Wt. 12 lbs.

195.00

tj,

e

MM.
.00

.6

Improved, low-cost Heathkit 0-400 VDC Power Supply

Handy Heavy-Duty Power Supply! Battery Eliminator

'164"

.

179 9
C

•Provides variable 9-15 VDC capable of 12 amps
continuous, 20 amps intermittent

For DC applications where high-current capability is necessary. Provides
continuous variable voltage from 9-15 Vwith fixed output regardless of load.
Extra-large transformer for low ripple operation. Two easy-to-read meters let
you monitor both current and voltage. Housing is painted in instrument blue
and beige trim. The IP-2715 is the ideal Power Supply/Battery Eliminator to
meet your service bench requirements.
Kit IP-2715, Shpg. wt. 31 lbs
164.95

•Insulated binding posts for positive and negative high
voltage & bias operation

New solid-state control circuitry for improved perforance: Provides 0-400 VDC
cutput at 0-100 mA continuous. 125 mA intermittent. Line and load regulation
is less than 1% from no load to full load. Ripple is less than 10 mV from DC to 1
MHz. Features two meters: two scale voltmeter measures from 0-400 or
0-150 volts: and an ammeter that measures from 0-150 mA.
Kit IP-2717A. Shpg. wt. 19 lbs

179.95

Factory assembled and tested IP-2717A.
SP-2717A. Shpg. M. 20 lbs.

239.95

IP-2715 SPECIFICATIONS: Output Voltage: Vanatie from 9-15 VDC Output Current: 12 amps continuous.
20 amps intermittent per derating curve in manual). Ripple: Less than I% at full load Regulation:
Less than 2% variation from no load to f
ull load Fuses: 7A. 3AG slow -blow primary; 20A 3AG Output
Fever Requirement: 120'240 VAC. 50 ,60 Hz. 840 Watts Dimensions: 51.." H 11 W x11' D 13.3 e
27 9v 27 9cm ,

IP/SP-2717A SPECIFICATIONS: Additional Outputs: 0-100 VDC at 1mA varlaPie bias voltage. 6 3VAC at
4amps .12 6VAC at 2amps r
25 VA mar AC load). Filament voltage Regulation: Output variation
less than 1% from no load to full load Ripple: Less than 10 millivolts rms Output Impedance: Loss than
10 ohms. DC to 1MHz. Power Reg: 120 240 VAC. 53 60 Hz Dimensions:
H r13v W It D

Variable Isolated AC Supply adds more service versatility

Continuously variable 1-15 VDC Regulated Power Supply

.
4
"
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360 volt-amps, AC. continuous output. Switch selected. Fused at 1A& 3
A ranges. 120/240 VAC. Features
instrument blue cabinet that measures 5.5" H x15" W x10.5 D.
Kit IP-5220, 28 lbs.
154.95

The IP-2728 Power Supply helps in servicing, testing
or designing low-voltage solid-state equipment. Features acontinuously adjustable 1-15 VDC at 500 mA
output. with a 500 mV line. 50 mV load regulation.
and fully adjustable limiting current. AC or DC programming.1201240 VAC. 43
/ 'H x5•1
4
/- W x53
2
/ "D.
4

SP-5220, Assembled. 26 lbs

Kit IP-2728, Shpg. M. 5lbs

190.00

37.95
Credit Card Orders Call TOLL-FREE: 800-253-0570

Accurate Heathkit Strip Chart Recorder provides reliable, wide-range measurements
• Less than 0.5% error, full scale
• Digital chart drive for 10 speeds
• English or metric measurements
• Rear panel connector for total control from a
remote location
•Built-in switchable input filter
Belongs in your lab: The IR -5204 offers standard
features that are extra-cost options with many
competitive products - such as digital chart drive,
a built-in filter and remote control capability.
Digital chart drive: Provided by aprecision stepper
motor with no backlash, as in common in gear
train designs. To prevent damage to the recorder,
the pen servo shuts off when the charted signal
exceeds full scale deflection.
Has 10 chart speeds: Available in either inches or
centimeters per minute, via the IR -5204's stepper motor. All chart speeds are instantly selectable with the front panel rotary switch - and are
accurate to better than 0.5%.
Four calibrated input spans are available at the touch of a pushbutton: 10 mV,
100 mV, 1V and 10 Vfull scale. Variable span capacity is built in, enabling
you to extend the range to 100 V full scale.
Many noise problems are eliminated by a built-in switchable input filter: When
switched into the circuit, both normal and common mode rejection are
increased by 20 dB. Noise rejection is even greater at higher frequencies.
Allows total TTL-compatible recorder control from aremote location: Just plug
into the I
R-5204's rear panel connector.
Pushbutton chart advance is standard: As are external chart drive input
capability, electric pen lift with disposable nylon-tipped pens, metric conversion, built-in rack handles and the necessary hardware for rack mounting.
120/240 VAC, 50/60 Hz. Measures 5.34" H x17.41" W x12.31" D.
Kit IR-5204, Shpg. wt. 22 lbs.

339.95

SR-204, Assembled and tested Strip Chart Recorder, 22 lbs.

495.00

IR-520415R-204 SPECIFICATIONS: Chart Width: 10 inches (25 cm with optional metric drive). Chart
Speeds: 10. 5, 2. 1. U.S. 0.2. 0.1, 0 05. 0.02. 0.01 inches/minute (cm/min. with metric conversion
installed). balm, Time: 0 5second for full scale (filter out). Overshoot: Less than 1% of full scale.

Nylon-Tip Pens for IR-5204/SR-204 Strip Chart Recorder:
SU-406-92, Red Pen, Shpg. M. 1lb.
SU-406-93, Blue Pen, Shpg. M.

3.95

llb.

3.95

Chart Paper for IR-5204/SR-204/SR-205 Chart Recorders: All 120' long.
Inch-calibrated: Has 0.1" divisions. 0-100 right-to-left.
SU-445-17, Shpg. M. 2 lbs.

6.95

Centimeter-calibrated: Offset 4 cm on right, 0-100 right-to-left.
SU-445-18, Shpg. M. 2 lbs.

6.95

Disposable Nylon Pens for IR-5207/SR-207/SR-206 Chart Recorders:
Pens for chart recording speeds under 1inch per minute:
SU -205-3, Long Red Pen, Shpg. M. 1lb.

3.95

SU -205-6, Short Red Pen, Shpg. M. 1lb

3.95

SU-205-4, Long Blue Pen, Shpg. M. 1lb.
Pens for chart recording speeds over 1inch per minute:

3.95

SU -205-5, Long Red Pen, Shpg. M. 1lb.

3.95

SU -205-7, Short Blue Pen, Shpg. M. 1lb.

3.95

Laboratory-type Decade Resistance Box

Distortion Analyzer for amplifiers and receivers

Invaluable as avariable multiplier or shunt, a
variable substitution resistor, or as aleg for AC and
DC bridges: The IN-3117 helps solve complex
resistance problems, where a large range of
measurement values is necessary. Covers 1ohm
to 999,999 ohms in 1-ohm steps. 0.5% tolerance, 1Watt resistors. Features rugged case and
binding posts for easy test set-ups. 5" Hx7.5" W
x6.63" D (12.7 x19.05 x16.84 cm).

Outstanding sensitivity
and bandwidth: The I
M5258 measures total
harmonic distortion
(THD) down to 0.03%
from 5 Hz to 100 kHz,
with
5% accuracy. Six
ranges cover 0.03 to
100% harmonic distortion. The wide frequency
range of the I
M-5258 allows you to check and service audio amplifiers and
receivers which claim the finest specifications.

Kit IN-3117, Shpg. M. 3lbs.

57.95

Complete Test Lead Set has awide variety of uses

Residual distortion in the IM-5258 is avery low 0.03% or less: The front panel
meter is accurate to within 0.5% of full scale.

O

Features auto-null control: Simply rough-tune the analyzer and flip the auto
mode switch. The analyzer automatically balances the incoming signal,
eliminating the need for delicate and time-consuming manual fine tuning.

2000/ VRMS, 20A max.: Two 1.5 meter cables, 4 mm shrouded plugs, red
sprung hook, red prod, black shielded croc clip.
PKW-200, Shpg. M. 1lb.

15.95

50-Ohm Termination for counters and oscilloscopes
Helps eliminate measurements errors in counters,
scopes: Covers DC to 1GHz range. Power rating, 1
Watt. VSWR: at 250 MHz, 1.2:1; at 600 MHz, 2:1.
SU -511-50, Shpg. wt. 1lb.
14.95
Alaska. Hawaii and Michigan Residents: Call 616-982-3411

Also functions as a1mV to 300 VAC voltmeter: Features .-1-5% accuracy in this
function as well. Maximum input impedance is one megohm, shunted by 70
pF. Not for use in strong RF fields. For 120/240 VAC, 50/60 Hz power.
Attractive, sturdy case measures 5.38" H x15" W x11.5" D (13.67 x38.1 x
29.21 cm).
Kit IM-5258, Shpg. wt. 17 lbs.

234.95

IM-5258 SPECIFICATIONS: Frequency Range: 5 Hz to 100 kHz in five ranges. 5-10 Hz, 10-100 Hz.
100-1000 Hz. 1-10 kHz, 10-100 kHz Distortion Measurement Ranges: 0 3to 100%. full scale, in six
ranges with a 1-3-10 sequence, Residual Distortion: 0.03% or less. Input Impedance: 1megotsm.
shunted by 70 pF maximum. Required Input Level: 316 mV RMS for distortion measurements.
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The 5280-Series -The basics for the beginner
No matter if you're a seasoned electronics pro
or if you're just starting out, the 5280-Series of
test equipment from Heathkit provides you with
a dollar-saving way to equip your own test

bench. Each of the high-quality test instruments is
priced at only $47.95 so you don't have to spend
a lot of money. And, they represent the Heathkit
quality you've come to expect.

1 Four-function Multimeter

Kit IG-5282, Shpg. wt. 5 lbs.

Versatile: The IM-5284 High-Performance,
Solid-State Multimeter allows you to quickly
measure volts, ohms and DC current. A large,
easy-to-read panel meter makes measurements
a snap. Measures AC/DC Voltage to 1000 volts
with 3% DC and 5% AC accuracy. Measure DC
current to 1000 mA, with 4% accuracy. Atotal of
four resistance ranges up to X1 megohm. Includes needed test probes. Requires one "C"
cell, and two 9 VDC cells or IPA-5280-1 Power
Supply, below right. Measures 53
/"H x 11" W x
4
73
/"D (14.61 x27.94 x19.69 cm).
4
Kit 1M-5284, Shpg. wt. 5 lbs.
47.95

IG-5282 SPECIFICATIONS: Frequency Output: 10 Hz to 100 kHz in
four ranges Sine Wave Output Voltage: 0-3 volts rms. Square
Wave Output voltage: 0-3 volts peak. Power Requirements: two
nine volt batteries or the optional IPA -5280-1 Power Supply.

11A-5284 SPECIFICATIONS: OC Voltmeter: Ranges: 0-1. 0-10.
0-100. 0-1000 volts full scale. Accuracy: .3% of full scale. AC
Voltmeter: Ranges: 0-1. 0-10, 0-100. 0-1000 volts full scale.
Accuracy: ,5% of full scale OC Milliammeter: Ranges: 0-1.
0-10. 0-100. 0-1000 mA full scale Accuracy: 4% of full
scale. OC Input Resistance: 10 megohms. AC Input Resistance:
1megohm.

RF Oscillator for alignment of
radio, TV equipment
A necessary service aid: The IG-5280 RF Oscillator is ideal for use in aligning tuned stages of
AM, FM, and television receivers. Provides output in five separate bands; 310 kHz to 110 mHz
and up to 220 mHz on harmonics. A 1kHz audio
output, available at a front panel jack, can be
used to isolate circuit defects in receiver audio
stages. The IG-5280 is supplied with all required probes and test leads. It requires two 9
VDC cells or the IPA-5280-1 Power Supply, below right. Measures 53
/" H x 11" W x 73
4
/" D
4
(14.61 x27.94 x19.69 cm).
Kit IG-5280, Shpg. wt. 5 I
bs.
47.95
IG-5280 SPECIFICATIONS: RF Output: Frequency Range: 310 to
110 mHz. in five bands. 100 mHz to 220 mHz on harmonics
Output Voltage: Approx 100 mV Internal Modulation: 1 kHz
Audio-Frequency Output: Frequency: I kHz Output Voltage: 2 0
volts rms. open circuit.

1 Versatile, wide-range Sine/
Square Wave Audio Oscillator
Multi-function versatility: You'll wonder how you
managed to get along without the IG-5282 Sine/
Square Wave Audio Oscillator. It counts as necessary equipment in a wide variety of audio
testing situations. Since all components mount
on a single circuit board, kit-building time is
greatly reduced. Provides frequency output in
four ranges - from 10 to 100 kHz, in both sine
and square wave modes. During signal tracing,
you can use the IG-5282 as an audio signal
source. With the necessary additional equipment, you can use the sine wave output for audio
stage gain and distortion analysis. The square
wave output, along with appropriate associated
equipment, can be used to determine frequency
response. Requires two 9 VDC cells or the
IPA-5280-1 Power Supply shown below right.
Measures 53
/"H x11" W x73
4
/"D (.14.61 x27.94
4
x 19.69 cm).
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47.95

RCL Bridge for design, testing
A low-price Heathkit value: The IB-5281 RCL
Bridge is the answer to your needs in testing and
design. With the 113-5281, you can easily determine unknown values of capacitance, inductance and resistance. You are provided with the
versatility of three separate ranges in each function. Indicates capacitance from 10 pf to 10 ILE
inductance from 10 µH to 10H and resistance
from 10 ohms to 10 megohms. As always,
the Heathkit name means easy-to-build so you'll
quickly be able to start using the IB-5281 RCL
Bridge in your shop. Only one circuit board
needed. Provided with a molded, rugged cabinet
and component clips. Measures 53
/"H x 11" W x
4
73
/"D (14.61 x27.94 x19.69 cm).
4
Kit 18-5281, Shpg. wt. 5 lbs.
47.95
18-5281 SPECIFICATIONS: Resistance Ranges: 10 ohms to 10
megohms, in three ranges. Inductance ranges: 10 microhenries
to 10 henries, in three ranges. Capacitance ranges: 10
p)cofaracI5 to 10 microfarads. in three ranges. Oscillator Frequencies: 1kHz 10 kHz. 100 kHz. External Standard Range: 11
to 10 ,1.

M Audio circuit Signal Tracer
Track down problem circuits: A diode-equipped RF
probe pinpoints failing components and stages.
The IT-5283 Signal Tracer will be welcome on
your bench when it's time to troubleshoot defective equipment. By using the straight-through
DC position you can use the IT-5283 to track
down and identify failing audio components and
systems. In the audible mode, the IT-5283 Signal Tracer emits a tone which changes in frequency, dependent upon the test point voltage or
resistance. That allows you to quickly and simply
isolate problems by tracing signal flow through
logic circuits. Requires two 9volt DC cells, or the
IPA-5280-1 Power Supply, optional. Measures
53
/"H x 11" W x73
4
/"D.
4
Kit IT-5283, Shpg. wt. 5 lbs.
47.95
11%5283 SPECIFICATIONS: Functions: Speaker substitution 16
Ohms impedanze OuZo or RF s)gna , tracing. audible VOM
,r,r),t ohmmeter, Speaker: 3 permanent magnet type. 16
ohms ,rpecance Power Requirement: Two 9 VDC transistor type batteries 'rot noluded; or IPA -5280-1 Power Supply
below Overall Dimensions:
h
D t',4 61
27 94
,
1:9 yr. Net Weight: 3 by. .1 4 kg)

120/240 VAC Power Supply
features added convenience
Power for the 5280-series: The Heathkit name
stands for value - and the IPA-5280 Power Supply provides it. Powers all five instruments at the

same time. Will provide 120 or 240 VAC power
without rewiring. Features include half-wave rectification, capacitor filtering and dual-integrated
circuits. For 120/240 VAC, 50/60 Hz power.
Draws 7Watts maximum. Measures 6" H x33
/"W
4
x3" D (15.24 x9.53 x7.62 cm).
Kit IPA-5280-1, Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.
28.95
IPA-5280-1 SPECIFICATIONS: Output Voltage: -9 and - 9 VDC.
z9% Maximum Output Current: :00 rrIllgampi Fuse: ' xmç.
3 4G. S oN-5ice,, type

uls
ei
g
na
e
Credit Card Orders Call TOLL-FREE: 800-253-0570

Hand-held Digital Capacitance Meter features auto-ranging, leakage detection
31/
2-digit LCD has
¶2 tall digits

• Measures up to 199.9 mF with +0.2% basic accuracy,
automatically selects proper measuring range

157"

• Built-in polarized "Kelvin" test sockets for more accurate
capacitance measurements
• Detects leaky capacitors with special circuitry
• Large 31
2 -digit Liquid Crystal Display (LCD)
/
• Hand-held meter uses standard 9VDC battery

The compact IT-2250 measures capacitance from 0 pF to 199.9 mF. Measuring
all types of capacitors (mica, glass, paper, polystyrene, mylar, electrolytic,
air-gap, ceramic and others), an auto-ranging feature automatically selects the
correct range of measurement from achoice of ten ranges. The capacitance
measurement is then shown on its 31
/ -digit LCD. Four LEDs indicate unit of
2
measurement (pF, nF, ¡IF or mn.
"Kelvin" terminal design permits measurement directly at the capacitor leads to
minimize error. And aspecial zero control allows for the elimination of stray
capacitance in the instrument.

'Optional
!carving case
Leakage switches,
nomogram let you
measure leakage
horn capacitors

For measuring electrolytic and other capacitors with alow operating voltage, the
IT-2250 supplies alow test voltage (superimposed on alow bias voltage). A
remote cable lets you test capacitors that can't be connected directly.
Another key feature of the IT-2250 is its ability to detect a leaky capacitor. A
nomogram is provided so you can translate the readings you obtain, using the
two separate leakage switches, into approximate values of shunt or internal
capacitor leakage resistance.
utrution frxmi excessive current is provided by clamp diodes and al/4 Amp fuse
when the IT-2250 is turned on, and by a2.2 ohm, 2 Watt resistor across the
input jacks when the instrument is turned off.
Uses 9VDC battery, or 120 VAC line current with optional PS-2350 (below).
Kit IT-2250, Shpg. wt. 3 lbs
157.95
IMA-2215-1, Leather Carrying Case for IT-2250. Shpg. wt. 1lb.
Four LEDs show
correct unit of
measurement

14.95

PS-2350,120 VAC Battery Eliminator, Shpg. wt. 1lb.

7.95

11-2250 SPECIFICATIONS: Ranges: 199.9 pF, 1999 pr. 19.99 nF. 199.9 nF, 1.999 µF. 19.99 µF. 199.9
µF. 1999 µF, 19.99 mF, 199.9 mF. Accuracy: Using Laboratory Standards: 199.9 pF. 1999 pF. 19.99
nF. and 199.9 nF ranges. :t(0.2% of reading

count +0.5 or): 1.999 µF. 19.99 µF. 199. 9µF. 1999

µF, 19.99 mF and 199.9 mF ranges. -±(5% of reading +1 count). Using Neath-Supplied Standards:
199.9 pF. 1999 pF, 19.99 nF and 199.9 nF ranges, +10.75% of reading -1 count +0.5 pF): 1.999
µF. 19.99 µF. 199.9 µF. 1999 µF. 19.99 mF and 199.9 mF ranges. ±)6% of reading + 1count).

Includes standard
capacitors for
accurate calibration

NOTE: The accuracy of the Heathlut IT-2250 Capacitance Meter depends on whether you calibrate
with the Heath-supplied standards or laboratory standards. Specifications are listed above for both
methods of calibration. Accuracy specifications apply for a temperature range of 67 to 77 degrees F
(19 to 25 degrees c). Conversion and Display Rate: For values up to 1999 µF. less than 1.5 seconds; For
values up to 199.9 mF. less than 10 seconds. Display: 3V:digit (maximum count. 1999) liquid crystal.
Testing Voltage: 2.00 VDC maximum; typically varying from 0.6 to 1.4 VDC. Operating Temperature

"Kelvin" terminals
for more accurate
measurements

Rine 32 to 104 degrees F (0 to 40 degrees C). Storage Temperature Range: -4 to +140 degrees F
(-20 to +60 degrees C). Battery Life: Approximately four to ten hours, in continuous operation.
Battery indicator: Displays 'LO BAT" warning when battery is down to approximately 5 VDC. &MA
Dimensions: 2" H o 3.25 W x 7.5" L (5.06 x8.26 n 19.05 cm). Net Weigel: 16 ounces (450 grams).
including battery.

See our kits on display at Heathkit Electronic Centers- Units of Veritechnology Electronics Corporation
Parts and service available. Retad prices on
some tems may be slightly higher.
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Metal case fer
added durability,
better RFI shielding

Measure frequency of
signals to 512 MHz,
period of signal,
ratio of two signals

Large, easy-to-read
LED display has 8 digits
for higher resoliltion
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Two ranges for
added versatility:
50 MHz range and
512 MHz range

t-,/1

50-ohm input
for high-frequency
signals
101111n, -102 NH

1Megohm input
for low-frequency
signals

Trigger level control
for stable, more
accurate counting
of most any signal

Standby mode for V
maximum accuracy —
the minute you turn
the counter on

Low-priced Heathkit Portable 512 MHz Frequency Counter gives you digital measuring accuracy!

$259C

•Extra-wide frequency range to accommodate maintenance
of both UHF and VHF radios and transceivers
• Crystal-controlled time base assures you of excellent
long-term measuring stability and accuracy

UHF capability up to 512 MHz, low-frequency capacity down to 5 Hz and a
budget-pleasing price are all yours when you choose the Heathkit IM-2420
Portable Digital Frequency Counter. Service technicians and do-it-yourselfers will find its extended frequency range ideal for servicing UHF two-way
radios now used by many police and fire departments —as well as most other
radio communications equipment.
Our engineers have designed more features and added capabilities into this
laboratory-quality Heathkit instrument. For example, the IM-2420 can do
more than measure the frequencies of input signals — its period function can
give cycle time in seconds, while the frequency ratio function provides the
ratio between two input frequencies.
Make more accurate measurements: A standby power switch can keep the
crystal oven warm, giving you maximum frequency measuring accuracy as
soon as the IM-2420 is turned on. Proportionally-controlled crystal oven
keeps the internal time base extremely accurate —within 0.1 part per million
(ppm) — over awide ambient temperature range. And the external time base
jack allows the use of an external time base signal.
Four gate times and a large, 0.43" (1.09 cm) high, eight-digit LED display
provide the resolution you need to measure UHF signals. The pivoting stand
places the I
M-2420 at acomfortable, convenient viewing angle.
The IM-2420's excellent 4-15 mV typical sensitivity, over the entire 5 Hz-512
MHz range, allows counting of weak signals. Trigger level control assures
stable counting when noise is present, and provides more accurate measurement of complicated waveforms. Effective limiting circuits at both inputs (5
Hz-50 MHz and 40 MHz-512 MHz) make sure counting is stable, even when
the input signal level varies by as much as 60 dB.
Measure signals with a direct connection — or, for frequency counts without
direct connection, order the SMA-2400-1 Telescopic Antenna (right).
Extra Protection is built into the IM-2420: Its rugged, compact metal cabinet
provides improved shielding from radio-frequency interference (RFD. Full
voltage protection assures worry-free counting.
58/ INSTRUMENTS

•Features four gate times and eight-digit resolution to give you
more precise readings
• Provides you with two separate inputs and an adjustable trigger
level coltrol for more versatility
Kitbuilding is easy: The IM-2420 takes as little as four evenings to build, with
afully detailed Heathkit manual to guide you along the way, step-by-step. ICs
are standard and easily available, for faster servicing. For 120/240 VAC,
50/60 Hz. 4.25" H x10" W x12.5" D (10.8 x25.4 x31.8 cm).
Kit IN-2420, Shpg. wt. 9 lbs.
259.95
Assembled Portable 512 MHz Frequency Counter.
SM-2420, Assembled and tested, Shpg. wt. 9 lbs.

320.00

Swiveling Telescopic Antenna for IM-2400, IM-2410, IM-2420 Frequency Counters: Also use on many two-meter transceivers. Chrome-plated brass antenna
provides significant performance improvements over similar antennas. Enhance counter sensitivity by tuning to the proper frequency — by extending or
retracting the telescoping sections. Right angle version. Includes BNC connector for easy hookup to frequency counter.
SMA-2400-1 Assembled and tested, Shpg. wt. 1lb.
9.95
IMAM-2400 SPECIFICATIONS: Inputs: Frequency Ranges: 5 Hz to 50 MHz and 40 MHz to 512
MHz. Sensitivity: 25 mV rms guaranteed, 4 to 15 mV rms typical. Input Impedance: 5 Hz to 50
MHz range. 1 Aegohm shunted by less than 25 Pr: 40 MHz to 512 MHz range. 50 ohms
nominal. Input Protection: 5 Hz to 50 MHz range. 250 V rms to 100 kHz (derating to 25 Vrms at
50 MHz): 40 MHz to 512 MHz range. 5V rms. Period Measurement Mode Input: 5 Hz to 50 MHz
only. Range: 5 Hz to 10 MHz. Sensitivity: 25 mV rms guaranteed. 4 to 15 mV rms typical. Display
Resolution (Least Significant Digit): 100 nS to 0.1 mS. in decade steps. Ratio IVA Measurement
Mode: Input Frequency Limits: 5 Hz to 25 MHz and 40 MHz to 512 MHz. Effective liteasureinent
Range: From 1.6 to 1.024 n 10(8). guaranteed. Sensitivity: 25 mV rms guaranteed. 4 to 15 mV
rms typical. Time Base: Frequency: 10 MHz. Setability: To within 0.2 part per million (ppm)
Temperature Stability: 0.2 ppm from 32' Fto 104' F (0 C to 40'Cl. Crystal Aging Rate: Less than
1ppm per year. Oven Operating Temperature: L67' F. ±9' e(75' C .-t 5' C). Warm-up Time From Cold
Oven (unplugged) Start: 10 minutes to within 1.0 ppm. 20 minutes to within 0.1 ppm. External
Input: TTL or 2.5 Vrms from 50 ohm source (10 MHz).1eput Protection: Any voltage with peak-to peak limits between -3.5 and -10 Volts. Output: MI drive two standard TTL (i.e.. 7400) loads.
Short circuit protected. General Gate Times: 0.01 second. 0.1 second. 1second and 10 seconds
(switch-selectable). Sampling Rate: Every 0.1 second, 0.33 second. 1second or 10 seconds. LED
Display: Eight digits.

1
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Credit Card Orders Call TOLL-FREE: 800-253-0570

Measure with the low-cost, high-accuracy
IM-2410 Digital Frequency Counter

$124U

•Switchable 10 Hz-50 MHz and 20 MHz-225 MHz
ranges for high-resolution frequency readouts
•Excellent 10 mV sensitivity
•Big, easy-to-read eight-digit LEO display with
automatic decimal point placement

If you're looking for an inexpensive, yet highly accurate frequency counter for
your bench, then check out the easy-to-build Heathkit IM-2410 Digital
Frequency Counter.
Accuracy and stability unmatched at its low price: The I
M-2410 features two
frequency ranges -from 10 Hz to 50 MHz, and from 20 MHz to 225 MHz for increased accuracy and better resolution. A single input covers the
entire frequency range, making the I
M-2410 more convenient to use.
Two-position time gate: You can choose either 0.1 second or 1.0 second gate
times for even better resolution. And the crystal-controlled time base gives
you the good long-term stability and accuracy you would expect to find on
more expensive counters: ±lppm.
Front panel operation for easy bench use: All of the I
M-2410's controls are on
the easy-to-reach front panel. One BNC input is provided for fast, direct
frequency counts. For non-direct counts, you can attach the optional
SMA-2400-1 Swiveling Telescopic Antenna (described below).
Easy-to-read display: The eight-digit LED display shows all frequencies in
MHz for higher resolution (as fine as 1Hz at 50 MHz, 10 Hz at 225 MHz). A
cabinet stand props the I
M-2410's display at acomfortable viewing angle.
Interference-free cabinet construction: The IM-2410's housing is made of
metal for greater durability and better radio-frequency interference (RFI)
shielding. 120/240 VAC. 3.38" H x7.25" W x9.5" D.

Kit IM-2410, Shpg. wt. 6 lbs.
Assembled and tested Digital Frequency Counter.
SM -2410, Assembled, Shpg. wt. 6lbs.

124.95
170.00

IN4-2410 SPECIFICATIONS: Display: Eight-digit LED display. Frequency Ranges: 10 Hz to 50 MHz.
and 20 MHz to 225 MHz. Sensitivity: 10 Hz-50 MHz range. 25 mV RMS maximum. 10 mV typical
from 10 Hz-30 MHz. 50 mV RMS maximum from 30-50 MHz: 20 MHz-225 MHz range. 25 mV
RMS maximum. 10 mV typical from 20-150 MHz, 50 mV RMS maximum from 150-225 MHz.
Input Impedance:1 megohm, shunted by less than 24 pF. Input Protection: 150 VAC, up to 100 kHz
-derating to 5 VAC from 160 MHz to 225 MHz. Time Base Frequency: 3.58 MHz. Stability: +1
ppm. Temperature Stability: +10 ppm, from 0 to 40 degrees C. Gate Times: 0.1 or 1.0 second.
switch-selectable. Frequency Resolution: 10 Hz to 50 MHz range. I1 Hz with gate time set at 1.0
second and -1-10 Hz with gate time set at 0.1 second; 20 MHz to 225 MHz range. -1-10 Hz with
gate time set at 1.0 second; -2.-100 Hz with gate time set at 0.1 second. Power Requirement:
120/240 VAC, 50/60 Hz. 25 Watts maximum. Dimensions: 3.8' Ho 7.25" W o9.5" Ci (8.59 x18.42 x
24.13 cml

Save $5.00 -test and align anywhere with the IM-2400!

139C

•Battery-operated for in-field
frequency testing
•Batteries mount internally
for true portability
•Two frequency ranges and
time bases

Now you can accurately test and align anywhere:
Test mobile radio equipment in cars, trucks, aircraft, boats - anywhere you want, with the
I
M-2400. Technicians and amateur radio enthusiasts will find it ideal for servicing mobile gear.
Using rechargeable batteries, this compact counter measures just 1.63" H x3.38" W x8.38" D.
The IM-2400 features a 10 MHz crystal oscillator
that insures stable and accurate frequency
monitoring through both the 50 Hz-50 MHz and
40 MHz-512 MHz ranges. With a typical sensitivity of 10 millivolts RMS and a guaranteed
sensitivity of 25 millivolts RMS, the IM-2400
lets you measure weak signals.
The big seven-digit LED display has automatic
decimal point placement to help ensure mistake-free readings.
Completely portable: The 1
M-2400 has rechargeable nickel-cadmium batteries that provide hours
of measurements on a single charge - and the
batteries can be recharged hundreds of times to
save on battery replacement cost. The batteries
are located inside the instrument to eliminate
awkward external battery packs.
Also for bench use: A pivoting stand (included)
supports the I
M-2400 at a convenient viewing
angle for work at your test bench. Add the optional PS-2404 120 VAC Battery Eliminator/
Charger to operate the IM-2400 directly from
line current.

Take testing and alignment convenience with you
anywhere, when you buy the IM-2400. Uses five
rechargeable 1.2 VDC nickel-cadmium "AA"
cells (included) or 120 VAC, 60 Hz power with
the optional PS-2404 Battery Eliminator/
Charger. Measures 1.63" H x3.38" W x8.38" D
(14.14 x8.58 x21.29 cm).
Kit IM-2400,
Shpg. wt. 3lbs.

Was $144.95, NOW ONLY 139.95

Assembled and tested Hand-Held Counter.
SM -2400, Assembled. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.
190.00
Swiveling Telescopic Antenna for the IM-2400 and
IM-2410 Frequency Counters. Can also be used on
two-meter amateur radio transceivers. This
chrome-plated brass antenna, with its right-angle
design and telescoping capability, gives you improved performance and better sensitivity. Includes BNC connector.
SMA-2400-1, Assembled, Shpg. wt. 1lb.
9.95
120 VAC Battery Eliminator/Charger for IM-2400.
PS-2404,S hpg. wt. 1I
b.
7.95
240 VAC Battery Eliminator/Charger for IM-2400.
PS -2405, Shpg. wt. 1lb.
12.95
IM-2400 SPECIFICATIONS: Input Impedance: 50 Hz to 50 MHz
range, 1megohm shunted by less than 20 pF; 40 MHz to 512 MHz
range. 50 ohms. Input Protection: 50 Hz to 50 MHz range, 150
Volts RMS to 100 kHz. cleating to 10 Volts RMS at 50 MHz; 40
MHz to 512 MHz range. 5Volts RMS. Stability: i1ppm. Temperature Stability: +10 ppm from 0to 40 degrees C. Gate Tinter 0.1 or
1.0 second. switchabie. Restate.* 50 Hz to 50 MHz range. t-10
Hz with time base set at 0.1 second, :22100 Hz with time base set
at 1.0 second; 40 MHz to 512 MHz range. +.-.100 Hz with time
base set at 0.1 second, -1-1 kHz with time base set at 1.0 second.
Power Requirement: Five 1.5 VOC rechargeable nickel-cadmium
cells (included), or 120 VAC. 60 Hz line current with optional
PS-2404 Battery Eliminator/Charger (above). Dimensions: 1.63"H
o3.38" Wu 8.38" (4.14 x8.58 x21.29cm).

Alaska, Hawaii and Michigan Residents: Call 616-982-3411
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The Heathkit Digital Multimeter line features advanced capabiiities and attractive styling

1M-2262: full-function versatility, accuracy

s189"

Top-of-the-line IM-2264: full set of features

• Features attractive styling in low-profile cabinet
•Offers expanded measurement ranges and improved
performance with state-of-the-art circuitry
•True RMS capability provides accurate AC readings from
both sine wave and non-sine wave inputs

239"

•Auxiliary analog peak/null meter allows measurement
trends to be easily determined
• Switch-enabled alarm is useful in circuit tracing
•Crest warn indicator alerts user to possible measurement
error for non-sine wave inputs

Step up from low-cost meters: The I
M-2262 Portable Digital Multimeter
provides more measurement ranges and better performance for the serious
hobbyist, service technician or design laboratory —at acompetitive price.

Has all features of the 1M-2262 OMM at left — and more: The 1M-2264 offers
full-function versatility, highly accurate readings and special operator
convenience features —all at asuprisingly affordable price.

Attractively styled: The IM-2262 is not only functional, it's attractive. Our
designers invested unprecedented time and effort in styling this compact,
low-profile instrument. Measuring 3"H x8.5"W x11" D(7.62 x21.59 x27.94
cm) with handle folded, the cabinet features aspecial color-coded front panel
with pushbutton switches —for additional convenience and ease of use.

Measurement capabilities: Voltage from 200 mV to 1000 VDC/750 VAC, current
from 200 AAA to 10 Amps and resistance from 200 ohms to 20 Megohms. In
addition, semiconductor functions can be checked.

Measurement ranges: The 1M-2262 measures voltage from 200 mV (full scale)
up to 1000 VDC and 750 VAC, DC and AC current from 200 µA (full scale) up to
10 Amps, resistance from 200 ohms to 20 Megohms (full scale). The
resistance function includes a low (0.2 Volt) test voltage, up to the 2000
kilohm range, to allow in-circuit measurement of semiconductors. Adiode test
allows checking of semiconductor functions.
Uses extremely accurate, stable state-of-the-art technology: One MOS/LSI
integrated circuit contains all the dual-slope, analog-to-digital conversion
circuitry — including the automatic polarity indication and automatic decimal
point placement functions. The I
M-2262 features a laboratory full scale
accuracy of 0.25% DC, 0.5% AC (with frequency response specified up to 20
kHz). Built-in references, which allow fast and easy calibration in the field,
provide full scale accuracies of 0.5% DC, 1% AC (up to 10 kHz).
Input protection is provided on all measurement functions: Fully-isolated circuitry
allows floating measurements up to 500 Volts (peak) from earth ground.
Uses battery or AC power: The IM-2262 operates on six 1.5 VDC carbon-zinc,
alkaline or nickel-cadmium cells (not included) for portable in-field use. It can
also use 120 VAC, 60 Hz power, with the optional Heathkit PS-2404 Battery
Eliminator (see page 59). A battery test circuit allows adirect check of battery
condition, with a LO-BAT indicator lighting automatically when battery voltage
reaches alow level. And abuilt-in circuit recharges nickel-cadmium batteries
in as little as 24 hours, with the unit turned off.
Kit IM-2262, Shpg. M. 5lbs.

189.95

IM-2262 SPECIFICATIONS: Maximum Allowable Input: Voltage: 1000 VDC or VDC plus peak AC (On AC
voltage. 750 VAC or 1000 VDC plus peak AC. limited to 10(6) V-Hz). except 350 VDC or DC plus peak.
AC momentary (On AC voltage. 250 VAC or 350 VDC or DC plus peak AC momentary) on 200 mV and 2
Vranges: Current: 2Aon 200 µA-2000 mA ranges; 10 A(20 Afor 30 sec.) on 10 Arange: Resistance:
350 VDC plus peak AC or 250 VAC. Diode Test: Forward and reverse conduction.
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True RMS capability: This feature allows the 1M-2264 to provide accurate AC
measurements from both sine wave and non-sine wave inputs.
Additional features make operation even more convenient: Aflashing crest warn
LED alerts the operator when the crest factor of AC inputs is excessive —which
could lead to possible measurement error for non-sine wave inputs.
Aswitch-enabled alarm function allows quick testing of voltage and continuity,
without having to view the display. The audible alarm sounds for voltage or
current displays above 200 counts on any range, and for resistance measurements when the input is less than 200 counts on any range. An auto-polarity
analog meter reflects 0 to full scale measurements to supplement the digital
display — making nulls, peaks and measurement trends easier to follow.
Outstanding protective circuitry: All measurement functions have input
protection. DC and AC current ranges (except the 10 Amp range) are protected
by diode, circuit breaker and fuse circuits —with an easily accessible fuse.
The resettable rear panel circuit breaker, unique to the I
M-2264, provides
protection on current measurements from 200 µA to 2000 mA, making fuse
replacement for moderate overloads necessary. Resistance ranges are electronically protected to 350 Volts (peak). Floating measurements up to 500
Volts (peak) from earth ground can be made with the fully-isolated circuitry.
Use in-field or on your test bench: Operates on six carbon-zinc, alkaline or
nickel-cadmium batteries (not included) — or on 120 VAC, 60 Hz power
with the optional Heathkit PS-2404 Battery Eliminator (see page 59). Has test
circuit, LO-BAT indicator and circuit to recharge nickel-cadmium batteries.
Kit IM-2264, Shpg. M. 7lbs.

239.95

III-2264 SPECIFICATIONS: Crest Warn: Operation: Front panel LED flashes for excessive crest factor
condition on AC voltage and current, or excessive normal mode signal on oc voltage and current. On
200 mVAC range. function may be used to indicate digital logic pulses. Alarm: Operation: Audible tone
(switch-enabled) sounds on voltage and current functions for input levels greater than 200 counts on
range selected; on resistance f
unction, for input levels less than 200 counts on range selected. Meter:
Operation: Continuously monitors input levels.

M
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31
2 -digit LCD for
/
easy reading in
any light

Use built-in
or external
references to
maintain high
accuracy

Lightweight —
just 14 ounces
with battery

Separate voltage
and current inputs
protect unit
under test

IM-2260 for excellent low-priced performance

124"

• Compact, lightweight, 31
2 -digit multimeter features good
/
performance over many ranges

Pushbutton range
and function switches

• Measures 1mV to 1000 VDC (750 VAC), 1mA to 10 Amps
and 1ohm to 20 Megohms, also performs diode test

Accurate, affordable IM-2215 Hand-Held DMM

•Attractively-styled, low-profile cabinet

'97C

Many capabilities at alow price: The 1M-2260 Portable Digital Multi meter is
one of the best bargains available on the market.This versatile instrument tests
DC voltage (in four ranges up to 1000 Volts). AC voltage (in four ranges up tc
750 Volts). DC and AC current (in five ranges up to 10 Amps) and resistance (ir
five ranges up to 20 Megohms).
Special measuring features: Checks of forward conducting voltage and reverse
leakage resistance help determine whether asemiconductor is good or bad.
Low 0.2 Volt resistance test voltage (2K-2000K ranges) allows accurate
in-circuit resistance checks.
Features state-of-the-art LSI measuring circuitry: A special MOSILSI (metal
oxide semiconductorlarge scale integration) integrated circuit contains all cr'
the IM -2260's measuring and display circuits. This advanced, reliable
circuitry helps ensure more accurate and stable readings.
Also has automatic polarity indication and automatic decimal point placement:
Pushbutton switching and aspecial color-coded front panel add convenience.
Built-in references ensure accurate calibration.
Well-protected: Input protection provided on all functions. Voltage ranges
protected to 1000 V. Current functions (except 10A range) protected by diode
and fuse circuits. Resistance ranges protected to 350V. Fully isolated circuitry
allows floating measurements up to 500 V(peak) from earth ground.
Features attractive styling: The cabinet has acarrying handle which doubles as a
stand which can position the LED display at aconvenient viewing angle.
Available in money-saving kit form, or fully assembled: The easy-to-build
I
M-2260, as well as the factory assembled and tested SM-2260. uses six 1.5
VDC carbon-zinc, alkaline or nickel-cadmium "C" cells (not included). Botn
versions can also run on 120 VAC with optional PS-2404 Battery Eliminator
(see page 59). Battery test function helps ensure more accurate measurements
by monitoring internal battery voltage. A built-in circuit charges nickel
cadmium batteries. This Heathkit product measures 3" H x8.5" W x11" D.
Kit IM-2260, Shpg. wt. 5lbs.
124.95
SM-2260, Assembled and tested. Shpg. wt. 4 lbs.
179.95
IM/Sh1-2260 SPECIFICATIONS: Voltage: Ranges: 2. 20. 200 and 1000 VDC: 2, 20.200 and 750 VAC.
Accuracy: DC. o0 5`. -41 count. AC (50 and 60 Hz). 4-1.0%. .1 count (referenced to 60 Hz
reading) Frequency Response: 40 Hz to 1kHz. .0 5... Input Impedance: 10 megohms (for AC.
shunted by aoproximateiy 100 pF) •Current: Ranges: 2 mA. 20 mA. 200 mA. 2000 mA. 10 Amp:.
Accuracy: DC. .1.5%. .1 count (except .3.5.. on 10 Amp range): AC.
-41 count (except
.4.0.. on 10 Amp range). 40 Hz to 1kHz Resistance: Ranges: 2 kilohms. 200 kilohms. 2000
kiiohms. 20 Megohms Accuracy: .0.25%. .1 count. except .0.5% on 20 Megohm range

Alaska. Hawaii and Michigan Residents: Call 616-982-3411

• Measures AC and DC voltage, current, resistance
• Has built-in references for in-field calibration
• Large, easy-to-read 31
2 -digit LCD display
/

Here's the hand-held portable digital multimeter you need —at agreat low price!
Designed to test semiconductors: Special full-scale alternating high-to-low test
voltage, available through all six ranges, makes the I
M-2215 ideal for testing
semiconductors and in-circuit resistance.
Easy one-hand operation: Pushbutton switching and built-in calibration
references make the I
M-2215 ideal for in-the-field use. The 31
/ -digit liquid
2
crystal display (LCD) features large, easy-to-read digits, automatic polarity
indication and automatic decimal point placement for fast measurements.
State-of-the-art measuring circuitry: High-sophisticated dual-slope, analog-todigital conversion circuitry is contained in one MOS/LSI integrated circuit. This
circuitry provides accurate and stable performance in all modes.
Double protection for the IM-2215 and your circuits: All measurement functions
are protected by fuse and diode against overloads and transients. Voltage and
current inputs are separated to provide extra protection to the instrument and
the circuitry being tested.
Use long-lasting battery power or line current: Special low current drain design
allows up to 200 hours of operation on one 9VDC cell (not included). Battery
condition is continuously monitored, with a"Lo-Bat" warning displayed during
the last 20% of battery life. Also operates on 120 VAC with optional PS-2350
Battery Eliminator (below). Includes pivoting stand; places the display at a
convenient angle for bench use. 2" H x3.5W x7.5" L.
Kit IM-2215, Shpg. wt. 2lbs.

97.95

SM-2215, Assembled and tested, Shpg. wt. 2 lbs
IMA-2215-1, Rugged Leather Carrying Case with belt loop. 1lb.
PS-2350, 120 VAC Battery Eliminator. Shpg. wt. 1lb

129.95
14.95
7.95

IM!SM-2215 SPECIFICATIONS: Voltage: Ranges: DC. 200 mV. 2V. 20 V. 200 V.1000 V: AC.200 mV. 2
V. 20 V, 200 V 750 VJrmsh Accuracy: Lab Standards: DC .0 25% of reading —1 count (5M-2215.
AC...0.5%ot reading — 3counts. Built-in Standards: DC .0.35% of reading — 1count,
AC. .0.6% of reading — 3 counts. Input Impedance: 10 megonms J
shunted on AC by approximately 100 pF). Frequency Response for AC Measurements (25 deg. C. —10 deg. C): On 200 mV. 20
V and 200 V ranges. 40 Hz-1 kHz (-.- 1% or reading —3 counts), on 2 Vand 750 V ranges. 40
Hz-400 Hz
1.5% of reading —3 counts). Current Ranges: DC. 2mA. 20 mA. 200 mA. AC. 2mA,
20 mA. 200 mA. 2000 mA. Accuracy, DC..0.75% of reading —1 count (tM-2215...0.35%): AC.
2 mA range, .1.5% or reading —3 counts. 40-200 Hz, other AC ranges. .1.5% of reading —3
counts. 40 Hz- lkHz. Resistance: Ranges: 200,2K. 20K. 200K. 2M, 20M. .-0.25% of reading —1
count (SM-2215. 2K•2M .0.15%). 20 Megohms range.
2`. of reading —1 count
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This dual-trace, portable 20 MHz Oscilloscope features many extra-value capabilities!
The 10-3220 fits under an airplane seat,
yet has many bench scope features
Convenient front
panel controls

8x10 division
CRT features
extra-bright traces

19-step or variable
time base adjustment
from 0.1 sec.-100 nS/div.

Algebraic add
allows you to make
complex differential
measurements

Choose internal,
external or line
triggering modes

c)

The first portable Heathkit oscilloscope
features dual-trace capability, wide bandwidth,
algebraic add, up to 5X sweep magnification,
invert display function and abright CRT
• Very sensitive vertical input accepts signals as low as 2mV
• Measures asignal's leading edge in as fast as 18 nS
•Z-axis input to apply timing marks on adisplayed waveform
• Lightweight — weighs only 16 lbs. (less optional battery pack)
• Includes cover to protect front panel controls from dust,
easy-grip carrying handle for maximum portability
The first portable Heathkit oscilloscope: Smaller than regular bench oscilloscopes, the Heathkit 10-3220 20 MHz Portable Oscilloscope is designed
for field service troubleshooters who need a light, portable, battery-operated scope for use in remote areas where AC power is not available. It
measures and displays time as a product of frequency, displays complex
waveforms, measures DC and AC voltages, and performs many other
measurement functions.
Dual-trace versatility: The 10-3220 Oscilloscope allows you to compare two
different signals, simultaneously — to make input/output comparisons,
check phase relationships and accomplish other complex measurements.
Its invert display function enables you to compare two different waveforms
that are nearly 180 degrees out of phase.
Full X-Y operation for making phase and frequency measurements: The signal
from the Y2 input can be applied to the hmzontai amplifier.
Algebraic add displays the sums of both traces as asingle trace: This function
of the 10-3220 allows you to make differential measurements.
Wide bandwidth: The 10-3220 can measure signals from DC to 20 MHz.
Outstanding sensitivity: Vertical signals as low as 2 millivolts can be accurately measured by the very sensitive 10-3220. Accuracy is as high as 3
percent (from 20-30 deg. C). cn both vertical and horizontal
measurements.
Easy-to-read CRT: The 3-inch (diagonal). 8 x 10-division CRT screen has an
extra-bright trace that can even be read in high ambient light conditions.
Easy scope compensation: A 1 Volt peak-to-peak square wave calibration
signal is provided at the 10-3220's front panel.
Easy kit assembly: The 10-3220 comes with a comprehensive. easy-to follow Heathkit manual that guides you through the kitbuilding process.
62/INSTRUMENTS

Feed two external
signals for Lissajous,
comparison
measurements

Use anywhere — runs on external or internal power: For 120 240 VAC, 50/60 Hz
power. Also runs on optional f0A-3220-2
Rechargeable Battery Pack (not included), or on 11-24 VDC (user-selectable) at approximately 34 VA. Includes
cover to protect front panel from dust
contamination. The compact. rugged
cabinet measures 5.5" H x13"W x18" D.
Calibration of the 10-3220 requires a
precise source of square waves, such as
the IG-4505 (page 65). To add to the
10-3220's
versatility,
use
the
I0A-3220-1 Probe Set with Pouch below.
Kit 10-3220, Shpg. wt. 24 lbs.

689.95

SO-3220, Assembled, tested and Calibrated. Shpg. wt. 22 lbs.
995.00

Carrying handle makes
the lightweight 10-3220
highly portable

Probe Set with Pouch for 10/S0-3220 Portable Oscilloscope: Includes two
PKW-105 X1 x10 Oscilloscope Probes with two-position multiplier for X1
and X10 probe tip and 4.5-foot cable.
I0A-3220-1. Shpg. wt. 1lb
59.95
Rechargeable Nickel-Cadmium Battery Pack for 10/S0-3220 Portable Oscilloscope: Provides minimum of two hours continuous operation on full charge.
Recnarged by 10/S0-3220 when oscilloscope is in charging mode.
I0A-3220-2. Shpg. wt. 7 lbs.

44.95

10/S0-3220 SPECIFICATIONS: Vertical: Frequency: DC. DC to 20 MHz i-3 dB); AC. 3Hz to 20 MHz
i-3 dB). Rise Time: Less than or equa, to 18 nS. Overshoot: Less than or equal to 5°, Deflection
Factor: 2 m),/..d,vis,on to I0 Vdivision in 12 calibrated steps. 1-2-5 sequence. Variable between
steps. Vertical Windows: Two minimum (16 divis,ons). Input Impedance: One Megomn shunted by
approximately 35 pF. Maximum Input Voltage: 400 Volts (DC plus peak AC). Display Modes: Vi.
V2. Dual (
TB selected). Add. Accuracy. 3% (20-30 Cl. 5% (10-40' C) (Variable in cal. position).
Horizontal: Time Base: 0.1 sec division to 100 nS•division in 19 steps. 1-2-5 sequence. Variabie
between steps. X5 magnifier increases sweep speed to 20 nS divis on. Accuracy: 3% (20-30' CI,
5', 10-40 - Cl -except X5 within 5% (20-30 -C). 7% (10-40' C) (Variable in cal. position). XY:X Channel: Same performance as vetica). YChannel: Same performance as vertical, but with
limited response of 2 MHz. Phase Shift: Less than 3' at 100 kHz. Triggering: Source: Internal Aor
B to). External or. Line o• Modes AC. DC, Low-Frequency Reject. High-Frequency Reject
(Automatic baseline in absence of trigger when in auto mode). Sensitivity: Automatic. adjustable
over 10 divisions: Normal. Adjustable over 10 divisions: Externa,. Adjustable over 0.8 Volt in
either auto or normal mode. Input Impedence (External): 1 Megohm shunted by approximately
100 pF. ZInput: Full On to Full Of' 1: • vs ,•,s Maximum Input: 52 Volts peak.

et»

Credit Card Orders Call TOLL-FREE: 800-253-0570

Here's the finest Heathkit Oscilloscope — featuring awide frequency range, dual-trace capability,
versatility — adding features and alow price
• Dual-trace capability lets you monitor two input
signals simultaneously
•Also has delayed-sweep capability
•Capable of triggering to two times the specified
vertical bandwidth
•Vertical delay lines let you observe leading edges of
input signals
• Rise time of less than 10 nS handles complex.
fast-rising input signals
•Sweep speeds from 50 nS/cm to 0.2 Seconds/cm,
plus up to 5X expansion, for an effective sweep
speed of 10 nS/cm
•Smooth rolloff lets you observe input signals above
50 MHz

TRIG Mel ING

•Algebraic add inverts either channel to observe
differential signals
•Unique TV coupling feature triggers alternate fields
for VITS display
•8x10 cm mesh CRT, with internal graticule, helps
assure parallax-free measurements
• 10 kV post acceleration voltage for fast writing and
bright, easy-to-read display

•C
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•Easy to assemble, using the step-by-step Heathkit
assembly and operation manual

The deluxe Heathkit 10-4235 is one
of the most versatile oscilloscopes
available anywhere!

'979"

The ID-4235, with its DC-35 MHz range, is the most advanc-ed oscilloscope our
engineers have ever developed! Compare this top -cf-the-line Heathkit
oscilloscope with others in its price range. You'll find that the 10-4235 is
unmatched in performance, features and quality. Compare the sophistication
and versatility of the 10-4235 with other scopes costing hundreds more.
This laboratory-quality oscilloscope is aperfect addition to anyone's service
bench, at an affordable price. The 10-4235 fulfills the requirement of the
service technician, electronics designer and serious hobbyist.
The 10-4235, which has awide OC to 35 MHz bandwidth, features adelayed sweep circuit which uses aseparate time base to display aselected portion of
the normal waveform for closer, more accurate examination. The start ard
length of the delayed sweep are user-controlled, so any given portion of the
normal waveform can be displayed at amuch higher rate.
An 8x10 cm mesh CRT has 10 kV post acceleration voltage — 21
2 times greater
/
than any scope we've ever offered — for faster writing speeds and brighter
displays. An internal graticule offers parallax -free readings.
The ID-4235 also features fully regulated power supplies for reliable and stable
readings, the capability to operate accurately on low line voltages, a 1Volt
square wave signal output available at the front panel for easier probe
compensation, avariable hold off control and aspecial Zaxis function for
additional versatility.

The delayed sweep takes the user-selected portion of the desired
waveform (intensified portion in left photo) and magnifies it the desired
number of times, to allow for closer examination (as seen in photo at right).
Alaska, Hawaii and Michigan Residents: Call 616-982-3411

An attractively -styled, functional cabinet houses the 10 -4235. It features a
convenient, easy-to-grip carrying handle. For 120/240 VAC, 50/60 Hz power.
Draws just 85 Watts (at 120 VAC). This scope measures 7.75" H x13.75"W x
24"D, with handle folded.
Calibration of the 10-4235 requires aprecise source of square waves (such as
the IG-4505 Deluxe Oscilloscope Calibrator on page 65), and aDC voltmeter.
Top-of-the-line Heathkit ID-4235 35 MHz Oscilloscope.
Kit 10-4235, Shpg. wt. 52 lbs.
Factory assembled and tested version of 10-4235.
SO -4235, Assembled and tested. Shpg. M. 38 lbs.

979.95
1370.00

10, SO-4235 SPECIFICATIONS VERTICAL Sensitivity:2 mV/cm to 10 V/cm Positions: 12 steps in a1-2-5
sequence. Variable: Continuous between steps to approximately 30V/cm. Accuracy: Within 3% (20t0
30 degrees C): Within 5% (10 to 40 degrees C), referred to 1V/cm. Vertical Response: DC Coupling: DC
to 35 MHz (-3 dB). AC Coupling: 1Hz to 35 MHz. Rise Timm 10 nS. Overshoot: Lest than 3%. DMay
Line: Allows display of at least 20 nS of pre-triggered waveform. Vertical Input: Impedance:1 megohm,
shunted by 30 pF (Capacitance depends on probe used -for calibration). Maximum Input: 400 Volts
peak, combined AC and DC. Connector: BNC. Vertical Modes: Vi. Y2, YIand Y2 chopped. Y1 and Y2
alternate. algebraically add (-.tY1 plus Y2). HORIZONTAL Time bases:Ranges:0.2 S/cm to 50 nS/cm.
Positions: 21 steps in 1-2-5 sequence. Variable: Continuous between ranges to approximately 600
mS/cm. Accuracy: Within 3% (20 to 30 degrees Cl, 5% (10 to 40 degrees C). referercec to 1mS/cm.
Magnifier: X5 (Accurate to within 5%. 20 to 30 degrees C; Within 7%. 10 to 40 degrees C). External
Horizontal: Sensitivity: Approximately 0.1V/cm. Impedance:1 megohm. Polarity: Positive input causes
right-hand deflection. Frequency Response: DC to greater than 2MHz) -3 dB). Connector: BNC.
Y
Channel: Same as vertical. XChannel: Same as vertical, except response is limited to 2 MHz and has
no delay line. Phase Shift: Less Man 8degrees at 100 kHz. TRIGGER: Source: Vt. Y2, External or Line.
Coupling: AC. DC, AC Fast, TV. Modes: Automatic baseline, normal, single sweep. Hold Off: Variable,
including a"B ends A" position. Sensitivitylbandwidth: 0.5 cm Mode: DC. DC to greater than 50 MHz;
AC.15 Hz to greater than 50 MHz: AC Fast. 40 kHz to greater than 50 MHz; TV, 40 Hz to 1.5 kHz. 1and
1.5 cm Modes: DC. DC to greater than 70 MHz; AC. Less than 1Hz to greater than 70 MHz: AC Fast. 30
kHz to greater than 70 MHz; TV, 20 Hz to 3kHz. (NOTE: In TV Coupling, the Oscilloscope tr;ggers on
alternate frames for steady display.) External Trigger: Sensitivity: 100 Mv at 50 MHz. Input Impedance:
1megohm, shunted by 30 pF. GENERAL: CRT: '
NM': 8x10 cm mesh with internal graticule Phosplor:
P31. CRT Acceleration Potential: 10 kV, regulated. ZAxis: Full On to Full Off: 0 to 5Volts. Positive Input
Impedance: 5kilohms. Operating Temperature Range 50 to 104 degrees F(10 to 40 degrees C). Power
Supplier. Fully regulated. Power Requirement: 120/240 VAC. 50/60 Hz. 85 Watts (at 120 VAC) Overall
Dimensions: 7.75" H x13.75" W 24"D (19 69 x34.93 x50.17 cm). with handle lobed. Net Wer.ght,
30 lbs. (13.6 kg).
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Introducing Heath/Zenith's newest, most powerful computer —The Z-100 Series
As low as

$3999"
for low-profile model
with Color Video RAM
This complete 16-bit/8-bit desktop computer
includes two sophisticated microprocessors,
super-high memory capacity, industry-standard S-100 expansion bus, two 320 KB disk
drives, easy-touch keyboard and low-maintenance design — all in adurable earthtonecolor cabinet!
Look at everything the Z-100 Series offers:
• Runs both 18-bit software and 8-bit software,
at very fast speeds
• Expanded memory capacity — up to an
incredible 768K bytes of RAM!
• Both serial and parallel I/O ports for
telecommunications extendability
• Color, monochrome video capabilities
•Add optional 8" floppy disk drives — or
an internal Winchester disk drive (to be
available in early 1983)
• Two soft-sectored 5.25" floppy disk drives,
each with 320 KB capacity, built-in
• High-efficiency power supply saves energy,
helps computer run cooler for added life
Offers outstanding performance for everyone:
Those with little or no computer experience will
appreciate the Z-100's ease of operation and the
time-saving, money-saving advantages it provides. Tiose with programming
experience and the need to use more advanced languages will enjoy our
newest, most capable computer's power and versatility.
Dual microprocessors to run more advanced software: To run today's higherspeed, higher-performance 16-bit software prograns, you need a Z-100
Series Computer. Its advanced 8088 microprocessor makes a significant
difference by processing information in great detail with astonishing speed.
Most existing programs won't become obsolete, either, because the Z-100
also handles 8-bit software programs with an 8085 microprocessor —
including many current Heath/Zenith software programs.
Many software programs now available from Heath/Zenith: You can obtain both
16-bit and 8-bit software programs to run on your Z-100 Series Computer.
The 16-bit programs, including the Z-DOS Operating System, Z-BASIC Color
Language and Microsoft Multiplan Electronic Spreadsheet, are shown on page
67. Software for the Z-100's 8-bit side is described on pages 67 and 74-77.
Has 128K bytes of Random Access Memory to handle larger software programs:
With the Z-100 Series Computers, you get real power to answer those bigger,
more comprehensive questions. Its standard 128K RAM complement is
expandable to over three-fourths of amegabyte (768K bytes) — compared to a
64K RAM standard for many desktop computers.
Supports video graphics for beautiful presentations: The Z-100 gives you
everything needed to support the high-impact graphics capability that many
business presentations demand. On the Z-100's 640 x 225 pixel video
screen you can create extensive charts, graphs and symbols for reports and
other documents.
Designed to grow as your computing needs grow: There are card slots available
internally in the Z-100, allowing the system to support memory expansion
and additional peripheral devices as your needs change. This allows your
investment to grow, decreases the chance of obsolesence and increases
future upgradability of the system.
Three input/output ports for total communications flexibility: The Z-100 lets you
access a world of information. Two RS-232C Serial ports and one parallel
interface port provide almost limitless communications capabilities. You can
plug in dot matrix and letter-quality printers: using a modem and a tele66/COMPUTERS

phone, you can communicate with other computers, word processors. bulletin
boards, data banks, industry standard printers and a host of other data
communications devices.
Dual high capacity disk drives: Two 5.25" floppy disk drives, each with 320K
bytes of data storage capacity, eliminate the need for an external disk drive.
You get faster access speed and real portability.
Add most any optional 8-inch floppy disk drive: The Z-100 Series Computers'
standard disk controller can also address 8" floppy disk drives using softsectored disks in the IBM 3740 format.
Optional Winchester disk drive (available early 1983) provides built-in big job
capacity: Replacing one of the Z-100's 5.25" floppy disk drives, the optional
Winchester drive provides the multi-megabyte data storage capacity needed for
large accounting, inventory or tecrinical jobs that used to recuire an expensive
minicomputer system.
High-efficiency power supply saves energy: With cooler and quieter operation,
lower power usage makes the Z-100 more expandable, because more capability can be added within the same compact cabinet.
The quality goes in before the name goes on: Designed and burilt with the same
quality that distinguishes all Heath/Zenith products, the Z-100 will give years
of time-saving, money-saving service to your business.
1:1 All-In-One Z-100 Series Computer: Features 16-bit (8088) and 8-bit
(8085) microprocessors to run both new 16-bit and most existing 8-bit
Heath/Zenith software programs, a five-slot IEEE-696 (S-I00) expansion
chassis (disk controller occupies one slot), two built-in soft-sectored 5.25inch disk drives for 640K on -une bytes of data storage, built-in highresolution 12" diagonal monochrome video display, monochrome graphics
with 144,000 dots, and professional keyboard — in asingle housing!
Add Z-219-1 Color Video RAM (page 67) and ZVM-134 High-Resolution
Color Monitor (p. 72) for colo , graphics capability. 120;240 VAC. 50/60 Hz,
400 Watts. 13.5" H x 19.5" W x 19.5" D (34.29 x49.53 x49.53 cm). Net
Wt., 50 lbs.
ZF-120-22, Assembled and tested. Shpg. wt. 68 lbs.

4099.00

et* Credit Card Orders Call TOLL-FREE: 800-253-0570

Can also be used with
optional High-Resolution
Color Video Display (p. 72)

(Shown with optional
ZVM-121 High-Resolution
Monochrome Video Display)

Low-profile Z-100 Series Computer
Compact, yet powerful: '-fas 16-bit (8088) and 8-bit (8085) microprocessors, five industry-standard IEEE-696 (S-100) card slots, built-in 5.25-inch
disk drive and more — ail in asingle housing under 8 inches high!
Optional accessories: Add optional ZVM-134 Color Video Display (p. 72). And
for big savings on software, choose one of the two Z-100 Software Starter
Packages (at right). For 120/240 VAC, 50/60 Hz power. Draws 400 Watts.
Measures 7Vri' H x 19' W x 19 1/
2"D (18.1 x48.26 x 49.53 cm). Net wt.,
40 lbs.
1: 2F-110-22, Assembled Low-Profile Computer with color graphics capability (includes two Z-219-1 Video RAM Sets below), 128K bytes of user
RAM (exandable to 768K bytes) and two 5.25" floppy disk drives for 640K
on-line bytes of data storage, Shpg. M. 62 lbs.
3999.00
Z-205-1, Memory Upgrade Kit (upgrades Z-100 Series Computers from 128K
bytes to 192K bytes of RAM, Shpg. M. 1lb.
180.00
Z-219-1, Color Video RAM Chip Set (two sets needed to provide ZF-10C and
ZF-120 Computers with color capability), Shpg. M 1lb.
160.00
Z-100 SERIES SPECIFICATIONS: DATA STORAGE: Disk Controller: Standard 2-207 Controller. supporting both 5.25" and 8' drives simultaneously. Two 320 K8 5.25' floppy disk drives standard: 8"
floppy disk drives optional: optional 5megabyte Winchester disk drive available in earli! 1983.
EXPANSION: Five )EEE-696 IS-100) standard card slots available for expansion. Disk controller
occupies one S-100 slot. DISPLAY: Display Format: 24 lines x80 characters. plus 25th line for
user information. 225 lines cf 640 dots in graphics mode. Character Set 128-character ASCII
set, upper and lower case. Ckaracter Type: 8x9 dot character block (0.2"
x
definable
to other values using softwaie. Color: Red, green, blue, white, black, cyan. magenta and yellow.
Color memory RAM standard in Z-110, optional in Z-120. Cursor: Blinking underline or reverse
video. Cursor Addressing: Reative and direct. Tate Eight columns. software-addressable. Video:
Normal or reverse video. bq character. Video Output: Z-110, RG13. Z-120, monochrome std
KEYBOARD: General: Sculptured. typewriter-style keyboard with 108 keys. Numeric Keypad: 18
keys (including cursor control keys). Special Function Keys: 13. INPUT/OUTPUT PORTS: Serial UO:
Two EIA RS-232C serial interface ports. at 110 to 38.400 baud. Accessible from rear -of unit.
Modes: Asynchronous full- or half-duplex. synchronous. Parallel I/O: Ce.ntronics-comcatible
printer port with a25-pin D connector.

eble

Alaska, Hawaii and Michigan Residents: Call 616-982-3411
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Software for the Z-100 Series Computers
Z-100 software is supplied in soft-sectored 5.25" floppy diskette form, with
operating manual included.
Z-100 16-Bit and 8-Bit Starter Package: Z-DOS and CP/M-85 Operating
Systems, Microsoft BASIC/Z-BASIC Languages and Multiplan Spreadsheet.
ZSS-100-1, 26 lbs.
$900.00 separately, ONLY 500.00
2-100 16-Bit Starter Package: Includes Z-DOS 16-Bit Disk Operating System.
Z-BASIC Language and Multiplan Electronic Spreadsheet.
ZSS-100-2, 18 lbs.
$575.00 separately, ONLY 350.00
you run advanced programs ('ike Multiplan, Microsoft BASIC and Z-BASIC) on
the Z-100. Has device-independent I/O, advanced error recovery, variablelength records, full program relocatability.
0S-63-4, Shpg. M. 5 lbs.
150.00
CP/M-85 8 Bit Operating System: Use of CP/M-85 on the Z-100 makes use of
many current 8-bit software programs possible. Has capabilities of CP/M-80
(page 74), and features fast running speed.
0S-53-2, Shpg. M. 5 lbs.
150.00
Microsoft BASIC Interpreter: See page 76 for full details on this powerfui
programming language. Requires CP/M-85 Operating System above.
MS-253-1, Shpg. M. 3 lbs
175.00
Z-BASIC Color Language: An extended version of the Microsoft BASIC Language
Interpreter above. Requires Z-DOS Operating System above.
MS-463-1, Shpg. M. 5 lbs.
175.00
See many more Z-100-compatible software programs, including the k4icroseft
Multiplan 16-Bit Electronrc Spreadsheet, on pages 74-77.

The Z-100 Series Computers are FCC Class A Certified for commercial
use. Use of the Z-100 in residential areas may require the user to correct
objectionable radio and television interference.
COMPUTERS/67

Choose an H-89 All-In-One Computer to fit your needs —and save $496!
A complete microcomputer system in one convenient package,
the H-89 An-In-One Computer includes two powerful microprocessors,
aprofessional video terminal, abuilt-in 5.25-inch floppy disk drive
for convenient data storage and three RS-232C Serial Interface Ports
for telecommunications extendability!
NOW AS LOW AS

$1399°2

• 48K bytes of Random Access Memory (RAM)
power standard — expandable to 64K bytes
• CP/M-capable — without modifications
• Choose from anti-glare or standard CRT screens

Two separate Z-80 microprocessors are built into the H-89: Separate microprocessors for the computer and video terminal mean they never have to
share processing power — enabling the computer to process information at
higher speeds.
Three RS-232C Serial Interface Ports are standard: The built-in EIA Standard
Three-Port Serial Interface lets you add more peripherals (such as printers
and modems) to your AII-1 n-One Computer.
Optional disk controller increases storage capacity: The H-89's built-in
5.25-inch floppy disk drive can store up to 100K bytes of data on asingle
disk. With the optional Z-89-37 Soft-Sectored Disk Controller Board (page
69), you can expand the built-in storage capacity to 160K bytes per disk.
If you need more storage, buy the external disk system that fits your needs:
The H-77 Floppy Disk System (shown on page 69) can provide up to 200K
bytes of on-line data storage, using the H-89's standard hard-sectored disk
controller board (up to 320K bytes, using the Z-89-37 Disk Controller
Board). Depending on the controller board used, the H-77 can use hard- or
soft-sectored disks.
The H-37 Floppy Disk System (also shown on page 69), which uses the
Z-89-37 Disk Controller Board and soft-sectored disks, can provide significantly more data storage — up to 1.28 megabytes (640K bytes per drive —
using one standard H-17-4 Drive and one optional drive).
Use the All-In-One as a professional video terminal (with appropriate software): It has all display functions of the H-19 Smart Video Terminal (shown
on page 72). Up to twenty-four 80-character lines can be displayed on the
12" diagonal CRT screen, as well as asoftware-controlled 25th line.

Calculator-format 12-key numeric pad: Makes entering arithmetic programs
faster. Shifted functions give you control to make insertions or deletions.
Save when you buy the H-89 All-In-One Computer: And if you plan to use the
computer for business purposes, ask your tax advisor about possible tax
credits which could provide additional savings.
SAVE $496 on H-89 Computer Kits: With 48K RAM. 100 KB disk drive,
single-density disk controller and up to $690 in software at no extra charge
(see below).

Typewriter-format professional keyboard: Controls all terminal functions. The
keyboard can display the entire ASCII character set, both upper and lower
case — along with 33 graphics symbols.
Select baud rates up to 9600 through the keyboard: Control 32 functions from
keyboard or computer. Direct cursor addressing lets you insert or delete
characters anywhere. Use reverse video to add emphasis by reversing white
on black.
ii-89A SPECIFICATIONS: CPU AND MEMORY: Clock: 2 048 MHz. Memory: 8K bytes used by system
for ROM and RAM. 8K reserved. VIDEO TERMINAL: CRT: Display Size: 64 - H y 8,z
- Ai (16.51 a
21.59 cm) Character Size: Approximately' s' H
W10.51 a0.25 cm). Character Type: Upper
case and lower case without descenders. 5 Y7dot matrix: Lower case with descenders. 5 aY dot
matrix: Graphics. 8 a 10 dot matrix. Keyboard: 84 keys 160 alphanumeric keys and 12 function
control keys) -plus a 12 -key numeric control pad. Cursor: Blinking, non-destructive underline or
block Cursor Controls: Up down, left right. home. CR. LE. back space and tab Cursor Addressing:
Relative and direct Tab: Standard eight -column tab. Refresh Rate: 60 Hz at 60 Hz line frequency.
50 Hz at 50 Hz line frequency. Edit Functions: Insert and delete character on line. Erase Functions:
Erase line or page. from beginning of line or page. to end of line or page. Sell: Audible alarm on
receipt of ASCII BEL. Video: Normal and reverse, by character. ACCESSORIES: Interfacing: Three
ElA Standard RS-233C Serial Interface Ports are provided. GENERAL: Operating Temperature
Range: 50-95 F110-35 - C). Power Requirement: 120 240 VAC. 50 60 Hz. 90 Watts. Dimensions:
13 - H 17 - W 20'
,33 02 a43.18 x50.8 ciy)

Kit and assembled products are available
data
-

Kit computer products are sold
under the Heathkit name, and
meet Federal Communications
Commission requirements for
use in residential areas.
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ilc)st of the fully assembled and
tested computer products shown
in the pages of this catalog are
offered to you under the Zenith
Data Systems name.
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Kit HS-89-2, w,anti-glare green CRT,
Shpg. wt. 96 lbs.
Was $1925.00, NOW ONLY 1429.00
Kit HS-89-3, wistandard white CRT.
Shpg. wt. 96 lbs.
Was $1895.00, NOW ONLY 1399.00

Get software at
no extra charge!

'loose three of these programs ,-,n.n you ouy

--BSI,

.-eter.
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HDOS or CP
Compiler

:

M: Microsoft BASIC InterFORTRAN: CCBOL. Mago

.'.ano. SuperCa ,c (Applies only to single-titian•7, purchases ,

Accessories for H/Z-89 and Z-90 Computers
Assembled 64K RAM Expansion Kit: Expands 48K H/Z-89E. to 64K.
WH-88-16, Assembled, Shpg. wt. 1lb.
115.00
16K RAM Expansion Kit: Expand converted H-19 Terminals, older
HZ-89 Computers in 16K increments — up to 48K bytes of RAM.
H-88-2, Shpg. wt. 1lb.
29.00
Three-Port RS-232C Serial Interface: For older H/Z-89s.
HA-88-3, Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.
150.00
H-88-5, Cassette Interface, 2 lbs.

49.00

Wire Wrapping Board w/bus connectors: Make custom circuits. Takes
48# 16-pin sockets (54# 14-pin, others). Uses HCA-6, HCA-7 below.
Kit H-88-10, Shpg. wt. 1lb.
30.00
Wire Wrapping Kit: Wire wrapping tool, 50' wire. 200 pre-cut, pre stripped wires (50 each in 1'
3" and 4" lengths).
Kit HCA-6, Shpg. wt. 1lb.
13.95
Wire Wrapping Socket Kit: 36# 3-level sockets (14- to 40-pin).
Kit HCA-7, Shpg. wt. 1lb.
29.95
Dust Cover: Protects H/Z-89s, H/Z-19s from airborne contaminants.
HCA-5-89, Shpg. wt. 1lb.
14.00
Credit Card Orders Call TOLL-FREE: 800-253-0570

Increase the disk storage capacity of your H/Z-89 or Z-90 Computer
Add up to 1.28 megabytes of on-line disk storage: Designed especial's, for use
with the H Z-89 and Z-90 Computers, these external floppy disk systems give
you even more flexibility in configuring the amount of disk storage you need fo ,
your computer system applications.
Your choice of data storage capacity: The H-37 provides up to 1.28 megabytes of
additional data storage capacity - while the H-77 provides up to 320K bytes
Use up to three drives in your system: When you use one of these systems with
your H Z-89 or Z-90. you have room for up to three 5.25 -inch disk drives on o
single controller board. With multiple drives, you can mount operating syst. -the
and H
program
Z-89 and
disks
Z-90.
at the
your
same
system
time.wilt
Andwork
because
harmoniously.
these peripherals work
Space-saving design: Each 5.25 - floppy disk drive installs vertically into the
durable metal cabinet, so the H-37 and H-77 systems take up less space than
units with horizontally -mounted disk drives.
The H-37 features high-capacity disk drives: Its double-sided 96 tpi disk drives
provide up to 6.4 times the storage capacity of our single -sided 5.25 -inch
drive: Store up to 640K bytes per drive - for atotal capacity of up to 1.28
megabytes! For easier kitbuilding, the disk drives are assembled and tested.
Enhanced software capabilities: With the double-sided H-37's ability to store a
much greater amount of data on each disk (double the capacity of single-sided
5.25 -inch disk drives), you can more fully utilize most of our software
programs. And many of those software packages are available on soft -sectored
5.25 -inch floppy disks, compatible with the H-37. See pages 74-77 for more
details on Heath Zenitn soft-sectored software.
Field-proven H-77 available: Using single-sided 5.25" disk drives, this reliable
data storage system is availabie with one or two drives - to provide up to 200K
bytes of data storage (up to 320K bytes of data storage when the Z-89-37
Soft-Sectored Disk Controller Board is used).
Compatible disk controller boards: The H-77 Floppy Disk System can be run
from either the H-88-1 Single-Density Controller Board (standard with H-Z-89
Computers) or the Z-89-37 Double-Density Disk Controller Board (standard
with Z-90 Computers: with H Z-89s. see below). The H-37 Floppy Disk System
requires the Z-89-37 Double -Density Disk Controi ler Board.

Disk storage accessories
Soft-Sectored Disk Controller Board for
H2-89 Computers: Increases data storage
:opacity of disk drives below.
Z-89-37, Assem.. 4 I
bs.
299.00
Hard-Sectored Disk Controller Board for
H/Z-89 Computers: Use only with H-17-1
Single-Sided Floppy Disk Drives below.
H-88-1, Assem .3lbs.
150.00
Double-Sided Floppy Disk Drive for H2-37
Disk Systems: Stores up to 640K bytes on a
compatible aisk. Requires Z-89-37 above.
H-174, Assem., 5lbs.
550.00
Single-Sided Floppy Disk Drive for H-771-87
Disk Systems: Stores up to 160K bytes per
disk when used with Z-89-37. 100k when
used with H-88-1 Controller Board. Also for
H-88. HZ-89 and Z-90 Computers.
H-17-1, Assem.. 5lbs.
295.00
Dust Cover: Protects H Z-37 and H-77 Z-87
Disk Systems from airborne contaminants.
HCA-5-77. Shpg. wt. 1lb.
14.00

Use single sided 5.25'
disk drives

Or highercapacity double sided drives
Designed to complement the H. Z-89, Z-90 Computeis
Easy ordering method: Use the configuration and ordering charts (below. right) to
order the H-37 or H-77 Floppy Disk System that's right for your HZ-89 or Z-90
Computer System. For 120 240 VAC. 50 60 Hz power. The H-37 and H-77 Floppy
Disk Systems measure 85i H x878" W x15 - D (21.92 x22.56 x38.1 cm).

H/Z-89 Computer/5.25" Disk System Configuration Chart
System
Components
HZ-89 (Note 1)
HZ-89 (Note 1)
H-77 (Note 2)
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How to order external 5.25" disk storage for H/Z-89s, Z-90s
All disk systems below requye either H-88-1 Hard-Sectored Disk Controller (included with H1-89
Soft-Sectorec Disk Controller (induced with Z-90). as listed (order from right).

-

-

eep.
v
Alaska, Hawaii and Michigan Residents: Call 616-982-3411

Z-89-37

Shpg. wt.

Price

Kit HS -77-1

7:•-:..: .‘_,

$525.00

ores

Kit HS-77-2

os

$795.00

6L'OK byte.

Kit HS -37-1

34 ,os

$795.00

.2E megaoytes

Kit HS-37-2

2.

With Z-89-37

,-

Software compatibility:

OS

Order Model

Storage Capacity
With H-88-1

Drives

Heath Zenith software programs are available in 5.25 -inch hard-sectored. 5.25 -inch
soft-sectored floppy disk or 8-inch soft sectored floppy disk formats - for use with
most Heath Zenith disk systems.

Total Disk
Storage Capacity

Soft-Sectored
Disk Storage

Hard-Sectored
Disk Storage

r

$1295.00
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I H-8 Computer: Immediate plug-in flexibility at abudget-pleasing price

'350"
1H-17 Disk System (shown
with three-drives installed)

• 8080A CPU standard — powerful Z-80 CPU
available separately
• Fully-buffered bus with seven plug-in
positions, heavy-duty power supply
• Large software selection available
Meets today's needs — and tomorrow's, too: Put
together almost any combination of plug-in
memory, interfacing and accessory modules in
the H-8's seven module positions. And choose
from an expanding selection of peripherals and
software for exceptional flexibildy.
8080A CPU Card is pre-assembled for faster and
easier kitbuilding: Includes 8080A microprocessor, clock, systems controller and ROM
monitor. Exclusive fifty -pin fully-buffered bus
provides room for memory and interfacing. Front
panel keyboard for octal data entry. Nine-digit
front panel readout monitors activity. Built-in
speaker provides audible feedback and special effects. Efficient convection cooling allows quieter operation.
Requires 16K RAM and operating system software for normal operation.
1-4.•
Kit N-8, Shpg. wt. 30 lbs.
350.00
1-80 CPU Card: Includes a powerful H2-89-type Z-80 Central Processing
Unit and all features of HA-8-8 Extended Configuration Option below. NOTE:
Not exchangeable with 8080A CPU Card; trade-ins not accepted.
HA-8-6, Assembled. Shpg. wt. 5 lbs.
199.00

HA-8-8. Extended Configuration Option with single-button boot-up (to run
CP M and/or H/Z-47 in H-8s without HA-8-6 Z-80 CPU Card). 1lb. ... 29.00
HCA-5-8, Dust Cover for H-8, Shpg. wt. 1lb.
14.00
H-8 SPECIFICATIONS: Microprocessor: 8080A Monitor: In on-board IK x8 ROM Dote; addresses.
lata ,Ppuf arc copa, from the front panel Interrupts: Sever, prronty-veetOred Chassis Capacity:
Seven locations on the motner oircuit board tor memory or interfacing caros Four Memo!,
Cards one bus expansion maximum Power Requirement: 120 240 VAC
50 50 Hz :50 ears
Overall Dimensions: 6 5 H r16 2E

.1 Get high data storage capacity with H-17
5.25" Floppy Disk System

'595"

• Up to 300k bytes of on-line data storage
(using adddional drives and modification kit)
• Take advantage of the hundreds of disk-based
software programs available for the H-8

Includes one 100KB drive arm one-biank hard-sectored 5.25-inch floppy
disk. Requires H-8 with 48K RAM and operating system software (page 75).
Kit H-17, with one drive, Shpg. wt 28 lbs.
595.00
Three-Drive Modification Kit for H-17: New sheet metal and cable, fan and
power supply. Requires H/WH-17. operating system. Drives not included.
Kit H-17-3, Shpg. wt. 10 lbs.

49.00

H-17-1. Optional Second or Third 100 KB Dish Drive. 5 lbs.

295.00

H-8 memory, interfacing and accessories
Get software at no extra charge! Choose three of these programs when you buy

an H8
HDOS or OP M. Microsoft BASIC Interpreter. Compiler: FORTRAN:
COBOL Magic Wan:: SuperCal: Apolies only to single -quantity purchases \

SAVE $962 on H-8 Hobbyist/Word Processing System
This N-8 system has 35e bytes o'
R,
AV
C,ffrs pf dusk storage
and tour EiA Standard RS-232C seria ,ports
Included are the H-8 Computer. Whi-8-64 32K Memory Board. HA 8-16 16K -byte RAM
expansion set. the H-8-4 Four-Port Serial interface. the HA-8-8 Extended Cord uguratuc ,
Option the 100K -byte H-17 Floppy Disk System and the H-19 Professional Video Terminal
SAVE ON SOFTWARE! Select three programs. from the lust above. tor no extra charge , Spec , ,
model numbers when ordering
FIRS-85, Shpg wt 146 lbs
2257.00 separately. NOW ONLY 1295.00

Design and build your own custom H-8 circuits
Wire Wrapping Board: Accepts eighty 16-pin sockets. three 50-pin flat
cable connectors. Includes bus connectors, heat sink, 5V regulator
and miscellaneous hardware. Uses HCA-6 Wire Wrapping Kit and
HCA-7 Wire Wrapping Socket Kit below.
Kit H-8-10, Shpg. wt. 1lb.
29.95
Wire Wrapping Kit: Includes wire wrapping tool, 50 feet of wire and
200 pre-cut. pre-stripped wires (50 each in 1,"
3" and 4" lengths).
Kit HCA-6, Shpg. wt. 1lb.
13.95
Wire Wrapping Socket Kit: Includes 36 three-level wire wrapping
sockets (ranging from 14-pin to 40-pin).
Kit HCA-7, Shpg. wt. 1lb.
29.95
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64K Wired Memory Board: Uses less room and power — so you can add
other interfacing and accessories to your H-8 system. Has 32K RAM:
expand to 48K or 64K RAM with one or two WH-8-16 Expansion Sets
below.
WH-8-64, Assembled, Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.
398.00
HA-8-16, 16K Byte RAM Chip Expansion Set, Shpg. wt. 1lb.
55.00
PAMGO ROM: Allows 1- or 3-button boot-up, instead
H-8-9, Shpg. wt. 1 lb.

e10.

700

Four-Port RS-232C Serial Interface: Connects H-8 to serial devices (such as
printers, modems, others). Ore port is switch-programmable for 20 mA
current loop, .Software programmable baud rate. Includes modem controls. DCE/ DTE mode connector and WH-8-41 Adapter Cable.
Kit H-8-4, Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.
195.00
WH-8-41, Adapter Cable. Shpg. wt. 1lb.
15.00
1200 Baud Serial/Cassette Interface: Includes one serial port for console
terminal. NOTE: Not to connect H-8 to H-14 Printer.
Kit H-8-5, Shpg. M. 3 lbs.
69.00
WH-8-51, Adapter Cable, Shpg. wt. 1lb.
15.00
Reusable Circuit Design Breadboard Card: Allows you to custom-design
digital and analog circuits. Includes 5 VDC power supply.
Kit H-8-7, Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.
79.00
Music Synthesizer System: Connects to stereo with two shielded cables
(included). True DIA converter provides excellent 27.5-3300 Hz frequency
response, up to nine harmonics. Four-part harmony (voices) in stereo. Enter
any song from sheet music — even if you've never read music before. Software
on hard-sectored 5.25" disk. Requires 24K RAM, H-17 and terminal,
HA-8-2. Assembled. Shpg. M. 3 lbs.
79.00
lor,40
low
.Credit Card Orders Call TOLL-FREE: 800-253-0570

Choose standard or anti-glare CRTs with the H-19A Smart Video Terminal

'595"
Kit
with standard
white CRT

•Available with anti-glare green or standard white
CRT screens
•Z-80 microprocessor for fast data handling
•Heavy-duty typewriter-style keyboard with separate
12-key numeric pad
•Interfaces with most standard systems; also DEC VT-52
software-compatible

Exceptional capabilities for its price: Compatible with systems using the DEC
VT-52 Terminal and with other systems using an RS-232C Serial Interface, the
H-19A Professional Video Terminal gives you outstanding performance. It has
microprocessor intelligence for complete screen control - and it's filled with
features to operate at optimum speed and efficiency.
Configure the H-19A from the keyboard - from an outside computer - or from
special interior switches: 32 functions can be controlled from keyboard or
computer. A 12-key numeric pad, in calculator format, makes math program
entry faster and easier. Displays the entire ASCII character set, upper and lower
case. Thirty-three graphics characters and eight user-function keys are also
available for extra flexibility.
High-resolution video display screen: The H-19A shows 24 80-character lines
(plus software-controlled 25th line). Make corrections or edit - anywhere on
the screen -using direct or relative cursor addressing.
The H-19's ROM listing is available below: It helps you understand how this
powerful, versatile video terminal operates -or to help you alter its personality
and cursor control protocols to match those of other terminals.
Using only 45 watts of 120/240 VAC, 50/60 Hz power, the H-19A Professional
Video Terminal measures 13" H x17"W x20"D (33.02 x43.18 x50.80 cm).
Professional Video Terminal with anti-glare green CRT.
Kit HS-19-2, Shpg. wt. 52 lbs.

625.00

Professional Video Terminal with standard white CRT.
Kit HS-19-3, Shpg. wt. 52 lbs.

595.00

Source Listings for ROM of H-19 and H-19A Video Terminals.
H-19-1, Shpg. wt. 1lb.
HCA-4, Black Fabric Anti-Glare CRT Filter for 1-1-19/11-19A, 1lb.

25.00
19.95

HCA-5-89, Dust Cover for H-19 and H-19A, Shpg. wt. 1lb.

14.00

H-1911 SPECIFICATIONS: Microprocessor: Zilog Z-80. Display Size: 6.5"H x8.5" W (16.51021.59 cm)
Character Size: Approximately O 2 Ho 0.1W (0.508 x0.254 cm). Character Set: 128 (95 ASCII. 33
graphic). Character Type: 5x7dot matrix (upper and lower case) and 5x9 dot matrix (lower case with
descenders). Keyboard: 84 keys (60 alphanumeric. 12 function). 12-key numeric pad. Cursor
Controls: Up. down, left, right, home, CR. LF. back space and tab. Cursor Addressing: Relative and
direct. Tab: Standard eight-column tab. Refresh Rate: Same as AC line frequency. Edit Functions: Insert
and delete character or line. Erase: Page or line -or to end of line, end of page. beginning of line
beginning of page. Scroll: Automatic scrolling. me/page freeze. Video Modes: Normal and reverse, by
character. Bell: On receipt of controi G. Communications: Interlacing: EIA Standard RS-232C Serial
Interfacing. Baud Rate 110 to 9600. Communications Mode: Full- or half-duplex. Parity: Even, odd and
none. Compatibility: ANSI and DEC 41-52. Handshaking: Software. control S-cont ,ol CI; all RS-232
Serial Lines tied high internally. Buffered terminal in capable of keeping up with most operations and
normal scrolling text output. at 9600 baud or less.

An assembled commercial product of this type is also available. For afull
description of the Zenith Data Systems Z-19 Video Terminal, send for the new
Heath/Zenith Computer Catalcg (see page 74 for coupon).

Low-Cost Personal Terminal for instant information in home or office
Easy to use with many no-cost features, the ZT-1 from Zenith Data
Systems lets you "talk" with time-sharing services and other
devices over standard telephone lines.
•Has Bell 103-compatible modem, monochrome video display
•Can also be used as an electronic typewriter - or get data printouts with optional printer (at extra cost)
Access aworld of information: Use the ZT-1 to communicate with information
services or data banks, another ZT-1 or any data terminal that has a Bell
103-compatible modem. Choose from news, sports, weather, business and
financial news, to catalog shopping, education and career planning, science,
technology and access to powerful mainframe computer systems, such as
CompuServe and the Source (at possible extra cost).
Easy to use: Built-in cues and prompts make it easy to communicate, even for a
person without typing skills or computer training.
Direct-connect modem built-in: The ZT-1's Bell 103-compatible modem can
automatically dial telephone numbers or answer the phone line in data mode.
In voice mode, it can also act as your personal automatic telephone dialer. Its
directory can store up to 26 frequently-used telephone numbers, each of which
can be dialed with asingle keystroke.
A24-hour clock runs when the IT-1 is turned on: Keep track of real time, or the
elapsed time of calls to time-sharing services and/or long-distance numbers.
High-resolution Monochrome Video Display also included: The ZVM-121 displays
25 80-character lines on abright. easy-on-the-eyes 12" diagonal green CRT.
Typewriter-style, 73-key data entry keyboard: The ZT-1's keyboard allows simple,
positive entry of commands. Types a108-character ASCII set. 120 VAC, 60 Hz.
11.75" H x16.25W x12"D, not including monitor.
Order No. IT-1, with one-button access to CompuServe, 32 lbs.
_-e l.

Alaska, Hawaii and Michigan Residents: Call 616-982-3411

699.00

Order No. ZT-1A, with one-button access to the Source, 32 lbs.

699.00

ZTA-1-1, Parallel Cable to connect ZT-1 Series Terminals to Centronics-style
pri nters (like the MX-80A), Shpg. wt. 2lbs.
25.00
The assembled and tested 17T-1 Information Terminal meets FCC Class 13 radiofrequency interference (RFI) requirements for use in homes or businesses.
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Use one of these high-quality modems to
communicate with other computers

Add video, color or sound to your system with
these high-quality accessories

Versatile Acoustic Modem
is ideal for any phone

High-resolution
ZVM-121 Monochrome
Video Display

Many practical and useful applications: The economical, fully assembled Lexicon Lex-11 Acoustic
Modem lets your computer talk to
other computers over standard telephone lines. This stand-alone FSK
(frequency shift keying) modem has
selectable originate and answer
modes. Operates in half-duplex or full-duplex modes. Compatible with Bell
103 modems. Two self-testing modes verify the Lex-11's capabilities.
RS-232C Serial Interface included. Requires HCA-11 Cable. Powered from
120 VAC, 60 Hz line by UL- and CSA-listed AC Adapter (included). Measures
2.4" H x 10" W x5.5" W (6.09 x25.4 x13.97 cm).

Use with Z-100, most popular computers: Accepts direct EIA monochrome video, gives performance
comparable with higher-priced
units. Green 25 x80 CRT display
is easy on the eyes, has excellent
character definition. Select 40or 80-character lines. 120 VAC.
11.75" H x 16.25" W x12" D.
ZVM-121, Assembled in Orchard Tan. Shpg. wt. 18 lbs.
139.95

WH-23, Assembled and tested, Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.

ZVM-121-Z, Assembled in Z-100 earthtone colors, 18 lbs.

Direct-Connect Modem
offers excellent quality

159.00

411"

Offers higher data transfer quality than
acoustic modems: The WH-33
Modem from Universal Data Systems
uses direct connection to eliminate
loss and distortion of data associated with acoustic modems. Selectable originate and answer modes.
Full duplex communication to 300
baud. RS-232C Serial and TTY interfaces. Two modular phone jacks; connects to standard telephone line. Includes phone-to-modem cable. Requires
HCA-11 Modem-Computer Cable and a standard single-line telephone with
modular connectors. Powered by telephone line. Measures 1.13" H x9.5" W x
6.13" L(2.87 x24.13 x15.57 cm).
WH-33, Assembled and tested, Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.
195.00

Auto-dial/auto-answer
Hayes Stack Smartmodem
Our best and most versatile modem:
The WH-43 can automatically dial
and communicate with other computer systems - or automatically answer incoming calls. Program-controlled in any language by ASCII
strings. Accepts commands issued
from a terminal keyboard - or under program control. Half-or full-duplex
operation to 300 baud. Compatible with Bell 103 modems. Includes phoneto-modem cable. Requires HCA-11 Cable and asingle-line telephone for use
with terminals; for computers, serial I/O and CPS (p. 77) also required. For
120 VAC, 60 Hz power; AC adapter included. 2" H x5.46" W x9.53" L(5.08
x13.86 x24.2 cm).
WH-43, Assembled and tested, Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.

279.00

Hayes Stack Chronograph
for time-keeping
Perfect for time-sharing electronic mail and home security
applications: Keep any RS-232C compatible computer system up-todate. Provides for timed-access,
dated messages and recording
elapsed on-line access time. Use
with Hayes Stack Smartmodem
above to send electronic mail at night, when phone rates are lowest. Quartz
crystal control for precise timekeeping. 120 VAC, 60 Hz. Three 1.5 VDC "AA"
cells (not included) provide battery backup during power failures. 2.6" H x
5.5" W x 9.6" D. NOTE: Not recommended for novice users; software
interfacing not currently available from Heath/Zenith.
WH-42, Assembled and tested, Shpg. wt. 4 lbs.
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249.00

139.95

Type-'N-Talk Text-toSpeech Synthesizer
Has many computers talking:
Unlimited vocabulary. Built-in
microprocessor has 750-character memory. Has 1-Watt, 8 ohm
amplifier; speaker not included.
Uses one RS-232 port at
75-9600 baud. For 120 VAC, 60
Hz power. Measures 3.1" H x7.7"
W x 5.2" W (7.87 x 19.56 x
13.21 cm). NOTE: Not recommended for novices at this time;
needs HCA-13 Cable (see Computer Catalog) and a modified print driver.
WH-12, Assembled and tested, Shpg. wt. 5 lbs.
299.00
HCA-13, Custom RS-232 Cable to connect WH-12 to H-8 and H/Z-89, 1lb. 20.00

High-resolution ZVM-134
Color Video Display
Outstanding 640 (H) x250 (V) pixel
resolution: Ideal for most systems
demanding high-resolution performance, including Z-100 systems.
Accepts direct RGB video inputs;
displays twenty-five 80-character
lines. Has 20 MHz bandwidth and
20 nS rise time for improved definition. Modular chassis uses LSI ICs
extensively. Use in home or office - has UL, and CSA approvals. For 120 VAC,
60 Hz power. The ZVM-134 Color Display Measures 13.5" H x20" W x15" D
(34.29.x 50.8 x38.1 cm).
ZVM-134, Assembled and tested, Shpg. wt. 36 lbs., Avail. Dec.

.... 699.00

Color Video Display for
computers, VCRs, cameras
Accepts direct NTSC composite
video: Modulation interference is
eliminated. This 13" diagonal display uses fully automatic color processing for astable picture. An audio amplifier and speaker are builtin. Has 75-ohm RCA-type phone
jack for video input, miniature
phone jack for Hi-Z audio input. UL
and CSA listed; meets requirements of 21 CFR, Subchapter Jfor X-radiation.
For 120 VAC, 60 Hz power. Measures 14" H x20.25" W x14.75" D (35.56 x
51.44 x37.47 cm).
GDZ-1320. Assembled and tested. Shpg. wt. 42 lbs.

399.95

For cables and accessories, send for Computer Catalog (p. 74).

The Heath/Zenith 25 Dot Matrix Line Printer Features uncommon speed and quiet —available in
colors to match H/Z-89 or Z-100 Computers

$899T,

•Our fastest printer—over 150 characters/second
•33 graphics characters —compatible with most
Heath/Zenith computers and terminals

We've packed the latest state-of-the-art features into the 25: You get faster speed,
versatile paper handling facilities, quiet operation and rugged construction —
all at an affordable cost. This bi-directional printer can output over 150
characters per second — translating into up to 300 lines per minute (with
10-column lines), or 65 lines per minute (with 132-column lines).
Quiet printing: A specially-designed cabinet completely encloses the 25's
printing mechanisms, reducing home or office sound levels.
Full printing capability: The 25 can print the full 96-character ASCII set (upper
and lower case, with descenders and underlining). It can also print the block
graphics characters (except reverse video) provided with most Heath/Zenith
computers and terminals.
Has quad tractor feeds with adjustable width: This allows the printer to handle
standard edge-punched, single or multiple forms (up to six parts thick) fan-fold
paper. The 25's extended-life ribbon cartridges "plug in" for fast and easy
no-mess replacement.
Features variable pitch (10,12,13.2, or 16.5 characters per inch): This allows the
25 to print up to 222 characters per line (at 16.5 cpi on a13.5-inch wide line).
Six or eight lines per inch vertical spacing is available. Horizontal and vertical
tabs are adjustable.
Interfaces to most computers and terminals: Communication occurs via an
RS-232C Serial Interface or a 20 mA current loop, with handshaking
adjustable by reverse channel and busy control signals. Communication
speeds are adjustable from 110 to 9600 baud.

More extra-value features! A "paper out" indicator, "jammed" indicator and
self-testing capabilities are included. For 120/240 VAC, 50/60 Hz power.
Measures 8.25" H x26.5W x18.5" D.
Kit H-25, Printer in H/Z-89 colors, Shpg. wt. 85 I
bs.
899.00
Z-25, Assembled Printer in H/Z-89 colors, 82 lbs.
1499.00
Z-125, Assembled Printer in Z-100 colors, 82 lbs. .......

1499.03

Affordable MX-80A Dot Matrix Printer with graphics
Bi-directional
printer has
advanced features
for maximized
throughput

Now printing an expanded cast of graphics characters: Including subscripts,
superscripts, italics, underlining and 64 other block graphics characters. The
MX-80A, which outperforms many printers costing a lot more, can also
reproduce the full 96-character ASCII set.
Throughputs afast 46 lines per minute (using 80-character lines): Choose from
40-, 66-, 80-, or 132-character lines in as many as four distinct printing
density modes. This provides atotal of 12 different printing combinations.
Includes paper tray, one ribbon: Communicates with Heath i
Zenith computers
via MX-80-3 Interface below (needs HCA-10 Cable, see computer catalog), or
the Z-89-11 I/O Board (p. 69; needs HCA-14 Cable. see computer catalog).
Centronics-style 8-bit parallel interface for use with ZT-1 Terminal (HCA-14
needed). 120 VAC. 4.2" H x14.7" W x12" D.
MX-80A, Assembled Printer, Shpg. wt. 17 lbs.

545.00

MX-80-3, Buffered RS-232C Serial Interface, 1lb.
135.00
MX-80-4, ROM Set to add extended graphics set to MX-80s (not for use with
MX-80-2), Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.
60.00

Diablo Printer for word processing systems
Ideal for applications requiring letter-quality printing: The WH-54 combines the
latest in microelectronic technology (eliminating most field adjustments) with
afield-proven daisy wheel printing mechanism.
Uses metal and plastic Diablo print wheels, with complete interchangeability: This
allows use of durable metal print wheels in high-production applications.
Uses efficient bi-directional printing: Prints up to 35-40 characters per second.
RS-232C Serial interface (compatible with Bell 102, 113, 212 and equivalent
modems) and 768-byte print buffer run at 110-1200 baud.
Versatile: Prints entire 96-character ASCII set (upper and lower case) on forms
up to 15.5 inches (39.3 cm) wide. Forms up to 27/1000 inch (0.0686 cm)
thick can be accommodated with asingle adjustment.
Includes: Friction platen, power supply, operator control panel, HCS-22 Print
Wheel (Elite 12 with unslashecl zero) and HCS-51 Film Ribbon. For 120/240
VAC, 50/60 Hz power. 9.25"H x23.5"W x15.75"D (23.49 x59.69 x40 cm).
WH-54, Assembled Printer, Shpg. wt. 70 lbs., Motor Freight
2295.00
Alaska, Hawaii and Michigan Residents: Call 616-982-3411
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HUG makes your Heath/Zenith computer even more powerful with its 700-program software library
tell Heath

MW1%

User
Group

• Access to the HUG Software Library's over
700 low-cost programs
• Aone-year subscription to HUG's information-packed REMark magazine
• Participate in REMark's interactive forum
with other HUG members
• On-line bulletin board available

Send to: HUG Membership, Hilltop Road. Stioseph, MI 49085.
Yes, Iwant to become amember of HUG and keep up to date on the latest
Heath/Zenith microcomputer developments, while Iincrease my utility and
applications software library.
I've enclosed
(U.S. Funds only) to cover the cost of my
membership. NOTE: No charge orders or billings are accepted.
Name

1. Access to the HUG Software Library: A constantly updated and expanded
collection of programs, subroutines and procedures written by members.
2. The HUG Software Library Catalog: Listing each program by name,
description. language, version. hardware and software required.
3. A one-year subscription to REMark Magazine (mailed monthly): This
exclusive periodical contains reviews of new Heath/Zenith computer products — and also serves as an open forum, where members of HUG can share
new hardware modifications, software enhancements, applications programs and other ideas.
4. One of the top users' group bulletin boards in the world: The HUG Bulletin
Board has the latest news on Heath/Zenith computers and HUG activities.
All you need is a HUG membership, a modem program and a MicroNet
time-sharing membership.
5. Avinyl-covered, three-ring HUG binder: Contains the HUG Handbook, with
hints on how to make the most of your membership (some local users'
groups have been formed to increase membership benefits). Use this
binder to store software documentation, REMark and other materials.
6. The official HUG Identification Card: Your ticket to HUG benefits.
You'll find a HUG application enclosed with each Heath computer; Z-89
computers come with aone-year HUG membership at no extra charge! If you
don't own aHeath/Zenith computer, fill out and return the form below.

Address _
City

HUG Membership Rates (per year, in U.S. Funds)
U.S.
Canada/Mexico
International

Country
Signature

New Members:
Renewal:

HEATH/ZENITH COMPUTER CATALOG COUPON!

$18
$15

The complete line of computer products from your
strong partner: Our complete line of reliable, low-cost
8- and 16-bit microcomputers is led by the new Z
Machine! And an outstanding selection of easy-to-use,
problem-solving software solutions is available.

Name
Ap• Nc

Cdy

Z,p

$28
$22

New Heath/Zenith Computer Catalog!

FREE

MAIL TO: Heath Company, Dept. 300-859
Benton Harbor, MI 49022

Address

$20
$17

36 full-color,
full-size pages

Get your copy today: The free Heath/Zenith Computer
Catalog is available at your nearby Heathkit Electronic
Center (see the store list on pages 52-53 and 57) — or
mail the coupon at left.

SOFTWARE SUBLICENSE GRANT FOR MICROSOFT AND PEACHTREE PRODUCTS
(Check all boxes which apply, sign and return to
HEATH COMPANY (HEATH). Another Sublicense Grant form
must be used with each future SOFTWARE order.)
Microsoft
Microsoft
_Microsoft
II Microsoft
II Microsoft
•Microsoft
Microsoft

Z-DOS Operating System
Z-BASIC Color Interpreter
BASIC Compiler
BASIC Interpreter
COBOL
FORTRAN
MACRO-80

12 Peachtree
7 Peachtree
-Peachtree
_Peachtree
.11 Peachtree
12 Peachtree
Peachtree

General Ledger
Accounts Payable
Accounts Receivable
Inventory Management
Sales Invoicing
Property Management
CPA General Ledger

HEATH of Benton Harbor, MI, for itself and on behalf of the licensors listed
above (referred to individually or together as LICENSOR) grants to CUSTOMER and non-transferrable and non-exclusive Sublicense to use the
software programs checked by CUSTOMER above (referred to individually or
together as SOFTWARE), under the terms and conditions stated in this
Sublicense Grant.

party without the prior written approval of LICENSOR. LICENSOR retains title
to the ownership of SOFTWARE at all times. LICENSOR AND HEATH
JOINTLY AND SEVERALLY DISCLAIM ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES WITH
REGARD TO THE SOFTWARE LICENSED HEREUNDER, INCLUDING ALL
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. Any stated express warranties are in lieu of all obligations or
liability on the part of either LICENSOR or HEATH for damages, including but
not limited to: special, indirect or consequential damages arising out of or in
connection with the use or performance of SOFTWARE licensed hereunder.
This Sublicense Grant, the Licenses granted hereunder and the SOFTWARE
may not be assigned by the CUSTOMER without prior written consent from
LICENSOR. No right to reprint or copy SOFTWARE, in whole or in part, is
granted hereby, except as otherwise provided herein, or in the license
agreement enclosed with the product.

CP M SERIAL NUMBER
(It you are purchasing CP/M on this order, HEATH will enter the serial number.)

CUSTOMER hereby agrees to either accept, sign and return the license
agreements enclosed with each product; or, if those terms are not accepted,
to return the product for a full refund with the sealed media packette
unopened.

HEATH COMPANY
BY

SOFTWARE is furnished to CUSTOMER for use only on a single CPU, and
may be modified or copied (with the inclusion of LICENSOR's copyright
notice) only for use on said CPU. CUSTOMER shall not provide or otherwise
make SOFTWARE, or any portion thereof, available in any form to any third

ACCEPTED AND AGREED,
CUSTOMER'S SIGNATURE
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Credit Card Orders Call TOLL-FREE: 800-253-0570

Heath/Zenith has easy-to-use software solutions for your business and home needs
Heath/Zenith offers quality software: Everyone promises to fill your needs
— but you know to be certain things are right, you have to be involved. No
one knows your needs as well as you. And no one else truly understands
your problems. That's why Heath. Zenith, your strong partner, offers many
software packages — versatile, easy-to-use solutions.
For greatest ease of use, many of these solutions are menu-driven — and
utilize easy-to-understand English-like commands.
A wide variety of software solutions are listed here — including operating
systems, programming languages. utility and applications programs, and
the Heath User's Group software library. For an even greater selection of
problem-solving, fill out the coupon on page 74 and send for the FREE
Heath/Zenith computer catalog.
am
•

me.

OPERATING SYSTEMS SOFTWARE

Outstanding Multiplan 16-Bit Electronic Spreadsheet

Industry standard CP/M Operating System

• Helps you do corporate budgeting, make produdt planning
and sales decisions, plan investments, formulate afamily
budget...and more

•Over 200,000 microcomputer owners use CP'M
• Provides common hardware interface with flexibility
Features: 8-bit industry standard CP/M, Version 2.2, opens the door to more
languages. utilities and applications software programs than any other 8bit microcomputer disk operating system. This transportable system frees
the user from having to understand the details of hardware.
File and disk management: CP/M has fully dynamic named-file allocation,
program and peripheral output control and random or sequential .data
access. Distinct programs can be stored in both source and machineexecutable form. The Basic Input/Output System (BIOS) provides operations to access disk drives and interface peripherals. BDOS minimizes head
movement and wear when accessing a file. Console Command Processor
(CCP) has five commands which control input and output of programs.
Utilities: Has two-pass assembler, general-purpose editor, advanced 8080
debugger. file dump and copy between devices, system generation/relocation and file size/disk usage displays.
Support, requirements: Requires H-8/H-19, H/Z-89 or Z-90 with 48K RAM and
one disk drive (two disk drives are highly recommended). H-8 systems also
require HA-8-8 Extended Configuration Option or HA-8-6 Z-80 CPU Card.
Related educational course: EC-1120 CP/M Course on page 78.
HOS-8917-2, on hard-sectored 5.25" disk, 5 lbs...150.00
HOS-8937-2, on soft-sectored 5.25" disk. 5 lbs.

.

150.00

HDOS has many functions of larger systems
• Sophisticated system controls your H-8 or H Z-89
•Designed for efficient use of memory and disk space
Provides complete operating environment: The Heath Disk Operating System
(HDOS). Version 2.0. is 3 sopnisticated library of programs and utilities
which allows program writing, editing and storage.
Built-in languages: Extended Benton Harbor BASIC (Ver. 6.0) is aconversational programming languages using simple English statements and familiar math equations to perform operations and solve problems. ASM 8080
Assembly Language is a two-pass absolute assembler with a cross-reference feature which assembles source programs into listings and object
programs. in executable binary format.
Built-in utilities: HDOS includes 17 versatile commands which list content,
manipulate disks and files; run programs, select device driver options,
display status reports and more. Facilities test disk drives and media:
initialize disks and generate system images onto disks: copy programs on
systems with asingle disk drive; allow you to debug programs and edit text.
Hardware and software requirements: Supports all disk systems except Z-67.
Requires H-8.H-19 or HZ-89 with 48K RAM and one disk drive. Two drives
are recommended, and may be required to use some other software.
HOS-817-1. on hard-sectored 5.25" disk. Shpg. wt. 9 lbs.
al
l
e
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Alaska. Hawaii and Michigan Residents: Call 616-982-3411
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PLANNING/MODELING SOFTWARE

150.00

An aid for both business and personal needs: Multiplan is one of the most
powerful mooeling and planning tools ever invented.
Easy to learn: You'll be surprised at how quickly and efficiently you'll
accomplish various tasks with Multiplan. The two-volume manual consists
of a tutorial, giving an overview of the system's features — and a detailed
reference guide to those features. Working together with an on-line "Help"
key. they'll teach you Multiplan's concepts and uses.
Versatile capabilities: With Multiplan, you can formulate worksheets up to
63 columns wide by 255 rows deep. Cells, rows and columns can be
inserted, deleted or moved to another location on the spreadsheet. Enter
numbers, formulas or text — numbers from 0.1 x 10( —63) to
9.9999999999999 x 10(4-62), and text up to 150 characters per cell,
with the ability to concatenate and use percentages.
To help answer those "what if?" and "now what" questions, Multiplan
displays proposed responses to commands and formulas you enter — you
decide whether to proceed. Data can also be sorted by column or row —
handy when you want to arrange figures from highest to lowest, or in
alphabetical order
You get full file management capabilities: You can even make one or several
spreadsheets dependent on a master spreadsheet — perfect for corporate/
departmental budgets. And with Multiplan's unique Symbolic Link File
Format, you can exchange information between spreadsheets and other
applications programs.
Minimum hardware and software requirements: Multiplan requires a Z-100
series computer. a video display and the Z-DOS (MS-DOS) Operating
System (page 67).
MS-463-7, on soft-sectored 5.25" floppy disk. Shpg. wt. 6 lbs
250.00

Turn your computer into aversatile electronic
spreadsheet with SuperCalc
• Helps planners make better use of time and energy
•Easy-to-read. easy-to-use spreadsheet format
Pencils, paper and a calculator have been replaced: Use SuperCalc to help
answer those "what if" and "now what" questions. More versatile than many
similar packages, you can examine and alter numbers and text within a63 column by 254-row matrix. Requires H-8/H-19 or H/Z-89 with 48K bytes of
RAM, one disk drive and CP/M. If printouts are desired, a printer is also
required.
HSC-817-1, on hard-sectored 5.25" floppy disk, Shpg. wt. 2 lbs... 295.00
HSC-837-1, on soft-sectored 5.25" floppy disk, Shpg. wt. 2 lbs. ... 295.00
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PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES

Available on both hard-sectored and soft-sectored floppy disks, these programming languages allow you to write computer programs with surprising ease. And
the easy-to-read documentation supplied with each programming language
makes writing and running programs even easier.

Popular, powerful Microsoft BASIC Interpreter
•This enhanced BASIC is one of the most versatile general-purpose
programming languages available for microcomputers
Scores of practical utility and applications program available: MBAS I
Cfeatures
and IF-THEN-ELSE control structure, which provides highly-structured
programming capabilities. Also has direct access to CPU ports and memory
locations, string and numeric constants, afull range of logical and mathematical capabilities, extended commands statements and more.

Ideal for processing large disk files and data bases: Exceeds minimum ANSI-74
COBOL specifications, with many advanced features and modules which
add power and convenience. Has specially-implemented Nucleus
module — as well as Debugging, Sequential PO, Relative I'0 and Table
Handling modules.
Utility programs: The MACRO-80 Relocating Assembler. LINK-80 Linkage
Editor, LIB-80 Library Manager. a Microsoft COBOL Library with many
special routines and useful run-time software are included.
All models below require an H-8/H-19 or H/Z-89 with 48K RAM, two disk drives, HDOS
or CP/M and the Sublicense Grant on page 74. 64K RM and the H/Z-37 or
commercial Z-67 Disk Systems recommended for applications involving
large disk files.
HMS-817-31. Ver. 4.0 on hard-sectored 5.25" disk for HDOS. 4 lbs. 395.00
HMS-837-31, Ver. 4.0 on soft-sectored 5.25" disk for HDOS. 4 lbs. 395.00
HMS-817-3, Ver. 4.0 on hard-sectored 5.25" disk for CR M. 5 lbs.

395.00

HMS-837-3, Ver. 4.0 on soft-sectored 5.25" disk for OP M. 4 lbs.

395.00

Extensive program editing facilities: EDIT command and edit mode subcommands provide for insertion, deletion, character change and more.
All models require an H-8/H-19 or H/Z-89 system with 48K RAM, one disk drive,
HDOS or CP/M (as indicated below) and the Sublicense Grant on page 74.
H-8-21, Ver. 4.82 on hard-sectored 5.25' disk for HDOS. 4 lbs.... 150.00
HMS-817-1, Ver. 5.21 on hard-sectored 5.25" disk for CP .M, 5 lbs.
HMS-837-1, Ver. 5.21 on soft-sectored 5.25" disk for OP M, 4 lbs.

175.00
175.00

Microsoft FORTRAN for science and engineering
• The many extended features of this system make it comparable to
FORTRAN compilers used on large mainframes, minicomputers
Write and execute powerful scientific and engineering programs: This enhanced programming system includes all features of ANSI FORTRAN
X3.9-1966, except for the COMPLEX data type. Compiles up to 1200 lines
per minute, in asingle pass. Has routines for 32- and 64-bit floating point
math, MACRO-80 Assembler to generate relocatable object modules for
LINK-80, LINK-80 Linkage Editor. CREF Cross-Reference Generator for
MACRO-80, LIB-80 Library Manager (CR M versions only) to build your
own libraries of relocatable modules, and two function libraries.
All models below require an H-8/H-19 or H/Z-89 system with 48K RAM, two disk
drives, HDOS or CP/M (as indicated below) and the Sublicense Grant on page 74.
H-8-20, Ver. 3.35 on hard-sectored 5.25" disk for HDOS. 4 lbs. ... 175.00
HMS-817-2, Ver. 3.4 on hardssectored 5.25" disk for OP.' M, 5 lbs. 195.00
HMS-837-2, Ver. 3.4 on soft-sectored 5.25" disk for CRM. 4 lbs. .. 195.00

MBASIC Compiler speeds general programming
Eliminate time-consuming interpretation: This single-pass compiler converts
the program into machine code. the language your computer understands
best — and runs fastest. Includes Microsoft BASIC's run-time library.
MACRO-80 Assembler, LINK-80 Editor, CREF Cross-Reference Generator
and LIB-80 Library Manager.
All models below require an H-8/H-19 or H/Z-89 system with 48K RAM, two disk
drives, HDOS or CP/M (as indicated below) and the Sublicense Grant on page 74.
HMS-817-41, Ver. 5.23 on hard-sectored 5.25" disk for HDOS. 5 lbs. 250.00
HMS-837-41, Ver. 5.23 on soft-sectored 5.25" disk for HDOS. 5 lbs. 250.00

•.

WORD PROCESSING SOFTWARE

Word processing makes creation of documents faster and easier, in your home or at
the office. Heath/Zenith offers two word processors — the popular and CP/Mcompatible WordStar and Magic Wand packages. An automatic proofreader for
Magic Wand is also available. All are now available in versions especially
designed for use on the new Z-100 Series Computers!

WordStar Word Processing Software features
exceptional power, CP/M compatibility
A CP/M-compatible, screen-oriented word processor with integrated printing
capabilities: supports full on -screen text formatting (with automatic margination. justification and centering available on command).
Helpful hyphenation speeds editing: WordStar's hyphen-help feature stops
when ahyphen is necessary. and lets you choose the hyphenation point — or
decide not to hyphenate. Hyphens entered with this feature are "soft" — if
not needed in later editing, "soft - hyphens are automatically deleted.
Advanced capabilities supported: The WordStar program supports automatic
page numbering, printing enhancements (underlining, double striking.
boldfacing. strikeouts, subscripting and superscripting. ',se" line spacing
and '120" character pitch) and several other operator-chosen options, on
printers with appropriate capabilities.
Also features print spooling: For greater efficiency (in systems with 64K
RAM). you can print one file while working on asecond file.
WordStar's unique "Help" system can be used during editing: Four levels of userselectable prompting eliminates the need to refer to amanual.
Includes two versions: A pre-installed version for immediate, hassle-free use
on the H Z-89 or Z-100 with a Diablo 630 or 1640 printer — and "plain
vanilla" version for customer installation with most computers and
printers. A detailed operating manual is included.
Minimum hardware and software requirements: WordStar requires an H-8 H-19
or H Z-89 with 48K RAM or a Z-100, two disk drives, a printer and OP or
Z-DOS (see below). We recommend the WH-54 Letter-Quality Printer on
page 40.

HMS-817-4, Ver. 5.23 on hard-sectored 5.25" disk for CP M. 4 lbs. 250.00
HMS-837-4, Ver. 5.23 on soft-sectored 5.25" disk for CP'M. 4 lbs.
250.00

HMP-817-2, Version 2.26 on hard-sectored 5.25 - disk for H-8 or H. Z-89
with CR M-80. 2 lbs.
395.00

Program faster with MACRO-80 Assembly Language

HMP-837-2, Version 2.26 on soft-sectored 5.25" disk for H Z-89 with OP
M-80, 4 lbs.
395.00

Designed for use by sophisticated Assembly Language programmers: You get most
"big computer" assembler features without sacrificing speed or memory
space. Includes LINK-80 Linkage Editor, CREF Cross-Reference Generator
and LIB-80 Library Manager.

MP-463-7, soft-sectored 5.25" disk for Z-100 with Z-DOS. 5 lbs

All models below require an H-8/H-19 or H/Z-89 system with 48K RAM, one disk
drive (two drives recommended), HDOS or CP/M and the Sublicense Grant on page 74.
HMS-817-51, on hard-sectored 5.25" disk for HDOS. 2 lbs.
65.00
HMS-837-51, on soft-sectored 5.25" disk for HDOS. 4 lbs.
HMS-817-52, on hard-sectored 5.25" disk for OR,M, 2 lbs.

65.00
65.00

HMS-837-52, on soft-sectored 5.25" disk for CP/M, 3 lbs.

65.00
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Add mailing list and file merging capabilities
to WordStar with MailMerge software
By adding MailMerge to WordStar, you can create personalized form letters — or
store and print an entire list of mailing labels: Combine anames/addresses file
with aletter text file, inserting data where variables are specified — even in
mid-paragraph — to create personalized form letters with a specified
salutation and closing. With MailMerge. you can use the same data file to
produce both form letters and mailing labels.
Credit Card Orders Call TOLL-FREE: 800-253-0570

MailMerge features: This program can merge data from one file to another
(inserting data into text at user-designated places), print multiple copies of
the same file, automatically chain-print of several files on acommon disk,
print afile "nesting" in another file (eight levels of nesting can be accommodated), and print raw data in an easy-to-read form.
Paragraphs are reformed automatically: This feature allows you to produce
form letters that look as though each received special attention.
Minimum hardware and software requirements: Mail Merge requires H-8/H-19
or 1-1.Z-89 with 48K RAM or a Z-100, two disk drives. CR M-80 or Z-DOS
(see below), WordStar and a printer (we recommend the WH-54 LetterQuality Printer on page 40).
HMP-817-3, HS 5.25" disk for H-8 or H Z-89 with CP -M-80. 4 lbs. 135.00
HMP-837-3, soft-sectored 5.25" disk for H:Z-89 CP ,M-80, 4 lbs.
135.00
MP-4634, soft-sectored 5.25" disk for Z-100 with Z-DOS. 4 lbs. ... 135.00

Magic Wand Word Processing Software
combines ease of use, versatility and power
Now even move powerful and versatile: When you team Magic Wand Word
Processing Software with the Magic Spell Automatic Proofreader, you get
the ultimate in word processing convenience and accuracy.
This powerful word processor has sample learning exercises: Featuring EDIT
and PRINT modes, Magic Wand puts excellent versatility, ease of use.
power and CRM compatibility at your fingertips.
EDIT mode features full scrolling, insertion by character or full insertion, full
deletion, search/replace commands. block moves and copying of blocks.
and the ability to include all or part of any pure ASCII file into the text
you're editing (without leaving EDIT or affecting any of the text).
PRINT mode features printing in background (print spooling) which lets you
print one file while working on another, direct command entry or the ability
to imbed commands in a text file, underscoring. boldfacing, subscripting
and superscripting, automatic hyphenation. proportional spacing and mail
list merging. I/120" horizontal and /48" vertical spacing (on capable printers).
Minimum hardware and software requirements: Magic Wand requires an H-8,
H-19 or H Z-89 with 48K RAM or a Z-100, one disk drive. CRM-80 or ZDOS (see below) and a printer (we recommend the WH-54 Letter-Quality
Printer on page 40).
HRS-817-9, HS 5.25" disk for H-8 or HZ-89 with OP M-80. 3 lbs. 295.00
HRS-837-9, soft-sectored 5.25" disk for H•Z-89 with CP•M-80. 4 lbs. 295.00
RS-463-9, soft-sectored 5.25" disk for Z-100 with Z-DOS, 4 lbs.

... 295.00

Magic Spell automatically proofreads
your Magic Wand-produced documents
An automated proofreading system: Magic Spell helps you isolate spelling and
typographical errors in documents produced by Magic Wand. Automated
proofreading verifies the correct spelling of words in a document. Magic
Spell compares each word to an internal dictionary. Magic Spell takes only
seconds to check each page, and inform you of any words that don't match
similar words in its dictionary - or of any words not in the dictionary.
Has distinct advantages over other proofreading systems: Magic Spell is easy to
learn - even for the first-time user. Three self-instructional lessons, with
many detailed exercises and examples, help you learn how to use this
program. A menu-driven design lets you request all features from asingle
menu. You may call special "Help" displays to the screen whenever you
need quick assistance.
Amazingly fast: Atypical Heath/Zenith microcomputer system using double density floppy disks can check 20 pages of text in under aminute.
Extensive dictionary capabilities: Magic Spell comes with a 20,000 word
standard usage English dictionary, to which you may add a number of
additional words. In addition, Magic Spell can contain multiple dictionaries. You can add or subtract dictionaries or customize a particular
dictionary to meet special needs (data processing, engineering, foreign
terms, insurance, legal. medical, proper names, scientific and others).
Minimum hardware, software requirements: An H.2-89 with 32K RAM or a
Z-100, one or more disk drives. CE •M-80 or Z-DOS (as listed below), Magic
Wand and a printer. The H/WH-14. WH-24. I
-1 ,Z-25. WH-36. WH-44 or
WH-54 printers will work with Magic Spell; we recommend the letterquality WH-54 on page 40.
HIS-837-1, soft-sectored 5.25" disk for H.2-89 with CPI M-80, 4 lbs. 295.00
IS-463-1, soft-sectored 5.25" disk for Z-100 with Z-DOS, 4 lbs. .... 295.00
=rs.,ik
v
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SOFTSTUFF

Affordable
Software Tools

SOFTSTUFF products are supplied on hard-sectored 5.25" floppy disk (unless
otherwise indicated), and are shipped postpaid. Please specify operating system
(HDOS or CP/M) when ordering.
NEW! Periodic Table: Helps chemistry students. Teaches the 103 basic
chemical elements. Two modes - study each element in detail, or take a
quiz. Needs H-81-1-19 or HZ-89 with 48K RAM and one disk drive.
SF-9021, on bootable. hard-sectored 5.25" HDOS disk. Postpaid . .40.00
NEW! Typing Tutor: Helps you learn fast, efficient touch typing. Needs H-8
H-19 or H' -89 with 48K RAM and one disk drive.
SF-9018, on bootable, hard-sectored 5.25" HDOS disk. Postpaid
40.00
NEW! Vocabulary Builder: Library helps students learn English words. Needs
H-8, H-19 or H/Z-89 with 48K RAM and one disk drive.
SF-9019, on bootable, hard-sectored 5.25" HDOS. Postpaid
40.00
NEW! U.S. Presidents' Game: Learn about the men who have led the U.S.
Needs H-8 H-19 or H Z-89 with 48K RAM and one disk drive.
SE-9020, on bootable. hard-sectored 5.25" disk for HDOS. Postpaid 40.00
Full Screen Editor: Type changes anywhere on screen: use search. block
move. scroll functions. Requires H-8, H-19 or HZ-89 with 48K RAM. one
disk drive and either HDOS or CP/M.
SF-9200, on hard-sectored 5.25" disk for HDOS and OP M. Postpaid 50.00
Text Formatter: Performs errorless fill and justification (straight right margin)
functions on editor-prepared text. Requires H-8/1-1-19 or H1-89 with 48K
RAM, one disk drive and HDOS or OP M (as listed below).
55.00
SF-9001, on hard-sectored 5.25" disk for HDOS. Postpaid
55.00
SF-9101, on hard-sectored 5.25" disk for OP M. Postpaid
General Ledger II: Keeps your books up-to-date. Requires H-8. H-19 or
H, Z-89 with 48K RAM, two disk drives. the HDOS Operating System
and Microsoft MBASIC Interpreter (see page 45).
SF-9004, on hard-sectored 5.25" disk for HDOS, Postpaid
125.00
Small Business Inventory Package: Helps facilitate analysis of a business'
inventory. Requires H-8/H-19 or H/Z-89 with 48K RAM, one disk drive.
HDOS or CP/M Operating System Software (as listed below) and MBASIC
Interpreter (page 45).
SF-9005, on hard-sectored 5.25" disk for HDOS. Postpaid
90.00
SE-9105, on hard-sectored 5.25" disk for CP/ M. Postpaid
90.00
Mailpro Package: Stores/retrieves mailing lists, other information. Random
access files. Sort and retrieve on any field. Needs H-8/ H-19 or HZ-89 with
48K RAM. one disk drive. HDOS or CPM (as indicated below) and MBASIC
Interpreter (SF-9109 needs 64K RAM, but not MBASIC Interpreter).
SE-9009, on hard-sectored 5.25" disk for HDOS, Postpaid
40.00
SE-9109, on hard-sectored 5.25" disk for OP M. Postpaid
40.00
File Converter: Transfer HDOS files to CP/M disks - and vice versa. Requires
H-8. H-19 or HZ-89 with 48K RAM and two disk drives.
SF-8512, on hard-sectored 5.25" disk for HDOS and CR M. Postpaid 30.00
Computerized Phone System (CPS): Allows H-8, H Z-89 and Z-100 to communicate with other computers and time-sharing systems such as MicroNet or
the Source. Requires H-8/H-19. H Z-89 with 48K RAM or Z-100 with one
disk drive and HDOS, CR M-80 or -85 (see below).
SF-9503, HS 5.25" disk for H/ Z-89 w/HDOS,CRM-80, Ppd.
40.00
SES-9103, on soft-sectored 5.25" disk for I
-I/ Z-89 with CP, M-80. Postpaid 40.00
CB-253-7, on soft-sectored 5.25" disk for Z-100 with CRM-85, Postpaid 40.00
RTTY Communications Processor: Adds more fun to Ham radio. Send, receive
data at same time. ASCII or Baudot operation. Requires H-8/H-19 or RIZ -89
with 48K RAM, one disk drive, RTTY hardware interface and HDOS.
SF9006, on hard-sectored 5.25" disk for HDOS, Postpaid
100.00
Roots-89 Ancestral Genealogy Software: Helps track your roots. Computes
relationships, shows anniversaries. Has genealogy course. Needs H-8/H-19 or
HZ-89 with 48K RAM, one disk drive and HDOS or OP M (see below).
SE-9008, on hard-sectored 5.25" disk for HDOS. Postpaid
125.00
SE-9108, on hard-sectored 5.25" disk for CP•M. Postpaid
125.00
Mychess Computer Chess Game: Provides hours of challenging competition.
Consistently beats Sargon. Nine skill levels. Requires H-8/1-1A-8-6iH-19 or H
Z-89 with 48K RAM, one disk drive and HDOS or CP/M.
SF-9010, on hard-sectored 5.25" disk for HDOS, Postpaid
40.00
SF-9110, on hard-sectored 5.25" disk for OP M. Postpaid
40.00
Air Traffic Controller Game: Control traffic around your own airport. Requires
H-8 H-19 or 1-1,Z-89 with 48K RAM. one disk drive and HDOS or CP.- M.
SF-9014, on hard-sectored 5.25" disk for HDOS. Postpaid
30.00
SF-9114, on hard-sectored 5.25" disk for CP/M. Postpaid
30.00
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Learn the industry-standard disk operating
system — CP/M-80
• Use with an H-8 or HiZ-89 — or with any 8080
or Z-80 microcomputer which runs CPIM
• Self-instructional course covers all aspects of the
CP/M-80 operating system in complete detail —no prior
background or knowledge of Assembly Language is
assumed or required
• Effective audio-visual teaching method
• Earn valuable Continuing Education Units
CP/M-80 is the industry standard disk operating system, and now, with the
Heathkit Zenith CP/M-80 Course, even first-time computer users can quickly
and easily learn it.
With the CP/M-80 Course, you learn at your own pace. You start with the basics.
and then build upon fact-after-fact until you are an expert. You'll think you have
your very own tutor right in the room with you.
The Heathkit/Zenith CP/M-80 Course consists of a500 page self-instructional
text and five audio cassettes. In ten units, it covers CP/ M-80 2.2. and earlier
versions, including built-in and transient commands.
You begin with an Introduction to the CP/M-80 Operating System, Unit 1. In
Unit 2. Typing CPI M commands, you'll cover the writing of basic CP/M
commands — using CID/M's major control functions— and diagnosing problems
from CP/M error messages. In Unit 3you learn Built-In Commands, in Unit 4.
CP/M's, Transient Programs. STAT and CONFIGUR Commands are discussed in
Unit 5. Other topics include using PIP, Introduction to ED, Editing Existing
Files, Advanced ED Functions and Submitting Command Files.
When you're done, you'll be able to operate CP' M-80 oased applications
programs and use the CP'M-80 editor to create and manipulate text files.

Learn the business language —COBOL

Earn 2.5 CEU's: Pass the optional final exam with a70% score.
EC-1120, Shpg. wt. 6lbs.

99.95

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE: If you're not satisfied with any Heathkit/
Zenith Educational Systems Course, return the course materials and
your proof of purchase for arefund of the purchase price.

Learn BASIC —the easy-to-use language

• Learn quickly and easily with HeathkitiZenith's
audio-tutorial method

• Learn one of the most popular programming
languages — BASIC

• Covers both ANS -74 and ANS -68 versions of COBOL
COBOL is the language of business today and in the future.
Because of its efficiency in manipulating large structural
data files and greater productivity, it's used in accounting,
inventory and other applications.
With audio-tutorial instructional methods, you'll learn
::OBOL quickly. Your self-instructional text is full of diagrams, tables, programs
ind unit tests. A set of nine audio cassettes reinforces each concept as you
earn it. You'll cover the basics of encoding, input characteristics, program
iierarchy, identification, environment, data and procedure divisions. Both
1NS-74 and ANS -68 versions of COBOL are presented in the text.
naddition, six practice COBOL programs are included in the workbook. You can
lo them at specified points in the course to help expand your understanding, or
vait until you've completed the entire course.
'our COBOL Course from HeathkitZenith also details asample COBOL program,
irogram variations, structure and syntax, simple arithmetic statements.
omments and diagnostics, advanced arithmetic and control statements.
dditional data concepts, magnetic tape and disk concepts, and much more.
earn the language of business. To receive the greatest possible benefit from the
leathkitiZenith COBOL Course, we suggest an H-8 Computer/H-19 Video
èrmina ISystem, or an H/Z-89 Computer system — equipped with two floppy
isk drives, CP/M and the Microsoft COBOL Programming System.
am 3.0 CEU's. Pass the optional final exam with a70% score.
C-1105, Shpg. wt. 7lbs.

The course is designed for use with an H-8/ H-19 or Hi Z-89 computer system
with 48K bytes of RAM and the CP M-80 Operating system. To gain full benefit
from the course, we also recommend aprinter.

149.95

• HeathkitiZenith Self-Instructional Courses make
it easy to learn
• Write your own programs for home or business
• Earn valuable Continuing Educational Units
Because it's so easy to use, BASIC is one of the most popular programming languages. Now through HeathkitiZenith
self-instruction, you can learn this popular language.
As always, you proceed at your own pace, step-by-step until you're familiar with
all aspects of the subject at hand. You'll learn the standardized words and
commands of BASIC, along with the tools of the language — numbers, statements, functions, loops, lists, arrays and strings. You'll learn to define and
plan a program, format it and write it, and also adapt programs to suit your
reeds. You'll also undertake experiments to give you hands-on experience in
writing and running BASIC programs.
In addition to your programmed instruction text and workbook, you'll receive
handy reference cards with Benton Harbor BASIC statements. ASCII number
codes, BASIC direct command statements and areference chart for math and
Boolean algebra operations. When you're done, you'll be able to write BASIC
language programs.
Earn 3.0 CEUs: Pass the final exam with a70% score.
Se the classrpom version of this course on page 43.
EC-1100, Shpg. wt. 7 lbs.
College-Level Examination. See page 31 for more information.
ECC-1100, Shpg. wt. 1lb.

44.95
25.00

Learn faster, retain more with the ECP-3803 Variable Speed Cassette Recorder

199"
• Brings you increased
concentration — leading
to better comprehension
and retention
78/EDUCATION

Now you can truly "learn at your own pace!" Most
Perfect for students. Since the voice you're lispeople talk at about 150 words-per-minute, but
tening to keeps up with your brain, you don't beyou can listen, and understand, up to 350 - come bored. Because you pay better attention,
words-per-minute! When you're trying to learn a you learn more. Your comprehension increases.
complex subject, that can lead to boredom — you
as does your retention of what you've learned.
miss out on important ideas.
Ideal for use with Heathkit/Zenith Audio-Tutorial
With the ECP-3803, you can listen to tapes at up to
courses. Dimensions, 1.88' H x6"W x10.5"D.
twice their normal speed —without pitch distortion!
ECP-3803, Shpg. wt. 4 lbs.
199.95
Credit Card Orders Call TOLL-FREE: 800-253-0570

Microsoft BASIC Programming Course teaches
how to write powerful, effective programs

Comprehensive, self-paced text
affords maximum learning
in minimum time

Audio cassettes
reinforce text

• Learn to write and modify computer programs. using this
popular version of BASIC
•Audio-tutorial course uses experiments to give you hands-on
programming experience
Microsoft BASIC is one of the most versatile languages
available for microcomputers. If you use MBASIC on your H-8.
H/Z-89. TRS-80 or Apple computer, this 800-page course
will show you how to get the most from this language.
The 12-unit course covers every aspect of Microsoft BASIC programming:
Unit 1is an Introduction to Computers and Programming — covering computers,
programs. data, the computer system and programming languages. Immediate
Mode, Unit 2, discusses arithmetic in BASIC. numeric variables, intrinsic
fJnctions and strings. Sequences, branching and loops are covered in Unit 3,
Program Structures. Unit 4 has More about Decisions and Loops — including
relational operators, counter-driven loops and nested loops.
Data Structures — including one-dimensional arrays, N-dimensional loops and
strings records — are taught in Unit 5. User-defined functions and subroutines
are covered in Unit 6, Subprograms. Unit 7discusses Complex Structures — such
as logical operators, multiple branching and structured programming.

Memory Conservation are the topics of Unit 11. Optimization and Machine
Interfacing are covered in the final unit.
This audio-tutorial course utilizes aspecially-written text and three audio
cassettes, which work together for effective learning and greater retention.
Experiments provide extensive hands-on programming practice.
Self-test reviews let you check progress at specified points in the course.
The features of the Microsoft BASIC Interpreter (described on page 76) are
included, except for the TRON. TROFF debugging utility.

The last five units cover operations and extensions available on disk versions of
MBASIC. Major Language Extensions, Unit 8, teaches program editing; data type
extensions; extended functions, operators and statements. Sequential Disk
Operations, Unit 9, covers program storage, program retrieval and sequential
data files. Unit 10, Random Access Disk Operation, covers random access buffers
and fields — as well as storage and retrieval of numeric data. Error Trapping and

To earn 5CEUs, pass the optional final exam with a70% or better score.
EC-1110, Shpg. wt. 7lbs.
99.95

Learn to program in Pascal Language

FORTRAN Course teaches science/math language

Upon completion, you will be able to write M BASIC programs that instruct a
computer to perform specific tasks (sorting, organizing and more).
For full benefit from the course, you must have access to acomputer.

• Pascal is the ideal language for both beginning and
experienced program writers

• Interested in FORTRAN programming? Learn the economical,
effective Heathkit/Zenith way

• Our audio-tutorial format shows you how to program in this
powerful, modular language

•Audio-tutorial presentation, hands-on programming
experiments reinforce learning three ways

If you've been around programming languages — or even if
you're new to computers — you can learn how to write
programs in popular Pascal Language.

FORTRAN Language simplifies complicated scientific and
mathematical problem-solving. Using this Heathkit/Zenith
course. you'll learn FORTRAN programming fundamentals.

The 11-unit self-instruction text completely covers Pascal:
The introduction shows how to identify and write simple Pascal programs, Unit 2
covers identifying and writing Self-Contained Procedures. Unit 3, Making
r3ecisions, teaches how and when to incorporate IF.. THEN... ELSE and CASE
;tatements in Pascal programs. and how to use Boolean variables. Unit 4covers
REPEAT... UNTIL, WHILE...00 and FOR loops.
Unit 5discusses Pascal Data Types and teaches you how to declare your own data
:ypes. Unit 6, Arrays and Character Strings, shows how to use arrays in solving
problems. More About Procedures, Unit 7, covers the writing of complete Pascal
procedures to perform desired tasks. Records and Sets are covered in Unit 8, Unit
9, Pointers, covers the difference between pointers, linked lists, stacks, queues,
binary trees and statements. The last unit covers sequential files and standard
Pascal files, showing how to store Pascal data files on floppy diskettes.
This effective audio-tutorial course uses a professionally-written, 500-page
self-instruction text and five audio cassettes that work together for an integrated,
effective learning experience.
When you complete this course, you'll be able to write modular Pascal programs
that instruct acomputer to perform specific directed tasks.
Earn 4CEUs — pass the optional final exam with a70% or better score.
EC-1111, Shpg. wt. 7lbs.

99.95

The 11-unit text includes aspecial Introduction to Computers.
Unit 1, Getting Started, shows you how to analyze a FORTRAN program,
introduces you to statement types, elements and the character set. Unit 2
covers Arithmetic Operations. Elementary Input/Output (I/O) is discussed in Unit
3. Unit 4 covers Library Functions. Other Control Statements are taught in Unit 5.
Unit 6 introduces you to Arrays. Programming Practices are taught in Unit 7.
Unit 8 teaches other Variables. Unit 9 teaches Advanced Input/Output (I/O).
Unit 10 covers Subprograms. Special Input/Output (I/O) is discussed in Unit 11.
This course uses the effective audio-tutorial teaching method, with a 500-page
text and six cassettes working together to provide more complete learning.
Interactive hands-on experiments give you actual experience in writing
FORTRAN programs —coding forms are included. The text also offers extensive
practice in writing FORTRAN programs and using the character set. Self-test
reviews let you check your progress at specified points throughout the course.
When you complete this course, you'll be able to write FORTRAN programs that
instruct acomputer to perform specific tasks.
To get the most from the course, we recommend an H-8 or H/Z-89 with 48K RAM
and two disk drives. HDOS or Heath/Zenith CP/M (see page 75) and the
Microsoft FORTRAN Programming System (page 76) are also recommended.
Earn 5CEUs — pass the optional final exam with a70% or better score.
EC-1101. Shpg. wt. 7lbs.

99.95

Computer Dictionary is acomplete reference source of computer terminology
Need a dictionary to understand computer terms? Here's a handy
reference book for hobbyists, technicians, engineers, programmers and
other professionals who deal with computer-related terms. The
EB-1020 Computer Dictionary, from Heathkit/Zenith Educational
Systems, is acomplete sourcebook of computer terms.

puter-related words and phrases, along with complete definitions.
Definitions are made clear and explicit throughout the text.

Thousands of definitions: This dictionary contains thousands of com-

EB-1020, Shpg. wt. 2lbs.
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Alaska, Hawaii and Michigan Residents: Call 616-982-3411

Full of information: Browse through this dictionary and you can learn
significant details about the products, procedures, problems and proliferating applications of the microcomputer revolution.
14.95
COMPUTER EDUCATION/70

Learn to maximize your computer efficiency with
this Assembly Language Self-Instruction Course
• Self-instruction format for effective learning

'49"

• Programming exercises reinforce concepts
• Do more in less memory space than BASIC Language
• Write programs which execute 10 to 1000 times faster
than interpreted BASIC

Assembly Language translates to greater computer efficiency!
Anything you can do in any other language on acomputer
system you can do with Assembly Language.
Assembly is atrue programming language, not just aconvenient notation for machine code. The use of labels, computed operands, comments and assembler directives
allows the Assembly Language programmer to create a
source code that is adaptable to the system and easily read.
Assembly language uses amnemonic for every machine
operation. There's no time wasted in interpreting -so your
programs require less memory space and run much faster.
Assembly Language utilizes your computer system's memory more efficiently.
Shorter, more explicit codes allow you to store more data in less space.
Symbolic notation and easy to implement documentation methods make
program listings easy to understand.
Objective: When you complete this unique self-instruction course, you'll be
able to program your computer in Assembly Language.
Content: You'll learn flowcharting, device polling, code conversions, masking,
subroutines, 8080 instruction set, I/O routines, precision math and more.
Teaching method: The Assembly Language Course's programmed-instruction
text and workbook work together, reinforcing textbook learning with interesting
visual illustrations and hands-on programming experience.

Reference Card which lists all 244 Assembly Language instructions
as acomplete ASCII code chart.

—

as wel

Hardware compatibility: The Heathkit/Zenith Assembly Language Course is
specifically designed for 8080/8085-based microcomputers which use
standard Intel 8080 mnemonics. The Assembly Language taught in this course
can be used with the Heath/Zenith H-8, H-88, H/Z-89, Z-90 and Z-100 cornputers. (The H-88, H/Z-89 and Z-90 Computers use the 8080 subset of the
Z-80 microprocessor.)
Hardware recommendations: To perform the optional experiments in the
Heathkit/Zenith EC-1108 Assembly Language Self-Instruction Course, you
must have access to acomputer.
Credit: Earn 6.0 Continuing Education Units (CEUs) and a Certificate of
Achievement from Heathkit/Zenith Educational Systems - Pass the optional
final examination with a70 percent or higher score.

Learning aids: The workbook provides hands-on experience in Assembly
Language programming. It has programming experiments you can perform on
your computer.

Now is the time to learn the computer language that puts you in command of
your computer's full potential -Assembly Language.

In addition to the workbook experiments, the course includes a special

EC-1108, Shpg. wt. 7lbs.

"Computer Concepts" aids business decisions

'49"

eLearn how to determine data processing requirements
for your small business
•Uses field-proven self-instruction techniques
•Audio cassettes let you see and hear each concept
Thinking of buying acomputer for your small business? This
Course will help you select the system that fits your needs.
When you consider making acomputer investment that can
run into thousands of dollars, you need to know as much
about computers as possible -before making the investment. The Heathkit/Zenith Computer Concepts Course is
designed to give you the knowledge you need to evaluate
the usefulness of acomputer in your business.

49.95

Microcomputing Course explains computers
$3995

•Learn how acomputer can help you
• Explains computers in everyday terms, so little technical
knowledge is required
•Self-instruction text, cassettes for effective learning
Here's your chance to learn the basics of microcomputers and
BASIC Language programming - even if you have no prior
technical background. The award-winning Heathkit/Zenith
Microcomputing Course shows you how to determine if your
particular problem can be solved by acomputer. You'll cut
through technical terminology, and understand what a
computer can do - in easy, simple terms.

Proven self-instruction methods - using an effective text and three audio
cassettes -teach you how to evaluate the benefits that acomputer offers your
business. Three appendices to the text reinforce course material.

No extensive math, electronics or computer background
needed: The effective audio-tutorial teaching format - featuring a selfinstruction textbook and two audio cassettes, lets you see and hear each
concept in our Microcomputing Course.

The course is divided into four concise, easy-to-understand units -which present
computer concepts in business terms. Unit 1- The Computer and How It Works covers different types of memory, input/output devices, capabilities of
iifferent types of storage media and applications software. It explains what a
computer can do in asmall business environment.

Five easy-to-understand units explain different parts of the computer system:
In the first unit, Computers and Data: you'll find out how to apply the capabilities
of a computer to your specific problems. You will see how computers
-understand" electronic data - and how to convert written words into the
electronic data computers understand.

The Data Processing Department and Personnel, Unit 2, teaches you how to
eganize adata processing (DP) department. It explains the roles of the DP
nanager, data processing engineer, systems analyst, operator and other
Derson neI
.The third unit of this Course, Alternatives in Computer Services,
compares the advantages of owning your own computer system -versus a
:i me-sharing arrangement or using acomputer service bureau.
How to Select aComputer, the fourth and final unit, shows you how to define and
'ulfill your data processing requirements.
1passing score of 70 percent or better on the optional final examination will earn
(ou 1Continuing Education Unit (CEU) and aCertificate of Achievement from
-lelthkit/Zenith Educational Systems.
'

13, Shpg. wt. 5lbs.
`UTER EDUCATION

49.95

Unit 2, Hardware, shows you how to compare computers -by understanding how
each computer performs. Systems and Interfacing, the third unit, teaches how to
evaluate small computer systems by understanding how different components
perform. You'll find out how the computer communicates with other components -and how to distinguish between analog and digital data. Software, Unit
4, shows you how to choose software programs that help solve your problems.
In the last unit of this course, BASIC Language Programming, you'll actually learn
to write short computer programs -using BASIC.
By passing the optional final examination with ascore of 70 percent or better,
you'll earn 1Continuing Education Unit (CEU) and aCertificate of Achievement from Heathkit/Zenith Educational Systems.
EC-1000, Shpg. wt. 5lbs
39.95
Credit Card Orders Call TOLL-FREE: 800-253-0570

Fast and smart —aHeathkit Demon Dialer takes the toil out of telephoning

$9

95

• Remembers pnone
numbers for you
• Wastes no time —
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until you get through

• Instantly dials MCI, Sprint and others
The Demon Dialer is an amazing telephonic tool
with a 93-number memory that connects you
faster than any other method available. Computercontrolled by an on-board CPU, it will instantly
and automatically dial numbers of up to 32 digits
stored under 2- to 6-digit codes you design. such
as TOM. WORK, DOC. POLICE, 33, etc.
As a redial device, it has no equal. Demon will
silently dial a busy number again and again, 10
times in the first minute, then once every two
minutes for ten minutes.Incoming calls are not
affected. A success signal' alerts you when the
other party answers. If they're out. Demon will
redial every ten minutes for up to ten hours!

Two-way Telephone Amplifier
speaks clearly for itself

'54"

CIA-2217-1, Memory Accessory, 1lb.

19.95

Mura Cordless Extension Phone goes
with you to make and take calls

• Answer without lifting a
receiver, to save time and
keep hands free
• Converse clearly with callers;
be heard from up to 113 ft. away

Same time! Press the Power button to answer the
phone; press it again to hang up. Voice activated
circuitry instantly switches from talk to listen. A
slide control adjusts listening volume and asensitive microphone transmits clear-voiced responses.
Listen button lets you monitor the line and talk
privately. Requires external phone, and 9V battery.
Includes 6-ft. of 4-conductor cable.
Kit GD-1112, Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.
PS-2350, AC Battery Eliminator, 1lb.

The micro-computer directory' can be expanded
quickly with one Memory Accessory to accept 176
numbers. Best of all, we provide a unique series
jack which grants Demon power to all extensions
of a single line phone. Rotary extension phones
can also make use of the tone-stored code system.
For metropolitan and business users, where longdistance systems such as MCI, Sprint or ITT are
offered, the Demon will improve dialing speed and
reliability by actually detecting access tones instead of pausing. With built-in battery backup,
directory memory is good for up to a year if
unplugged from AC. Constructed on a single circuit board, Demon Dialer is housed in asmoked gray case you can set on your desk, hide in a
drawer or wall-mount with its own self-stick
bracket. This kit includes AC power cube, battery,
two cables with modular plugs, an in-depth manual and a Dial Guide/List. To communicate faster.
have your telephone take on aDemon!
Kit GT-2217, Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.
99.95

54.95
7.95

139"

• Handset works up to 750 from
base unit without interference
• With owner's manual, battery
charger and AC adapter

Cordless and portable, the MuraPhone 600/601 is
perfect for long-range contact with full duplex
conventional audio quality. Hide-away 120 VAC
base unit has modular plug, RF gain control and
dial-out security switch. Comfortable handset has
off/standby/talk switch, low battery LED, reset
and last number recall buttons, antenna and battery recharge jack. AC adapter cube keeps handset fully charged. Keeps you from missing important calls without being "glued" to the phone!

Pleasant Phone Ringer puts
the bell out of business
•Two 'C' cells (not
included) power it
up to one year

• Styled to match any decor
Replace the harsh ring of your telephone with this
unique little device and notice what adifference it
makes to hear a tuneful call come in. The preprogrammed IC in this one-evening kit gives you
four choices in place of the bell: abeeping signal,
afour-note chime, 10 seconds of Beethoven's Für
Elise or 20 seconds of Romance. Includes phone
plug, 6-ft cord and remote speaker terminals. Put
atune in your telephone!
Kit GT-1218, Shpg. wt 1lb.
29.95

GDP-1239, Assembled. Shpg. wt. 5 lbs. .. 139.95

Turn on lights and small appliances with just afingertip touch
• Sensor plate mounts anywhere
for instant on/off control
Tap the sensor plate, and our Touch
Control Switch turns appliances or
lights on or off instantly. Takes one
evening to assemble and install. No
FAST EASY
1-EVENING KIT extra wall boxes or rewiring necessary
— simply plug lamp or appliance into
control unit, then plug unit into an AC outlet.
Touch plate mounts anywhere and connects to
control by easily-concealed wire. Twenty feet of
wire included, or use your own for longer runs. Two

touchplates included with each kit — or use any
ungrounded metal like door knobs or railing as
sensor. Touch Control Light Switch has half brightness feature for longer bulb life. Install
them throughout your home for space-age luxury
and convenience. 300 watts maximum load per
unit; 150 watts per individual lamp. Convenience
at your fingertips, without the expense of added
wall outlets or switch wiring!
Touch Switch for TVs to 225W, fans to 18W, lamps
and heaters to 300W max. Not for AM radios.
Kit GD-1287, Shpg. wt. 2 I
bs.

v eglib'Alaska. Hawaii and Michigan Residents: Call 616-982-3411

GRES!
GIFT

19.95
HOME PROr

It's science, not fiction —pushbutton or timed control of home electronics is now areality

ai

ai
I NEW! Air Conditioner Module is soid in two
different 240 VAC receptacle configurations (both
line cord plug-ends pictured). Order according to
your type and within conditioner wattage rating.
Standard plug module (left) rated for 15 A load.
GDP-1517-A, Assembled, Shpg. wt. 1lb. ... 29.95

• It's easy to design your own system — extra
modules add the household control you need

LI The Controller Command Console is simply the
ultimate in home convenience! With a fingertip
touch, you're in complete control by remote control, from beside the bed or wherever you plug it in.
Console signals are transmitted over existing house
wiring to the module of your choice. Just plug lights
and appliances into the appropriate module. Use
as many modules on the same code as you wish.
Dim or brighten lights. Two "all lights on" and
"system off" buttons provide security and savings,
respectively. Very helpful to handicapped or bedridden people, too, by automating some household
functions, and making others fingertip easy!
GDP-1510, Assembled, Shpg. M. 2lbs.

34.95

The Ultrasonic Cordless Controller transmits
signals to the Controller Command Console from
up to 30 feet away, using identical pushbuttons.
GDP-1511, Assembled, Shpg. wt. 1lb
19.95

Responder Console is the remotes
control of all. It lets you enjoy the freedom o
calling from anywhere to control up to 8groups o
120 VAC items. Includes modular phone jack.
GDP-1515, Assembled, Shpg. wt. 6 lbs. .... 89.95

1 The Timer Command Console runs everything on
time. Automatically! Used with the modules, your
home can run like clockwork, setting lights and
appliances to go on and off up to twice a day,
according to your family's needs and lifestyle. The
possibilities are virtually unlimited! Away for the
weekend? The Timer is on guard. It gives 24-hour
control with alived-in look and sound when you're
gone (even simulates your movement from room to
room), so nobody knows that nobody's home.
Features digital clock with two levels of display
brightness; Fast and Slow keys for accurate time
setting; Daily, Once, and a random Security setting; Clear to erase asetting; All Lights On and All
Lights Off for immediate security and control. No
dimming feature. Requires 120 VAC.
GDP-1520, Assembled, Shpg. wt. 2lbs. .... 64.95

The Informer Ultrasonic Intrusion Alarm
protects aroom from trespassers

$64"

15.95

I Appliance

Module controls TV, stereo, coffee
maker, fans, etc. Can operate lights, including
self-starting fluorescents (no dimming feature).
Max ratings: 15 amp resistive load; 1
/ HP motor;
2
500 watt lighting load; 400 watt TV/stereo load.
GDP-1514, Assembled, Shpg. wt. 1lb.

15.95

E Wall

Switch Module replaces existing switch.
Operates inside or outside lights; dims them if
operated by GDP-1510. 500W maximum load.
GDP-1513, Assembled, Shpg. wt. 1lb.

16.95

I Three-Way Wall

Switch Module and Companion
with independent on/off buttons controls 3-way
up/downstairs switches. 500W maximum load.
GDP-1516, Assembled, Shpg. wt. 1lb.

21.95

g Sprinkler Control Valve; requires GDP-1514.
GDP-1518, Assembled, Shpg. M. 3lbs.
59.95

64.95

Automatically dials any
number you program —
police, neighbors, relatives, fire, ambulance.
maintenance or answering service. etc.. when
triggered. Can be used
with intrusion alarms.
panic buttons, smoke.
heat detectors, or the GD-1800 Minuteman II security system. Dials any
number up to 12 digits — enough for access, area code and number. anywhere
in the world — and keeps dialing until it gets through! Programmable 3-digit
location beep signal repeats for two minutes to let them know exactly where
call originates. Separate microphone tied to phone line (with sensitivity
control) monitors the area around Dialer for accessory information. Sliding
front panel conceals coding switches. Includes four 9V batteries. Check with
phone company for installation requirements. if any. 4.75" Hx11" W x6" D.

32.95

Kit GD-1156, Shpg. wt. 7 lbs.

• "Sees" intruders 25 feet away
• Built-in deactivation time delay
Disguised to look like afine hardcover book, this device will protect any room in
your home. Ultrasonic sound waves detect intruders up to 25 feet away,
activating both a light and/or audible alarm when the field of coverage is
broken. Built-in 10-second entry/exit with 30 second triggering delay can be
socket-selected to provide safety lighting only, or lighti ng and alarm protection.
+for security purposes, or as an automatic light switch for garage
nt or attic. Solid-state circuitry. 120 VAC operaticn.
'0 VAC Alarm Bell. Shpg. wt. 5I
bs.

GDP-1512, Assembled, Shpg. wt. 11b.

Perfect for vacation homes,
warehouse areas and remote
locations left unattended.

FAST. EASY
2-EVENING KIT

Shpg. wt. 5lbs.

I Lamp Module receives signals to turn On. Off,
Dim or Brighten incandescent lamps; 300W total.

Automatic Telephone Dialer/Coder rings for help

• Book design conceals unit

ea

Perpendicular-pronged module rated for 20 A load.
GDP-1517-B, Assembled, Shpg. wt. 1lb. ... 29.95

I Telephone

• Control 16 groups of lights or appliances

184.95
Credit Card Orders Call TOLL-FREE: 800-253-0570

Minuteman Il Security System protects your
home or business, day or night
•Component design offers total user flexibility to match security needs
•This famous system - now in kit form -moves with you from home to home
Protect yourself, your loved ones and your property effectively by using Delta's
Minuteman Il Ultrasonic Security System. It acts as a master control for
expandable options, includes entry/exit delays, backup for interrupted line
current and self-testing circuitry for ever-reliable operation.
L1 The Ultrasonic Master Control Unit/Detector protects up to 300 square
feet with a blanket of harmless ultrasonic sound waves. When an intruder
disturbs the silent reception pattern, an immediate alarm signal is activated. You can add up to three Minuteman Sentinel Detectors - along with
indoor/outdoor siren speakers, key-operated on/off switches, magnetic door
contacts, window foil or any other closed circuit switch. Includes plug-in
power transformer. Test switch checks operating status. 120 VAC, 60 Hz.
Dimensions, 3.75" H x 11" W x6" D.
Kit GB-1800, Shpg. wt. 7 lbs.

199.95

C]

The Minuteman Remote Sentinel offers extended protection by acting as a
vigilant, ultrasonic slave to the Master Control Unit. Identical detection
circuitry covers an additional 300 square feet of area. Any disruption relays
the impulse instantly to Master Control for alarm activation. Doesn't require
positioning near AC source. Requires GO-1800 for power and control. Order
bracket below. Includes 50 feet of 4-conductor wire for connection.
Kit GDA-1800-1, Shpg. wt. 4 lbs.

69.95

Key Switch Accessory provides remote on/off control for Minuteman II
Alarm System. Includes loop-secure LED to positively indicate armed
status, along with aspecial pick-proof key and lock set. Requires GO-1800
for power. Professional tamper-proof feature sounds alarm if intruder attempts removal of Key Switch. Includes two keys for double security.
GDA-1800-2, Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.

29.95

El Indoor-Outdoor All-Weather Alarm Speaker produces up to 108 dB of siren
noise (measured at 10'). Includes 50 feet of easily-concealed wire for connection to GO-1800 Master Control Unit/Detector. 8ohms impedance.
GDA-1800-3, Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.

24.95

NEW FROM HEATH! Versatile Bracket Accessory for mounting the
GDA-1800-1 Minuteman II Sentinel Ultrasonic Detector/Slave Unit.
GDA-1800-4. Shpg. wt. 1lb.
14.95

Eye-Spy

TM

Infra-Red Security Light
Control deters criminal
intruders with surprise
• Makes homes safer at night by "seeing"
invisible infra-red waves and motion
This year, one out of twenty homes will be
robbed, and even more will be invaded
with intruders turned away before completing an actual crime. Now you can have
peace of mind with the strongest outdoor
safeguard against crime yet devised.

4111.11111111111

The faithful Security Lighting Control uses a
passive infra-red sensor that will react
instantly to body heat and movement activating up to 500 watts of inside/outside alarm lighting to destroy the
cover of darkness - before an intruder gets near your home. Six infra-rec
elements monitor an 875-square-foot area near your dwelling and keep it safe
from dangerous intrusion.
When an illegal intruder is detected, the unit immediately shocks him with the
most powerful deterrent to crime - LIGHT. The unexpected surprise will make
athief think he has been observed, and scare him to flee.
i
How does this revolutionary device work? Infrared light is invisible to our eyes
But its presence can be detected as heat, in the form of radiated wav sof
energy. The Light Control is intensely sensitive to heat energy and looks for
changes in temperature with movement in a35 foot by 25 foot field. When a
warm-bodied object moves through the pattern, a relay suddenly turns on
lights, or a light/alarm combination, up to 500 total watts. Lights remain on
until four minutes after all movement has ceased, then go off and unit
resumes silent protection. No timers, no switches, and no expensive all-night
floodlights. A manual sensitivity control will adjust the temperature differential range so pets and small animals will not trigger accidental alarms.
Abuilt-in phototransistor will deactivate the device during daylight hours. When
surrounding light dims, it will sense darkness approaching and turn on the
detection circuit again. There's no part-time protection at night!
Wire it yourself, or consult an electrician when connecting it to your 120 VAC,
60 Hz lighting system. It's a simple process for any do-it-yourselfer and a
rewarding kit that offers high security value. 8.1" H x 5.25" W x 3" D. UL
listed Assembled unit advertised elsewhere for $199.
Kit GD-3510, Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.

149.95

Night Sentry Timer puts timed lighting on the wall

Photobeam Alarm Relay detects all

For those in search of low-priced, linear security, this
is a versatile, multi-purpose system. The relay
circuit activates when areflected beam is broken,
to alert all concerned. Uses anarrow, incandescent
beam of light to catch intruders instantly, activating 120 VAC warning devices up to 300 watts.
The Relay's intense beam is reflected back into the
cabinet by asmall mirror. Unit is sensitive only to
its own light source. Works up to 25 feet from
reflecting mirror, so relay can be inconspicuously
placed in one corner and mirror placed in the other
-to serve as your silent sentry. Businessmen! -use
it to activate an intrusion alarm, signal the entrance of persons into ashop or
room, or count objects passing agiven point. This inexpensively convenient kit
includes relay light source (shown), mirror, mounting brackets and all hardware.

Home security experts agree that a time-lit
house is your best protection against predatory
thieves. This amazing Timer actually memorizes your pattern of light use in the first 24
hours, and repeats it daily thereafter! Re-program it manually for up to 48 on/off settings
per 24-hour period with built-in variability. It's
also aconventional touch switch and daily use
won't override a preset program. Ten minute
memory for power outages. Absolutely silent no motors or gears. Uses existing wallplate.
Installs in minutes with just a screwdriver.
Solid-state, microprocessor reliability, with
'soft start' feature to triple normal bulb life. 500 watt maximum load.

Kit GO-1021, Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.

GDP-1236, Assembled & UL listed, Shpg. wt. 1lb.

e

ilie Alaska. Hawaii and Michigan Residents: Call 616-982-3411

18.95

19.95
SECURITY/133

Find lost valuables buried in the ground or two
feet underwater with aHeathkit Metal Locator!
Heathkit Metal Locators punch through ground clutter to
uncover old coins, artifacts and treasure — any metal object
you want to find. Our finest model pinpoints small objects in
any kind of soil. Both models can comb ground submerged in
up to two feet of water! What'll you find first? Old pennies? A
ring? Rare raw metal? Maybe silver or gold dollars!

Built-in speaker lets you
operate without headphones
Toggle switch
for selecting
Discrimination
or Ground
Balance modes
Headphone

Jac k

•GO-1290 detects objects even in highly mineralized
soil where conventional locators are useless
Pushbutton
tuning and
ON/OFF volume
control (top)

•Has owe volume. meter. speaker, phone jack.
discrimination, ground balance, tuning controls.
battery test switch, charging jack, mode switch
•Runs on 6AA cells or rechargeable battery pack
•Our finest model. with VLF Ground Balance Mode
and VLP —avery low price!

The Groundtrack —sensitivity in any soil type
A successful treasure hunting hobby can be exciting and rewarding. No matter
where you live — by the sea or mountains, near sand, soil or solid clay — the
Groundtrack will provide you with hundreds of surprising discoveries! Go
exploring near public parks, old towns and homesites, mines, dumps,.
battlefields, beaches, fields or your own backyard. The Groundtrack detects
valuables in any kind of soil. Yes, even in highly metal ized soils that baffle
conventional locators. A fully adjustable discrimination circuit eliminates
unnecessary digging and lets you look in areas where high 'junk' content makes
the use of other locators all but impossible. It filters background signals,
screening out pulltabs, metal foil, bottlecaps, ferrous and nonferrous items.
With pushbutton tuning, only signals caused by items of value receive
attention. Our finest metal locator — priced far below the competition! — will
give you hour after hour of fun-filled excitement every time you use it.
A Ground Balance Mode with excellent sensitivity will pinpoint your treasures
even in highly mineralized soil. The fully shielded search coil prevents false
signals and is waterproof so you can sweep in up to 2feet of fresh or salt water.
The GO-1290 features asophisticated, Very-Low-Frequency-moded, induction
balance system — you hear nothing until that ring, coin or antique artifact
enters the 6-inch diameter search head's field. A tone sounds, then grows
louder as you approach vertical center over the buried valuable.
Use the Groundtrack anywhere. It's lightweight (3.4 lbs) and portable, with a
telescoping shaft that collapses for storage. Runs on 6 AA cells (not included)
or optional Nickel-Cadmium battery pack, which recharges from home current
or in-the-field from car cigarette lighter socket. It's rewarding fun — order one!
Kit GO-1290, Shpg. wt. 5 lbs.
217.95
GOA -1190-1, Rechargeable Battery Pack, Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.
24.95
GOA-1190-2, Superex Headphones, Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.

Fully
adjustable
Discrimination
and Ground
Balance controls

Large easy-to-read
meter mounts for rightor left-handed users

Telescoping shaft is
he
Tough, shielded cable
stands up to years of
operation

12.95

CO-1290 SPECIFICATIONS: Sensitivity: Locates dime at 4
-to e typical. may be less depending on
soil conditions, mode of operation and amount of discrimination selected. Method of Detection:
Induction-balance circuit. Detector Output: Meter. speaker, phone jack. Dimensions: Search Coil:
e diameter. Extended Height: 45 1/
2 ". Collapsed height: 22 1
02:' Pewee Requirement: Six AA dry cells
or alkaline, or rechargeable Nickel-Cadmium Battery Pack (GDA-1190-1). Met Weight: 3.4 lbs.

Cointrack Metal Locator highly sensitive to coins
Engineered exclusively for "coinshootingr the GO-1190 finds coins in sand and
other general kinds of soil. It has the same fine features and specifications as
the GD-1290 above, but no Ground Balance Mode. Rather, it has an offresonance search coil optimized for coin detection, with adjustable discrimination to cancel out bottle caps, pulltabs, etc. A special pushbutton tuning
maintains maximum sensitivity over varied conditions and 6" diameter head is
waterproof, for shallow water searches. Take the Cointrack anywhere, because
it's lightweight (only 3.4 lbs.), weÀght-balanced. has a telescoping wand that
adjusts to your height and collapses to 22 112" for storage and transportation.
Kit GO-1190, Shpg. M. 5 lbs
149.95
GDA-1190-2, Superex Headphones, Shpg. M. 2 lbs.
12.95
80-1190 SPWWWATIONS: Sensitivity: Typically 4- to 6". may be less depending on coin size, amount of
discrimination and soil material. Method of Detection: Off resonance type. Output: Meter, Speaker.
Phone Jack, Dimensions: Search-Coil: 6" diameter. Overall length, Shaft extended 45 1
2 ". collapsed
/
22 1
/ .Power Reamirement: Six - AA Dry Cells or Alkaline, or rechargeable Nickel-Cadmium batten(
2
pack (GDA-1190-1). Weight: 3.4 lbs.

84/METAL LOCATORS

Easy-Grip
handle for
fatigue-free use

Waterproof head for
beach treasurehunting folds flat for
easy storage, and is
submersible to 2feet
in fresh or salt water

tit

Detection meter deflects in accordance
with discrimination setting: needle
deflects upscale and sound increases
when valuable object is within search
field and grows louder as you approach
center of buried item

Use aDigital Scale to accurately monitor weight
loss and progress to amore compelling figure
$9995

• Battery operated for accuracy and safety anywhere
• No-wear electronic strain-gauge mechanism sensitive
to weight change as small as 1 io of apound or kg.

Four bright
LEDs display your
weight accurately
year after year

The Heathkit Digital Scale is a multi-purpose balance that offers far more
accuracy than mechanical scales. Dieters and fitness enthusiasts can closely
watch their weight improve, and everyone will enjoy a precision readout on
items requiring accurate measurement. An electronic transducer element
eliminates the springs and weights that wear out in conventional scales.
Four bright, easy-to-read 1
2 "digits display the weight. You decide whether to
/
wire the kit to read in pounds or kilograms. Features both manual and
automatic modes; in manual, the display is on constantly and can measure
weights as small as 2 ounces, to a 300-lb. capacity. On automatic, it
conserves power by remaining off until weight is placed on the platform.
A manual zero adjustment makes it easy to weigh small items. This special
offset feature means you can weigh the baby without weighing the blanket.
Safe to use after the shower. Requires 6 'C' cell batteries (not included).
Kit GO-1186, Shpg. wt. 9 lbs.
99.95
GDW-1186, Assembled and tested with non-detachable readout wired to
display in pounds only. Shpg. wt. 9 lbs.
149.95

Sturdy die-cast
aluminum base
holds scale
rock-steady
Water-resistant
platform of burled-grain
vinyl stands up to hard daily use

Guests love the Programmable Musical Doorbell

$4995

GREAT GIFT ,

• Program it to play up to 16 beats of your favorite tunes
•Easily programmed for your mood or any special occasion
• Includes song book with over 50 programmable melodies

Bring alittle music into your everyday life with the touch of abutton. Greet your
friends with a tune by building this Electronic Doorbell for your home. It's a
versatile and ingenious replacement for the conventional doorbell, buzzer or
simple chime. Imagine the pleasant reaction and smiles on visitor's faces
when they're greeted with a friendly song you've selected to fit any circumstance! It's avery uniquely warm way to say "welcome!"
Changing tunes is easy, by rearranging wire leads on aone-octive 'keyboard'
behind the front panel. The songbook includes 15 college songs, 7seasonal
songs plus 9 Christmas songs, 5 to commemorate special occasions — and
many more to celebrate your mood. The assembly manual has programming
instructions for avariety of tunes, or compose your own. Controls for adjusting
volume, tone, speed and decay characteristics add synthesized variety to any
tune. Attaches easily to existing doorbell transformer. And extra speakers may
be wired on to spread the music around your home. You'll even know which
door to answer, as the back door button will activate only aportion of the tune
you select. Extend a musical hello — and own the neighborhood's most
unique chimes! Give it as agift this Christmas and greet every caller this New
Year with a new kind of musical merriment..
Kit TD-1089, Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.

FAST. EASY
2-EVENING KIT

49.95

3-Tune Doorbell greets with beautiful music
$i

995

bebuilta ndeasily
carries
:es tun e
:
•Adjustable vo
Can

l
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noiugrhthome
installedthinroughout
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• The low-cost way to put adifference in your doorbell
If you want to replace your ho-hum doorbell with one that plays atune or two,
the Electronic Doorbell is a kit you'll be proud to install new, or switch with
your old-fashioned ringer. The TD-2089 plays three diverse selections: an
upbeat 4-note ring, a short tune (Beethoven's Für Elise) and a long tune
(Romance). Each tune is reproduced polyphonically by an IC synthesizer.
Quickly select different tunes for front and back door by jumping wires to small
sockets. Assembly requires almost no hardware, as the circuit board snaps
firmly into the attractive case and spring clips hold the speaker. For extra
sound, remote speakers can be added to extend music throughout your home.
Hidden connections are made through plug-in jacks and a 10-foot extension
ribbon lets you change tunes or service the unit at table level rather than on
the wall. Two "C" cell batteries (not included) power the low-drain electronics
while your present 10 to 16 volt doorbell transformer supplies your pushbutton circuits. Case size is 5.9" H x4.75" W x1.25" D. Spread the joy of music
by putting awarm and classical spirit of welcome in your home...and open
the door to afriendly smile every time!
Kit TD-2089, Shpg. wt. 1lb.

WAS $24.95, NOW ONLY 19.95

Alaska, Hawaii and Michigan Residents: Call 616-982-3411

FAST, EASY
1-EVENING KIT
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Hear all the audio in your collection with this
unparalleled Four-Way Speaker System

A3-Way System to please the most critical ear
•Careful design delivers
superb source accuracy
and wide dynamic range

..11.1.0«sere.

Surround yourself with superlative sound.

Compare the specs, and price
of this outstanding floor/shelf
system with any other -you'll
see why this is our best-selling
pair. Designed for use with the
best audio components, the
10" woofer provides gutsy,
well-defined bass response,
with a 500 Hz woofer/midrange crossover frequency to
insure smoothness and
minimize I
M distortion. The
4.5" midrange driver has a
polyester-damped
sub enclosure to prevent woofer
reflections. A "dome
exhibits excell1ent power
tweheatner-

dling and definition, with full 120' horizontal dispersion at 12 kHz. Flushmounted drivers create asharply-focused sound image. For best stereo
imaging, you can install the tweeter directly above the midrange whether you
position the speakers upright or lying on their sides-a Heath exclusive! Driven
to sensational sound by as little as 10 watts, ahigh-powered amplifier like the
AA-1800 or AA-1600 (pg. 87) reveals their awesome dynamic range and
three-dimensional clarity. Music takes on new meaning. Two frequency controls
optimize response for your listening area. Individual driver fuses provide full
overload protection. Fully assembled walnut-finish veneer cabinet.
Kit AS-1373. Shpg. M. 68 lbs.
199.95
Buy two! SAVE $20.00. Kit AS-1373-2, Shpg. M. 134 lbs.
pair 379.90
AS-1373 SPECIFICATIONS: Frequency Response: 1.-3 dB. 40 Hz to 20 kHz Max. Amp. Power: 250 W.
Controls: 3 kHz shelf/flat. 10 kHz

•Capable of reproducing the extended
dynamic range of today's very best
recordings; true subwoofer module
with response down to 20 Hz.
•One of the finest systems available to
the purist; complementary driver
characteristics produce colorationfree audio across the spectrum
It you want to enjoy the full impact of digitally-mastered and direct-to-disk
recording breakthroughs, Heath's nerve-tingling 4-Way Speaker Combination
System will give you the highest quality sound reproduction and the utmost in
listening pleasure for your money. The System consists of two parts:
E3 The AS-1321 3-Way Speaker Module features a6.5"polypropylene mid-bass
in aspecial subenclosu re, a2" soft dome Ferro-Fluid' midrange and aleaf
tweeter having excellent high frequency linearity. A computer-optimized 4th
order crossover in the Module produces asilky smooth, natural response.
Has bi-amplification provisions and automatic circuit breaker protection.
Kit AS-1321, Three-Way Speaker Module, Shpg. wt. 31 lbs.
289.95
SAVE $20.00! Kit AS-1324, 4-Way Speaker System, 208 lbs., iikr. Frt 569.90
SAVE $90.00! Purchase apair of As-1324 Systems. $1179.80 separately.
Kit AS-1324-2. Shpg. wt. 416 bs., Motor Freight Collect
1089.80
AS-1321 SPECIFICATIONS: Frequency Response Ut- 3rID): 100-20,000 Hz; With AS-1320. 22.20.000
H. Impedance: 6 ohms (4 ohms m(nimum). Recommended Amplifier Power: 30-250 Watts per
Channe -Crossover Frequencies (
-Sdeb 100. 600 and 4.000 Hz. Crouover Type: Special 4th Order.

The AS-1320 Subwoofer can be used singly or in pairs-and the cabinet can
be expanded to acrowd-pleasing 4-Way System with the AS-1321 3-Way
Module above. Heath's Subwoofer vastly extends the low frequency range of
your system, eliminates muddy bass and kicks out athunderous level of
bonequivering bass energy. Its big 15" long-throw driver has a2" aluminum
voice coil to maintain an extended, ultra/ow linear response. Requires
AS
320-1 Passive Crossover for optimum response without aseparate
e
,r
or AD-1702 Electronic Crossover with separate amp (pg. 86).
'0, Shpg. wt. 177 lbs., Motor Freight Collect
299.95
dà,
1-1, Passive Crossover, Shpg. M. 6lbs
44.95
'ectronic Crossover, Shpg. M. 15 lbs.
194.95
7

FIDELITY

Crossover :500 Hz (12 dB/octave) and 3000 Hz (12 de/octave).
udnotfifiat Dimensions: 26" H x14 1
2 "
/
W x11'0"0.

Efficient, mid-priced 2-Way Bookshelf Speakers
Now you can get maximum
stereo pleasure and uncommonly good sound reproduction at a modest price! Our
2-Way Reflex Speakers provide extremely high fidelity
musical reproduction, yet require a comparatively low.
powered amplifier for efficient
response. They're ideal for
small audio systems because
as little as five watts of power
per channel -or as much as
25 watts-will drive them to
life-like clarity and sound detail. Very affordably priced,
this medium-sized speaker
uses an 8" woofer and 2" x6"
horn-type tweeter that can be
mounted horizontally or vertically for position placement flexibility. Acontinuous tweeter level control lets
you adjust the horn output to balance listening room acoustics. A12 dB/octave
crossover at 2500 Hz minimizes distortion and insures smooth response. With
factory assembled walnut-finish cabinet and 3-dimensional grille cloth. Buy
the perfect complement to your lower-power system today and discover anew
meaning to stereo high fidelity.'
Kit AS-1342, Shpg. M. 32 lbs.
89.95
SAVE $9.95 on two! Kit AS-1342-2, Shpg. M. 78 lbs.
pair 169.95
AS-I342 SPECIFICATIONS: Frequency Response: ±3 dB. 60 Hz to 14 kHz. Amplifier Power:
Crossover: 2500 Hz (12 dB/octave). Dimensions: 224" H x12W x101,2" D.

5watts mu(

to 25 watts.

AS-1320 SPECIFICATIONS: Freq. Response 1± 3dB): 22-500 Hz. Impedance: 811. Min. Amp. Power: 30
W. Max. Amp. Power: 250 W. Speaker FUSS: 2A. Driver: 15" long-throw design. 2", four-layer voice coil.
Cabinet Type: Ported box, tuned to 22 Hz. Dimensions: 64 5" H 21.5" W x17" 0.

Credit Card Orders Call TOLL-FREE: 800-253-0570

Versatile Mono Amplifier

3.25 WATTS, MINIMUM RMS INTO 8OHMS
WITH 1.5% THD FROM 40-20,000 HZ
This solid-state kit takes aminimum 250 mV signal
from source (ceramic phono, mono AM or FM
tuner, tape player, microphone, etc.) and amplifies it cleanly for fuller sound. Features rear
speaker terminals and input jack; front panel has
volume, tone control and headphone jack. Fuseprotected 120/240 VAC @ 50/60 Hz. 8.0 match.
Kit AA-18, Shpg. wt. 4 I
bs.
37.95

Dual U.L.M. turntables
•Exclusive Ultra
Low Mass tonearms
eACP-1258 has fully
automatic single
play/multiple
play Vario-belt
drive
3
Dual 1258 has ±0.05%
wow/flutter, >68 dB rumble
with strobe, damped-spring suspension system.
ACP-1258, Assembled, Shpg. M. 6lbs.
149.95
Dual 708O with quartz PLL direct drive is their
finest semi-automatic. Flawless with Dynavector!
ACP -1708, Assembled, Shpg. wt. 20 lbs. 329.95

Home/Remote Video Recording System makes you the director
Producing the professional look and feel of high quality home movies has never been so easy. With
aColor Video Sound Camera, you can personalize
your TV viewing by making video tapes with audio
added simultaneously. Record on reusable cassettes that require no processing time or money.
See what you're shooting by monitoring TV or the
electronic viewfinder. If you don't like what you
see, rewind the tape and try it again!
This compact, easy-to-use format gives faithful
color reproduction and extremely high resolution.
Automatic exposure and gain controls yield stable
operation over awide lighting range. Low power
consumption prolongs battery life when used with
a portable VCR. Includes multi-function electronic viewfinder, lens cap, earphone, input for
external mic and 15-pin cable.
GRZ-1600, 9 lbs. WAS $975.00, NOW ONLY 849.95
AC Power Supply Adapter provides 12 VDC to camera if not used with GDZ-9800. 33-ft. cable.
GRZ-1600-1, Shpg. wt. 8 lbs.
99.95
Carrying Case for Camera protects the investment.
GRZ-1600-2, Shpg. wt. 7lbs.
49.95
Optional AC Power
Adapter

Camera and
viewfinder
weigh 5.4 pounds

yo

BIG SAVINGS!

cSoenndseitnivsee r 16
microphone
Auto/
manual
iris
control
Has f1.4,
11 to 70 mm
6:1 power/
manual zoom
and macro focus lens
Connects
directly to
GDZ-9800
Portable VCR

Zenith's Beta VCR
System gives you
expanded technology
to explore the new art
of video at far-intothe-future price and
performance values!

Dual-purpose Portable Video Director frees you to create at will
•The most compact work
of video technology
we've ever created
•With GRZ-1600 Camera,
home/remote Recorder
captures your action
both indoors and out
•Matching Tuner/Timer
converts portable to
full-featured, stateof-the-art home unit
•Infra-red Video Action
Remote Control operates
all record and playback
functions wirelessly

SAVE! Dual 7080 and Dynavector Cartridge (pg.
87). Buy this advanced pair together and pocket
$40.00. Every record sounds better with ULM!
ACS-1708, Shpg. wt. 29 lbs.
599.95

Highly-refined cartridges
New Dynavector Ruby
moving-coil cartridge is
acknowledged as one of
the world's very finest
with wide 20-50,000 Hz
response and superior
tracking ability. Has 0.2
mV output, >20 dB separation at 1kHz. SAVE —
buy this cartridge with Dual 708Q turntable described above and shown on page 87.
ADP-1370, Shpg. wt. 1lb.
310.00
NEW! Shure V-15 Type V with Dynamic Stabilizer
has 10-28,000 Hz response, 3.2 mV output, >25
dB separation and 1.0-1.25 gm tracking force on
ahyperelliptical diamond. Mfgr's price: $250.
ADP-1261, 1lb. ....199.95/with turntable 179.95
Shure M95NE has 20-20,000 Hz response, 4.7
mV output, >25 dB separation and 0.75-1.25
gm tracking force on a hyperelliptical nude diamond. Asuperb cartridge. Mfgr's price: $114.
ADP-1298, 1lb.
69.95/with turntable 59.95
\
efi
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Alaska, Hawaii and Michigan Residents: Ca

Zenith's brilliant new portable VCR system is rated
'one of the very best' by several independent
testing laboratories. At 11.5 pounds, including
cassette and optional battery pack, the recording
deck will travel anywhere you can to deliver flawless and fatigue-free Beta performance.
CLEAR frame-by-frame and multi-speed playback
features let you study every aspect of a professional golfer's swing or the nuances of acting
expression, virtually inteference-free in Beta III.
Teamed with the optional Tuner/Timer, it will automatically record from TV and put a multitude of
exciting special effects for playback and editing
at your fingertips. A 14-day, 4-event programmer
gathers your favorite shows for later viewing.
Tuner/Timer powers the GDZ-9800 at home and
616-982-3411

will charge the Battery Pack, OR use the 9852 to
power your 9800 and recharge the batteries.
GDZ-9800, 13 lbs. WAS $989.95, NOW ONLY 959.95
GDZ-9850, AC Tuner/Timer and wireless Remote,
(needed if not purchasing GDZ-9852).
Shpg. M. 10 lbs.
299.95
GDZ-9851, NiCad Battery Pack, 2 lbs.
..49.95
GDZ-9852, AC Power Supply, (needed if not purchasing GDZ-9850), Shpg. wt. 7lbs.
139.95
Zenith Video tapes
Videotapes
GDZ-9700-5 (L-830)
GDZ-9700-4 (L-750)
GDZ-9700-3 (L-500)

Beta II
3,2hrs.
3hrs.
2hrs.

Beta III Wt.
5hrs.
Ib.
41
/
2 hrs.
Ib.
3hrs.
Ib.

Price
16.00
14.00
12.00

VIDEO AND STEREO HIGH FIDELITY/91

The telephone in aTV —aSystem 3exclusive
with quality 25" family-sized color picture
• Custom-installable, or with your choice of three beautifully styled cabinets.
Best savings on kit/cabinet systems, like the Large Classic, at right.
Alot of your friends will buy color TV sets this year.
You can build one! The outstanding value of this
As low as
easy-do-build kit can be yours in as little as five
fun evenings. It's a beautifully-rewarded project
that will have you working with your mind while
you're working with your hands.
Maximum picture sharpness is yours with a Peak
GRS-2501-1
Resolution Picture circuit that achieves 25%
System only
greater detail by reproducing up to 330 lines of
broadcast resolution. This comb filter removes
spurious, dancing color and makes picture detail
'pop out' 'sharp and clear. The 100% modular
design means outstanding dependability and
fewer interconnections, with all modules 100%
pre-tested and aligned before shipping.
Like a chromatic control center in your TV set, the
sophisticated Color Sentry combines 8 automatic
picture and color sub-systems for magnificent
viewing pleasure. It maintains accurate color
level, tint and contrast — even adjusts the picture
brightness as light changes. One button does it
all for you... scene to scene, channel to
channel. automatically!
A sharpness control lets you adjust the GR-2501's
picture for optimum clarity. Advanced digital circuits scan and lock the broadcast signal, eliminating vertical and horizontal hold controls. No - Advanced
Space Phone
wear, quartz electronic tuning system seeks out
option lets
and fine tunes the exact frequency. Solid-state
you make and
automatic fringe-lock circuitry provides superb
receive calls without
picture stability on fringe area reception, while a
getting out of your chair
phase-locked AFC Switch 'pulls in' off-frequency
signals from cable or master antenna systems.
Your GR-2501 comes with Computer Space Command 3000 Remote Control for
scanned or random channel selection, on/off and variable volume, display
of channel with current time, plus setting the Time Programmer and using
Advanced Space Phone. An easy-to-read, on-screen channel/time display
appears briefly when channels are changed, or keyed from set or remote
control. Expanded 112-channel capability lets you select cable stations as
easily as VHF or UHF, except scrambled premium services.
Advanced Space Phone is one option worth its price in convenience alone.
With it, you can take or make calls anywhere in the world. A dialed number
is displayed on the TV screen, and you can program it to re-dial automatically. The set itself works like a speaker phone, so the whole family may
participate in conversation, and if you don't want the caller to hear what's
said in the room, there's even a Mute/Privacy button you can push.
Two 9" oval woofers and two 21
/ "tweeters provide rich, four-speaker FM
2
sound to every channel, with vibrant binaural audio surrounding the picture. An output jack with tone control interfaces the TV soundtrack to your
personal stereo system for the most realistic experience. Put the
GR -2501's custom-installable chassis in the wall, your own cabinet, or
save when purchasing your kit with one of the fine furniture cabinets below.

679"

Kit GR-2501, Shpg. wt. 113 lbs.

639.95

GRA-2501-1, Advanced Space Phone, Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.

44.95

Tri -focus matrix tube for improved,
high-resolution picture sharpness
Simulated TV pictures
Sturdy all-in-one
chassis design
Direct hookup to
CAN and MAN

Easy-to-use control panel
gives you the ultimate in TV
viewing convenience

Modular, tested
circuit boards
cut kitbuilding
time in half

Fast, easy
keyboard-entry
of channel selections

Blinking liget buretly
signals calt on Advanced
Space Phone
Time Control Programmer
autontatically toms TV or
and off at any preset
time once m 24 hours

Switch mutes the
not of Advanced
Space Phone
You can ut channel
scan to bypass
unwanted channels

Setting on. screen
clock to display
correct time is easy, too

NOTICE TO GR-2000 8t GR-2001 OWNERS:
On December 1, 1982 Heath Company will be placing afinal order for
the GRA-602-25 Contemporary Cabinet. If you own a GR -2000 or
GR -2001 and have not yet ordered acabinet for it, this will be your last
opportunity. For further reference, it was pictured and described on
page 101 of the Fall 1982 Heathkit Catalog (#858) and in earlier
editions. We will only build enough cabinets to cover orders received
before December 1, 1982 so hurry to take advantage of our offer!
GRA-602-25, 66 lbs., Motor Freight
249.95

Transitional Corner/Wall Cabinet

Captivating, Large Classic Cabinet

Compact Classic Cabinet avalue

For the GR -2501 TV
(above). New corner
concept fits in where
others cannot. Oak veneer top and edges.
Basket-weave pattern
over speaker grilles. Antique oak distress finish.
31"H x48" W x17.5" D.

For the GR-2501 TV
(above). Oak veneer
parquet
top
with
brass-finished hinges,
door pulls, metal
lattice-work. Antique
Oak finish. 32.25" H
x50.5W x20" D including casters, cap.

For the GR -2501 TV
(above). Antique trassfinish metal latticework, door pulls and
hinges accent the antique oak finish. Oak
veneer top. 33" H it 43"
W x 20" D including
casters and tube cap.

GRA-714-25, 136 lbs., Md. Frt.
189.95
SAVE $100.00. Cabinet with GR -2501 TV Kit
ORS-2501-2, 249 lbs., Mtr. Frt.
729.90

GRA-704-25, 112 lbs., Mtr. Frt.
139.95
SAVE $100.00. Cabinet with GR-2501 TV Kit.
ORS-2501-1, 225 lbs., Mtr. Ft.
679.90

GRA-702-25, 114 lbs., Mtr. Frt.

189.95

SAVE $100.00. Cabinet with GR-2501 TV Kit.
ORS-2501-3, 227 lbs., Mtr. Frt.
729.90
92/TELEVISION

Credit Card Orders Call TOLL-FREE: 800-253-0570

By popular demand —System 3video realism in a19" dia. Color Television kit

S
499 95

• The true quality difference in TV —
System 3engineering yields sharper.
more detailed color imagery and a
new standard in viewer convenience
• Astonishing picture fidelity heightens
television appreciation

Improve TV? Yes. Expand the sense of reality you experience and enjoy it more.
This space-saving tabletop model unites 19" size and spectacular new
System 3 technology in ameticulous kit design you'll take great pleasure in
building. And watching! It's the perfect TV to dramatize any room where color
lovers gather to watch the world of video unfold in rainbow shades of realism.
Inside the GR-1901, you'll find circuit developments that offer enviable advantages over other color lys. First, the Triple-Plus Chassis. Cool-running and
100% modular in design, it consists of aclean, uncluttered arrangement of
modules with a minimum of interconnections. Every "complete system"
module is 100% pre-tested and aligned for outstanding reliability.
Our Tri -Focus Picture Tube attracts the eye with exceptional sharpness and
detail. It uses an ultra-high-resolution EFL Electron Gun with three extended
focusing actions to concentrate the beam and
produce a smaller spot than is possible in
one-gun sets. This precise horizontal alignment brings you an increased image crispness, better highlight definition and
crystalline resolution, with proper levels of
color purity, tint and contrast.
A new, advanced Color Sentry corrects the
picture 30 times a second. Eight essential
picture and color sub-systems work together
to deliver critically sharp and vivid color reproduction every time.... automatically!
Computer Space Command 3000
gives you full-featured control
For extra depth and presence, the amazing
f•om
anywhere in the room
detail-adding PRP (Peak Resolution Picture)
Circuit achieves maximum optical resolution
by reproducing all 330 lines of detail being
transmitted. The result: on every broadcast.
the pictures come alive as never before.
GR-1901 gives you 112 UHF/VHF/CATV channel
capability without an external converter (except for scrambled programs). Connect cable
directly to the set, and you're in touch with 42
easily-selected cable channels.
No fine tuning needed — ever! A computer
Time Control Programmer turns
selector instantly locks on each exact freset ON and OFF automatically,
quency to keep the picture sharp and clear.
once within a24-hour period
The infra-red remote unit provides direct access or channel scanning, volume up/down,
muted sound, recall of on-screen channel/time display, check or activation of
the pre-set Time Control Programmer and power on/off control.
The beautifully finished pedestal cabinet measures 17 5/
8"H x26;4" W x17 7
/ra" D
and comes with detachable, telescoping dipole and clip-on bow-tie an-

tennas. Provisions for external UHF/VHF and
matched CATV/MATV hookup are provided
with switchable Normal iSpecial AFC

Modular chassis design allows
economical self-serviceability

To match the performance of what you hear to
the clearly superior picture you see. a 1.5
watt amplifier and an accoustically-optimized 5" speaker send richly-toned sound
into every corner. For truly room-filing response, an Audio Output jack allows auxiliary connection to your hi-fidelity system.
Includes earphone with 15' cord for disturbance-free listening. Heath provides the
quality difference — in features, in value, in
PERFORMANCE!

Put aGR -1901 together. Savor the hOlirs of leisure achievement. Turn it on.
Behold the overwhelming clarity and real-as-life image it shows off. Touch the
remote control. Then settle back for improved visual entertainment ...
Kit GR-1901, Shpg. wt. 107 lbs.
499.95
RA-1901-1, Mobile TV Cart has full top and bottom shelves, solid wood rails
for strength and safety. Finished in rich Walnut tone overall. Casters provide
easy mobility 17 1
2 "H x27" W x13;i3" D, Shpg. wt. 10 lbs.
/
24.95

Electronic Home Video Organizer offers all-in-one convenience
• It's the versatile -control center'
for your complete home video
entertainment system
• Now switch from one program
source to another without ever
changing cable connections
Tired of tangling with all those cables
behind your TV set? Don't touch that
connection — Zenith's Video Organizer
ends the juggling forever! Separate input and output jacks allow complete connection
of your TV and VHF or Cable antenna, pay TV
decoder, VCR, disc player, game unit and home
computer or auxiliary video equipment.

-

Ten front panel buttons peamit instant selection of
any one of six different program sources for immediate viewing, and any one of three sources for
simultaneous recording. You can even view one
source while recording any other. The Organizer
has better than 60 dB isolation and 3.5 dB max
insertion loss, excellent RF shielding to eliminate
electromagnetic interference and maintain picture clarity plus pewter side panels and awalnutgrain top. Includes three 75S2 48' coax cables
with F-type connectors, one 750 VHF7300f1 UHF
Band Separator, one 75n F-type barrel coupler
and AC Power Adapter. Order one for more hours
of uninterrupted video enjoyment!
GSZ-4500, Shpg. wt. 8 lbs.

Alaska, Hawaii and Michigan Residents: Call 616-982-3411

99.95
TELE"

Now in kit form! The Explorer' 5" B/W TV with AM/FM radio-alarm clock is aportable playmate
Indoors or out, this mini-marvel
can provide fun for one and all —
because it operates on 4 types of
power: AC house current. 12-volt
negative ground battery systems,
six alkaline "D" cells or an optional rechargeable battery pack.
If you're the active type who spends ample time
traveling with the family or Just 'on the go' with
friends — you'll appreciate the compact convenience and all-in-one capability of the Explorer.
After an exciting two nights spent building this
uncomplicated kit, it'll prove itself a versatile
investment by entertaining on campouts. cartrips
and in every room of the house. That's the best
feature — you're not tied to one power source or a
single media mode
this multiple goes wherever
you go and tunes it all!
This go anywhere, do-anything portable offers everything you need to stay thoroughly entertained and
informed. It features famous Zenith quality and
reliability with Heathktt fun and do-it-yourself
savings. You get performance and portability.
Simple, rugged and reliable ... the completely
solid-state MICROMAX" chassis provides high
performance with extremely low energy usage,
and consIstent picture Quality on every statior
All 82 VHF and UHF TV channels are at your fingertips, plus the entire AM and
FM (with AFC) broadcast spectrum. A no -wear, electronic tuner and calibrated cylinder dial permit easy selection without annoying drift. The quickon Sunshine Picture Tube brings you afull, bright picture in seconds without
continuous energy drain. New narrow -neck design with high-speed electron
beam produces sharp picture (fetal and fine highlight brightness. The builton sunhood cuts glare and reduces reflection in strong light.
A telescopic UHF/VHF/FM swivel aerial
and internal Wavemagnet" AM rod antenna pull in primary signals for clear.
AGC audio and video reception.
The LCD quartz digital clock on the front
panel is your 24-hour programmable
wake-up call. Switches set the correct
AM or PM time and pre-set the automatic Alarm so you can wake to pleasant
electronic tone, auto-on TV or music.
Pre-aligned modular circuit boards
One alkaline AA battery (not supplied)
reduce assembly time and effort
powers the clock for up to twc years.

Gently lull yourself into slumber with the Sleep Switch/Auto-off control which
programs the set to turn itself off after 59 minutes of operation. When you
awake to the 12-minute ala -m, afront panel Snooze button will delay each
reminder by 10 minutes for any number of naps. Accessories included with
the Explorer are adetachable AC adapter unit, private listening earphone to
enjoy TV or radio without disturbing other people. and aDC Car Cord for use in
any car, truck or RV with 12 -volt negative ground electrical systems.
Extra features include adial light. 312" hi -fidelity speaker, provision for 300ohm external antenna, abuilt-on carrying handle and durable. dent -resistant
cabinet with satin silver finish. The 7.25" H x6" W x11" D case weighs just 6
pounds without the optional batteries — small enough to store or carry almost
anywhere. yet you can enjoy its crisp, brilliant picture from several feet away.
This device has not been approved by the Federal Communications Commission. This device is not, and may not be. offered for sale or .,ease. or sold or
leased until the approval of the FCC has been obtained.
GR -5005, Shpg. wt. 12 lbs.
149.95
GRZ-5005. Assembled and tested. Shag. wt. 9 lbs.
179.95

Zenith System3 quality in a13" color portable

Zenith 9" B/W portable plays on AC/DC/Battery

Now the best Zenith ever ... is
portaDie! This slim-line System 3 color TV features Tri Focus Picture Tube for the
sharpest image in Zenith history. Triple-Plus Chassis has
modular design. fewer interconnections and is cooler-running for longer life. Color Sentry corrects the picture 30
times per second — automatically! Perma-Set fine tuning locks your adjustment for
clear picture on every UHF'VHF channel thereafter. Electronic Power Sentry
voltage regulator and other power-saving features conserve 25% more energy
than pre ,ious model. Full-featured Space Command' 800 Remote Control
allowiss-the-room operation. Balanced color level and contrast control.
•ctronic tuners provide positive signal reception every time.
.:hannel numbers. Telescoping dipole VHF and clip-on bowtie
provided. Foldaway carrying handle for easy room-to-room
tn
finish cabinet. 120V. 60 Hz: 13.75" H x20.1" W X14.9" D.
el
.

bled and tested. Shpg. wt. 44 lbs.

449.95

Rechargeable Nickel Cadmium Battery Pack, for up to 4 hrs. of TV or 40 hrs. of
radso; recharges on AC in 18 hours. Built-in overcharge protection.
GRZ-5005-1. Assembled. Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.
19.95

New technology in this lightweight portable provides energy
savings and extra versatility. An
efficient, 100% solid-state chassis picture tube combination
consumes a mere 28 watts.
Watch it indoors or out using AC
line, 12VDC auto battery or optional battery pack (below).
Quick-on Sunshine picture tube
gives afull, oright image in seconds without continuous energy
Simulated pictures
drain. Transistorized, 82 -channe
tuning provides tack-sharp picture and highlight details with Perma-Set VHF fine tuning. Earphone, 12VDC
auto adapter cord and detachable sunshield included.
GRZ-93. Assembled and tested, Shpg. wt. 14 lbs.
109.95
Rechargeable 12V Battery Pack mounts under set, recharges on house current
to provide up to 4 hours playing time. Built-in overcharge safety circuit.
GRZ-93-1, Assembled, Shpg. wt. 9 lbs.
144
39..
9
95
5
SAVE $4.95! GRZ-93-S, TV and Battery Pack. Shpg. wt. 33 lbs.
sop
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Credit Card Orders Call TOLL-FREE: 800-253-0570

Reach for the stars —at big savings —with the Heathkit Satellite Earth Station
The complete Heathkit SRS-8100 Earth Station
comes with our trademark of quality and reliability. Comparable in quality to professionallyinstalled earth station systems costing up to
$15.000. the SRS-8100 Earth Station System
costs less than athird of that much

Here's what sets our earth station apart from the rest:
• Put awide variety of TV entertainment at your fingertips! Many
channels — most free of cuts, censorship and interruptions — are available on
geosynchronous satellites. This includes movies, sports, news, specials,
nightclub acts, concerts, plays and more!'
• Aspecially-prepared Site Survey Kit helps you determine the correct location
for asatellite antenna: easy-to-follow assembly manuals and technical
assistance make our earth station easy to install
• Integrated Low-Noise Amplifier'Down-Converter.,Three-Meter Satellite
Antenna and receiver electronics are made by Scientific-Atlanta. one of the
foremost manufacturers of satellite communications equipment
• Satellite Receiver features drift-free reception, special Zenith Space
Command Remote Control (a satellite TV first) and built-in LNA/DownConverter security circuit (alarm not included)
Has built-in 12hour (AM ,FM)
digital clock
Designed for clear
pictures at low
signal levels
Well-designed,
fits in with your
home's decor

Operate receiver
with spec ia•
remote control

Based on adesign used by commercial systems: The SRS-8100 Earth Station
gives you uncommon performance and convenience in its price range. You get:
Iii The SRA-8100-1 Three-Meter Satellite Antenna, by Scientific-Atlanta: Made by
one of the most experienced names in satellite communications, this
precision-contoured dish antenna provides the gain needed for asharp, clear
picture. This heavy-duty, adjustable-mount antenna will give long, reliable
performance. A rotatable feed assembly automatically rotates to the proper
polarization for each channel — receive up to 24 channels from one satellite,
with one feed.
El The SRA-8100-6 Earth Foundation Kit: This enables you to anchor the
3-meter antenna in the ground firmly enough to withstand 100 mph winds.
The SRA-8100-2 Integrated Low-Noise Amplifier (LNA/Down-Converter) by
Scientific-Atlanta: This device amplifies satellite signals and minimizes noise
for astrong, clear picture. The signal is converted from 4 GHz down to the 500
MHz band — so it can be delivered to the satellite receiver via standard,
inexpensive coaxial cable.
E The Heathkit SRA-8100-3 Satellite Receiver Kit: This attractively-styled
device has 24-channel electronic tuning for drift-free reception, a built-in
memory, the ability to turn itself on for viewing or recording at times you select,
and a built-in security circuit which allows connection of an alarm (not
included) to alert you to any attempt to remove the LNA/Down-Converter.
The Site Survey Kit will help you determine if your site iiacceptable for installation
of aHeathkit Earth Station. Or if you would like abrochure with more information, call 800-253-0570 TOLL-FREE -- or write to Heath Company.
Alaska, Hawaii and Michigan Residents: Call 616-982-3411

DiOal, stable
reception of 24
satellite channels

Save on these complete Heathkit Earth Station Systems:
SAVE $3495! SRS-8100, 120 - Earth Station for most U S. areas has SRA-8100-2
120 LNA Down-Converter), 866 lbs., Mtr. Frt. Was $6995.00, NOW 3500.00
SAVE $4145! SRS-8200, 90 0 Earth Station for fringe recePtion areas (has
SRA-8100-4 LNA; Down-Converter),
866 lbs., Mtr. Frt.
Was $7955.00, NOW ONLY 3850.00
SAVE $695! SRA-8100-5, Extender Panels for improved reception rn fringe
areas. 188 lbs.. Mtr. Frt.
Was $795.00, NOW ONLY 100.00

The first step: the SRA-8100-10 Site Survey Kit
Helps determine whether an earth station can be installed at your site: Has
computerized look angle printout for your acdress, compass, inclinometer and a manual explaining satellite TV and how to order our
Earth Station. Available at Heathkit Electronic Centers; deduct cost of
kit when you purchase a Heathkit Earth Station. Be sure to bring the
address, city, state and Zip Code of your site when you come in.
Kit SRA-8100-10, Shpg. wt. 3 lbs.14.95
"Fegeral Communications Commission equipment authorization relating to the sale of toe Heatohrt Earth Station requires
the following disclosure Use of this device may violate Section SO: of the Commurocations Act of 1934, as amended.
through the unauthorized interception and divulgence of radio communications; or, the use of radio communications frone's own benefit when there is no entitlement to sis receipt: Viewing ot some satetde ry channels may require the cu ,
to obtain permission from. or make payments to.the programming company. Some programmers may not grant perm'
local. state and foreign laws may now or in the future limit the use of this device The customer is responsde fr•
at applicable laws and regulations

SATELLITF

THE HEATH CRAFT WOODWORKS FURNITURE CATALOG

Heirloom-quality furniture kits
from Heath Craft Woodworks
go together beautifully —
with savings of 50% or more
over comparable assembled
furniture pieces
Start today — get your FREE
full-color catalog!

MAIL TO: Heath Craft Woodworks
Heath Company, Dept. 479-859
Benton Harbor, MI 49022
Please send the latest Heath Craft Woodworks catalog.
Name
You build these kits the way the world's
finest furniture has always been built — by
hand: World-famous instruction manuals and
everything else you need to complete the
piece is included with the kit.

Address
State

City

Zip

Heathkit Handy Index
AMATEUR RADIO: accessories, antennas.
antenna tuners. courses. keyers.
novice aids, portable power system.
transceivers
8-20
AUTOMOTIVE: cruise control, courses,
garage door opener, speedometer.
tachometer, tune-up equipment.
wiper delay

21-24

CLOCKS: digital clocks

6-7

COMPUTERS: accessories, courses.
hardware, peripherals. software

66-77

EDUCATION: amateur radio, 14-15;
automotive. 24; classroom courses. 43;
computers. 78-80: electronics. 30-43:
microprocessors, 35-39: self-instruction
courses. 2, 14-15, 24. 30-42. 78-80;
test equipment, 34: weather

GENERAL INFORMATION: Heath Revolving
Charge. ordering information.
warranties
48-49
57

HOME PRODUCTS: air cleaners. 26: BSR X-10
home controller, 82; digital scale, 85:
garage door opener, 23: intercom. 44:
light switches, 7; radios. 7. 45;
telephone. 81: setback thermostat. 26:
solar electricity and solar water
heater
28-29
INS' '

'ITS: chart recorders, frequency
lerators. meters. oscilloscopes.
'es, testers
51-65

i.
•M.,t,„

L.)

NAME PLATE

46-47
46

NEW PRODUCTS: computerized amateur radio
transceiver. 8-9; solar electricity, 27:
advanced microprocessor course, 38; microprocessor interfacing classroom course, 43:
magnifier lamp. 50; Z-100 Series 16-bit
computers, 66-67; personal information
terminal. 71; computer software. 75-77;
video organizer. 91 19" color TV kit
93
ORDERING INFORMATION

48-49

PHOTOGRAPHY: darkroom timer

44

SATELLITE TV: earth station

95

SECURITY: alarms. timers
2

ENERGY: log splitter,fortable power system,
power factor controller. thermostat, solar
electricity, solar water heater
25-29

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS

MARINE: power inverter, 24; depth
sounders, fish locators

82-83

STARTER KITS: burglar alarm. 82;
ceiling fan. 27; clocks, 6-7: doorbell. 85;
freezer alarm. 7; frequency counter. 59:
lamp switches, 7; log splitter. 25;
portable light. 7: radio, 7; timing lights. 23;
ultrasonic cleaner. 44; portable VOM .... 51
STEREO HIGH FIDELITY: amplifiers, receivers,
speakers, tuners. turntables
86-91

WOODWORKS

800-253-0570
Order from SAM to 8PM, Eastern
Time. (In Alaska, Hawaii or Michigan
call 616-982-3411.)To save time, fill
out the order blank between pages 48
and 49 and have your credit card
handy before ordering.

Charge it any of three different ways
Use your Visa or MasterCard charge
cards to purchase the Heathkit products you need for your home or business. Use the Heath Revolving
Charge plan for kit purchases of $500
or more. See page 48 for full details
and more information on how to say
"Charge it" at Heath.

TELEVISION: computerized and portable
lys, satellite earth station, video tape
recorders
91-95
TOOLS: soldering irons. tools

50

WEATHER: computerized weather station
barometer, barograph, thermometer,
rain gauge, wind computer, weather
Course
2-5
'In the U.S., units of Veritechnology
Electronics Corporation

lare mail order, Net FOB Benton Harbor. Michigan and apply only in the United
,
sions. Special offers herein are effective October 17, 1982 through January 5,
tot availability and specifications are subject to change without notice. Heath
,esponsible for typographical errors or pictorial errors.
Printed in U.S.A.
T

Phone our toll-free number —
get your kits faster

chorg•o•kit

WHY WE ARE YOUR PERFECT PARTNER
For more than half acentury, Heath Company has designed kits for people who want
build-it-yourself quality. Every year, thousands of satisfied customers buy and build
products from every line in our catalog, knowing that they are purchasing their gear
from acompany who will stand behind them.
For over three decades, our unique line of Amateur Radio products has created a
strong partnership between Hams and Heath, the world leader in high-technology kitform electronics. Amateurs have come to expect Heath gear to be the very finest
money can buy. It's true because our products are built by Hams. For Hams. We're
dedicated to designing equipment and accessories that can withstand the test of time.
The reasons have ahistory we build tomorrow upon.

"WE WON'T LET YOU FAIL"
This quote is our company motto, and is supported by engineers, manual writers,
customer service people — in short, everyone who works at Heath company. Heath
employees care about the products they design, the manuals they write, the services
they provide and, most of all — the people whose needs they fulfill. We're never
satisfied until you are. There is no compromising Quality.

PROOF IN THE PERFORMANCE
Who builds the best Amateur Radio gear around? YOU DO! Thousands of Hams attest
to the reliable perlormance, unsurpassable specifications and long-term dependability of Heathkit equipment. Get on the air today and you'll hear some of Heath's old
workhorses from the fifties and sixties still capturing OSO after OSO, even though they
may have visited many aHamfest flea market since leaving the original builder's
hands.
So, if you're anticipating the fun for the first time, be assured that it will be an
enjoyable, satisfying experience that can easily be shared.
And one thing more —there's that indescribable thrill which comes from airing aORP
or legal-limit rig that you've just built with your own two hands! It's afeeling that harks
back to the early days of our hobby (some call it apassion) when almost every rig was
"home-brew" and every contact or call you made reflected the hard-won know-how,
loving care and electronic construction skill you had learned and applied to succeed.
It's this same do-it-yourself ideology of self-accomplishment that Heath seeks to
promote.
Pride naturally follows achievement. And this kind seems to last forever.

THE INTEREST KEEPS GROWING
This unique partnership, and the build-it-yourself philosophy that has given the Heath
Company its impetus since 1926, have encouraged many an individual to explore the
world-wide wonders of Amateur Radio.

A LONG JOURNEY FORWARD
Looking back, the end of World War II produced more than asurplus of electronic
components. It returned to civilian life ahuge corps of radio-oriented veterans, many
of whom joined the legions of Amateur Radio operators who had been denied use of
the airwaves during the war. Because ham radio enthusiasts comprised alarge part of
the Heath customer base, the company soon came out with agrid dip meter, which
was followed by the enormously popular AT-1 CW Transmitter kit.
The support of the Ham community led to the introduction of awide array of Heathkit
Amateur Radio products. Each new piece of gear improved on existing technology,
and our trademark became synonymous with the best and most desired features in
any station of operation.

A PHILOSOPHY FOR THE FUTURE
Asimple philosophy echoes through the headquarters of Heath Company, located
near Benton Harbor, Michigan. And it all has to do with you. It started with our founder.
Edward Bayard Heath, back in the aviation era of the 1920's. Aphilosophy that says
anyone, regardless of technical knowledge or experience, given the necessary parts
and properly prepared instructions, can build akit.
Ed Heath took that philosophy and sparked the imaginations of people like him. People
like you, who appreciate doing things for yourself, and put alarge share of personal
care and quality into everything handcrafted. The employees at Heath who design,
test, package, and promote build-it-yourself kits nurture that same philosophy. Why?
Because kit-building is ahappy hobby for everyone. Whether you're in business,
retired, ahousewife, or ayoungster —you can probably build any one of our kits...
even if you've never had any experience in electronics before. How can we be so
certain? Because each kit has been specially designed for hobby construction, with an
illustrated, easy-to-use assembly manual that leaves nothing to chance.

Of course the interests of Amateur Radio enthusiasts aren't confined to that section of
the Heathkit Catalog. Many pacesetting Hams are exploring the newest area of technology —computers. Ther're using them to design antennas, plot beam headings,
track and transpond with OSCAR (Orbiting Satellite Carrying Amateur Radio), refine
data on Earth-Moon-Earth bounce contacts and to transmit RTTY.
Heath and the Ham. once again are perfect partners in this new adventure. Hundreds
of future-minded Amateur Radio buffs have built their own H-19 and H-89 Computers,
and many are using our RTTY program, or the Ham Radio programs available to
members of HUG the Heath User's Group.

EXPLORING THE LEADING EDGE
Heath has always produced state-of-the-art radio gear for sophisticated operators,
backed by unprecedented quality guarantees. Some of our most innovative new
designs incorporate microprocessor technology. Like the custom chip in our MicroMatic Memory Keyer, shown on the inside front cover of this wrap and described on
page 20 of the catalog. It represents afusion of dedicated engineering teamwork,
edge-of-technology research and acommitment to supplying you with the very best
examples of reliability, capability and adaptability.
As we move further into the '80's, Heath will continue to design, manufacture and sell
products to satisfy the needs of tomorrow's applications. Our aim is to provide you
with the most efficient, effective and inexpensive methods for making the world an
even smaller (and faster) place in which to communicate.
Now, with the arrival of the SS-9000, every trailblazer is freed to open the frontier of
computer-enhanced hamshacks. In concert with the combined imaginations of all
who learn to command one, this superTransceiver should help transform the state of
amateur telecommunications in the coming decade. The SS-9000 signals anew era iR
operating convenience. An era full of exciting promise. Challenge. And opportunity...
Why not purchase aHeathkit product today? This catalog is full of over 450 useful kits
designed to give you measurable savings over comparable assembled products, an
extra-desirable 'difference' that makes it unique to own one and an immeasurable
sense of pride from constructing it yourself. Also, you'll gain confidence by seeing
how easily electronics can be understood, through kits that give you 'hands-on'
experience and tech-knowledgy:
Now, more than ever before, Heath offers you more. Like we say...

There's more for the Ham at

Heath®
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Heathkit®

HEATH COMPANY
BENTON HARBOR MI 49022

TO SPEED YOUR ORDER
CALL TOLL FREE

PLEASE DO NOT WRITE IN THE
SPACE ABOVE

800-253-0570
In Michigan. Alaska & Hawaii.
Call (616) 982-3411.

Street Address

Zip

MODEL
NUMBER

BULK RATE
U. S. Postage
PAID
Heath Company

POSTMASTER: If addressee has moved,
deliver to current resident.

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS

2. To open acharge account, fill out
the application between pages
48 and 49 and enclose it with this
entire page.

City

OUAN.

tiat ma mom um

1. Do not include money for shipping and handling charges if any
item on this order is marked
"Motor Freight .'in the catalog In
this case, all items will be sent
freight collect.

Name

State
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WT.

KIT DESCRIPTION

PRICE
EACH

TOTAL
PRICE

SHPG.
CHARGES'

Save $595 00
on the new SSG-9000
Deluxe HF Transceiver and
Power Supply from your

"Peet Petigea
Yes, send me the SSG-9000 Deluxe HF Transceiver and
Power Supply at $2,495.00 (Plus shipping & handling).
MERCHANDISE TOTAL

Payment Method
r---1 Caen

Please send check
i--' or money order only

a

COD Include 20%
deposit. (Minimum
order $10).

.

CHARGE 0 — — —
Check one
'
1
1._1,

r

MICHIGAN RESIDENTS: ADD 4%
SALES TAX on merchandise total.

tie

SHIPPING CHARGES
See ordering information
at center of catalog.
Write Zone Here
1

TOTAL AMOUNT

Acct #
Exp date
Signature

Daytime
Phone

Rinneture necessary to send merchandise

Amount Included with this order
•Flgure Shipping Charge* for each Item individually.
Enter In column provided.

Special Introductory Price of $2,495.00
This is alimited time offer
so mail your order in today.
Product available December, 1982
See front cover for details

800-253-0570

In Alaska. Hawaii and Michigan
Call 616-982-3411 24 hours a da

1

